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Abstract 

What is the impact of ideology on translation style? In this thesis I explore this question 

by focusing on the impact of the Confucian ideology on stylistic choices made by 

contemporary Chinese translators in the translation of English fiction. Investigating the 

connection between style and ideology is carefully planned out by combining 

theoretical insights from stylistics and social linguistics as well as related translation 

theories. Based on my theoretical framework, five samples of translated novels in a 

variety of fiction genres are intensively analysed using Halliday's functional linguistic 

approach. My investigation has discovered that the translated novels converge in a 

translation style which is predominantly formal but combined with some striking 

culture specific features. My research has supplied ample evidence to demonstrate 

ideological influences on literary style in terms of genre, register and sociolect. Despite 

the general acceptance of Confucianism as part of the Chinese cultural heritage, its 

modern relevance for translation has been rarely explored. My research has identified 

three areas for exploration: 

 

a) the impact of the Confucian literary genres on translation style 

b) the impact of the Confucian formal register on translation style 

c) the impact of the Confucian principle of elegance on translators’  

    aesthetic style 

 

Although translation studies using an ideological approach is common, my research 

tackles a rarely explored area of study by investigating submergent ideological 

influences on translation behaviour. It brings fresh light on understanding how 

linguistic and social/cultural factors impact the translation process, and in doing so 

contribute towards the evaluation of some key theories related to linguistic and social 

explorations of translation by Nida, Even-Zohar, Toury, Levý and Venuti. My research 

offers an analytical framework which can be applied to many areas of translation 

studies. 
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Introduction 

 

At the end of the sixteenth century, the Italian Jesuit, Matteo Ricci arrived in China. He 

and his fellow missionaries soon realized that their original strategy of dressing 

themselves in Buddhist robes would not secure them a social advantage in propagating 

their foreign doctrine. Ricci decided to present himself as a ru 儒 , a follower of 

Confucius. (In fact, the very name ‘Confucius’ is a Jesuit invention, a Latinization of 

the Chinese term Kong Fuzi 孔夫子, meaning ‘Master Kong’). Winning the support of 

some Confucian Mandarins in prominent court positions, Ricci and other Jesuits set out 

to incorporate the Confucian doctrine into the message of the Gospel. Christianity was 

presented as a ‘lost’ religion that shared the same ethical principles as the way of the 

Confucian sages. Putting aside the question whether Ricci’s cultural accommodation 

was successful or not, his insight into the pivotal role Confucianism played in Chinese 

society is profound. W.T de Bary, an American sinologist (1919–2017), comments:  

If we were to characterize in one word the Chinese way of life for the last two 

thousand years, the word could be ‘Confucian’. No other individual in Chinese 

history has so deeply influenced the life and thought of his people, as a 

transmitter, teacher and creative interpreter of ancient culture and literature 

and as a moulder of the Chinese mind and character. (de Bary, 1960, as cited 

in Yao, 2000, p.1) 

 

However, despite the general acceptance of Confucianism as an integral part of Chinese 

cultural heritage, the Confucian impact on today’s society is a debatable issue. 

Opinions tend to be polarized. For those anti-traditionalists, Confucianism is an 

ideology of the imperial past and offers little relevance in modern times. As a matter of 

fact, ever since the New Culture Movement (mid-1910s and 1920s) made the anti-

Confucian stance, such a view seems to have played the upper hand (Chen, 2017). 
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Traditionalists and reformists of Confucianism have not ceased to defend and advocate 

the values of Confucianism (Goldin, 2015). In the past few decades there has been a 

revived interest in exploring Confucianism and its modern relevance, not just in China 

but also in many other countries in East Asia (Xu et al., 2011).   

 

The above two opposing views need careful reviewing. For the anti-traditionalists, they 

should consider if there is sufficient evidence that a once prolonged, dominant ideology 

such as Confucianism could possibly be totally eradicated from the Chinese mindset 

by means of external political campaigns. For the modern Confucianists, they should 

be careful lest their enthusiasm over preservation or adaptation of the Confucian 

tradition is based on some false perceptions of the Confucian legacy, whatever that may 

be. It seems that, to avoid both extremes, the most realistic way to evaluate the 

relevance of Confucianism in present times is by empirical research.  

 

This research hopes to contribute towards empirical studies of the Confucian heritage 

from the angle of translation studies. I aimed to investigate whether the Confucian 

ideology impacts stylistic choices in the translation of English fiction by contemporary 

Chinese translators. The hypothesis is that if the Confucian ideology is still a driving 

force behind contemporary literary activities, then its influence must be detectable in 

translator’s linguistic habits. To test this hypothesis, my research carries out a 

qualitative analysis of five translated novels published in China, using Halliday's 

systemic functional linguistic (SFL) approach. It is hoped that my research will 

contribute towards understanding why stylistic choice in translation is a normative, 

standardized decision influenced by ideological factors. 
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From the perspective of translation studies, the use of an ideological approach to the 

analysis of translation has been popular since the 1980s (Munday, 2008). Many 

interesting issues have been raised and explored using such an approach, covering 

religion (e.g., Elliott & Boer, 2012), race (e.g., Beaugrande et al., 1994), gender (e.g., 

Leonardi, 2012) and many others (see Calzada-Pérez, 2002 for a collection of topical 

research papers). Without undermining any of these fruitful works, I would like to raise 

two critical observations.  

 

Firstly, the ideological approach to translation studies tends to view translation from a 

political angle (e.g., Evans & Fernandez, 2018). Works of this kind tend to focus on 

investigating a conscious, or deliberate translation strategy by translators who seem to 

be fully aware of the powerful medium of translation. Secondly, although the approach 

has been applied to study translator’s individual translation style, few studies have 

explored the impact of ideology on normative translation style. Translation style is 

often studied as ‘a kind of thumbprint’ from individual translators (Baker, 2019, p.58). 

But questions need to be asked whether ideological factors can impact translation style 

to manifest as a patterned, socially shared choice in a collective sense. 

  

These two critical observations challenge the tendency to equate ideological 

investigations with a focused study of individually styled, politically motivated 

translation acts. In fact, some works of TS (Translation Studies) theorists have already 

refuted such an overtone. For example, Venuti (1995) observed that the translators 

translating foreign novels unanimously adopt a ‘domesticating’ rather than a 

‘foreignizing’ translation style to maximise fluency, in order to appeal to the English-

speaking readership. Fung (1998) argued that contemporary Chinese translators would 

sometimes tamper with the STs in the service of ideology. Megrab (1998) and Baker 
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(2006) explored how the translator’s ideological positioning influences interpretation 

and presentation of political conflicts in translation narratives. Although these works 

do not directly dwell upon the link between ideology and translation style, they 

nevertheless suggest that translation decisions may be normative, ‘unconsciously’ 

made under subtle ideological influences. I shall briefly discuss the implications of 

such an understanding in the following two parts. 

 

1. Investigating submerged ideological influences on translation 

First of all, it is important to emphasize that the functionality of ideology is collective, 

in both a manifest and a latent sense. As Verschueren (1999, p.ii) pointed out, ideology 

is a ‘constellation of beliefs or ideas...experienced as fundamental or commonsensical 

and which can be observed to play a normative role’. Simpson (1993, p.5) takes a 

similar stance: ‘an ideology...derives from the taken-for-granted assumptions, beliefs 

and value-systems which are shared collectively by social groups’. Sociologists are 

particularly interested in how ideology reinforces human collectiveness by legitimating 

a control system (Berger, 1963, p.130). For them, the functionality of ideology is both 

manifest and latent. Katan correctly illustrates this as the ‘iceberg model of ideology’ 

(Katan & Straniero-Sergio, 2002). For him ‘the iceberg model’ is a description of 

Western consumer capitalism and popular culture, displayed as beliefs and values in 

levels of submergence, exerting influences on interpreter’s action (p.132). The same 

model can be applied to describe any ideology which exerts its submerged influence in 

a society. In this sense, Confucianism can be seen as a typical submerged ideology in 

Chinese society.  

 

Of course, latent or submerged ideologies may well have been explicit, dominant 

ideologies once upon a time, as in the case of Confucianism. Confucianism began as 
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an explicit political ideology and developed into an orthodox ideology whose 

dominance transcended more than two thousand years of China’s imperial history. The 

ideology represents taken for granted assumptions, beliefs and value-systems deeply 

ingrained in Chinese society and provides frameworks for normative social behaviours 

shared collectively by different social groups (Xu et al., 2011, p.iii). Although this once 

prominent ideology is mostly in ‘submerged’ forms in modern times, it is reasonable 

to hypothesize its influences in shaping the mindset of Chinese translators, leading to 

translation styles characteristic of its influences.  

 

Furthermore, if one accepts that ideology has levels of submergence, it follows that the 

impact of a submerged ideology must be harder to detect, but in a sense be more 

significant, as it regulates behaviours of the majority of social participants. For instance, 

in Chinese history a most prominent literary style canonized by the Confucian 

ideologists is ya 雅, the style of elegance (see 2.2.4b for full exposition). Many scholars 

(Fong, 2001, Sinn, 2001, Chan, 2004) have clearly identified the influence of the 

Confucian ya style on the development of ya as Yan Fu’s (2015) cardinal principle for 

translation. As Fong (2001, p. 282) pointed out, Yan ‘relied heavily on the Confucian 

classics to explain his guidelines, which later formed the basis of modern Chinese 

translation theory’. This demonstrates how ideological influences can potentially 

regulate the literary practice of Chinese translators. However, despite the intuitive 

recognition of the Confucian ideological influence in the promotion of ya as a 

translation tenet, not enough research has been done to uncover the link between 

submerged ideological influences and translation behaviours. Does ya still impacts 

Chinese translators' stylistic choice today? This is a key direction for my research. 
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2. Investigating ideological and stylistic patterning 

Secondly, the perception that ideology plays a ‘normative role’ (Verschuern, 1999) and 

provides shared values (Simpson, 1993) points to the significance of studying 

normative patterns. Translation studies have always shown a keen interest in exploring 

norms and universals. For example, Even-Zohar’s poly-system theory (1990) proposes 

a structural view of translation norms in the literary systems. Toury’s (2012) descriptive 

translation theory provides an ambitious framework exploring ‘laws’ and ‘universals’ 

governing the translation process. Particularly relevant to literary translation is Levý’s 

(2011) work exploring translation tendencies from a stylistic point of view. Concerning 

fiction translation, Venuti (1993, 1998) has formulated some critical theories which are 

widely influential. 

 

The above theories are informative for my research focus, as my study of translation 

style is an attempt to investigate normative patterns in textual presentation. However, 

compared to the general study of translation norms and universals, the study of 

translation style has at least two distinctive considerations: how style is described, and 

how style is interpreted. It is important to give some thoughts to these two 

considerations.  

 

Firstly, description of translation styles involves a linguistic perspective. General 

explorations of translation norms and universals do not have to be language specific or 

technically descriptive, but the study of translation style has to be language specific 

and provide linguistic descriptions of some kind for validation. For many scholars, the 

best solution to avoid vagueness in stylistic description is by application of linguistic 

technicalities in textual analysis. As Simpson (1993, p.4) argues, linguistic theory can 

offer ‘an established metalanguage which can account systematically for what the 
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analyst feels are significant features of language in a text’. For this reason, my research 

applies Halliday’s SFL as a power tool for translation analysis.  

  

Secondly, interpretation of style usually involves an ideological perspective. As Baker 

(2019, p.69) remarks, ‘identifying linguistic habits and stylistic patterns is not an end 

in itself: it is only worthwhile if it tells us something about the cultural and ideological 

positioning of the translator’. The use of interpretative methods in textual analysis is 

widely applied in social research. The underlying principle is that ‘by observing the 

products of translation it is possible to make inferences about the process’ (Saldanha & 

O’Brien, 2014, p.50). My research reflects the same principle and interprets stylistic 

features observed in translated fiction from an ideological perspective.  

 

On a negative note, however, the interpretative method is often being criticized as being 

too subjective, or self-circular. The risk of projecting interpretations onto data and over-

inference in text analysis needs to be avoided. It is important to provide a vigorous 

argument for an interpretative claim. But it must be pointed out that absolute validation 

of an interpretation is not plausible. The issue is more how one takes reasonable 

measures to support a claim rather than whether one should make a claim at all. This 

research echoes the same point of view. I seek to support my claim of Confucian 

influences on translation styles with reasonably sufficient evidence, but my 

interpretation is not in an absolute sense. It is necessary to acknowledge this from the 

onset.  

 

3. Research values and outline 

So given that the connection between translation style and submerged ideological 

influences are rarely explored, I believe my research will fill a gap and provide an 
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interesting angle exploring ideological influences on translation as a normative literary 

practice. Since my research incorporates a linguistic perspective, I also hope my 

research will cast new light on the process of translation, enabling translators to be 

more conscious of the implications of their linguistic choices. Like many other 

translation research, my investigation has both practical and theoretical values 

contributing towards social science development. A brief overview of chapters is as 

follows.  

 

First of all, since this research involves a multidisciplinary approach (i.e., stylistic, 

sociological and linguistic), the research scope needs to be clearly defined. The first 

three chapters are devoted to this purpose. Chapter one deals with the stylistic review, 

focusing on how style, and then more specifically, how translation style is studied. 

Chapter two turns to social theories on ideology and introduces aspects of the 

Confucian ideology to be explored in relation to translation. Chapter three introduces 

the research’s methodology with emphasis on the linguistic approach to text analysis.  

Discussions in these three chapters help to establish a fitting theoretical framework for 

the next phrase of research.  

 

For the second phrase of my research, I move on to data analysis, stylistic investigations 

and ideological interpretations. This phrase consists of three chapters, each focusing on 

one specific aspect of Confucianism and its impact on translation style.  Chapter 4 

explores the impact of three Confucian literary genres on translation style. Chapter 5 

focuses on investigating the impact of the Confucian language of formality on 

translation style. Chapter 6 deals with the influence of the Confucian style of elegance 

(ya) on translators’ stylistic choices. In each of these chapters, specific translation 

features of my data collection are analysed using a functional linguistic approach. 
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Examples are given to demonstrate influences of Confucian ideology on Chinese 

translators’ translation tendencies. 

 

Chapter 7 is the conclusive chapter. It reflects upon the theoretical issues set out to be 

explored and concludes with an overall assessment of the research.  

 

So far, I have explained the rationale of my research. It can be seen that my research 

investigates the impact of a submerged ideology (Confucianism) on translation 

behaviour.  To do so my focus is on the study of translation style by application of a 

linguistic approach with interpretative analysis from an ideological perspective. It is 

hoped that the research highlights language-specific issues encountered in translation 

practice, as well as contributing towards assessing the extent of ideological influence 

in cultural exchange.  
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Chapter 1 Investigating Style  

 

As discussed in my introduction, my research investigates the impact of Confucianism 

on the style of Chinese fiction translators. This gives rise to an immediate research 

question: how is style, and then more specifically, how is translation style investigated 

generally? This chapter explores this question in order to construct a suitable theoretical 

framework for stylistic investigations in this research. The focus is on a literature 

review of works which inform my research on the study of translation style, 

highlighting key issues to be further explored in the following chapters.  

 

1.1 A General Review of the Study of Style 

To begin with, my research effort can be assigned to the scope of stylistics, namely, the 

study of style. As Bradford (1997, p.1) rightly remarks, ‘stylistics is an elusive and 

slippery topic’, because ‘every contribution to the vast and multifaceted discipline of 

literary studies will involve an engagement with style’. What is more, recent 

developments in stylistics have embraced many extended fields of research, so much 

so that the commonly perceived definition of stylistics as a certain analysis of style in 

language ‘no longer captures every aspect of stylistics’ (Jeffries & Macintyre, 2010, 

p.1). In view of the broad definition of this term, I shall only focus on theories most 

relevant to my investigation of translation style later on. And for this purpose, it is 

helpful, first of all, to trace stylistics back to its rhetoric tradition.  

 

Most stylisticians (such as those mentioned above) agree that the academic discipline 

of stylistics is a modern invention which has evolved from classical rhetoric, the art of 

producing persuasive texts. Roman rhetorician Cicero distinguished three levels of 

style which can be defined broadly as high, middle, and low style based on subject 
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matter, form and purpose of writing (Holcomb & Killingworth, 2010). Cicero advised 

that certain subject matters can only be addressed in a high or grand style 

(magniloquens), whereas others of an ordinary kind should be presented in a low, or 

plain style (humile). Style is also distinguishable by formative features, particularly in 

terms of the frequency and kind of figurative language used. In addition, Cicero 

instructed that the levels of style should also correspond to the three main purposes of 

rhetoric: to teach (docere), to entertain/amuse (delectare), and to move an audience 

(movere). For example, the low, or plain style is an appropriate style for the purpose of 

teaching, the middle (mediocre) style for the purpose of entertaining.  

 

In my view, the discussion of stylistic issues in classical rhetoric signposts three major 

directions for the subsequent developments of the study of style:  

 

● the direction focusing on artistic effects (i.e., rhetoric as the art of persuasion) 

● the direction focusing on textual varieties (i.e., levels of styles corresponding 

to variation of textual environment) 

● the direction focusing on choice (i.e., stylistic choices based on rhetorical 

purpose as explained above)  

 

These three directions are essential for my explorations of stylistic issues related to this 

research. In the following sections they are explored in turn, in an attempt to map out 

a general review of theories on the study of style most meaningful for this research. 

 

1.2 The Direction Focusing on Artistic Effects 

First, the direction focusing on artistic effects has helped to shape modern stylistics. 

One of the most prominent literary theories is Russian formalism which emerged in the 

early years of the twentieth century. Most theorists marked the beginning of ‘modern 

stylistics’ by this school (e.g., Leech & Short, 2007, Fowler, 1986, Bradford, 1997). 
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Related to explorations of stylistic effects, a particularly important contribution by the 

formalists is the concept of ‘foregrounding’, namely, the ‘defamiliarisation’ of an 

expression or a medium to enhance the aesthetic value of art and literature 

(Mukařovský, 1964). The significance of the formalist approach lies in the 

acknowledgement that style is observable and linguistically describable. This also 

provides a basic working assumption for the investigation of translation style in this 

research. 

 

In the field of translation studies, the formalist school has inspired theorists such as 

Even-Zohar and Toury to work on an ambitious descriptive framework for translation 

studies. Based on the formalist notion that a literary work should be seen as part of a 

literary system, Even-Zohar (1990) developed his poly-system theory. Toury (1995), 

on the other hand, aims at a descriptive study of translation ‘norms’ and ‘laws’ that are 

in operation during the translation process. Their theories are fundamental to the 

development of Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS). Without going into details of 

theoretical discussions at this stage (see 3.1), I would like to propose that their 

contributions to the study of style can be summarized by two fundamental perceptions. 

First, according to the conceptions of DTS, translation style can be considered as a kind 

of translation ‘product’ which is analytically describable. Second, DTS also implies 

that translation style, just like any other translation ‘product’, can be expected to be 

normative, or rule governed. The first perception concerns general descriptions of 

translation styles. The second is related to assessment of stylistic patterning. In the 

following two parts I review some key translation theories related to these two 

fundamental perceptions.  
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1.2.1 General descriptions of translation styles 

To begin with, many translation theories can lend support to a descriptive study of 

translation style. It is important to note that in general stylistics, artistic effects are 

analysed as original and creative entities, whereas in translation studies they are 

approached as effects reconstituted. Since ‘markers of styles may be lexical (and) 

grammatical’ (Catford, 1965, p.90), reproduction of style depends on how lexical, 

grammatical forms are reconstituted in the translated text. There is a potential loss of 

the original style, or a gain of a new style, due to, for example, the linguistic differences 

between two language systems. Therefore, although the study of translation style shares 

the same interest in exploring stylistic effects, it differs from the general study of style 

by its specific focus on investigating how and why ‘shifts’ occur during a translation 

process.  

 

Although many translation theories do not primarily focus on stylistic issues, they 

nevertheless provide theoretical frameworks for stylistic explorations and shed light on 

how translation style can be investigated. Traditional discussions of translation are 

characterized by ‘circular debates around literal and free translation’ (Munday, 2008, 

p.36). Similar polarized views are echoed in Chinese translation tradition, in terms of 

‘zhiyi 直译’: word for word and ‘yiyi 意译’: sense for sense translation (Loh, 1957, 

p.12). Although these terms are not used inclusively for the sake of stylistic 

investigations, they are often applied to describe a certain translation style, for instance, 

one can talk about a literal, or a free translation style (Boase-Beier, 2014). 

 

However, these terms are considered ‘circular’ now by many theorists because, as 

Lyons (1995, p.40) explains, we now have many ‘theories of meaning’ and can talk 

about many kinds of meaning when we discuss a lexical expression. Depending on 
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which theories one would like to take on, meaning should be defined in terms of 

‘connotation and denotation’, or ‘sense and reference’, or ‘propositional meaning’, and 

‘expressive meaning’ etc (Mill, 2002, Hurford et al., 2007, Lyons, 1995). In other 

words, the terms such as ‘literal’ or ‘free’ are considered rather vague unless their 

meaning can be carefully defined by more specific terms such as those mentioned 

above. Consequently, as Boase-Beier (2014, p.7) rightly points out, since the 1960s 

onwards the study of translation style has become more ‘systematic and functional’.  

 

A key focus developed from these systematic and functional studies of translation is 

the study of ‘formal translation’. Catford (1965, pp.25-27) shows how a ‘rank bound’ 

translation is based on ‘formal equivalence’ between ST (source text) and TT (target 

text) in terms of grammatical ‘unit, class, structure, element of structure’ etc. Catford’s 

theory is echoed in Nida’s work (1964), in which his influential ‘equivalence theory’ 

elaborates on translation strategies concerning ‘formal equivalence’ and ‘dynamic 

equivalence’.  

 

The discussion of formal translation is very meaningful for stylistic investigations. The 

study of translation style involves the observation of the general tendency of translation 

strategies or techniques being used. By investigating if a translation is ‘rank bound’ or 

‘free’, one can quantify, in a precise way, if the general translation style is formal or 

not formal. Any stylistic shifts between ST and TT can also be investigated in the same 

way. As my later case studies (chapters 4 & 5) will show, the investigation of formal 

translation style is a key aspect for my research focus.  
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1.2.2 Investigating stylistic patterning 

Furthermore, as mentioned before, the study of translation style is also based on the 

DTS perception that translation practice can be expected to be normative, or rule 

governed. Toury (1995, 2012) described different kinds of norms operating at different 

stages of translation (for example, ‘initial’, ‘preliminary’ and ‘operational’ norms). 

Based on these norms, he proposed that ‘the law of growing standardization’ and ‘the 

law of interference’ are two universals of translation practice (Toury, 1995, pp. 267-

279). His theory implies that a tendency towards standardization can be expected as a 

translation outcome; and such a tendency, furthermore, may reflect interfering ST 

linguistic features in TT production. My stylistic investigations will attest the validity 

of his claim.  

 

Another theorist who echoed Toury’s perception is Levý (2011). He claims that 

translation tends to display a distinct ‘translationese’ style, resulting in what he called 

‘stylistic impoverishment’. Levý defines in detail the linguistic features of such a style, 

for example, ‘lexical impoverishment’, ‘nivelisation’, ‘intellectualisation’, and the 

tendency to adopt a cohesive style (pp.107-125). Both Levý’s ‘translationese’ and 

Toury’s translation ‘laws’ argue that texts tend to lose their original distinctiveness in 

style during the translation process. Based on their work, it can be predicted that a 

converging translation style is highly predictable for translation done by translators 

sharing the same normative parameters for decision making. My research into the 

translation style of Chinese translators is based on the same assumption that translated 

texts should display observable stylistic regularities, despite variations in fictional 

genres.  
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From a critical point of view, although Levý and Toury are insightful about the 

tendency of stylistic impoverishment or standardization in a translation process, they 

do not seem to question whether translation would gain some new stylistic features 

while losing some original ones. Venuti, in this aspect, does better, for he points out 

that translation is not value free: it is expected ‘to reinforce literary, moral, religious, 

or political values already held by that reader’, and in doing so ‘establish a new 

orthodoxy’ (Venuti, 1998, p.124). In other words, Venuti believes the ‘new’ style 

gained during the translation process is complicated: the style may be ‘impoverished’ 

in relation to the original, but in terms of the translation outcome the style may have 

value added input from the target culture (such as inputs of literary, moral, religious, 

or political values). Venuti’s theory will be further explored in later sections. 

 

To summarize, the direction focusing on the study of artistic effects in style finds some 

key theories contributing towards a linguistic description of translation style as well as 

different approaches to the analysis of stylistic patterning. These theories can inform 

my research by providing descriptive analysis of formal/dynamic translation, as well 

as stylistic evaluation of the target text in terms of the converging tendencies and the 

establishment of a ‘new’ style.  

 

1.3 The Direction Focusing on Textual Perspectives 

The second direction of stylistic study concerns textual variations. As mentioned above, 

the classical rhetoric distinguished three levels of style based on the subject matter, 

form and purpose of writing. This points to the fact that style cannot be studied in 

isolation, as it cannot be separated from the textual environment from which it derives. 
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The focus on textual variations was heightened by the emergence of situational, 

social/cultural studies by anthropological linguists such as Malinowski, Boas and Sapir 

in the early twentieth century (Biber & Finegan, 1994). A crucial development, in my 

view, was a growing interest in the study of what is called the ‘natural texts’, that is, 

recorded texts from natural settings, such as conversations, speech, initiated by these 

anthropological linguists. Traditionally, stylistics focused primarily on literary texts, 

with the emphasis being laid on explaining the relation between language and its artistic 

function. But the shifted attention to natural texts has meant a growing emphasis on the 

study of style in situational variations (Bradford, 1997, p.13). As a result, works 

exploring textual environments have expanded in many dimensions. The most relevant 

to my stylistic research are:  

● focusing on textual varieties: the field of genre studies 

● focusing on the situational context: the field of register studies 

● focusing on linguistic varieties: the field of sociolect studies  

 

In the translation field, Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory resonates with the concerns of 

these extended fields of studies. A key idea of the polysystem theory is that literature 

must be studied within a system of various systems, which have a ‘multiplicity of 

intersections and... complexity of structuredness involved’ (Even-Zohar, 1990, p.12). 

Even-Zohar does not provide a concise definition of his polysystem, but it is generally 

understood as a dynamic and heterogeneous networking of social-cultural factors 

which contextualize the functioning of literature. Thus, the polysystem theory, if 

applied to stylistic explorations, reflects the same viewpoint that the study of style 

should take into account a wide range of textual environments. For this reason, my 

exploration of style considers the textual perspectives mentioned above. In the 

following part I review them in turn and discuss their relevance to the study of 

translation style in my research.   
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1.3.1 Genre and translation style 

The first textual perspective related to the study of style is genre. Genre refers to 

linguistic features which characterize ‘the conventional devices or rhetorical 

organizations used to structure complete texts from a variety’ (Biber & Conrad, 2009, 

p.50). By definition, style and genre are both textual perspectives represented by 

linguistic features, but while stylistic features are pervasive throughout the whole text, 

genre features normally appear as structural or conventional markers of a certain text 

type. Style and genre are intrinsically connected. One often talks about the style of a 

genre (for example, the style of a romance). The assumption is that there is an automatic 

connection between certain typical linguistic features and a certain conventional text 

type. This is a fundamental assumption my stylistic analysis is based on. 

 

In terms of the fictional genre, it is generally expected that a fiction genre typically 

displays certain stylistic features associative of that genre. Translation investigations 

explore whether ‘genre style’ is reproduced in translation. Since fiction translation is 

expected to mirror the style of the original genre, a converging translation style 

regardless of genre distinction violates the norm. My research aims to reveal how 

ideological factors contribute towards the making of a converging translation style 

which betrays genre style distinctions.  

 

Furthermore, it is important to note that genre is usually culture specific. Biber and 

Conrad stressed the importance of culture in genre distinctions. As they observed, even 

the same genre may display different genre conventions in different cultures (Biber & 

Conrad, 2009, p.33, p.72). Literary genres (such as French heroic romance, Italian 

sonnet, and Japanese Haiku) tend to be culture-specific, strongly associated with 

specific conventions developed out of a specific cultural context.   
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Research into culture-specific genres is particularly meaningful for stylistic 

explorations in translation studies. This is because a culture-specific genre potentially 

impacts translation style. When genre conventions display cultural differences, a 

translator has an active choice between either adhering to ST’s genre features or 

adapting to the TT culture conventions. For this reason, translation research explores 

either manifestation of ST genre specificity in TT or adaptation of TT genre style 

conventions in translation. For example, in terms of research into Chinese fiction 

translation, much attention has been paid to the translation of English literature by the 

adoption of Chinese classical genre styles, such as the translation style of Lin Shu 林

纾（1852-1924） and Yan Fu 严复（1854-1921）. The former famously translated 

English fiction such as Dickens’ by total adoption of traditional Chinese fiction genre; 

the latter rendered works of Huxley, Adam Smith in Chinese classical literary treatise 

(Chan, 2015, Hung & Wakabayashi, 2005). My investigation of translation style also 

involves a genre perspective. In chapter 4 I focus on exploring a couple of literary 

genres closely associated with the Confucian ideology. I will show how these literary 

genres impact Chinese translators’ translation styles.  

 

1.3.2 Register and translation style 

Furthermore, the study of style is also related to the register perspective. Biber and 

Conrad (2009) explain that both register and style are concerned with ‘identification of 

the pervasive lexico-grammatical features that are especially prevalent’ in a text variety; 

the only key difference between them being that style is an interpretation of observed 

linguistic features more associated with artistic effects, whereas register is ‘associated 

functionally with the situational context’ (p.50). Register and style are therefore closely 

connected. For example, one can talk about a formal register and a formal style; their 
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meaning is primarily the same except that the former focuses on the situational context 

from which the latter derives. This implies that by analysing registers one can arrive at 

a better understanding of style. In chapter 5, I investigate the impact of the Confucian 

formal register on translation style. 

 

More specifically, since my chosen focus of research is fiction translating, it is 

necessary to consider how the study of fiction style relates to the register perspective. 

As many researchers (e.g., Leech & Short, 2007) have pointed out, fiction is one of the 

most complicated registers, because unlike almost all other written registers, fiction is 

imaginary, therefore the choice of register has more to do with the authors’ stylistic 

choices rather than real-world situations. For this reason, the study of fiction style is 

particularly concerned with the ‘point of view’, or ‘focalization’ of narration (Leech & 

Short, 2007, p.287). This has developed into a focus of literary stylistics in terms of 

narratology (e.g., Chatman, 1978, Abbott, 2002). However, from the translation 

perspective, the narrative style of a fiction is a given factor, not a choice, therefore the 

main concern of translation analysis is whether/how a specific register of the ST is 

linguistically realized in the TT. Generally speaking, equivalence in registers is to be 

expected. So, if the translated text presents a register shift, especially when such a shift 

is significant enough to contribute towards a patterning of stylistic shifts, then stylistic 

divergence must be accounted for. For my research, investigating equivalence in 

registers at textual level is an important part of data analysis and ideological 

explorations.  

 

1.3.3 Sociolect and translation style 

The last textual perspective to explore is sociolect, an important part of dialect studies 

(which was also grown out of the anthropological interest in the study of natural texts). 
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Dialect studies can be divided into two types: the first type focuses on regional variation, 

the second type investigates sociolect (see Biber & Finegan, 1994). My research 

focuses on the latter. Technically sociolect belongs to situational analysis of language 

and therefore is classified as part of register studies, but because this is a key aspect of 

my research, it deserves a brief discussion under a separate heading.  

 

Sociolect (or social dialect) refers to the ‘linguistic variation across social groups’ 

(Biber & Finegan, 1994, p.5). Pioneering studies into urban dialects by Labov (1966) 

and other researchers have established that a language is socially marked by layers of 

class distinction. The process of stratifying language expressions to produce ‘sociolects’ 

is a key factor in producing variations in style (Coupland, 2007). This implies that a 

translator’s use of language is also socially marked by class distinction, and patterning 

of linguistic stratification is a key factor in the making of a translation style. In chapter 

6, my research draws on these sociolinguistic perspectives to investigate in what ways 

translation style is related to a translator’s stratified use of language.  

 

Secondly, the study of style also reflects a diachronic dimension characterized by 

dialectical transformations. What is most relevant to my research is the sociolinguistic 

perception of how a certain dialect is selected or ‘prescribed’, through ‘language 

planning’, and ‘standardization’ to become a national language (Ferguson, 1968, 

Liddicoat, 2007). For example, Spolsky (1998, p.68) observes that the nationalist 

movements (19th-20th century) generally included selection of a regional dialect as a 

national language in their ideological package. This also applies to China’s 

establishment of baihua 白话 (i.e., the vernacular) as the national language in place of 

the two thousand-year-long wenyan 文言 (i.e., the Classical literary language). My 
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research also touches upon the impact of dialectical change on the evolution of style in 

this aspect. 

 

So stylistic investigations can draw on sociolinguistic analysis of sociolect and 

dialectical change. These different perspectives offer great insight into how style can 

be analysed and interpreted in connection with the social and historical context.  

 

To summarize, in this section I have reviewed the study of translation style in relation 

to three text perspectives: genre, register and sociolect. It has been discussed that, 

concerning the study of translation style, the key focus is on investigating style in 

relation to 

● the impact of culture-specific genres; 

● translation shifts in register at textual level; and  

● sociolect issues which impact stylistic choices  

 

My stylistic investigations in the following three chapters will be guided by the above 

three focuses.  

 

1.4 The Direction Focusing on Choice 

Finally, a third direction grown out of the classical rhetoric concerns the study of style 

as a choice. As mentioned, ancient rhetoricians emphasised that the choice of style 

should correspond to the main purposes of rhetoric (for example, the low, or plain style 

is advised to be the appropriate choice for the purpose of teaching, Holcomb & 

Killingsworth, 2010). The emphasis on style as a choice has since become an 

assumption underlying many studies concerning style. To some extent, all theories 

reviewed above reflect such an understanding.  
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Nevertheless, the perception of style as a choice leads to a question well worth 

exploring: if style is a choice, then what can influence such a choice to be made? In my 

opinion, the study of style as a choice tends to diverge into two opposite views: style 

as a ‘passive’ choice and style as an ‘active’ choice. The former view considers a 

stylistic choice to be involuntary or unconscious, compelled by constraining, or limiting 

factors which deem the decision of choice inevitable. The latter view, on the other hand, 

emphasizes that style is an active, deliberate choice. Of course, the definition of 

‘passive’ and ‘active’ choice can be ambiguous, but this does not undermine the 

importance of exploring related theories representing these views. I review both 

viewpoints below respectively.  

 

1.4.1 Style as a passive choice 

To begin with, style can be studied as a passive choice. Stylistics puts a lot of emphasis 

on the study of constraints, either intra-linguistic or extra-linguistic constraints, or a 

combination of both, which deem the decision of stylistic choice inevitable (Boase-

Beier, 2014, Boase-Beier & Holman, 1998).  

 

Since translation involves transferring linguistic codes from one language to another, 

it is considered more heavily constrained than original writing primarily because of 

intra-linguistic parameters (Boase-Beier & Holman, 1998, p.10). Therefore, it is 

important to explore the constraining force of linguistic systems and its impact on 

translation style. My research highlights some typical linguistic constraints which 

contribute towards stylistic features of fiction translation between English and Chinese. 

Detailed discussions can be found in the chapter of methodology related to the 

linguistic approach of this research (3.2.4). 
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Concerning extra-linguistic constraints, one can lean on the polysystem theory to argue 

that the choice of style is a passive choice conditioned by social and cultural factors. 

According to Even-Zohar (2012, pp. 162-167), the translator’s choice of translation 

approach is constrained by the position of the translated literature in the TT polysystem 

of literary hierarchy. If the position is interpreted as ‘peripheral’ or ‘weak’, the 

translator adopts a conservative translation strategy. Otherwise, a primary position in 

the TT polysystem will endorse an innovative translation strategy. It would be 

interesting to see if my research outcome attests to his theoretical hypothesis or not (see 

7.2.1a).  

 

1.4.2 Style as an active choice  

On the other hand, style is also understood to be an active, deliberate choice. Much 

research has been done to emphasize the role of the translator in making active choices 

(including stylistic choices) in the translation process (e.g., Tymoczko, 2000, Milton & 

Bandia, 2009). This kind of research is usually linked with ideological investigations 

focusing on translators’ manipulative measures which are politically motivated. I have 

touched upon this in my introduction, here I shall extend my discussions by 

highlighting Venuti’s cultural and political theory.  

 

Some of the most well-known studies related to investigating translator’s choice in 

style were done by Venuti (1993, 1995, 1998). Venuti emphasized that translators have 

an active choice whether to reinforce ‘ethnocentrism’ (i.e., cultural stereotyping) or to 

establish a ‘new orthodoxy’ (1998, pp. 67, 83). He challenged translators to adopt a 

‘foreignizing’ translation style to signify respect for cultural differences. 
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Venuti’s exploration of translation style from ideological perspectives is illuminating. 

However, his polarized view (i.e., ‘domesticating’ vs ‘foreignizing’) of translation 

approach needs further validation, for surely it is possible for a translator to adopt a 

blend of both to achieve a variety of styles in a translation act. For my research, looking 

for possible features of ‘domesticating’ or ‘foreignizing’ translation strategies, and 

investigating the reasons behind them, are an important part of data analysis.  

 

To summarize, the choice of style is affected by both intra-linguistic and extra-

linguistic constraints which operate not only as limiting but also contributing factors 

for the conventionalization of a style. Whether the choice of style is passive or active, 

motivating factors of a choice can be investigated by linguistic analysis, as well as an 

analysis of social and cultural systems, particularly in terms of ideological parameters.   
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have reviewed works on the study of style, and more specifically, 

the study of translation style. It can be concluded that style can be investigated in the 

following three directions: 

● Style in terms of artistic effects: focusing on stylistic shifts between ST-TT; 

● Style from textual perspectives: focusing on genre, register and sociolect and 

their impacts on style; 

● Style as a choice: focusing on stylistic choices because of linguistic 

constraints and/or cultural/ideological factors.  
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Chapter 2 Investigating Ideology 

 

In the previous chapter, I have reviewed relevant theories concerning stylistic studies. 

Since the Confucian ideology is my research interest, my next logical direction to 

explore is the ideological perspective. How can ideological investigations be carried 

out in relation to stylistic studies? Some aspects of the question have been touched upon 

in relation to stylistic explorations. In this chapter, my discussion is further extended to 

examine closely the connection between ideology and language. This is done in two 

stages. First, I briefly review Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory and other related social 

theories in order to map out a theoretical framework for ideological explorations. 

Secondly, the established framework is applied to examine possible impacts of the 

Confucian ideology on language use and language users (i.e., Chinese translators). This 

helps to construct various pathways integrating the study of translation style with 

ideological explorations. The key issues outlined in this chapter will form the basis of 

my research into the link between Confucianism and translation style.  

 

2.1 Relevant Theories on Ideology and Language 

In chapter 1, I have touched upon Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory in all aspects of my 

stylistic explorations. The comprehensive outlook of this theory makes it possible to 

initiate theoretical discussions in many directions, including the ideological dimension. 

In the following section, I highlight three key conceptions of the polysystem theory and 

discuss relevant social theories which inform ideological investigations of translation 

style.  
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2.1.1 The canonized genres and the ideological functionality 

To begin with, the first useful conception to highlight is ‘canonized repertoire’. Even-

Zohar used the term to refer to ‘those literary norms and works...which are accepted as 

legitimate by the dominant circles within a culture’, as part of its ‘historical heritage’ 

(1990, p.15). A canonized literary repertoire forms the centre of the whole polysystem. 

In terms of the relation between a dominant ideology and canonized literature, Even-

Zohar remarks, ‘the dominant ideology...does not allow for an explicit consideration of 

any other than the canonized strata’. (Even-Zohar, 1990, pp.16-17). In other words, 

Even-Zohar clearly connects the dominance of an ideology with canonization of a 

certain literary repertoire.  

 

Even-Zohar’s perception confirms the sociological view on the interaction between 

ideology and language, for this strand of social theories emphasizes that the social 

functions of an ideology are realized in the use of language (see Bernstein, 1971, 

particularly p.132). Ideology typically serves the interests of a social group (i.e., the 

ruling class), and language is employed to promote their interests. Sociolinguists are 

interested in investigating the ‘standardization’ process where a dominant ideology 

‘officialises’ a form of language to mark its social prestige (Fishman, 2006, pp.1-2). 

Their perceptions reveal a remarkable parallel with Even-Zohar’s analysis of dynamic 

functionality of a canonized literature in the ideological polysystem.  

 

To take it further, it is not difficult to see that the above perspectives on ideology and 

language merge with what has been discussed concerning the textual perspectives of 

style in the previous chapter. In particular, the study of a literary genre can be 

approached, in polysystemic terms, as a ‘canonized’ or ‘non-canonized’ literary model, 

or in sociolinguistic terms, as a standardized or non-standardized text type. So now one 
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can see stylistic and ideological explorations can be combined in this aspect. By 

focusing on a literary genre, one can not only investigate stylistic patterning, but 

also explore the connected ideological functionality.   

 

The ideological functionality of Confucianism can be explored by following the same 

pathway. As a dominant ideology in the Chinese society, Confucianism plays a central 

role in the functioning of all social institutions. From the polysystemic viewpoint, it is 

directly responsible for the canonicity of many literary genres. These canonized literary 

genres, in turn, impact stylistic performance. In section 2.2.2, I will explore further how 

my stylistic explorations are related to the possible impacts of Confucian canonized 

literary genres.  

 

2.1.2 The impact of ideology on stratified use of language 

The second concept to highlight in Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory is dynamic 

‘stratification’. Even-Zohar employed this term to conceptualize the hierarchical 

functionality of the polysystem. The systems within the polysystem are characterized 

by ‘the permanent struggle between various strata’ (Even-Zohar, 1990, pp.13-14). 

Even-Zohar particularly focused on literary stratification. He viewed translation as a 

transfer between strata (pp.73-78). Although Even-Zohar does not focus on ideological 

explorations, he nevertheless acknowledged that ideology is the ‘governing power of 

the norms of a system’, resulting in ‘massive cultural compulsions’ (p.16). In other 

words, ideology is a key factor impacting the dynamics of literary stratification.  

 

It is important to note that the concept of stratification is not unique to polysystem 

theory. The term is often applied and interpreted in different ways according to 

different theories. For example, ‘social stratification’ is a key sociological concept 
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referring to categorization of people in society in terms of gender, class, race etc 

(Bernstein, 1971). Inspired by the sociological study of how language performs the 

function of social stratification, Halliday developed his systemic functional linguistics 

on the basis that language is a ‘stratified...semiotic system’, ‘instantiated in the form of 

text’ (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, pp. 24-29). Halliday and Hasan (1994) theorize 

how linguistic stratification can be systematically analysed by a study of ‘the context 

of situation’ and ‘the context of culture’. Detailed discussion of his linguistics will be 

dealt with later (3.2.3), meanwhile it is helpful to point out that ideology is a great 

source of input for both the context of situation and the context of culture. Therefore, 

potentially there is a link between ideological input and linguistic features. In other 

words, a translator’s choice of translation style can be perceived as socially stratified, 

closely related to an ideological context. So now one can see that stylistic explorations 

and ideological investigations can be merged to achieve an in-depth understanding 

of social operations and linguistic activities.   

 

Similarly, the above conceptual framework can be applied to my specific investigations 

of the Confucian ideology and its impact on translation style. Related to the above 

aspect, the focus is on investigating the translator’s translation style as reflected in the 

choice of register and sociolect, or so to speak, the tendency to opt for a particular 

stratified category of language use. Due to the limited scope of my research, the chosen 

focus of investigation is on the formal register only. In section 2.2.3, I will discuss in 

detail specific issues to explore in relation to the Confucian influence on linguistic 

formality.  
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2.1.3 Ideological interference and aesthetic taste 

The third concept from the polysystem theory I would like to highlight is literary 

interference. Even-Zohar (1990, pp.52-71) used this concept to explore the dynamic 

interaction between a source literature and a target literature. According to him, 

‘interference can be defined as a relationship between literatures’, because ‘literatures 

are never in non-interference’. Translation is considered as a major channel of literary 

interference. Even-Zohar conceptualized a list of ‘laws of interference’, but his 

theoretical discussion is rather abstract, and has been criticized as being 

overgeneralizing or lacking in applicability (Gentzler, 2001, pp. 123-125).  

 

Nevertheless, Even-Zohar is insightful in emphasizing the importance of studying 

literary interference, for a translation process does involve a great deal of ‘interference’ 

from a variety of parameters. The problem is that although the polysystem theory gives 

an account of literary interference, it does not provide any analytical model 

investigating how interference takes place. Social theories, in this aspect, shed better 

light. A popular sociological approach is to apply a psycho-analytic method to 

investigate how ideology exerts its influence on (or in Even-Zohar’s term, ‘interference’ 

with) other sectors. One of the most prominent sociologists who applied this approach 

is Althusser (2012). He applied psychoanalysis (from the Marxist perspective) to 

explore how individuals process their ideological location in the wider social network. 

According to Althusser, ideology provides an imaginary identity, a ‘mirror structure’ 

which enables an individual to locate oneself and one’s relations to other people. 

Althusser’s theory enables us to see how ideology finds a pathway to exert its influence 

on the language users, i.e., by providing a ‘mirrored’ identification (which is imaginary) 

and a social functioning imperative (which is realistic).   
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One of the theorists who applied Althusser’s psychoanalytical model to literary studies 

of ideological interference is Eagleton (1988). Based on Althusser’s theorization of the 

imaginative faculty of ideology, Eagleton argued that in literary works, an ideology’s 

moral imperatives are channelled into, or ‘converted’ into aesthetic faculties. 

‘Structures of power must become structures of feeling and the name for this mediation 

from property to propriety is the aesthetic. If politics and aesthetics are deeply at one, 

it is because pleasurable conduct is the true index of successful social hegemony, self-

delight the very mark of social submission’ (Eagleton, 1988, p.330).  

 

What is most interesting about Eagleton’s view is that it points to a discernment of how 

ideological imperatives infiltrate the literary world. The ethical and moral imperatives 

of an ideology can be ‘aestheticized’, by means of the subjective, imaginative 

identification of the self. It follows that ideology potentially impacts a translator’s 

aesthetic taste, hence his/her choice of style. This confirms what Baker (2016) and 

Venuti (1993) have observed, that translators from similar ideological backgrounds can 

be expected to make similar translation decisions (e.g., how to frame narratives, or take 

a domesticating approach to smooth out cultural foreignness, as mentioned in my 

introduction).  

 

The Confucian ideology impacts Chinese translators’ aesthetic perceptions in a similar 

way. In 2.2.4, I shall explore in great detail how ya, the Confucian aesthetic style, might 

exert its influence on translation.  
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2.2 Confucianism and its Impact on Language 

In the above section, I have explored how the polysystem theory and relevant social 

theories can inform investigations of the connection between ideology and language. 

In total three aspects related to ideological explorations have been highlighted:  

● ideology and literary genre: Ideology tends to perform its social functions by 

means of language; its impact on language is manifest in canonization of some 

types of linguistic genres.  

 

● ideology and language of formality: Ideology makes use of language to 

contribute towards social stratification; language of formality is a good 

indicator of ideological factors contextualized.  

 

● ideology and aesthetics: Language reflects the ideology of the aesthetic; there 

is a link between ethical and moral imperatives of an ideology and aesthetic 

taste which impact stylistic choices.  

 

In this section I turn to explore how the above theoretical frameworks can be applied 

to my specific investigations of the Confucian ideology and its impact on translation 

style.  

 

2.2.1 Defining Confucianism 

Before discussing possible Confucian influences on translation style, it is necessary to 

briefly introduce Confucianism and define areas to be explored in this research. 

 

The colossal amount of work on the study of Confucianism displays many dimensions. 

A linear account of historical evolution of Confucianism can be found in the works of 

Wilhelm (2005) or Xu et al. (2011). Confucian scholars do not have a consensus on 

how to classify the various stages of development in the long history of Confucian 

tradition. The following account (as cited in Fang & Li, 1996, pp.486-495) is based on 
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the historical outline proposed by Mou Zongsan 牟宗山 (1908-1995), a well-known 

Confucian scholar: 

● the first epoch: from Confucius (551BC-479BC) to Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒

(179BC-104BC), who was chiefly responsible for establishing Confucianism 

as a state ideology. This represents the initial formulation of the tradition;  

 

● the second epoch: from the establishment of Confucianism as the mainstream 

ideology in the Han Dynasty (202BC-AD220), to the end of its dominance 

during the Republican Revolution at the beginning of the twentieth century;  

 

● the third epoch: from the beginning of the twentieth century until present time; 

this considers the modern interpretation and adaption of Confucianism.  

 

Since my research focus is ideological, I do not intend to relate to detailed historical 

accounts of Confucianism. The above outline serves as a backdrop to discuss aspects 

of Confucianism to be investigated in this research.  

 

Confucianism has been studied from many perspectives. There are, first, works 

exploring Confucianism as an ancient Chinese philosophy. This is the classic viewpoint 

taken by many sinologists in the past (e.g., Needham, 1956) as well as those in the 

present (e.g., Lai, 2008). Confucianism is also studied as a human religion, either 

focusing on its ritual practices, or its connections with other religions (e.g., Yang & 

Tamney, 2011). The latest trends include applications of Confucianism in political or 

legal systems (e.g., King, 2018), in education and learning methods (e.g., Liu & Ma, 

2018), and in gender studies (e.g., Sung & Pascall, 2014).  

 

Although my research may reflect certain aspects of these dimensions, my goal is 

translation focused. The research interest concerns how a Confucian mindset impacts 
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translation decision. To make Confucianism a workable term for my research, I would 

like to clarify the following three issues. 

 

First, for the purpose of this research, Confucianism is defined as a broad ideology 

which is typically understood by the general public. As Ames (2010, p.67) puts it, 

Confucianism, in this sense, refers to the ‘persistent cultural core’, or a ‘cultural 

common sense’ based on ‘unannounced assumptions sedimented over generations’. My 

explorations focus on typical Confucian concepts (see 7.2.2) based on Confucian texts 

which have become part of a canonical literature widely circulated and studied in 

history.  

 

Secondly, it is necessary to point out that Confucianism is by no means a ‘pure’ 

ideology. Over its history of two millennia, it has absorbed many influences from other 

ideologies, such as Daoism, Buddhism, or various other forms of philosophy. For the 

purpose of my research, Confucianism is not understood in a narrow sense. So long as 

a concept has been incorporated into and represented by the canonical Confucian texts 

(e.g., the Five Classics 五經), elements from other ideological sources are treated 

indiscriminately as part of the Confucian heritage.  

 

For example, the concept of ‘self-cultivation’ (see 7.2.2) formulated by Neo-

Confucians such as Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) had some elements of Daoist origin; but 

because it had been incorporated into the Confucian orthodoxy, it is treated as part of 

the Confucian ideology in this research. The emphasis is on perceiving Confucianism 

as the fundamental, orthodox, and mainstream ideology throughout Chinese history.  
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Finally, it is necessary to acknowledge that Confucian studies involve a great deal of 

textual scholarship. This includes textual studies of Confucian classics (e.g., Goldin, 

2015), commentaries and annotations of canonical texts (e.g., Yang, 2016), and 

research concerning modern textual scholarship (Mou & Clower, 2014) . However, my 

main concern is not philological. As mentioned, the focus of this research is on the 

impact of the Confucian ideology on Chinese translators’ stylistic choices. Therefore, 

I only refer to Confucian texts commonly acknowledged as part of the Confucian canon 

(e.g., the ‘Five Classics’, Yao, 2000, p.50).   

  

To summarize, the scope of my research allows for specific investigations related to 

the following three aspects: Confucian literary genres, Confucian formality, and 

Confucian aesthetics. I discuss detailed implications of these aspects in the following 

three parts. These discussions will form the basis of my text analysis in the chapters 

four, five and six. 

 

2.2.2 Confucianism and literary genres 

As mentioned, a dominant ideology typically canonizes certain literary genres to mark 

its social prestige. For nearly two thousand years Confucianism had been a dominant 

state ideology in the Chinese history. The extent of its influence on language can hardly 

be overestimated. Some connections between the Confucian orthodoxy and the classic 

Chinese literary genres must be detectable. Although it is way beyond the scope of this 

research to explore these connections thoroughly; it is possible to limit my attention to 

investigating a few literary genres generally acknowledged to have strong associations 

with the Confucian orthodoxy. In the following section I briefly discuss three such 

literary genres, to be further explored in connection with my data analysis later on.  
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2.2.2a yü-lu語錄 (collected words of the sages) 

First, one of the most distinct literary genres Confucianism has helped to establish is 

yü-lu (recorded words). What is known about Confucianism starts from the Analects 

(論語), i.e., a collection of ‘yii-lu’ 憶錄 (memoir records) taken down and edited by 

the first- and second-generation disciples of Confucius. As Gardner (1991, p.574) 

explains, yii-lu gradually became ‘a conventional literary genre’. By the Sung Dynasty 

(960-1279) yii-lu had evolved into yü-lu, a distinct genre for expository commentaries 

of the old classics by Neo-Confucianists. The significance of this genre lies in the key 

role it has played in the establishment of many literary traditions in Chinese Classical 

literature. I highlight two traditions which potentially impact translation style.  

 

First, since the Confucian ideology is based on recorded words of the sages, scripture 

quotation was considered a valuable rhetorical device for inductive argument in 

classical writing (You, 2005). The use of ‘yǐn jīng jù diǎn’ (引經據典 i.e., quoting 

orthodox scriptures) had become a literary tradition as early as AD 445 (as recorded in 

the Annals of the Later Han Dynasty 後漢書). In 4.1.1, I will investigate the possible 

impact of this tradition on Chinese translator’s translation style.  

 

Second, yü-lu has also nurtured the formation of the commentarial tradition in Chinese 

classical literature. The fact that yü-lu provided very few reliable texts for 

indoctrination of Confucianism is a reason for the abundance of commentaries 

produced throughout history. As Gardner (1991, p.576) comments, ‘since the Han 

dynasty (202 BC-AD220), Confucian thinkers had been preparing line-by-line 

interlinear commentaries on the Confucian classics’. How this tradition may possibly 

influence the genre style of translation will be further explored (in 4.1.2).  
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2.2.2b Chinese classical poetry 

Another literary genre closely associated with Confucianism is classical poetry. 

Confucius himself regarded poetry as a good way of achieving cultivation of virtue 

(Muesse, 2013, p.187). According to tradition, Confucius himself collected and edited 

songs of the past into the Book of Songs (shijing 詩經), and the Book of Music (樂記). 

When the Confucian ideology became the state orthodoxy in the Han Dynasty (202BC-

AD220), shijing became one of the ‘Five Classics’ of Confucian canonical works. Not 

only did it become a rich source of inspiration for Chinese literature, but the practice 

of poetry writing was also held in great esteem, widely accepted as the most necessary 

intellectual engagement for the literati (Cai, 1999). Competence in poetry writing was 

also essential for passing the Imperial Examinations (Elman, 2013).  

 

No doubt much can be said about the impact of China’s poetic tradition of two 

millennia; but what concerns my research can be briefly discussed by the following 

three points, to be further explored in my translation investigations (4.2).  

 

First, like traditional poetry in many cultures, the Chinese classical poetry is typically 

formal (i.e., fixed length, regular rhyming patterns etc, see Fuller, 2017, pp.20-27, for 

a detailed discussion). The emphasis on correctness of form is diligently adhered to. In 

4.2.1, I investigate whether there is a connection between the accentuation of form and 

the preference for a formal translation style.  

 

Secondly, as many scholars (e.g., Cheng, 2016, pp. 89-134) have pointed out, Chinese 

Classical poetry is characterized by the predominant use of imagery-accentuated 

allusion and parallelism. This opens another interesting gateway for exploring whether 
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familiarity with these poetic features affects how a Chinese translator may reproduce 

descriptive language of the original fiction (see 4.2.2).  

 

Thirdly, the poetic tradition also helps to shape the cultural norms of the aesthetic. The 

poetic tradition elevates ya, the style of elegance to an unrivalled status in Chinese 

literature (to be further discussed in 2.2.4b). 

 

2.2.2c ‘eight-legged essay’ (ba-gu-wen 八股文) 

Another unique literary genre clearly associated with the Confucian ideology is the so-

called ‘eight-legged essay’, which is a style of examination essay rigidly structured in 

an eight-part format. Starting during the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) and continuing for 

hundreds of years, candidates for the Imperial Examinations wrote their response to 

exam questions (based on Confucian classics) in this standard format (Gu, 2017, Elman, 

2013). There are at least the following three aspects where the implications of this 

conventional genre can be explored in relation to my stylistic investigations.  

 

First, ‘eight-legged essay’ is clear evidence of the sociolinguistic perception of a 

linguistic standardization process; it demonstrates how a dominant ideology authorizes 

a literary genre to perform an institutional function. In my later translation 

investigations (4.3), I will further evaluate the impact of standardization on Chinese 

translators’ translation practice.  

 

Secondly, the ‘eight-legged essay’ further reinforces the tradition of ‘scripture 

quotation’ mentioned earlier in connection with the literary genre of yü-lu. My later 

data analysis involves investigating the impact of this tradition on fiction translating 

(4.1.1).  
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Thirdly, whereas yü-lu nurtured the commentarial tradition in Chinese classical 

literature, the establishment of the ‘eight-legged essay’ consolidated this tradition by 

driving generations of Confucian literati to diligently study scripture commentaries, as 

the imperial exam was solely based on a good understanding of the Confucian canon. 

The impact of the commentarial genre style is far-reaching and worth exploring (see 

4.1.2).  

 

To summarize, I have highlighted three literary genres (yü-lu, classical poetry, and 

‘eight-legged essay’) closely associated with Confucian ideological dominance. The 

impact of these genres is briefly discussed, signposting directions for further linguistic 

investigations in relation to my case studies. I now turn to the second aspect of my 

overview of the Confucian ideology and translation style.  

 

2.2.3 Confucianism and the formal register  

As mentioned, social theories have indicated that ideology makes use of language to 

contribute towards social stratification. For this reason, the level of formality is a good 

indicator of how ideological factors impact stratifications of contextual meaning in 

discourse. In this section I explore linguistic stratification in the context of Confucian 

culture and its implications for translation style.  

 

2.2.3a Linguistic stratification in the Confucian society 

To begin with, it is not difficult to evidence linguistic stratification in the Confucian 

feudal society. China’s imperial past was distinctly marked by wenyan 文言 , the 

classical literary Chinese which functioned as ‘the lingua franca of classically educated 

literati’ (Elman, 2013, pp.47-48). wenyan represented a high level of formality and was 

in remote resemblance with the informal, spoken form of colloquial dialects used by 
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the common folk. The great divide between the formal and informal register in 

language use has been characteristic of the Confucian society (Wang, 1985).  

 

After the New Culture Movement (mid-1910s and 1920s), wenyan was deprived of its 

official status as the standard written language. It gradually became disused, although 

many elements had been incorporated into the modern Chinese (Mandarin) and its 

legacy is tangibly felt in many ways. For example, Sun’s research (2012) reveals 

wenyan elements are manifest in lexicon, neologism, grammatical structures and 

idiomatic expressions in modern Chinese. Furthermore, quotations from classical 

literature or imitation of classical style are still common contemporary literary practice. 

The Chinese written style was shifted to baihua白話, a written form of vernacular 

Chinese based on the Mandarin dialect. The development of these two different 

linguistic systems is very complex (see Chen, 1999 for a detailed discussion). For my 

translation research purpose, it is not necessary to go into too much detail except to 

highlight the great divide between the formal register represented by wenyan, and the 

informal register characteristic of the colloquial speech of baihua, which I will explore 

further in data analysis (5.2). 

 

2.2.3b The Confucian legacy concerning the level of formality 

Some may argue that since baihua (the vernacular) has replaced wenyan as the modern 

written form, the linguistic divide between formal/informal register in Chinese may not 

be as relevant now. But such a conclusion is superficial. To begin with, wenyan is still 

an active ingredient in contemporary Chinese language (as mentioned above). More 

importantly, linguistic stratification continues to operate in the Chinese language. It 

must be stressed that ideology is the primary driving force behind social stratification 

(as discussed before). So long as there are ideological imperatives for social 
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stratification, language will display variations in formality. If the Confucian ideological 

influences are still alive and strong, then the clear divide in formality must continue to 

be explicit in linguistic phenomena, even though the written form has been switched 

from the classical Chinese to the modern vernacular. 

 

It follows that translation study also involves investigating how translators handle the 

issue of formality in their linguistic choices. If my case study later on reveals significant 

formal/informal distinction regarding translation choices, then the related linguistic 

stratification can be interpreted as an indicator of the Confucian ideological legacy.  

 

So far, I have highlighted the connection between the Confucian ideology and the level 

of formality in language. These aspects are meaningful for further explorations of a 

style of formality in translation (in chapter 5).  

 

2.2.4 Confucianism and ya, the aesthetic perceptions 

As discussed above (2.1.3), there is certainly a close connection between ethical and 

moral imperatives of an ideology and aesthetic judgements, and the interactions 

between the two are constantly played out in linguistic behaviour. This insight can be 

used to reflect upon the impact of Confucian ethics on traditional Chinese aesthetics. 

In the following two parts, I briefly discuss any relevant issues.  

 

2.2.4a Confucian aesthetic construct 

Most Confucian researchers agree that Confucian moral philosophy and aesthetics are 

fully integrated (Geir, 2001, Li, 2010, Chang, 2013, Fu & Wang 2015, etc). Some even 

propose that a key difference between Confucian and Greek philosophy lies in the fact 

that in Confucianism, the concept of truth, goodness and beauty are one, whereas in 
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Greek philosophy these concepts are separate (e.g., Geir, 2001, p.281, p. 285, Chang, 

2013, p.212). Without going into details of any philosophical discussions, these views 

certainly add weight to the value of exploring aesthetic styles in connection with the 

Confucian ideology.  

 

Despite the apparent agreement on unity of Confucian ethics and aesthetics, however, 

Confucian theorists seem to disagree on which Confucian concepts are most 

fundamental for Confucian aesthetic construct. For example, Fu and Wang (2015, p.68) 

argue that ‘li’ (rites 禮) and ‘yue’ (music 樂) are the two most basic concepts for the 

Confucian aesthetic ideology. Li (2010, pp.39-75), on the other hand, holds that 

‘humanness’ (ren仁) is the key concept for Confucian aesthetics. The debate is further 

complicated by the fact that scholars define key Confucian concepts to fit what they 

want to argue. For example, although both Li (2010) and Geir (2001) share the same 

view that ‘ren’ is the most fundamental concept in Confucian aesthetics, but in Li’s 

work ‘ren’ is ‘humanness’; whereas Geir rendered the same word as ‘virtue’. The 

confusion is almost inevitable due to the fact that the teaching of Confucius offered no 

full expositions of his thinking, and any key concepts in the Confucian cannon were 

phrased in Classical Chinese, thus needing ‘translation’. Nevertheless, what is most 

relevant is to explore the connection between Confucianism and the aesthetic 

perceptions of Chinese translators.  

 

In this aspect, the impact of Confucian ethics on aesthetics can be summed up in the 

concept of ya, the style of elegance. Since this is a fundamental perception for Chinese 

traditional aesthetics (and I intend to argue that it is still impacting Chinese translators’ 

translation style), the concept of ya deserves some elaboration. How ya evolved to be 

the canonized Confucian literary style is discussed in the following part. 
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2.2.4b Canonization of ya, the style of elegance 

The mention of ya can be traced to the Book of Songs 詩經 mentioned earlier (2.2.2b). 

Originally ya 雅 was the title of a collection of court hymns in the book, which were 

mainly festive, or prayer songs sung at banquets and ceremonies, either used or written 

by aristocrats and nobles. 

 

It is apparent that, from the very beginning, ya has been strongly associated with the 

elite class, representing a formal style used by the literati for formal social occasions. 

As mentioned before, Confucius himself was highly enthusiastic in promoting the Book 

of Songs; it was due to the concerted effort of him and his followers that ya has become 

associated with an aesthetic style typically representative of the Confucian literary 

ideals.  

 

The person who contributed a great deal to the establishment of ya as the authentic 

Confucian literary style is Liu Xie 刘勰 (465-521). His influential work, wen xin diao 

long 文心雕龍 is considered to be the most important treatise of Chinese literary 

aesthetics (Cai, 2002). Liu Xie upheld the Confucian Five Classics as the finest models 

of literary texts, ‘distinguished for their elegant style’ (Chang, 2002, p.18). ‘ya’ 

(elegance) was upheld as an aesthetic benchmark for literary practice. Its attachment to 

the Confucian aesthetics was such that a Chinese common expression, ‘ru-ya’ 儒雅, 

literally means ‘as elegant as a Confucian’. In Chinese, the word ya (elegance) is 

commonly used in contrast to su (vulgarity 俗), normally referring to the distinction 

between a high and a low artistic form. It is almost impossible, therefore, to mention 

Confucian aesthetics without the mention of the ya style. 
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From the perspectives of translation, the influence of ya is most telling in Yan Fu’s 

(2015) well known ‘Translation Principles’, universally acknowledged to be ‘the 

fundamental tenets of twentieth century Chinese translation theory’ (Chan, 2004, p.5). 

The three cardinal translation principles are xin (fidelity信), da (fluency達) and ya 

(elegance雅). Yan himself is a traditionalist and there is little doubt that ya represents 

a Confucian aesthetic perception, as commented by many critics (e.g., He, 2015, pp. 

213-227, Chan, 2004, p.64).  

 

Contemporary Confucian scholars argue that Confucian aesthetics is still actively 

impacting modern society because of its functional necessity. For example, Shusterman 

(2009) remarked that ya is upheld as an exemplary artistic style mainly for pragmatic 

concerns, because ‘the aesthetic value of harmony and grace is essential both to self-

government and broader social government’ (p.21). If Shuterman’s insight is right, one 

shall be able to find linguistic evidence testifying to the impact of ya as a keynote 

stylistic choice for Chinese literary practice. I intend to explore whether this style of 

elegance still impacts the aesthetic understanding of a Chinese intellectual mind (see 

chapter 6).   

 

To summarize, in this section it has been shown that the Confucian ideology has a 

distinctly synthetic ethical and aesthetic framework. This enables one to connect 

ideological investigations with aesthetic explorations, thus opening up various 

gateways leading to further explorations, such as the translator’s aesthetic perception, 

aesthetic criteria, or preference of stylistic choice. 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I have looked at how polysystem theory and related social theories 

can inform my investigations of ideological impacts on linguistic behaviour. These 

theoretical frameworks help to identify the following three areas where the Confucian 

ideology might exert its influence on Chinese translators’ translation style: 

● Confucianism literary genres 

● Confucianism and the formal register 

● Confucianism and the ya style 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology 

 

In the previous two chapters, I have reviewed theoretical works related to an integrated 

study of style and ideology. This chapter is devoted to methodological discussions 

concerning practical execution of my research. First, I deal with the general analytic 

framework used in this research. Secondly, since it has been established that linguistic 

analysis is the key approach for both stylistic and ideological investigations, I review 

Halliday’s functional linguistics and discuss detailed applications of his model in my 

text analysis. Next, issues related to data collection are covered. Finally, I briefly assess 

limitations of my methodology.  

 

3.1 General Analytical Framework 

As in the previous two chapters, my discussion of the general analytical framework for 

this research begins with the polysystem theory. There is no doubt that the methodology 

developed out of Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory is Toury’s (1995) proposed 

methodology for DTS (Descriptive Translation Studies). A student of Even-Zohar, 

Toury’s methodology draws on two fundamental perceptions of the polysystem theory 

which are particularly relevant to my research; they are:  

a) Translation must be studied within a multi-layered social and cultural 

framework;  

b) The purpose of study is to discover norms and laws in operation in the 

translation field.  

 

These perceptions are fundamental to his proposed three phrase methodology for 

translation studies (Toury, 1995, pp.36-39, 102) as follows: 
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● Target oriented approach: to situate the text within the target culture system, 

to look at its significance or acceptability; 

 

● ST-TT comparative analysis: to compare the ST and the TT for shifts, 

identifying relationships between ‘coupled pairs’ of ST and TT segments, and 

to attempt generalizations about the underlying concept of translation. 

 

● Interpretation: to draw implications for decision-making in future translating. 

 

In the following three parts, I elaborate on their relevance to my research methods 

respectively.  

 

3.1.1 Target oriented approach 

First, Toury’s first phrase of methodology to DTS is represented by my hypothesis, 

which is to explore the impact of the Confucian ideology on Chinese translators’ 

translation style. It can be clearly shown that my research is target-oriented research 

seeking to explore the significance of translation within the target cultural system.  

 

3.1.2 Text analysis 

Secondly, the basic method for testing my hypothesis is by ST-TT comparative analysis 

of translation texts. This reflects Toury’s second phrase of methodology, which is in 

line with the basic research method of text analysis used in many research fields in 

social science.  

 

A general introduction to text analysis used in social science can be found in Boréus 

and Bergström (2017). As they point out, no matter what research goal is aimed at by 

a text analysis, a key question to be asked is, ‘what is a good textual analysis in a social 

scientific study?’ They summed up some criteria for assessment. For translation text 
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analysis, the most relevant criterion is ‘intersubjectivity’. Good intersubjectivity 

implies that the same person gets the same results from the same kind of analysis of the 

same material at different points of time. It is necessary to explain how this criterion is 

met in relation to the text analysis to be conducted in this research.  

 

Firstly, to ensure intersubjectivity of my text analysis, I hold that a linguistic approach 

provides the most suitable analytical framework. As mentioned in my introduction, one 

of the best solutions to avoid vagueness or ambiguity in an analytical approach is the 

rigorous use of linguistics in text analysis. Many translation theorists take the same 

view that linguistic analysis is productive for translation investigations. For a detailed 

introduction of the impact of linguistics on translation studies, one can refer to Hatim 

and Mason (1990, pp.22-35), Anderman (2007), and Malmkjær (2018). For this 

research I adopt Halliday’s functional linguistics for stylistic investigations (see 3.2).  

 

Secondly, for my research purpose, I believe a qualitative method can achieve the best 

intersubjectivity. Text analysis is usually divided into quantitative and qualitative types. 

For my research, the latter method is selected. This is mainly due to the fact that my 

research focus is on style and ideology, both of which deem qualitative methods most 

suitable. As Boréus and Bergström (2017, pp.45-46) point out, although quantitative 

analysis is efficient for computer-based corpus analysis to reveal features of high 

frequency occurrences, it tends to capture ‘the explicit rather than the implicit’. Since 

my focus is on implicit factors, possible findings are hard to be quantified. Besides, it 

is also difficult to set up a quantifying coding frame for style related investigations. A 

qualitative case study, therefore, is ideal for in-depth explorations of stylistic patterning, 

allowing issues of ideas and ideological content to be revealed.  
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To conclude, considering all the factors involved for producing a good text analysis, I 

consider the ideal analytical framework for my research purposes is qualitative case 

study using a linguistic approach.  

 

3.1.3 Text interpretation 

The final phrase of Toury’s DTS methodology is text interpretation. This corresponds 

to my research focus on ideological interpretations of research findings.  

 

As many researchers have remarked, the key issue for the use of interpretative methods 

in text analysis is the validity of claim. Stubbs (1996, pp.22-43) summarized a series 

of principles related to the application of critical linguistics where an interpretive 

method is applied. Some of these principles applied to my text analysis will help to 

support the validity of my critical reflections on the impact of ideological forces on 

translation style. Relevant principles (i.e., principles 3, 5, 6, 8 in Stubbs, 1996) and how 

my research apply them are briefly introduced below:  

● Principle 1: The unit of study must be whole texts to make sure observation of 

linguistic features of a text are distributed evenly throughout.  

>> For this reason, my case study includes text analysis of five complete novels.  

 

● Principle 2: Semantic analysis must include the study of form, because form 

and meaning are inseparable.  

>> For my research, stylistic investigations integrate the study of form, in terms of 

register, genre and sociolect (as discussed in chapter 1).  

 

● Principle 3: A linguistic study should involve the study of lexis and grammar 

which are interdependent.  

>> This principle is reflected in detailed explorations of my linguistic approach (see 

3.2). 
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● Principle 4: Text interpretation assumes that language in use transmits the 

culture.  

>> This principle is reflected in my text analysis which aims to identify recurrent 

stylistic patterning in connection with culture-specific ideological content (as discussed 

in chapter 2).  

 

To summarize, the analytical framework for my research can be described as following 

Toury’s three phases of DTS methods for a study of translation style interpreted from 

ideological perspectives. Details of how text analysis is carried out is explained in the 

following section.  

 

3.2 Linguistic Analysis 

I have mentioned before that Halliday’s SFL is my adopted approach for stylistic 

investigations. The reasons for this choice and detailed applications are explained in 

this section.  

 

3.2.1 The reasons for using SFL in textual analysis 

The primary reason for this choice is that SFL not only enables a systematic and 

scientific description of style, but also offers a leverage for ideological explorations. 

Halliday describes his approach as ‘linguistic stylistics’ (Halliday, 1964, p.5). He 

himself has made several attempts to demonstrate how his linguistic approach can be 

applied to stylistic investigation of literary texts (e.g., his analysis of William Golding’s 

novel The Inheritors, 1971). His theory enables the study of style to be connected with 

the analysis of the contextual environment (to be detailed in 3.2.3). This is the main 

reason why I adopt his approach in this research.  
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In the past few decades, Hallidayan linguistics has become a popular approach in the 

Chinese linguistic field (Yan, 2007, pp. ix-x). However, despite the enthusiastic 

reception of Hallidayan linguistics, application of his theory to translation studies is 

relatively limited. Attempts have been made to incorporate SFL with TS (translation 

studies). For example, international conferences on SFL research and TS applications 

were held at Zhongshan University, China, between 2001 and 2002. But as Huang 

(2002) pointed out, these attempts seem to lack coherence and depth. Therefore, to 

apply the same linguistic model will ensure a wide readership and inspire interest for 

further research. This is the second reason for my application of SFL.  

 

The third reason is that Hallidayan linguistics reveals an unparalleled insight into the 

focus for this research, namely, the study of English and Chinese languages. Halliday 

is unique in that he is not only a leading figure in the so-called ‘London School’ of 

linguistics, but also an expert in the study of the Chinese language (e.g., Halliday, 1956), 

a rare asset for Western grammarians. His tripartite functional grammar grew out of his 

deep understanding of both English and Chinese. To adopt his approach to investigate 

stylistic issues related to E-C (English to Chinese) translations, therefore, is an ideal 

match.  

 

3.2.2 Critical assessments of SFL 

Having given the reasons for using SFL, it is necessary to offer some critical assessment 

of this linguistic approach. As mentioned above, Halliday's linguistic approach is a 

power tool for stylistic and ideological investigations. However, his theory is a highly 

developed, comprehensive linguistic system (House, 2014), and translation scholars 

tend to apply his model in an adaptive manner (for example, House's systemic 

functional translation evaluation model). It is also important to bear in mind that for 
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translation studies, the focus is on investigating linguistic differences between ST and 

TT, rather than providing a linguistic description. Therefore, it is not surprising many 

scholars are selective in their application of SFL to their translation analysis (see the 

following section for a detailed discussion). Similarly, my application of SFL is limited 

to aspects of the functional grammar which impact stylistic issues related to E-C 

translation only (see 3.2.4 for details).  

 

3.2.3 Halliday's SFL and translation analysis  

Although Halliday’s main focus is linguistics, he has approached the topic of 

translation in a number of articles (e.g., Halliday, 1962, 1992, 2001). In these articles 

Halliday attempted to set up a linguistic model for machine translation. Although his 

model has never been adopted, his linguistic insights have influenced many translation 

linguists. Catford (1965), for example, drew inspiration from Halliday’s ‘rank scale’ to 

construct his ‘rank of translation’ theory. It was also based on his notion of hierarchical 

structure of ranks that Catford first used the term ‘shift’ to describe features of 

translation equivalence (Hatim & Munday, 2004, p.29). Hatim and Mason (1990) have 

also acknowledged debt to Halliday’s linguistics. They applied SFL to register and 

dialect studies, focusing on translation as communication within a sociocultural context. 

In addition, many researchers quote Halliday’s theory of context to highlight the 

importance of contextual analysis for translation purposes. (e.g., Kussmaul, 1995, p.64, 

House, 2015, p.55), or draw on Halliday's threefold metafunctions of language as a way 

of introducing their own translation research (e.g., Taibi & Ozolins, 2016). Baker (2011) 

has also explored to some extent how Theme and Rheme analysis can benefit 

translation studies. However, despite the widely acknowledged acceptance of his 

approach, not many translation studies have applied his theory to detailed translation 

analysis. Language-specific explorations are particularly rare. Therefore, more 
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explorations can be done to enable a better understanding of linguistic issues of 

translation. Details of my application are discussed in the following section.  

 

3.2.4 Applying Halliday's SFL model 

First of all, I would like to give an overview of how style and its ideological context 

can be investigated using SFL. As mentioned, SFL is a comprehensive framework 

describing a language system in relation to its social context. Based on SFL theory, 

stylistic significance can be perceived as the linguistic patterning of choices 

realised in the metafunctions of language, closely associated with its ‘context of 

situation’ (i.e., the immediate textual environment), and its ‘context of culture’ 

(i.e., the wider textual environment). The connection between style and context in 

SFL’s framework can be illustrated as follows: 

Figure 3.0 Style and context based on Halliday's SFL 

 

 

I made the above graph to demonstrate how the context of situation at microlevel and 

the context of culture at macro level are ‘instantiated’ in the form of text. Stylistic 

patterning occurs in the process of the corresponding interactions between text and 

context. In other words, style can be studied by an analysis of linguistic metafunctions 
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(operated through the system of theme, modality and transitivity and their contextual 

meaning (by the medium of mode, tenor, and field).  

 

More specifically, Halliday’s linguistic model for translation analysis centres around 

‘rank scale’ (i.e., grammatical hierarchies) and ‘equivalence value’ (Halliday, 1962, 

1992). He proposes a ‘typology of equivalences’ based on three ‘vectors’ (Halliday, 

2001, p.15), as follows: 

● stratification: contextual, semantic, lexicogrammatical; 

● rank: clause-complexes, clauses, phrases, groups, words, morphemes. 

● metafunction: textual, interpersonal, ideational; 

 

Some aspects of Halliday’s linguistic model cater for machine translation so are not 

relevant for my purpose (e.g., discussion of phonetic/phonological aspects). To fit my 

research purpose my application of SFL focuses on the following two areas:  

● corresponding to Halliday’s stratification and rank vectors: the analysis of 

lexical choices 

 

● corresponding to Halliday’s metafunction vectors: the analysis of the system of 

theme, modality, and transitivity 

 

It is important to bear in mind that for translation studies, the focus is on investigating 

linguistic differences between ST and TT. Therefore, it is necessary to highlight key 

linguistic differences between English and Chinese, for they potentially impact 

translation issues concerning the above two areas. Details are discussed in the following 

parts.  
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3.2.4a Analysis of Lexical Choices 

Lexical expression is the basic unit of a text, and translation investigations naturally 

involve a ST-TT comparative analysis of lexical choices. With SFL, lexical choices in 

translation can be analysed in terms of stratification and rank, the two vectors 

mentioned above.  

The stratification vector investigates meanings of a lexical choice related to the 

following aspects: 

● contextual: related to genre, register and sociolect perspectives. 

● semantic: referring to connotative, emotive, expressive meaning.  

 

The rank vector investigates a lexis’ grammatical position in a text. Comparative 

analysis by the rank vector reveals great differences between English and Chinese. It is 

necessary to elaborate on these differences a bit more as they have significant 

implications for my stylistic investigations later.  

 

To begin with, Halliday’s comparative analysis of English and Chinese is well worth 

careful study (e.g., Halliday, 1956, 2016). When asked to compare the two language 

systems, Halliday (Halliday & Webster, 2016, p.97) pointed out that ‘the Chinese script 

is logographic — it represents the language not at the level of sound, as English writing 

does, but at the level of wording. While...the letters of the English stand, in principle, 

for phonemes, Chinese characters stand, in principle...for morphemes’.  

 

Since morphemes and phonemes are the basic units of language composition, the 

implication of such a difference between the two languages is far-reaching. Many 

issues could be raised, but what is most relevant to translation lies in the different 

construct of a word unit. In English, a phoneme can stand for a meaningful 

morphological unit (which cannot be further divided, e.g., study). In Chinese, however, 
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all characters (morphemes) are monosyllabic, and a word unit is far more diversified 

(for example, the word for ‘study’ (xue) can serve as a morphological unit to form other 

words such as ‘student’ (xue-sheng), ‘school’ (xue-xiao) etc in Chinese). Consequently, 

a ‘word’ in Chinese by nature is a ‘compound’ word in an English sense. Chinese 

grammarians have made careful studies of the semantic relationships within a 

compounding unit. For example, Hu (1981, pp. 245-248) listed five categories: 

parataxis, hypotaxis, elaboration, subject + predicate, and verb-object compounds.  

 

I believe the compounding nature of Chinese words impacts translation in a very 

profound way. It implies that at the most basic level, the rank scale of English and 

Chinese are non-equivalent. Since grammatical meanings in Chinese are represented 

implicitly at word level, Chinese displays a distinct absence of inflectional morphemes 

at sentence level (see Li & Thompson, 1981, for a topological description of Chinese). 

By contrast, in English application of inflectional morphemes (e.g., finites) are 

mandatory. So at sentence level, English displays more explicit grammatical meanings 

than Chinese.  

 

Translation, consequently, involves potential shifts in rank scale; and/or, if a ‘literal’ 

style is adopted, a translation shift would produce explicit grammatical markers usually 

not found in a Chinese text, leading to potential disruption of stylistic effects. These 

are the kind of stylistic investigations my research aims to carry out by exploring the 

rank vector.  

 

3.2.4b Analysis of language metafunctions 

Analysis of metafunctions is an important part of Halliday’s SFL model.  As Halliday 

and Webster (2016, p.99) point out, Chinese grammar, ‘like that of English...is 
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organized around the three metafunctions...in the systems of transitivity, mood and 

theme’. Despite the shared functions, different languages have developed their own 

specific features of how these metafunctions are typically realized. For this reason, 

Halliday’s linguistic translation model examines equivalence of metafunctions along 

the lexicogrammar vector. It is important to explore how English and Chinese (E-C) 

differ in specific metafunctional features. In this section, E-C differences in 

metafunctional instantiations are discussed under Halliday’s SFL framework. The 

analysis provides a methodological framework for text analysis of the selected data in 

this research.  

 

3.2.4b(i) Differences in the system of Theme 

According to Hallidayan grammar (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013, p.88), the textual 

function of a clause (meaning as a message) is realized by Theme and Rheme 

progression. A speaker initiates the topic of his or her message by thematizing it 

(Theme), then following it up with the rest of the message (Rheme): 

Example → This teapot  of my aunt was given by the duke 

Textual function Theme Rheme 

 

Focusing on differences between English and Chinese, I would like to highlight two 

features which potentially impact E-C translation.  

 

● Difference in markness of Theme 

Firstly, Halliday’s functional grammar makes an important distinction between 

unmarked and marked Themes. The degree of markness depends on how usual/unusual 

an element in question may occur in Theme position in its related clause type. For 
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example, the following table shows degrees of markedness in Theme in English 

declaratives (based on Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.80) 

Table3.1 Markness of Theme in English declaratives 

Theme Description  Example 

 unmarked Theme Theme is conflated with Subject He suddenly cried. . 

common marked Theme An adverbial /prepositional phrase in 

Theme position 

Suddenly he cried. 

 

most marked Theme A complement in Theme position Cried suddenly he did.  

 

In terms of translation an obvious problem arises when different language systems have 

different obligatory elements in theme position. For example, because adjuncts (e.g., 

an adverbial/prepositional phrase) are normally rear positioned in English declaratives, 

their elevation to Theme position indicates markness in meaning (as shown in Table 

3.1). A ‘formal’, or literal translation in Chinese following the same word order, 

however, fails to reflect such markness, because Chinese has few explicit grammatical 

markers so elements such as temporal/locative adjuncts are normally fronted by default 

to ‘contextualize’ the verb; the theme therefore becomes unmarked. For fiction 

translation, the implication is very significant. If markness/unmarkness of Theme is 

consistently misrepresented, the accumulating effect is a significant shift from the 

original style. Therefore, investigating the markness of Theme is an important part of 

understanding stylistic shifts between ST-TT. 

 

● Topicalization 

Another significant difference between English and Chinese thematic organization lies 

in topicalization. Chao (1968), a well-known Chinese linguist, has pointed out that 

Chinese is a prominent topical language (i.e., a topical focus is given in theme position). 

Although English also contains topical themes, topicalization is far more widespread 

in Chinese (Li & Thompson, 1981, Huang, 2013, Li, 2007). It is important to note that 
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when translating from English to Chinese, a topical theme is usually not readily 

available. The implication is that Chinese readers may just assume whatever is in theme 

position is the topical focus of the sentence. This assumption may lead to 

miscalculation of essential meaning. For example, in the following two English 

sentences: 

Do you fry or steam the vegetable? 

Do you like my dress? 

 

The psychological topical focuses are ‘vegetable’ and ‘dress’ (in bold font) respectively. 

To maintain the same topical focus the typical thematic structure in Chinese for these 

two sentences should be: 

[this vegetable + you + fry + or + steam + question particle?]  

这菜你是炒还是蒸？ 

[my dress + you + like + question particle?] 

我这裙子你喜欢吗？ 

 

If the sentences are formally translated, the English subject ‘you’ heads the theme 

position, therefore in a Chinese mind, ‘you’ is perceived as the topical focus. The 

implicature of these questions may well be understood as:  

Do you (i.e., not he/she, etc) fry or steam the vegetable? 

Do you (i.e., never mind others) like my dress? 

 

Meaning differentiation like this is subtle but significant. In a translated text, persistent 

misplacement of topical focus leads to obscurity in meaning. My analysis of translation 

style draws on observations of whether topical focus is maintained in the translation 

outcome.  

 

3.2.4b(ii) Differences in the system of modality 

In this section I focus on the system of modality, the interpersonal function of a clause. 

According to Hallidayan grammar, modality is typically realized by: 
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Mood (subject + finite) + Residue (predicator + complement) + (adjunct) 

For example: 
 

Sister Susie is sewing shirts for soldiers. 

subject  finite predicator compliment adjunct 

Mood  Residue 

 

English and Chinese display some important differences in linguistic realizations of 

modality. I highlight three issues below.  

 

● Modal alternatives 

To begin with, as acknowledged by Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, p.184), ‘the 

system of modality is highly grammaticalized in English, but when we move around 

the languages of the world, we find a great deal of variation in the grammaticalization 

of modality and other types of interpersonal judgement’. Although Li (2007) provides 

a functional description of the system of modality in Chinese, there are still many modal 

features in Chinese which are debatable. For example, when applying the Hallidayan 

model to the analysis of mood in Chinese, one immediately runs into difficulty locating 

mood without the convenient presence of finite verbs. As a practising translator for 

many years, I believe the lack of finite operators in Chinese is a determining factor in 

the variety of alternative modal solutions typically found in the language (see my data 

analysis in 4.2.1c, for instance). The overall implication is that when translating from 

English to Chinese, modal meaning can be expressed either in a very formal way (e.g., 

by literally lexicalizing the finite modal operators) or in a more adaptable way (e.g., by 

using alternative modal adjuncts). For example:  

ST: I would think so.  

 

TT: a): 我会这样认为。b): 大概是这样。 

 

back translation: a) I would think so. b) Probably that's so. 
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The first translation (a) literally reproduces ‘would’ and ‘think’, whereas the second 

translation (b) uses the modal adjunct [probably] to express the modal meaning. The 

first version features a formal style, whereas the second features a dynamic style.  

 

Moreover, a distinctly Chinese feature of modality is the application of ‘mood tags’ (Li, 

2007). Particles in English is a minor linguistic feature. By contrast, Chinese features 

abundant use of these ‘sentence-ending particles’ (Li & Thompson, 1981, p.238). 

Different contextual meanings arise when a sentence ends with different modal 

particles. The following table shows how implicature changes with different mood 

particles (in bold) tagged to the same sentence:  

他 会 弹 钢琴 [He can play the piano].   

Table3.2 Chinese modal particles 

 With mood particles attached Modal meaning implied 

他 会 弹 钢琴 了 。 He has learnt how to play the piano now. 

他 会 弹 钢琴 了 呀 ！ Wow, he has learnt how to play the piano. 

他 会 弹 钢琴 吧 。 Perhaps he can play the piano. 

他 会 弹 钢琴 啊 。 So, he can play the piano (surprise surprise). 

他 会 弹 钢琴 呢 。 He can play the piano, too.  

他 会 弹 钢琴 嘛 。 Of course, he can play the piano.  

 

Since English does not have a group of sentence-ending particles functioning in the 

same way, translation from English into Chinese typically presents low frequency use 

of modal particles (Xiao & Dai, 2014, p.25). This is a clear sign of formal translation, 

which implies English linguistic functioning morphemes/lexemes are literally 

transferred rather than (wherever possible) being made redundant, allowing mood 

particles to perform equivalent functions. My data analysis will also focus on this 

aspect. 
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● Modal sequence 

The use of sentence-ending particles to express modal meaning also demonstrates that 

Chinese modal structure does not follow the neat ‘Mood + Residue’ sequence. A typical 

Chinese mood sequence is accurately described as follows: 

我已经把书给玛丽了。[I have already given the book to Mary.] 

 

I already ‘bă’ the book give to Mary ‘le’ 

Subject  Adjunct Particle Compliment Predicator  Adjunct Particle 

Mood1  Mood2 

 

Residue1 Residue 2 Residue 3 Mood 3 

 

Consequently, a formal translation of an English sentence will reflect a typically 

English mood sequence, which is different from the normal Chinese modal structure. 

So a formal translation style will enhance the foreignness of a translation text. This 

observation forms the basis of my investigation in terms of shifts in modal sequence. 

 

● Modal implicitness 

A third difference between the English and Chinese systems of modality lies in the 

aspect of modal assessment. Chinese features many implicit manifestations of modal 

meaning (Li, 2007, pp.129-130). For example, in Chinese a subject is typically omitted 

when a request or a judgement is expressed. The ellipsis of the subject indicates 

politeness as it makes the modal meaning less explicit. For example, 可以抽烟吗? 

[Can I smoke?] 

 

Consequently, a formal translation may literalize the prominent use of grammatical 

moods or modal adjuncts in English, thus marking the degree of formality much higher 

than Chinese norms typically allow.  
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In summary, it can be shown that differences in modality potentially impact translation 

from English and Chinese; translation strategies in negotiating these differences give 

cues to features of translation styles.  

 

3.2.4b(iii) Differences in the system of transitivity  

Finally, I discuss similar translation issues concerning the system of transitivity. Both 

English and Chinese use the system of transitivity to represent human experience in 

linguistic forms. This includes all the process types (i.e., material, mental and relational 

processes) in the system of transitivity (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.333). Despite 

the similarities, however, there are some interesting differences in how transitivity is 

operated in the two language systems. I highlight two observations below. 

 

● The ergative model 

Firstly, I believe one key difference which impacts translation lies in the use of the 

ergative model. Halliday holds that in all languages there are two basic modes of 

modelling human experiences (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013, pp.337-340). 

Experiential meaning can be construed either from the transitive point of view, or the 

ergative point of view, for example: 

Model Transitive Ergative 

Configuration Actor + Process Medium + Process  

example He sold the book on eBay.   The book sold well on eBay.   

 

 

One observation to highlight is that Chinese has a more extensive use of the ergative 

model by comparison (Li, 2007, p.199). Chinese verbs often appear in ‘the middle 

voice’ (i.e., neither active nor passive, see Huang, 2013 for an introduction of the 
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Chinese middle constructions). This implies that a literal translation of English 

transitivity often conflicts with the Chinese native norm. So a formal translation often 

sounds ‘foreign’ because the experiential meaning is constructed using a closer to ST 

model (i.e. the transitive model) rather than a closer to TT model (i.e. the ergative 

model). Absence of the middle voice in translated texts, therefore, often signifies a 

formal translation style.  

 

● The passive form 

Secondly, the extensive use of the ergative model also impacts how passivity is 

represented in Chinese. The English passive form is highly grammaticized; its use is 

regular, explicit and extensive. But Chinese passivity is much less straightforward: 

Chinese grammarians debate among themselves on the classification of passivity (e.g., 

Aldridge, 2015). Focusing on translation issues, I would like to highlight three basic 

types of the passive form and briefly discuss their implications for stylistic 

investigations.  

 

Firstly, the most obvious passive form in Chinese is the bèi construction 被字结构 

(Loh, 1957, p.131). Although the bèi construction is most similar to the English passive 

in structure (and consequently often conveniently adopted in translation), its 

connotative meaning in Chinese essentially expresses ‘an adverse situation, one in 

which something unfortunate has happened’ (Li & Thompson, 1981, p.493). The 

implication for opting for the bèi construction in translation will be further explored in 

the following chapters.  

 

Secondly, another common passive form in Chinese is the gěi structure 给字句 (Huang, 

2013, pp.247-256). Unlike the bèi construction (which signifies a formal register), the 
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gěi structure is informal and is widely used in casual speech. It follows that English 

passive in an informal register is best translated using this structure; and its absence is 

a clear indication that the informal feature is not reproduced in translation.  

 

Thirdly, Chinese also has a variety of alternative expressions of passivity not found in 

English. For example, the bǎ construction (把字句) ‘handles’ the verbal object by 

shifting it forward, which conveys a sense of manipulation; it does not explicitly mark 

a passive voice, but passivity is strongly implied (Li & Thompson, 1981, p.463). There 

is also a preference for covert expressions of passivity in Chinese, especially in terms 

of constructions derived from the classical Chinese (Sun, 2012, Wang, 1979). The 

implication for translation is that since these distinctly native ways of expressing 

passivity find no equivalence in English, they are often overlooked as translation 

alternatives. In other words, the feature of ‘unique item underrepresentation’ (Xiao & 

Dai, 2014) can be a good indicator of the application of a formal translation style.  

 

To summarize, I have explored above the differences between English and Chinese in 

the systems of theme, modality and transitivity. Translation involves negotiating these 

differences and a translated text clearly gives linguistic cues as to how these differences 

are negotiated in a translation process. Therefore, an analysis of linguistic features of a 

translated text enables one to draw conclusions about a translator’s translation style.  

A summary table of linguistic features to be analysed in my data is given in Appendix 

A. These features serve as linguistic parameters to be applied to the analysis of my 

selected data.  
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3.3 Data Selection 

It is apparent from my discussion of methodology so far that data selection for this 

research must be:  

● comparative: it is for the purpose of linguistic and cultural analysis  

● qualitative: it is featured by case studies of selected novels 

● representative: selection of data represents different fiction genres 

With these goals in mind, five original English works of fiction translated and 

published in China in recent years are selected for text analysis. Detailed criteria for 

selection are: 

● These samples reflect a range of different literary styles and genres 

(including both literary and popular fiction). 

● They are translated works of reasonable standards and from reputable 

mainstream publishers (e.g., listed in the national ‘GoodReads’ list and 

are widely available for purchase in bookstores and online).  

● They are up to date (published in the past ten years).  

● Translators of these novels are Chinese native. 

 

A brief summary of the process of data selection is as follows.  

 

At the initial stage, the selection of suitable samples focused on the length of the 

original novel. I aimed to select novels of reasonable length for text analysis (i.e., 

neither too short to ensure quantitative sufficiency, nor too long to ensure qualitative 

proficiency). Some novels were eliminated as a result (for example, the Harry Potter 

series were considered too long for multiple text investigations).  

 

At the second stage, shortlisted samples were further narrowed down by the criterion 

of representativeness. In addition to the notion of diversity in representative genre style 

mentioned above, special attention was paid to select novels containing a decent 
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proportion of informal register in their narratives, because the translation of the 

informal register is a key target for text investigations in this research. For example, 

although Maugham's novels are popular in China, they do not have nearly enough 

spoken language in them; by comparison, therefore, Lord of the Flies and To Kill a 

Mockingbird were considered more suitable representations of the literary fiction style.  

 

The next step for data collection concerned selection of available translated novels. 

This involved online searching as well as a field trip to China. Some English novels 

shortlisted in the initial rounds were ruled out after this process because their Chinese 

translations were not widely available for purchase in bookstores and online. 

 

Available translations were further narrowed down by the criterion of translation 

quality. Preliminary assessment was done by selecting novels from reputable 

mainstream publishers. To maintain objective standards, novels were picked from a 

variety of mainstream publishers. A survey of reputable Chinese translators was carried 

out by searching book reviews and book club recommendations.  

 

In short, my process aimed to maintain the principle of representativeness and balance. 

The finalized selection of sampled fictions are detailed as follows:  

Table3.3 Selected novels for translation text analysis 

Title Data 

code 

Author Translator Literary genre Features 

Lord of the Flies  

 

L Golding 

(1954) 

Gong 

龚志成  

(2014) 

allegorical 

novel  

Nobel Prize literary 

classic 

The Girl on the 

Train  

G Hawkins 

(2015) 

Hu 

胡绯 

(2015) 

psychological 

thriller 

The New York Times 

Fiction Best Sellers 2015 

To Kill a 

Mockingbird  

K Hosseini 

(2013) 

Li 

李育超 

(2017) 

southern gothic  Pulitzer Prize, literary 

classic 
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And the 

Mountains 

Echoed  

M Lee 

(2006) 

Kang 

康慨 

(2013) 

historical  

fiction 

Amazon Top 10 

Bestseller 2013 

Amsterdam 

 

A McEwan 

(1998) 

Feng 

冯涛 

(2018) 

modern satire 1998 Booker Prize 

Winner 

 

3.4 Limitations of My Methodology 

In this section I briefly discuss limitations of my methodology. The following two 

issues are worth pointing out.  

 

First, since my research is a qualitative analysis of selected data, it goes without saying 

that my research is on a small scale and findings would require further testing by a 

wider selection of data. In my data analysis, attempts have been made to seek 

validations from corpus-based research (e.g., Xiao & Dai, 2014, Xia, 2014, Dai, 2016).  

 

Secondly, since my research is related to analysing translation behaviour of Chinese 

translators, it is purely based on text analysis. This implies that my research findings 

should be further tested by other means, for example, surveys of Chinese translators 

looking for supported evidence from their backgrounds, education, translation 

experiences etc. Interviewing individual translators to find out how they themselves 

analyse their translation process may also shed lights on related issues.   

 

Further evaluation of my methodology will be carried out following my research 

outcome (see 7.2.3b). 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have covered methodological issues related to this research. It has 

been established that my research into the impact of Confucianism on translation 

style is best conducted by a qualitative case study of five novels using Halliday’s 

functional linguistic approach. This framework is applied to the analysis of selected 

data in order to evaluate the impact of Confucianism on translation style.  
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Chapter 4 Confucian Literary Genres and Translation Style 

 

In the previous three chapters it has been established that the connections between 

Confucianism and translation style can be investigated through text analysis of a data 

collection. In this chapter as well as the following two chapters, detailed text 

explorations are carried out to look into these possible connections, focusing on one 

aspect at a time. This chapter focuses on the connection between translation style and 

Confucian literary genres. In chapter 2, I have highlighted three literary genres which 

are closely associated with the Confucian ideological orthodoxy, including:  

• yü-lu 语录 (collected words of the sages)  

• classical Chinese poetry  

• ‘eight-legged essay’ (ba-gu-wen 八股文)  

 

This chapter explores how the above genres impact the translation of English fiction. 

The task is completed in two stages. First, the legacy of the above genres is discussed 

and possible impacts on the translation style are identified. Secondly, the five novels 

from my data collection are analysed in related aspects, chiefly using Halliday’s 

linguistic model. Translation styles are examined during the process. Stylistic features 

are mapped onto an analysis of the influences of these literary genres. This will arrive 

at an understanding of the impact of ideological factors on stylistic choices.  

 

4.1 yü-lu and Translation Style 

To begin with, as mentioned, one of the most distinct literary genres Confucianism has 

helped to establish is yü-lu (collected words of the sages). It has been discussed (in 

2.2.2a) that this Confucian literary genre has helped to establish the following two 

literary traditions:  

● ‘scripture quotation’ as a rhetorical norm in classical literature 
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● the prevalence of the commentarial style in written discourse 

 

I explore these aspects in the following two parts.  

 

4.1.1 ‘Quoting’ the original: the literal translation style 

First, it is interesting to consider how the scripture quoting tradition may impact the 

translation style of Chinese translators. One may hypothesize that Chinese translators 

are inclined to regard translation as a respectful act of ‘quoting’ from an authentic 

source. If this is the case, it can be expected that Chinese translators would prefer a 

style which allows them to present the translated text as closely resembling the original 

as possible.  

 

With this hypothesis in mind, I begin my text analysis of my data collection. As 

explained in the previous chapter, my text analysis starts with lexical choices and 

moves on to the analysis of metafunctions: theme, modality and transitivity under 

Halliday's functional grammar framework. Detailed discussions are as follows.  

 

4.1.1a Lexical choices: phonetic transcription  

To begin with, one strong evidence which supports my hypothesis lies in the 

predominant use of literal phonetic transcription in lexical translation. Translation 

inevitably involves translation of foreign names. Catford (1965, p.61, p.66) makes a 

distinction between the method of ‘transliteration’ and ‘transcription’. In his definition 

transliteration is not possible between English and Chinese, as phonological units in 

English are not immediately convertible to ‘logographic’ Chinese (p.68). Deeney (2001) 

further investigates the practice of phonetic transcription between English and Chinese. 

My text investigation reveals that all the five novels unanimously adopt an extremely 
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literal approach to transcribing foreign names phonetically, including names of 

characters, place names and names of institutions. Without exception, translators of all 

five novels transcribe foreign names, spelling out all syllables and separate consonants. 

In some cases, English names are retained and inserted directly into the TT. Examples 

taken from my data collection are listed in the following three tables.  

Table4.1 Transcription of foreign names 

 ST TT 

L   Robert changed the unspoken subject. ‘He’s 

going to beat Wilfred.’ p.176 

 

罗伯特换了个话题。“他要揍威尔弗雷

德”。 p.194 

G  Megan...meets Scott Hipwell, an independent 

IT contractor.p.122 

 

梅根...邂逅了斯科特・希普韦尔, 此人是

个独立 IT承包商。p.097 

K  So Jem received most of his information from 

Miss Stephanie Crawford.  

pp. 11-12 

 

杰姆的大部分信息是从斯蒂芬妮•克劳福

德小姐口中听来的。p.15 

M  The nurse, whose name is Amra Ademovic, 

had warned Idris and Timur. p.151 

 

女护士阿姆拉・阿德莫维奇警告过伊德里

斯和铁木尔。 p.132 

A      

 

For Clive Linley...regarded himself as 

Vaughan William’s heir. p.21 

对克利夫⋅林雷来说...他自视为沃恩⋅威廉

斯的传人。p.26 

 

Table4.2 Transcription of place names 

 ST TT 

L 

 

Once, following his father from Chatham to 

Devonport...p.122 

 

拉尔夫曾跟着父亲从查答姆到德文波特

去过。 p.125 

G 

 

‘Maidstone,’ he says, ‘in Kent. But I moved to 

Corly a few years back.’ p.44 

 

“梅德斯通。” 他说, “在肯特, 但几年前

我就搬到科里了。” p.027 

K ...he had ridden the train...from Meridian to 

Maycomb junction (... in Abbot Country). pp. 

39-40 

 

他独自一人乘火车从默里迪恩来到梅科

姆车站（...在阿伯特县境内）。p.55 

M 

 

...driving up the northwest coast by the Serra 

de Tramontana Mountains...p.263 

 

驾车前往特拉蒙塔拿山脚下的西北海

岸。p.237 

A   

  

The magical names were soothing him: Blea 

Rigg, High Stile, Pavey Ark, Swirl How. p.26 
那些神奇的名字在抚慰着他：布里里

格, 海斯太尔, 帕维阿克, 斯沃尔豪。 

p.32 
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Table4.3 Direct insertion of English words* 

 ST TT 

G   

 

I googled him and found 

www.shipwellconsulting.co.uk. p.125 

我上谷歌搜了搜他,找到了他那家公司

的网址： www.shipwellconsulting.co.uk 

p.100 

K  

 

Dill’s father was taller than ours...and he was 

president of the L & N Railroad. p.40 

据说迪尔的父亲比我们的父亲个子高...

而且是 L&N 铁路公司的总裁。p.55 

M He had contacted Pari through 

Facebook...p.267 
他通过帕丽的 Facebook 账号， 与她取

得了联系。p241 

no significant direct insertions found in L. 

 

Tables 4.1-4.3 display the prominent use of phonetic transcription in my data collection. 

Although this may be regarded as a standard practice for E-C translation, there are three 

unusual features regarding the use of the transcribing method which I shall discuss as 

follows.  

 

First, it is unusual to apply phonetic transcription without adaption in fiction translation. 

In fiction, names are often purposefully crafted to convey some significant meaning 

towards characterization, plot development and so on. For this reason, although 

transcription of names is normal in translation, to apply it without adaptive measures 

in fiction translation is abnormal. As Catford (1965, p.68) pointed out, the use of 

phonological ‘transliteration’ is particularly problematic for Chinese language because 

the Chinese is ‘logographic’, therefore phonological units are not immediately 

convertible. Yet all five novels in my data collection apply phonetic transcription 

without adaptive measures.  

 

Semantically speaking, transcription ‘does not give the non-native reader the slightest 

clue to the meaning of the original’ (Deeny, 2001, p.1088). The above examples clearly 

show that the use of phonetic transcription results in loss of contextual meanings. For 

example (Table4.2A), in order to convey Clive’s (the hero in the novel) longings for 
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the inspiring landscape of the Lake District, a list of scenic spots is given, all of which 

evoke imagination of exhilarating landscape in sound and vision. But transcription 

deems the connotative meanings of ‘rigg’, ‘stile’, ‘ark’ and ‘swirl’ lost. Similarly, 

‘Chatham’ and ‘Devonport’ (Table4.2L) are dockyard towns, the former in urban 

London and the latter in the west country. Transcription of these two names give no 

cues to the geographical and social distance suggested.  

 

Furthermore, it is important to note that full transcription is an extreme form of a formal 

translation style. Nida (1964, pp. 128, 220) points out that formal translation does not 

work well for language pairs with vast ‘linguistic and cultural distance’, because these 

differences may lead to ‘semantic overloading’. The application of total transcription 

proves his point. By Chinese norms, English names are dense with orthographic details, 

as a typical Chinese name contains just two or three syllables. Consequently, the fully 

transcribed phonological units potentially overload the communication medium, 

obstructing the delivery of semantic meaning. For instance, in Table 4.1M, the essential 

message is rendered as just six words; by contrast, transcribed phonemes take up as 

many as fifteen words.  

 

Lastly, another interesting observation is the direct insertions of English lexis on top of 

transcription, as shown in Table 4.3. This greatly increases the foreignness of the 

translated text, giving the impression that the original text claims ownership of the 

translated text.  

 

In sum, all the five novels in my data collection consistently adopt full transcription as 

the strategy for translating proper nouns, despite its many disadvantages. The reason 

for such a strategy, I believe, can be traced to the influence of the scripture quotation 
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tradition. As Deeny (2001, p.1088) remarks, the obvious advantage of transcription is 

that it brings the reader ‘close(r) to the original’, and therefore ‘does not allow for 

misleading or ambiguous overtones’. Transcription and direct insertion of ST lexis 

indicate that the translators treat the original text with great respect. For them, the 

original text is a form of ‘scripture’ and translation is approached as an attempt to 

‘quote’ from an authentic source. But such a claim should be further tested by more 

text investigations. Therefore, I next turn to analyse my text collection from the 

perspective of Halliday’s metafunctions of language.  

 

4.1.1b Literal translation of theme 

In this part, I investigate thematic features in the translation of the five selected novels. 

My research shows that there is an overwhelming tendency of literal transfer of Theme 

in my data collection. The following examples (one from each novel) demonstrate such 

an observation. Thematic elements are highlighted in bold; thematic features are 

analysed in the subsequent tables: 

Example from L 
ST: 

Roger’s arm was conditioned by a civilization that knew nothing of him and was in ruins. pp.64-65 

TT: 

罗杰的手臂受到文明的制约, 虽然这文明对它一无所知并且已经毁灭了。 p.65 

 

Analysis:  

Theme and Rhyme are clearly transferred literally: 

Theme Rheme  

罗杰的手臂 [Roger’s arm] 受到文明的制约 [was conditioned] 

 

The literal transfer of the theme ‘Roger’s arm’ has led to extremely awkward thematic 

progression, the metaphor ‘a civilization that knew nothing...’ is made redundant as a result. 

Instead ‘civilization’ is wrongly represented as a sub-clause theme, and with the insertion of a 

confusing ‘它’ （it) as a reference to ‘Roger’s arm’, the mistranslation turns out to be: 

[this civilization was ignorant of the arm].  
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Example from G 
ST: 

It was written by a doctor, but I’ve no idea whether it was accurate; the author claimed that blacking 

out wasn’t simply a matter of forgetting what had happened, but having no memories to forget in the 

first place. His theory is that you get into a state where your brain no longer makes short-term memories. 

And while you are there, in deepest black, you don’t behave as you usually would, because you're simply 

reacting to the very last thing that you think happened, because --- since you aren’t making memories -

--you might not actually know what the last thing that happened really was. p.98 

TT: 

那本书的作者是位医生,但我拿不准其观点是否靠得住。作者声称, 失忆并非忘记了所发生的事, 

而是从一开始就没有记忆。 他认为,失忆患者的大脑不再形成短期记忆。 当身处这个黑洞时, 你

的行为将异于平常, 因为你会对你所认定刚刚发生的事件做出反应； 由于并未形成记忆, 你也许

并不清楚刚刚发生的事情究竟是哪一件。 P.075 

 

Analysis: 

Theme and Rhyme between ST and TT can be matched almost point to point: 

ST TT with gloss translation 

Theme  Rheme  Theme Rheme  

It  was written… 那本书的作者  

[that book’s author] 

是...[was] 

But I ‘ve no idea... 但我 [but I] 拿不准...[unsure.] 

The author claimed... 作者[the author] 声称...[claimed] 

You 

You  

You  

You  

get into a state… 

don’t behave… 

‘re simply... 

might not... 

你 [you] 

你的行为 

[your behaviour] 

你 [you] 

你 [you] 

身处...[in a state] 

异常 [behave…] 

会...反应 [will..react] 

也许并不...[perhaps not] 

 

The literal translation of the theme ‘you’ violates the Chinese norm, which does not use the 

pronoun ‘you’ for general reference. To express the same semantic meaning the subject matter 

should be either made redundant or switched to a different pronoun such as ‘one’, or ‘a person’. 

A Chinese reader, therefore, would wonder whom ‘you’ refers to. Furthermore, the repeated 

transcription of ‘you’ as the thematic choice misleads a Chinese reader to take it as the topical 

subject. Consequently, the focus is on ‘you’ rather than the lost memories. The literal transfer 

of Theme leads to obscurity in meaning.  

 

Example from K 
ST: 

‘She’s gettin’ fat’, I said.  

‘I should think so. She eats all the left-over fingers and ears from the hospital.’ 

‘Aw, that’s a damn story,’ I said. 

‘I beg your pardon?’ 

Atticus said, ‘Don’t pay any attention to her, Jack. She’s trying you out...’ p.87 

TT: 

 “她长胖了” 。 我说。  

“我看也是, 她把医院里扔掉的手指头和耳朵都给吃了。” 
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“哎呀, 这个故事真该死。” 我说。  

“你说什么？” 

阿迪克斯插了一句：‘别搭理她, 杰克。 她在试探你呢... ” pp. 123-124 

 

Analysis: 

Similarly, the translation strictly follows the original thematic design, as can be seen from the 

matching thematic elements (in bold): 

ST TT with gloss translation 

Theme  Rheme  Theme Rheme  

She ‘s getting fat 她 [she] 长胖了 [getting fat] 

I said 我 [I] 说 [said] 

I should think so. 我 [I] 看也是 [think so] 

She eats... 她 [she] ...给吃了 […eats] 

Atticus said. 阿迪克斯 [Atticus] 插了一句 [said] 

that ‘s a damn story. 这个故事 [this] 真该死 [damn] 

Don’t pay any attention... 别 [don’t] 搭理她 [pay attention to her] 

She ‘s trying... 她 [she] 在试探你呢 [‘s trying…] 

 

The extremely formal translation has led to meaning obscurity in two places. In the first two 

sentences, ‘she’ refers to a cat. According to the Chinese thematic norm, reference for animals 

is expressed by ‘it’, not ‘she’, and the literal translation of ‘she’ as a cat and ‘she’ as a person 

in the following sentence are confusing. In another place, the theme ‘I’ is again literally 

reproduced, violating the Chinese norm of eclipse for cohesion. In both places, the literal 

translation of theme has meant that the humour and the meaning of the text are made obscure.  

 

Example from M 
ST: 

In the garden, I busied myself, chopping a block of wood for the stove. From where I worked, I had a 

good clear view of Nila’s bedroom window. Framed in it was the father, bent at the waist, leaning into 

Nila, one hand pressing on her shoulder. On Nila’s face was the expression people have when they have 

been startled by an abrupt loud noise, like a firecracker, or a door slammed by a sudden draft of wind. 

p.109 

TT: 

我在花园里忙碌,把一大块木头劈成柴火。从干活的地方, 我能清楚地看到妮拉卧室的窗口。只

见老爷子就在屋里, 朝妮拉弯着腰, 一只手放在她肩膀上。妮拉的脸上, 是人们那种被突如其来的

巨响吓了一跳的表情, 好像爆竹炸了, 又好像是一阵妖风重重地摔了一下门。 p.96 

 

Analysis:  

The translator attempts to retain the original themes, which are mostly marked in the ST, but 

in doing so turn them into unmarked themes by TT norm.  

Theme in ST (marked) TT Theme (unmarked) 

In the garden 我在花园 [I in the garden] 
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From where I worked 从干活的地方 [from my work place] 

Framed in it 只见 [seeing] 

On Nila’s face 妮拉的脸上 [on Nila’s face] 

 

The literal transfer of Theme has also led to obscurity of the original focal point of narration 

(i.e., ‘from where I worked’). The rigid reproduction of the original thematic choices 

accumulates to a clause grammatically ill-formed at the end of the sentence: [her expression, 

like a firecracker, or a door slammed]. The original simile (‘...like a firecracker’) is lost in 

translation. 

 

Example from A  
ST: 
In bed at last, lying on his back in total darkness, taut, resonating from mental effort, he saw jagged 

rods of primary colour streak across his retina, then fold and writhe into sunbursts. His feet were icy, his 

arms and chest were hot. Anxieties about work transmuted into the baser metal of simple night fear: 

illness and death, abstractions which soon found their focus in the sensation he still felt in his left hand. 

p.25 

TT: 

终于躺下, 在完美的漆黑当中仰面躺着, 他依旧神经紧张, 精神努力的余响仍未断绝, 他看到锯齿

状的三色条文视干横穿他的视网膜, 然后折叠、扭动成为四射的光芒。他两脚冰凉, 胳膊和前胸

又滚烫。 对工作的焦虑转变成为更加原始的、对夜晚的单纯恐惧： 疾病、死亡, 还有众多的抽

象观念不久就聚焦到了他左手仍旧感觉到的不适上。p.31 

 

Analysis: 

Again, one finds here a literal transfer of Theme in translation: 

ST Theme TT Theme  

In bed at last 终于躺下 [finally lying down]  

he... 他 [he]  

his feet...his arms and chest... 他两脚 ...胳膊和前胸 [ his feet...his arms and chest]  

Anxieties about work... 对工作的焦虑 [anxieties about work] 

 

The literal transfer of word order and grammatical functions leads to awkwardness in syntactic 

cohesion. In the original text, the entire description of Clive lying in bed aims at the final 

conclusion: ‘sensation he still felt in his left hand’. But the literal translation weakens the 

syntactic cohesion needed for the build-up of the climax; the dramatic effect is lost.  

 

To summarize, these examples show that the translation of Theme in all five novels is 

predominantly literal. My research outcome seems to agree with Xia's (2014, p.61) 

corpus-based research into E-C fiction translation, which finds that there is an ‘overuse 

of pronouns’ in translated fiction. As Xia points out, English tends to use more 
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impersonal pronouns as subjects. My thematic analysis above shows that the literal 

transfer of theme generates an abundant presence of pronouns which are usually 

omittable in Chinese.  

 

As one can see from the above analysis, the literal transfer of Theme in translation can 

lead to alteration of topical focus, obscurity in meaning, or even grammatical 

misconstruct. The main reason, of course, lies in the fundamental differences between 

English and Chinese thematic features, as discussed in 3.2.4b(i). This raises the 

question why a literal translation approach is preferred, in spite of the practical need 

for re-alignment of Theme to accommodate differences in linguistic norms between 

English and Chinese. I argue the literal approach is another piece of evidence of 

prioritizing respectful treatment of the original texts over pragmatic concerns (to be 

further argued). 

 

4.1.1c Overtranslation of mood operators 

In this part, my text investigation turns to analysis of the metafunction of modality as 

understood by Halliday’s linguistics. As discussed in 3.2.4b(ii), English modal 

structure is different from the Chinese one in various ways and there are at least three 

possible consequences impacting translation. This part of analysis focuses on exploring 

the first one: the expression of modal meaning by mood operators. 

 

To begin with, for the convenience of translation investigation, I use the term ‘mood 

operators’ to refer to any grammaticalized items which fulfil the metafunction of mood. 

Detailed classifications of mood types in Chinese can be found in Li (2007). As 

discussed in 3.2.4b.(ii), mood is grammatically realized by the subject and the finite 

verbal operator in English, whereas Chinese tends to draw on alternative means to 
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realize the function of modality due to the lack of finite operators. Therefore, when 

translating from English to Chinese, the translator has the option either reproducing 

English modal features by lexicalizing the mood operators, or adapt to the TT norms 

for alternative solutions.  

 

My investigation shows Chinese translators overwhelmingly opt for lexicalization of 

mood operators, rather than seeking alternative modal solutions more natural to 

Chinese norms. I consider this is another evidence of respectful treatment of the 

original text under the influence of the scripture-quoting genre style. The following 

chart shows examples taken from the five novels. Literal translation of mood operators 

is highlighted in bold; to show the contrast, suggested alternative expressions are listed 

with explanatory notes (in bold font) on the right-hand column.  

Table4.4 Literal translation of mood operators 

ST TT  Alternative modal 

expressions   

T4.4L 

‘I went on, I thought, by myself --’ 

The madness came into his eyes 

again.  

‘I thought I might kill’.  

‘But you didn’t’.  

‘I thought I might.’ 

Some hidden passion vibrated in 

Ralph’s voice.  

‘But you haven’t yet’.  

His invitation might have passed 

as casual, were it not for the 

undertone... 

‘You wouldn’t care to help with 

the shelter, I suppose?’ 

‘We want meat --’ 

‘And we don’t get it’.  

Now the antagonism was audible.  

‘But I shall! Next time...’ pp.51-2 

 

“我继续干。 我认为, 由我自己

--” 

一种狂热的神色又出现在他的

眼睛里。  

“我认为我也许会杀掉...” 

“但是你没有。” 

“我想我也许会的。” 

某种暗藏的激情使拉尔夫的声

音在颤抖。  

“但是你还没有做到。” 

要不是因为那口气, 他的挑逗

或许本会被忽略过去... 

“我想你大概对搭窝棚不感兴

趣吧？” 

“我们需要肉--” 

“可咱们没弄到” 。  

此刻对抗很明显了。 

“可我一定会弄到的！下一

次！...” pp.053-054 

  

本来嘛我.. 

(use of adverbial 

expressions) 

 

本来以为可以杀 

本来可以的 

(ellipsis of pronouns) 

 

听起来似乎随口说说

(dynamic equivalence) 

 

 

帮手搭个棚怎么样,好

不? (dynamic 

equivalence) 

可就是没有 

(use of adverbial 

expression) 

哼等着瞧,(dynamic 

equivalence) 

 T4.4G 

The day stretches out in front of me, 

not a minute of it filled.  

I could go to the farmers’ market on 

 

眼前可是整整一天, 一整天无

事可做。  

 

 

要不去...逛逛？买点

肉？ 
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the Broad; I could buy venison and 

pancetta and spend the day 

cooking.  

I could sit on the sofa with a cup of 

tea and Saturday kitchen on TV.  

I could go to the gym. 

I could rewrite my CV.  

I could...p.58 

我可以去布罗德街的农贸市场

逛逛,买点儿鹿肉和培根, 把一

天花在伺候美食上。  

我可以端杯茶去沙发上做做 , 

观看电视节目‘周六厨房’。  

我可以去健身。  

我可以重写简历。  

我可以... p.040 

或者... 

(dynamic equivalence by 

converting the sentences 

to interrogatives) 

 

T4.4K 

If she was on the porch when we 

passed, we would be raked by her 

wrathful gaze, subjected to ruthless 

interrogation regarding our 

behaviour, and given a melancholy 

prediction on what we would 

amount to when we grow up, which 

was always nothing. We had long 

ago given up the idea of walking 

past her house on the opposite side 

of the street… 

We could do nothing to please her. 

If I said as sunnily as I could, ‘Hey, 

Mrs Dubose’, I would receive for 

an answer, ‘Don’t you say hey to 

me, you ugly girl! You say good 

afternoon, Mrs Dubose!’ p.110 

 

如果我们经过她家门前的时候

她正好坐在门廊上,我们就会被

她那个愤怒的目光上下左右地

扫视一番, 还要接受她对我们

的言行举止进行的无情质问 , 

甚至还得忍受她对我们长大之

后会成为什么样得人作出阴郁

的推断 --她得出的结论通常

是： 我们会一事无成。 我们早

就抛弃了从街对面走过去的想

法... 

我们无论怎样都讨不到她的欢

心。 如果我喜气洋洋地跟她打

招呼： “嘿, 杜博斯太太！” 结

果会得到这样的回答： “别对

我说什么’嘿’, 你这个丑丫头！

你要说 ‘ 下午好 , 杜博斯太

太’。” pp.155-156 

 

 

(unnecessary, can be 

made redundant) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

怎么做都... 

 

 

少来这套。 

(dynamic equivalence) 

T4.4M 

“I know,” he says... “Or 

procedures. My sense is, she’ll 

need more than one.” 

Joan sighs. “I wish. But, frankly, I 

doubt the board of directors would 

approve it, Idris. I doubt it very 

much... 

You know we’ve been in the red for 

the last five years. And there would 

be legal issues as well, complicated 

ones.” ... 

“I understand,” he says  

“You should be able to find a 

humanitarian group that does this 

sort of thing no? It would take 

some work, but…” pp.191-192 

 

“我知道。” 他说... “也许是一

系列的治疗。 我感觉她一次肯

定不够。” 

琼叹了口气。 

 “我希望能。 可老实讲, 伊德里

斯, 我拿不准董事会能不能批

准。 完全拿不准... 

你知道这五年咱们一直入不敷

出。  

而且还会有法律问题, 非常复

杂。”... 

“我懂了。” 他说。  

“你应该能知道管这种事的人

道组织, 对不对？可能要下点

功夫, 不过...” 

pp.170-171 

 

‘是啊’  

按理说一次不够 

（dynamic 

equivalence） 

 

当然最好是这样... 

董事会应该通不过,真不

好说。 

（dynamic 

equivalence） 

 

(unnecessary, can be 

made redundant) 

应该有...组织吧？ 

(use of mood particles) 

当然要费点功夫 

(use of adverbial 

expressions) 
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T4.4A 

‘I was wondering’, Clive said to 

Molly’s ex-lover, ‘whether you’re 

still in favour of hanging.’p.15 

 

‘I’ve seen the ABC figures,’ 

George said gravely. ‘Not good’. 

p.52 

 

“我一直在纳闷,”, 克利夫对莫

莉的老情人道, “不知道您是否

还赞成绞刑？” p.19 

 

我已经看到 ABC 指数了‘, 乔治

俨乎其然地说,’不妙啊‘。 p.66 

 

‘我想知道’ 

您对绞刑有什么看法？

(dynamic equivalence) 

 

(unnecessary, can be 

made redundant) 

 

Three conclusions can be drawn from these examples. First of all, it can be clearly 

shown that all five novels adopt a literal translation style to reproduce modal meaning. 

Mood operators in English are literally transferred, as demonstrated by matching ST-

TT pairings in bold. These translated mood operators are classified as modal auxiliaries 

and modal adverbs in Li’s (2007, p.140). In Xia’s (2014, p.54) corpus-based research 

into lexical normalization in fiction translation, overuse of auxiliaries is found to be 

‘most evident’ in TCT (Translational Chinese Text) compared to OCT (Original 

Chinese Text). My investigation reveals that literal transfer of mood operators could be 

one contributing factor.  

 

Secondly, this literal translation strategy tends to violate Chinese norms, as 

demonstrated by alternative suggestions in the far-right column. In some cases, the 

literal translation of English mood operators can be made redundant, either because 

they are not necessary (e.g., T4.4K) or by Chinese norm they should be eclipsed to 

enhance the modal meaning (e.g., T4.4L).  

 

Moreover, the overtranslation of English mood operators also potentially leads to 

obscurity in meaning. As the suggested alternative translations show, dynamic 

equivalence can express the modal meaning in a more natural way in many cases. For 

example, in T4.4M, Idris is tentatively raising a proposal to his boss. By Chinese norms, 

the mood of a proposal is typically expressed by ellipsis of the subject and use of mood 
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adjuncts or particles to indicate politeness. However, the translation opts for literal 

transfer of mood operators. This results in the loss of subtlety by Chinese norm. 

 

To conclude, my investigation shows that the translation of modal meaning converges 

towards a literal translation style; there is a tendency in all five novels to opt for 

lexicalization of mood operators, rather than employing alternative means more 

commonly found in Chinese to express equivalent modal meaning. This finding seems 

to further support my argument that the Chinese translators treat translation as a 

respectful act of ‘quotation’ from an original source.  

 

4.1.1d Transitivity: literal translation of process types 

In this section I focus on investigating the operation of transitivity in my data. As 

mentioned, the system of transitivity deals with how experiential meaning is 

represented (3.2.4b.iii). So the first thing one can investigate is how experiential 

meanings are reproduced in translation. My investigation in this aspect reveals that 

Chinese translators tend to opt for literal transfer of process types in translation of 

experiential meanings. My analysis of five paragraphs, one from each novel, is 

displayed as follows (inequivalent process types are highlighted):  

Example from L 
ST: 

The first rhythm that they became used to was the slow swing from dawn to quick dusk. They accepted 

the pleasures of morning, the bright sun, the whelming sea and sweet air, as a time when play was good 

and life so full that hope was not necessary and therefore forgotten. Towards noon, as the floods of light 

fell more nearly to the perpendicular, the stark colours of the morning were smoothed in pearl and 

opalescence; and the heat --- became a blow that they ducked, running to the shade and lying there, 

perhaps even sleeping. p.60 

TT: 

孩子们开始习惯的第一种生活节奏是从黎明慢慢地过渡到来去匆匆的黄昏。他们领略了早晨的

各种乐趣、灿烂的阳光、滚滚的大海和清新的空气, 既玩得痛快, 生活又如此充实, ‘希望’变得不

是必要的了, 它也就被忘却了。 快到正午时分, 充溢的阳光几乎直射而下, 清晨各种棱角分明的

色彩柔化成珍珠色和乳白色, 而暑热 --- 似乎是高悬的太阳给了它势头 --- 变得凶猛无比, 孩子们

东避西闪, 跑进树荫趟在那里, 有的甚至睡起觉来。 p.061 

 

Analysis: 
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ST Process Type TT Process Type 

The... rhythm... was... relational 开始习惯的...是... relational 

They accepted... material 他们领略了... material 

when play was...hope 

was...forgotten 

relational. 

behavioural 

玩得痛快...‘希望’变得不是
必要的了 , 它也就被忘却
了, 

material, mental, 

behavioural  

the floods of light fell  ergative 充溢的阳光几乎直射而下  ergative 

colours...were smoothed  material 色彩柔化成... material 

the heat... became a blow relational 暑热...变得凶猛无比 relational 

...that they ducked, material 孩子们东避西闪.. material 

 

It is clear that the process types are mostly literally reproduced (the only exception is marked 

in shaded colour). By Chinese linguistic norms more processes would be construed from the 

ergative standpoint (3.2.4b.iii). The formal transfer of process types reinforces the strangeness 

of the text.  

 

Example from G 
ST: 

I close my eyes and let the darkness grow and spread until it morphs from a feeling of sadness into 

something worse: a memory, a flashback. ..I have to accept it, there’s no point trying to push it away. 

I’m going to feel terrible all day, it’s going to come in waves -- stronger then weaker then stronger again 

-- that twist in the pit of my stomach, the anguish of shame, the heat coming to my face, my eyes 

squeezed tight as though I could make it all disappear. p.30 

TT: 

我闭上眼睛, 任由黑暗尽情滋长, 直到它从一缕悲伤摇身变成一件更加不堪的事：一幕回忆。 ...

但我必须接受现实, 逃避没有意义。 今天一整天都不会好过, 那幕回忆会一波波向我袭来, 时强

时弱。 它会害我心底绞痛, 害我备受灼人的耻辱, 害我羞红脸颊, 害我紧紧闭上双眼, 仿佛那样就

可以让事情凭空消失。 p.014 

 

Analysis: 

ST Process Type TT Process Type 

I close my eyes and let... material 我闭上眼睛, 任由... material 

until it morphs... material 直到它...摇身变成 material 

I have to accept it... material 我必须接受现实 material 

 there’s no point  relational ...没有意义 relational  

I’m going to feel... mental ...不会好过 mental 

it’s going to come... ergative 那幕回忆会...向我袭来 material 
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the heat coming...my eyes 

squeezed... 

ergative 它会害我...害我...害我... material 

 

This example again demonstrates the tendency of literal transfer of process types. 

Dramatization in the original passage is achieved by the nouning pattern: ‘the flashback...the 

twist... the anguish...the heat’. This presents a challenge because the Chinese norm accentuates 

verbal expressions. To simulate the nouning momentum, the translator designs a repetition of 

a verbal design ‘它会害我...害我...害我’ [it harms me to…], thus converting the last two 

processes from ergative to material. The design is a serious distortion from the original scheme, 

which focuses on the character’s behaviour rather than the harmful effects of ‘a memory, a 

flashback’. An alternative translation strategy could be avoiding literal transfer of process types 

and converting more transitive processes to the ergative mode instead.  

 

Example from K 
ST: 

Tim Johnson was advancing at a snail’s pace, but he was not playing or sniffing at foliage: he seemed 

dedicated to one course and motivated by an invisible force that was inching him toward us. We could 

see him shiver like a horse shedding flies; his jaw opened and shut; he was a-list, but he was being 

pulled gradually toward us. ...In front of the Radley gate, Tim Johnson had made up what was left of 

his mind. He had finally turned himself around, to pursue his original course up our street. ...The rifle 

cracked. Tim Johnson leaped, flopped over and crumpled on the sidewalk in a brown-and-white heap. 

He didn’t know what hit him. pp.105-107 

TT: 

蒂姆约翰逊像只蜗牛一样往前挪, 不过它即不是玩耍, 也没有在绿叶间东闻闻西嗅嗅；它似乎认

准了一个方向, 被一股无形的力量引着朝我们这边慢吞吞地走来。 我们看见它在抖动, 就像马在

驱赶苍蝇； 它的下巴一张一合, 身体歪歪斜斜, 不过它还是被牵引着一步步向我们走来了。 ...在

拉德利家门前, 蒂姆约翰逊聚集起仅有的一点儿神志, 终于做出决定, 转身沿着原来的路线向我们

这条街走来...枪啪地一声响, 蒂姆约翰逊往上一跳, 又砰地落下, 倒在人行道上, 成了棕白色的一

堆。 它甚至都不知道自己被什么打中了。 pp. 149-151 

 

Analysis: 

ST Process Type TT Process Type 

Tim Johnson was 

advancing...playing or sniffing... 

material 往前挪 ...玩耍 ,...东闻闻
西嗅嗅 

material 

seemed dedicated ...motivated by 

an invisible force that was 

inching... 

mental  认准了 ... 被 ...引着朝我
们这边慢吞吞地走来 

material  

We could see mental  我们看见 mental 

his jaw opened and shut ergative 它的下巴一张一合 ergative 

he was a-list, but he was being 

pulled... 

mental  歪歪斜斜 ...不过它还是
被牵引着... 

material  

 

Tim Johnson had made up... material  聚集起...做出决定.. material 
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The rifle cracked ergative 枪啪地一声响,  ergative 

Tim Johnson leaped... material 蒂姆约翰逊往上一跳... material 

 

In the novel this passage describes the killing of a sick dog (named Tim Johnson) from 

the point of view of a little girl (the heroine). The depiction is well balanced with a 

mixture of material processes (focusing on the behaviour of the dog), mental processes 

(conveying how the little girl views the event), and the ergative mode (enhancing 

dramatic effects). In the translated text, process types are literally reproduced in most 

places. Where there are adjustments, material process (in shaded colour) is favoured. 

This downplays the mental process construed from the perspective of the little girl. As 

a result, the translated passage makes the sick dog appear more active and purposeful, 

and fails to deliver the tragic, helpless undertone implied in the original text. 

 

Example from M 
ST: 

Masooma fell from the tree. It seemed to take forever, the fall. Her torso slamming into branches on 

the way down, startling birds and shaking leaves free, her body spinning bouncing, snapping smaller 

branches, until a low, thick branch, the one from which the swing was suspended, caught her lower 

back with a sick, audible crunch. She folded back-ward, nearly in half. p.76 

TT: 

马苏玛从树上掉了下去。 似乎永不停止, 这长久的坠落。 在下坠的过程中, 她的躯干不断重击着

枝杈, 惊飞了鸟儿, 撼落了树叶。 她的身体旋转着,弹跳着, 一路将小枝条折断, 直到下方一根粗大

的树枝中止了她的摆荡, 伴随着令人毛骨悚然、清脆可闻的玉碎之声, 扛住了她的后腰。 她向后

弯卷过去, 几乎是对折。 p.68 

 

Analysis:  

ST Process 

Type 

TT Process 

Type 

Masooma fell from the tree material 马苏玛从树上掉了下去 material 

It seemed to take forever mental   似乎永不停止 mental 

her torso slamming...startling birds 

and shaking 

material 重击...惊飞了鸟儿,撼落了... material 

her body spinning bouncing, 

snapping  

material 她的身体旋转着,弹跳着 material 

The branch...which the swing was 

suspended, caught her lower back... 

material 树枝中止了.. 扛住了她的后腰 material 

She folded back-ward ergative  向后弯卷过去, 几乎是对折 material 

 

It is clear that ST-TT pairings are mostly identical in terms of process types, which implies the 

translation strategy is chiefly literal. This passage also employs nouning as a stylistic device 
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(e.g., ‘slamming’, ‘startling’, ‘spinning’ etc). The translator’s handling of this is also similar: 

they are verbalized as material process type. But the conformity to the material process has led 

to two erratic translations. First, ‘the branch...which the swing was suspended’ was wrongly 

rendered as [the branch suspended her swinging]. The crucial message that the thick branch 

breaks Masooma’s back is not conveyed to the reader. Secondly, the accumulation of material 

processed build-up (to simulate the nouning build-up in the ST) has also turned the last sentence 

from ergative to material. This deletes the slow motion feel conveyed by the ergative mode in 

the original sentence, the tragic tone of Masooma’s fall is deleted.  

 

Example from A 
ST: 

The house had a closeted atmosphere and he guessed that Clive had not been out for a day or two. A 

half-open door revealed the bedroom to be in a mess. He sometimes asked the housekeeper not to come 

in when he was working hard. The state of the studio confirmed the impression. Manuscript paper 

covered the floor, dirty plates, cups and wine glasses were strewn around the piano and the keyboard 

and midi computer on which Clive sometimes worked out his orchestrations. The air felt close and damp 

as though it had been breathed many times. p.47 

TT: 

宅子里有一种关门闭户的气氛,他猜想克利夫已经有一两天足不出户了。半掩的门后显出卧室的

一团凌乱, 他在全身心投入工作的时候会把女管家关在门外。 工作室的状态更加强了这种印象。 

草稿纸铺满了地板, 脏盘子、杯子和红酒杯散落在钢琴、键盘和迷笛电脑周围, 克利夫有时候利

用它来完成管弦乐编曲。空气让人觉得闷气而又潮湿, 仿佛已经被反复呼吸过很多次。 p.61 

 

Analysis: 
 

ST Process Type TT Process Type 

The house had a closeted 

atmosphere 

relational 宅子里有一种关门闭户的气
氛 

relational 

he guessed mental  他猜想 mental 

A door...revealed the bedroom ergative 半掩的门后显出 ergative 

He...asked...when he was 

working hard. 

material 工作的时候会把女管家关... material 

paper...covered ergative 草稿纸铺满了地板 ergative 

wine glasses were strewn  material 杯子和红酒杯散落在钢琴 ergative 

The air felt close ergative  空气让人觉得闷气 mental 

it had been breathed material 被反复呼吸过 material 

 

In this example, formal transfer of process types prevails. The translation presents the 

experiential elements as close to the original as possible. The literal reproduction of the material 

process ‘it had been breathed’ sounds odd as the same experiential meaning would normally 

be expressed as an ergative process by Chinese norm.  
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To summarize, there is a clear pattern of literal translation of process types. In all the 

above examples, formal reproduction of experiential processes predominates. In 

comparison with non-translated Chinese texts, these descriptive narratives have a 

striking absence of processes constructed from an ergative perspective (in SFL 

definition). Chinese grammarians have long been debating about how to classify the 

popular non-agent participant verb phrases in Chinese (see Aldridge, 2015, for an 

overview).  Huang (2013, p.290) described the phenomenon as ‘the perpetual middle 

construction in Chinese syntax’ (i.e., the application of the ergative model rather than 

the transitive model). But he literal translation style observed above accentuates the 

English transitive norm, which often leads to a foreignizing effect (e.g., examples from 

G, M & A). It may also result in miscalculation of essential meaning (e.g., examples 

from L & K).   

 

So the investigation of the transitivity metafunctions adds weight to the perception that 

Chinese translators seem to be in favour of a literal translation style, despite some 

crucial differences in how experiential processes are construed in the two language 

systems.  

 

So far, I have investigated the impact of the scripture quotation tradition on translation 

style. My translation analysis shows that a literal translation style can be found in all 

my data collection, as demonstrated by:  

● transcription of foreign names  

● literal translation of Theme 

● overtranslation of mood operators 

● literal translation of English transitivity 
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Based on this evidence, I believe it is reasonable to argue that one aspect where the 

Confucian ideology impacts translation is manifest in Chinese translators’ respectful 

treatment of the source text, regarding translation as an act of quoting from authorized 

texts. Of course, one should not rule out the possibility of ‘source text interference’ 

(Xiao & Dai, 2014, p.6); some aspects of the literal translation style may be simply 

unavoidable in a translation context. Nevertheless, there are at least some indications 

that the influence of genre tradition aggravates the literal translation approach. 

 

4.1.2 The commentarial tradition and translation style 

Apart from the scripture quoting tradition, another literary tradition established by the 

yü-lu genre is the commentarial tradition. As mentioned in chapter 2, the commentarial 

tradition is an inseparable part of the Confucian ideological framework. It is hard to 

imagine this more than two-thousand-year-old tradition would not leave traces of 

influence on literary engagements of the Chinese intellectuals. A straightforward 

prediction is that Chinese translators might like to incorporate the commentarial genre 

style into their translation practice. So my next task of investigation is to analyse the 

commentarial content in my data collection. My following analysis is based on 

footnotes found in the first chapter of each novel (see Appendix B for full details). 

 

First, it is apparent that abundant supplies of commentary footnotes are found in all five 

novels. In each novel at least five footnotes are found in each chapter, with some notes 

containing multiple commentary items. It is also found that commentary notes are quite 

long, with an average of 352 words per chapter. This indicates that commentary 

practice is common in fiction translation. The following table shows the total number 

of footnotes, commentary items contained in the sampled chapter of each novel.  
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Table4.5a Commentary footnotes 

Novels Number of footnotes Number of commentary items Word 

count 

T4.5 L 7 7 184 

T4.5G  5 6 420 

T4.5K 6 11 540 

T4.5M 5 6 182 

T4.5A  5 5 432 

 

Moreover, my investigation also discovered that the nature of the commentary content 

in all five novels is quite similar. The following table shows an analysis of the topics 

being covered. 

Table 4.5b Analysis of commentary content 

Commentary 

content 

T4.5L T4.5G T4.5K T4.5M T4.5A Total 

Bibliographical 

information 

 3 6 1 2 12 

Technical issues of 

translation 

6  1 3 1 11 

Geographical 

information 

1 3 3 1 1 9 

Historical event   1 1 2 4 

 

Although footnotes related to any necessary background information of a fiction is well 

expected, my investigation discovers an interesting feature: there is a high proportion 

of commentary notes focusing on ‘technical issues of translation’ (the shaded row in 

Table 4.5.b). By this I refer to two types of footnotes: 

● The first type relates to commentary footnotes explaining the meaning of lexical 

items, for example:  

ST Commentary footnotes (gloss translation) 

T4.5L(4) 

‘They used to call me “Piggy*”. p.6 

 

[‘Piggy’ in the original text, a little pig] 
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T4.5K(6) 

Thus we came to know Dill as a pocket 

Merlin*...p.8 

[Merlin, in the legendary tales of the Middle 

Ages he is a close friend and advisor of King 

Arthur, a famous prophet and wizard. ] 

 

● The second type relates to commentary notes which explain the translation of 

particular items. For example: 

ST-TT Commentary footnotes (gloss translation) 

T4.5L(3) 

Out there, perhaps a mile away, the white surf 

flinked* on a coral reef...p.4 

 

[‘flinked’ in the original text, a word coined by the 

author, combining the meanings of ‘flicker’ (i.e., 

swaying), ‘flick’ (i.e., the sound of plucking), and 

‘blink’ (i.e. sparkle)] 

T4.5L(5) 

Ralph’s breath failed; the note dropped the 

octave, became a low wubber*, was a rush of air. 

p.13 

 

 

[‘wubber’ in the original, an onomatopoeia coined 

by the author] 

 

Both types raise the question why these items deserve commentary attention. For the 

former type, the meaning of a lexical item ought to be self-explanatory in translation 

(e.g., why should the reader want to know ‘piggy’ is the word used in the original text 

and it means ‘a little pig’?). Similarly, instead of transliterating the word ‘Merlin’, the 

translator could have incorporated the meaning of ‘wizard’ in the translation rather than 

inserting a footnote to explain what it means. As to the latter type of footnotes, what 

will benefit the reader to know how the translator resolved a translation issue? For 

example, what is the point of explaining, ‘flinked’ is a coined word in the original? 

These seemingly unnecessary commentaries confirm to me that the translators treat the 

original text with great respect: they like to ‘quote’ the ST lexis as much as possible, 

and to make lengthy commentary notes to justify their translation scholarship.   

 

Thirdly, my investigation of commentary notes also reveals seemingly inconsistent 

criteria for the selection of commentary items. While some items received extensive 

commentaries, other items, which are equally (if not more) difficult for the TT readers’ 
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comprehension, are simply ignored and left unexplained. For example:  

ST Commentary footnotes (gloss translation) 

T4.5G(4) 

...we are going to follow Che Guevara’s 

tracks from Buenos Aires to Caracas*. 

 

[Caracas: the capital of Venezuela.] 

T4.5G(5) 

I think about Ted Hughes*, moving 

Assia Wevil into the home he’d shared 

with Plath*. 

 

 

 

[Ted Hughes: that is, Edward James Hughes, 1930 - 

1998, an English poet and children’s writer. Hughes 

was married to American poet Sylvia Plath; their 

marriage caused a stir but ended in tragedy.  Plath’s 

suicide was blamed on Hughes by many.] 

 

[Sylvia Plath, 1932-1963: born in Jamaica Plain, 

Boston, Sylvia Plath was a talented American poet, 

novelist, and short-story writer who originally worked 

as a children’s writer. She committed suicide in 1963. 

Apart from poetry writing Plath also wrote ‘the Bell 

Jar’, an autobiographical novel under the pseudonym 

"Victoria Lucas".] 

 

In T4.5G(4) three geographical names appear in the same sentence; the translator 

includes an explanatory footnote on ‘Caracas’ but leaves the other two geographical 

names (highlighted in shade) unexplained. This is interesting considering a Chinese 

reader might be more likely to have heard of Caracas but not ‘Che Guevara’ or ‘Buenos 

Aires’. Similarly, in T4.5G(5), while ‘Ted Hughes’ and ‘Plath’ receive extensive 

footnotes respectively, ‘Assia Wevil’ is completely left out, despite that the former two 

are much better known than the latter. The translator seems to prioritize ‘educating’ the 

reader with well-known facts rather than assisting them with their reading 

comprehension. It seems the most possible explanation for this phenomenon is an 

influence of the Confucian literary tradition, under which the Chinese translators make 

a serious engagement with commentary-making, and dutifully play the scholarly role 

to educate the public with common knowledge. 

 

To summarize, my investigation of commentary notes in my data collection confirms 

that Chinese translators are well attuned to the commentarial tradition practiced by the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venezuela
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Confucian literati. Not only are there a high frequency use of commentary notes in all 

five novels; but very often the commentary notes take on a style of Confucian 

scholarship. To the best of my knowledge, there has not been much research into 

commentary footnotes in E-C fiction translations. However, in his study of paratext 

features in the translation of Plato’s Symposium by a Chinese translator, Weng (2015, 

pp.70-71) reviewed critically the commentary footnotes in the translation and 

concluded that the abundant application of commentary footnotes is an ‘adoption of the 

Chinese traditional Confucian commentary format’. My investigation certainly can 

arrive at the same conclusion. 

 

4.2 The Classical Chinese Poetry and Translation Style 

In this section I move on to explore the impact of the second literary genre closely 

associated with Confucianism. The Chinese poetic tradition is regarded by some as the 

largest and longest continuous tradition in world literature (e.g., Hinton, 2008). The 

influence of the poetic genre can be felt in many ways. For example, Chinese classical 

fiction is fused with poetic expressions, with chapter titles in poetic stanzas, poems to 

mark the beginning and the end, as well as liberally applied in the fiction narrative. For 

this reason, translation of Chinese traditional fiction is fraught with difficulties, as 

demonstrated by the example of the translation of the Chinese classic Hong-Lou-Meng 

红楼梦 (Fan & Minford, 2017, pp.376, 379). 

 

With the dominance of the poetic tradition so easily recognizable, it is only reasonable 

to assume the poetic impact on translation must be traceable. In chapter 2, I have 

proposed three possible ways where the influence of the poetic genre might emerge:  

● the accentuation of form in translation 

● the accentuation of imagery in translation 
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● the aesthetic style in translation 

 

In this chapter I focus on the first two propositions; the third proposition will be dealt 

with in chapter 6.  

 

4.2.1 The Accentuation of form in translation 

As mentioned in 2.2.2b, one possible influence of the Confucian poetic tradition on 

translation could be the emphasis on correctness of form. Chinese classic poetry is a 

typically formal genre (Fuller, 2017). It is reasonable to hypothesize that there is a 

connection between the accentuation of form and the preference for a formal translation 

style. In this session I explore the possibility of such a link by translation text analysis. 

My investigation continues to build on Halliday’s linguistic model and follows the 

same order as in 4.1.1. 

 

4.2.1a Lexical choices: formal equivalence 

To begin with, my text investigation finds that there is an overwhelming presence of 

formal equivalence in lexical choices. My definition of formal equivalence takes after 

Nida’s (1964, p.163) concept of formal translation, namely, reproduction of 

grammatical units (i.e., nouns rendered as nouns, verbs as verbs). The following 

examples (three from each novel) are taken from my data collection and they 

demonstrate the formal transfer of grammatical functions in lexical expressions. All 

formal equivalence of lexical choices is highlighted in bold: 

From L: 

L1 

ST: 

‘If you don’t want to go on,’ said the voice sarcastically, ‘I’ll go up by myself.’ p.132 

TT: 

“要是你不想再上去了,” 那声音讥讽地说, “我就一个人上。” p.136 

 

L2 

ST: 
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He felt with his hands and lowered himself beside Roger, while the trunk rocked among invisible 

ashes. p.132 

TT: 

他用手摸索着, 就在罗杰身旁蹲下来, 与此同时树干在无形的灰烬中晃来晃去。p.137 

 

L3 

ST: 

As they came to the last slope, Jack and Roger drew near, changed from ink-stains to 

distinguishable figures. p.134 

TT: 

他们走到最后一段斜坡时,杰克和罗杰靠得更近了---从墨水式的阴影变成了可以辨认的人影。 

p.138 

 

From G: 

G1 

ST: 

She doesn’t wait for me to answer, just turns to go, calling back as she does, ‘You’ll end up getting 

yourself sacked if you carry on like this.” p.195 

TT: 

没等我回答, 她已经转身离开, 边走边回头喊道：“如果再这样下去, 你迟早会害自己被开除掉

的。” pp.160-161 

 

G2 

ST: 

He says that he has not given up hope, that no matter what the police say, he still clings to the idea 

that Megan will come home. p.196 

TT: 

他声称他还没有放弃, 无论警方口径如何, 他依然相信梅根会平安回来。p.161 

 

G3 

ST: 

The words come out hollow, they ring false, but without looking into his eyes, I can’t tell why. I 

can’t tell whether he doesn’t really believe she’s coming home because all the faith he once 

possessed has been ripped away by the events of the past few days, or because he really knows that 

she’s never coming home. p.196 

TT: 

他的那些话听上去干巴巴, 轻飘飘, 透着几分虚假。 但因为无法看见斯科特的眼神, 我也无法辨

别缘由。 斯科特其实并不相信梅根会平安归来, 而我说不清究竟是因为他曾经抱有的信心被最

近几天的各种风波碾得粉碎,还是因为他心里清楚她将再也不会回来。 pp.161-162 

 

From K: 

K1 

ST: 

When we were small, Jem and I confined our activities to the southern neighbourhood, but when I 

was well into the second grade at school and tormenting Boo Radley became passé, the business 

section of Maycomb drew us frequently up the street past the real property of Mrs Henry Lafayette 

Dubose. p.110 

TT: 

小时候, 我和杰姆把活动圈定在街区南面那块地方, 但是等我上了二年级, 捉弄怪人拉德利已经成

了老掉牙的游戏, 我们对梅科姆德商业区产生了兴趣, 于是经常走北街, 从杜博斯太太家门前经

过。 p.155 

 

K2 

ST: 

If she was on the porch when we passed, we would be raked by her wrathful gaze, subjected to 

ruthless interrogation regarding our behaviour, and given a melancholy prediction on what we 

would amount to when we grow up, which was always nothing. p.110 

TT: 

如果我们经过她家门前的时候她正好坐在门廊上,我们就会被她愤怒的目光上下左右地扫视一番, 

还要接受她对我们的言行举止进行的无情质问, 甚至还得忍受她对我们长大之后会成为什么样
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的人作出阴郁的推断---她得出的结论通常是： 我们会一事无成。 pp.155-156 

 

K3 

ST: 

It was time like these when I thought my father, who hated guns and had never been to any wars, 

was the bravest man who ever lived. p.111 

TT: 

正是在这种时候, 我觉得父亲是世界上最勇敢的人, 虽然他不喜欢摆弄枪支, 也从未参加过任何战

争。 p.157 

 

From M: 

M1:  

When she turns the key and lets them in, she finds the kitchen counter cluttered with dirty wine 

glasses, open bags of chips and uncooked pasta, plates with clumps of unrecognizable food 

fossilized onto them. p.225 

TT: 

她开了锁, 和妈芒一进屋, 就发现厨房的台子上堆满了脏酒杯, 开了口的袋装薯条, 没煮过的意大

利面, 无法辨认的食物结了块, 成了盘子里的化石。 p.201 

 

M2 

ST: 

They kissed on the cheek, and when he asked if she would have a coffee with him, she said yes. 

p.228 

TT: 

两人亲了亲脸, 他问他愿不愿意一起喝杯咖啡, 她说愿意。p.204 

 

M3 

ST: 

Everything I’ve done, Monsieur Boustouler, I’ve done for my daughter. Not that she understands, 

or appreciates, the full measure of what I’ve done for her. She can be breathtakingly thoughtless, 

my daughter. If she knew the life she would have had to endure, if not for me…p.246 

TT: 

我做的每件事情, 布斯图勒先生, 都是为我女儿做的。 对我对她付出的这一切, 倒不是说她不理

解, 或者说不知道感激, 可能她就是没心没肺到了家, 我的女儿啊。 要是她知道自己可能会过上

什么样的生活, 遭多大的罪, 要不是我...p.221 

 

From A: 

A1 

ST: 

As they strolled up and down, the two old friends resumed the conversation they had had in various 

forms a half dozen times before but which gave them rather more comfort than singing “Pilgrim’. 

p.4 

TT: 

两个老朋友来回踱步的辰光, 再次捡起之前已经以各种方式讨论过五六次的话题, 因为这可比一

起唱《朝圣之路》更让他们觉得安慰。p.4 

 

A2 

ST: 

And then it no longer mattered because the word was she was horribly not herself; people didn’t 

want to go and see her and were glad that George was there to prevent them. pp.5-6 

TT: 

再后来也就无所谓了, 因为传出消息说她已经绝非昔日的莫莉, 大家也都不再想去看她, 倒是很高

兴乔治充当了挡箭牌。p.6 

 

A3 

ST: 

When she found a place of her own and packed her bags he asked her to marry him. p.7 

TT: 

当莫莉找好自己的住处要打包走人时, 他求她嫁给他。p.8 
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The above examples demonstrate a tendency to aim for equivalence in grammatical 

function in lexical choices. Nida argued that although the presence of formal 

equivalence is inevitable in translation, its overwhelming presence, however, tends to 

indicate a ‘gain in linguistic forms and loss in meaning’ (Nida, 1964, p.174). I would 

like to highlight two critical observations. 

 

First, comparative studies between modern English and Chinese have revealed that the 

two languages vary greatly in their preference for use of word classes. For example, 

Dai (2016, p.77) points out that while English has a strong feature in nominalization; 

Chinese, on the contrary, marks itself out as a ‘verby’ language. Therefore, when 

translated from English to Chinese, formal equivalence in word class may lead to 

unnaturalness in expression. For example, in example K2, the vivid description of the 

grudging old lady is achieved chiefly by noun expressions: ‘her wrathful gaze’, 

‘ruthless interrogation’, and ‘melancholy prediction’. By contrast, the same semantic 

meaning tends to be expressed in a verbal form in Chinese (i.e., ‘she gazed angrily’, 

‘interrogated ruthlessly’, and ‘predicted melancholily’). However, these lexical 

expressions are found to be formally reproduced. This creates a barrier for the reader 

to appreciate the vivacity of the scene, thus the comic effect intended in the original 

fiction is greatly reduced.  

 

Furthermore, the above examples demonstrate that formal equivalence in lexical 

choices potentially leads to unusual word collocations. According to a couple of corpus 

research (e.g., Xia, 2014, Xiao & Dai, 2014), unusual collocations is a noticeable 

feature in TCT. My research outcome is in line with such an observation, for example:  

L3: [ Jack and Roger >> became >> shadow] 

G2: [you >> will >> sack yourself] 

M3: [to me to her everything] 

A1: [time >> picked up >> topic] 
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In every language the cohesive effect of a text depends heavily on ‘taken for granted’ 

collocation of lexical expressions (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.649). These 

unusual collocations hinder comprehension and enhance the foreignness of the 

translated texts. 

 

So, considering the numerous differences in preference of word classes and cohesive 

patterns in collocation, the formal translation style is not ideal for E-C translation. The 

prevalence of such a style indicates, to say the least, a strong adherence to grammatical 

form.  

 

4.2.1b Formal progression of theme 

In 1.1b, I have already discussed the feature of literal translation of Thematic elements. 

Since the literal translation approach is an extreme form of formal translation, my 

previous discussions overlap with this section. Nevertheless, more can be further 

explored concerning how formal thematic progression impacts translation. In this 

section, I focus on analysing typical thematic features as a result of a formal translation 

style. In doing so, I supply more examples (three examples from each novel, see 

Appendix C for full details).  

 

To begin with, my research reveals that not only formal progression of Theme is an 

outstanding feature in all five novels, but also this results in some typical thematic 

‘translationese’ characteristics shared by all data. These include the following three 

observations.   
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●  unusual syntax marked by insertion of the pronoun ‘it’ 

First of all, my investigation finds that formal progression of Theme reproduces the 

nouning pattern, a typical English linguistic feature mentioned before (4.2.1a). This 

pattern goes against the Chinese linguistic norm and tends to lead to insertions of the 

pronoun ‘it它’ (which is rarely used by Chinese norm). This potentially leads to erratic 

grammatical construct.  For example (see more examples of this category in Appendix 

C, including: 1c, 2b, 5b):  

3c: 
ST: 

‘Thought you could kill my Snow-on-the-Mountain, did you? Well, Jessie says the top’s growing back 

out. Next time you’ll know how to do it right, won’t you? You’ll pull it up by the roots, won’t you?’ 

p.122 

TT: 

“你以为能把我的茶梅弄死, 是不是？ 告诉你吧, 杰茜说, 它上面已经发出新叶了。下回你就知道

怎么办了吧？你会把它连根拔起, 对不对？“ p.171 

Back translation: [You think (you) could kill my Camelia, did you? Let me tell you, Jessie says its top 

has grown new leaves. Next time you will know what to do right? You will pull it up, will you?' 

  

Analysis: 

Formal transfer of all themes (in bold) leading to translation of [it它] (shaded) to facilitate 

cohesion. The humour and sarcasm in the original text are not fully delivered as a result.  

 

The prominent presence of the pronoun ‘it’ in translated texts has also been commented 

upon by Xia (2014, p.66) in his corpus analysis of high frequency use of pronouns in 

translated texts. Zhang (2018) also carried out a critical analysis of the unnatural use of 

‘it’ in her case study of the translation of the Old Man and the Sea. For my research 

this is a clear indication of the formal thematic construction. 

 

● disproportionately lengthened Theme  

Another typical feature resulting from formal retention of ST Theme is that Theme in 

TT can become disproportionately lengthened. Since Chinese is a predicating language 

(Huang, 2013, chapter 7); retention of ST thematic progression becomes problematic 

when the English Theme involves clausal structures such as ‘it-cleft clause’. A formal 

reproduction of the theme usually leads to lengthy thematization. Although Chinese 
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does contain certain types of lengthy themes, they have very different grammatical 

features (see Li, 2007, pp. 181-183 for a detailed introduction). As Halliday and 

McDonald (2014) point out, theme identification is important for meaning processing. 

The lengthy thematization leads to obstruction of theme identification. For example 

(see Appendix C for more examples, including 1b, 1c, 4a, 4b, 5a): 

1a: 

ST: 

The place of assembly in which he stood was roughly a triangle; but irregular and sketchy, like 

everything they made. p.82 

TT: 

拉尔夫站着的、孩子们准备开会的那块地方大体是三角形状；但是跟他们做的任何东西一样, 

这个三角形是粗略的, 不规则的。p.083 

 

Analysis: 

The lengthy theme results in the misleading impression that ‘the place’ is made by [them]. 

Markness in ST theme (‘the place’) is not reflected because of the formal transfer. 

 

● miscalculated topical focus 

A third possible consequence resulted from formal thematic progression is 

miscalculation of topical focus. For example (more examples in Appendix C, including: 

1b, 2a, 3b, 4b, 5c).  

2c: 

ST: 

I can’t get comfortable, because every way I turn I run into dead ends: the closed gallery, the houses on 

this road, the stifling attentions of the tedious Pilates women, the track at the end of the garden with its 

trains, always taking someone else somewhere else, reminding me over and over and over, a dozen times 

a day, that I’m staying put. p.217 

TT: 

我不得安生, 因为无论我走向哪里, 前方总是一条死胡同： 倒闭的画廊,这条街上的人家, 普拉提

课上那些无聊女人的关注（真让人窒息）, 花园尽头的那条铁轨--- 铁轨上飞驰的火车总在将别

人送往别处, 每天来来回回十几趟, 一遍又一遍地提醒我：我还在原地踏步。pp.180-181 

 

Analysis: 

The theme ‘I’ in the main clause is formally reproduced; but to align the subtheme with it, ‘I’ 

instead of ‘every way’ becomes the theme of the sub-clause; this has resulted in shift in topical 

focus as [ahead of me] is inserted to be the logical theme. This solution is problematic because 

in ST ‘every way’ is metaphoric rather than physical. The reader cannot grasp why ‘the closed 

gallery, the houses...’ are considered ‘dead ends’. 
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The above examples show simulation of ST thematic progression often leads to 

misplacement of topical focus. This is mainly due to the prominent feature of topical 

construction in Chinese, which implies that Chinese has very different patterns and 

movements for thematic progression (Huang, 2008, p.199). However, the above critical 

review should be balanced with a positive remark. Not all formal transfers of Theme 

are negative. For example:  

4C: 

ST: 

My exact age is a mystery to me, as it is to many Afghans of my generation, but I am confident in my 

approximation because I recall quite vividly a fistfight with my friend...Saboor. P.84 

TT: 

我到底多大年纪了,连我自己也不清楚。可是要说个大概的岁数, 那我心里还是有谱的, 因为我非

常清楚地记得和萨布尔打过的那一架... p.74 

 

Analysis: 

The theme ‘my exact age’ is turned into a clause [as to how old I am], which is a good 

compromise between retention of ST theme yet adapting to TT norm. The following theme is 

changed to [if I have to give a figure], which gives a topical theme adaptable to the TT norm, 

the translation is smooth and clear as a result.   

 

It seems that formal transfer of Theme can be successful if it takes into account the 

Chinese linguistic norm and makes necessary adjustments accordingly. But the 

significant differences between English and Chinese linguistic norms imply that, in 

many cases, formal transfer of Theme without any accommodating measures will 

potentially reduce effectiveness in meaning transfer. Yet despite the difficulty in 

negotiating a formal thematic transfer, translators still seem to prefer the formal 

approach. To me one needs to go beyond the field of linguistics to look for explanations.  

 

4.2.1c Formal reproduction of modality in dialogues  

In 4.1.1c, I have already explored the overtranslation of mood operators in the system 

of modality. In this part, I further extend my investigation by focusing on analysis of 

modal sequence in the translation of dialogues. Dialogues are most suitable for analysis 
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of modal features because they are where the operation of modality (i.e., the 

interpersonal metafunction) is most active (Li, 2007, p.107). My investigation shows 

that Chinese translators predominantly adopt a formal approach to the translation of 

dialogues. This is most evident in the tendency of formally reproducing the ST modal 

sequence, without adapting to Chinese native norms of modal operations. My data 

analysis includes one selection of dialogues from each novel, but to save space only 

one extended analysis is given here. Other examples and sampled mood analysis (three 

sentences from each dialogue) can be found in Appendix D.  

Example from L 

ST: 

‘Don’t you understand, Piggy? The things we did --’ 

‘He may still be --’ 

‘No.’ 

‘P’raps he was only pretending --’... 

‘Didn’t you see, Piggy?’ 

‘Not all that well. I only got one eye now. You ought to know that, Ralph.’ 

Ralph continued to rock to and fro. 

‘It was an accident,’ said Piggy suddenly, ‘that’s what it was. An accident. ’ 

‘You didn’t see what they did --’ 

‘Look, Ralph. We got to forget this. We can’t do no good thinking about it, see?’ 

‘I’m frightened. Of us. I want to go home. O God I want to go home.’ pp. 173-174 

 

TT: 

“猪崽子, 你不明白吗？ 我们所干的事情 --” 

“他可能仍然是 ---” 

“不。” 

“也许他只是装作 --” ... 

“猪崽子, 难道你没看见吗？” 

“没看清楚。 现在我只有一只眼睛了。 拉尔夫, 你应当是了解的。” 

拉尔夫还在前后摇晃着。 

“那是一次意外事情,” 猪崽子突然说道, “就是那么一回事, 一次碰巧发生的事情。” ... 

“你没看见他们干的事情 --” 

“我说, 拉尔夫, 咱们该把那件事忘掉。 尽想着它可没好处, 明白吗？” 

“我可吓坏了, 咱们全都吓坏了。 我想要回家。 天哪, 我真想回家。” pp.180-181 

 
Analysis:  

This is a dialogue between Ralph and Piggy, after they have both involuntarily taken part in a 

party where Simon, their friend, is slaughtered in a hunting celebration. Ralph tries to think 

things through and wants to discuss his true feelings with Piggy; but Piggy, too shaken by the 

incident, talks in self-denial. Modal operators, mood adjuncts play a key role in conveying the 

deep emotions running through the dialogue.  

 

The translation is found to be a consistent formal transfer of the ST mood sequence throughout 

the whole dialogue. Sampled (highlighted sentences in the dialogue) comparisons of modal 
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structure between ST and TT are as follows:  

ST (sentence 1): 

Don’t  you understand, Piggy? 

finite subject predicator vocative 

mood residue  

 

TT (sentence 1): 

猪崽子[piggy] 你 [you] 不[not] 明白 [understand] 吗？[question marker] 

vocative subject mood adjunct predicator particle 

                                 mood residue 

 

ST (sentence 2): 

He  may  still  be... P’raps he  was only pretending 

subject modal 

finite 

adjunct predicator comment 

adjunct 

subject finite adjunct predicator 

mood residue  mood residue 

 

TT (sentence 2) ：  

他 

[he] 

可 能 

[maybe] 

仍然 

[still] 

是 

[be] 

也许 

[perhaps] 

他 

[he] 

只是 

[only] 

装作 

[pretend] 

subject mood 

adjunct 

adjunct predicator comment 

adjunct 

subject mood 

adjunct 

predicator 

mood residue  mood residue 

 

ST (sentence 3): 

not all that well I  only got one eye now. 

mood 

adjunct 

adjunct subject adjunct past finite compliment adjunct 

mood residue mood residue 

 

TT (sentence 3) ： 

没 

[no] 

看 

[see] 

清 楚 

[well] 

现在 

[now] 

我 

[I] 

只 

[only] 

有 

[have] 

一 只 眼 睛
[one eye]  

了。 

particle 

mood  

adjunct 

predicator adjunct comment 

adjunct 

subject adjunct predicator compliment  

mood residue  mood residue  

 

Extended analysis: 

The above analysis shows the translated text closely follows the ST mood sequence. Modal 

constructs are formally reproduced wherever possible. But while in English the mood structure 

can effectively convey mood, in Chinese the formal transfer tends to convey only partial modal 

meaning. Take for example, when Ralph says:  
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you didn’t see what they did 

subject finite predicator compliment sub-subject past finite + 

predicator 

mood residue 

                                                  mood2 

 

The sentence is formally translated as:  
‘你没看见他们干的事情 ...’ [you (do) not see them do(ing) things]  

你[you] 没[not] 看见[see] 他们[them] 干的[doing] 事情[things] 

subject modal 

operator 

predicator  compliment 

mood residue 

 

Note that because there is no finite operator in Chinese, ‘see’ and ‘do’ in Chinese cannot 

designate past tense, so modal meanings contained in ‘didn’t’ and ‘did’ are not reproduced, 

thus the formal translation only puts across part of the mood (i.e., ‘not’). Similarly, when ‘did’ 

is formally produced as a predicating [doing], mood2 is deleted. Without the missing mood 

construct being filled out, the meaning is perplexing: why does Ralph say Piggy cannot see 

what they do? To be equivalent of the same expressive meaning, modal features typical of the 

Chinese language need to be added to assist the accentuation of mood. For example, the 

sentence can be translated as:  

你就没看见他们干了什么吗？ 

你 

[you] 

就 

[really] 

没 

[no] 

看见 

[see] 

他 们
[they] 

干了 

[did] 

什 么
[what] 

吗 ？
[question 

particle] 

subject modal 

adjunct 

modal 

operator 

predicator subject 

2 

predicator + 

mood particle 

compliment mood 

enhancer 

mood residue 

                     mood 2 

 

In this alternative translation, to supplement mood construct, modal adjunct and mood particles 

are inserted (shown in bold); the mood particle [了] plays the equivalent function of a past finite, 

and the question particle [吗] is added to enhance mood. The use of the mood particles also 

enables the sub-clause to be restored to carry mood 2, thus modal construct carries the original 

intention. The meaning of the sentence is much clearer as a result. 

 

To summarize, in all the five novels, the formal reproduction of modal sequence seems 

to be the norm, and exceptions are few (two exceptions are shown in example 4, in 

Appendix D). As Li (2007, p.131) shows, Chinese has a wide range of both explicit 
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and implicit mood realizations. The formal explicitation of mood fails to draw on a 

variety of modal solutions to deliver mood; this tends to create a barrier for the reader 

to grasp the implicature of the speech, thus undermining the stylistic effects intended 

for these fictional dialogues. Again, the question is why such a formal approach is 

adopted.  Some researchers (e.g., Xiao & Dai, 2014, Dai, 2016) seem to take it for 

granted that translated texts will display formal features. Their analysis of the formal 

features is chiefly from a linguistic perspective. However, even if the linguistic 

differences between E-C lead to some of the formal features as discussed above, it does 

not explain why fiction translators would prioritize retention of ST formal features over 

reconstitution of ST stylistic features. Therefore, I think the influence of the poetic 

formality is a more plausible interpretation for the adoption of such a translation style.  

 

4.2.1d Formal reproduction of passivity 

Lastly, my investigation reveals that the formal approach to translation is also 

consistent in how the system of transitivity is processed. In 4.1.1d I have explored the 

tendency of literal translation of process types. This has already suggested that the 

translation strategy in dealing with the transitivity system is formal. In this part, I 

further explore the formal reproduction of transitivity by focusing on how the passive 

process is represented in translation. As mentioned (3.2.4b.iii), the English passive is 

highly grammaticized, whereas Chinese prefers less explicit and more diverse 

expressions of passivity. It follows that a literal, or a formal translation of an English 

passive potentially violates the Chinese native norm. So how passivity is applied in 

translation is a good indicator of the translation style. Investigation in this aspect is 

coded as follows: 
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Table4.6a Coding criteria for investigation of translation strategy concerning the passive 

process 

code Translation strategy 

A+ retention of the ST subject and the use of the bèi passive 

A retention of the ST subject and the use of other passive forms 

A- retention of the ST subject and the use of alternative non-passive solutions  

A* the use of the bèi passive when translating an active process type 

B total conversion to the use of the ergative model  

 

Basically, all the A types refer to the application of a passive process, by a variety of 

means. Detailed analysis of examples (five taken from each novel) using the above 

coded criteria are included in Appendix E. The outcome of my investigation is 

displayed below: 

Table 4.6b Outcome of investigation concerning application of the passive process in TT 

 

Code       Translation strategy                                                 Total count of applications 

A+ Retention of the ST subject and the use of the bèi passive 11 

A Retention of the ST subject and the use of other passive forms 1 

A- Retention of the ST subject and the use of alternative non-passive 

solutions (e.g., conversion to adj. expressions) 

8 

A* the use of the bèi passive when translating a non-passive 13 

B total conversion to the use of the ergative model 0 

 

The above table clearly shows that all five novels share the outstanding feature of the 

formal transfer of the ST transitivity model, because type A translation strategy is 

predominant. No example can be found where translation of a passive process type opts 

for a total conversion to the use of the ergative model (i.e., type B is absent). The 

conclusion is then a formal style in presenting ST transitivity is the norm. 

 

Secondly, my data analysis also shows that within the formal transfer of the transitive 

model, the use of the bèi passive is most dominant (i.e., both A+ and A* types, 24 
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applications out of 33 processes). As I have discussed in chapter 3, the bèi passive is 

most similar to the English passive in form, so the translation tendency is not only 

formal, but also with minimum adaption to the TT linguistic norm.  

 

Thirdly, an interesting finding is that the bèi passive is used not only to render an 

English passive, but also applied to translate a non-passive process in ST. This pattern 

ranks the first in all the translation devices under investigation (13 cases in A* type). 

For example, the following two examples both use the bèi passive to translate a non-

passive meaning (highlighted in bold):  

2e  

ST: 

He brushed a tear from his cheek with the back of his hand and my heart screwed up into a tight little 

ball. p.160 

TT: 

他用手背从脸上擦去一滴泪珠, 我的心好似被人狠狠地攥住。 p.131 

 

2d  

ST: 

I thought about taking advantage of the goodwill I’d engendered and telling her about the job situation, 

but I didn’t want to spoil her evening. p.136 

TT: 

我寻思着趁此机会把被炒鱿鱼的事情告诉她,但我不愿意扫她的兴。 p.110 

 

 

Some of my research findings in this aspect can be backed up by Xia’s (2008) and Dai’s 

(2016) corpus research into the translation of passive constructions in E-C translation. 

Xia (2014, pp.109-118) confirms that the use of passive constructions in fiction 

translation are significantly higher compared to original Chinese corpus. Dai (2016, 

p.47) lists the bèi passive as one of the prominent features of translated corpus data. 

Both consider the prevalence of passive applications as a sign of 

Anglicised/Europeanized Chinese. While my research agrees with their statistics, I do 

not hold that the prevalence of the passive application is merely an Anglicised feature 

(my full argument concerning this point is detailed in 7.2.3a). I believe there is a deeper 

cause for such a translation approach. As my data analysis has shown, translators even 

apply a passive process when passivity is clearly absent. This indicates that the Chinese 
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translators have come to assume that the passive process type is the English norm and 

therefore apply it liberally in translation. It is apparent that the translators’ interest in 

formal retention goes beyond linguistic necessities. It has extended to presentation of 

formative assumptions. Only a deeper motivation can explain the keenness in formal 

reproduction. For me this points to the poetic influence of formal accentuation.  

 

To summarize, based on my text analysis it can be concluded that Chinese translators 

tend to adopt a formal translation style despite significant differences between English 

and Chinese linguistic norms. This converging translation approach is another area 

where the Confucian elevation of the formal poetic genre can be felt.   

 

4.2.2 The Accentuation of imagery in translation 

In the above section I have explored the impact of the poetic tradition on a formal 

translation style. As mentioned (2.2.2b), another impact the poetic genre may have on 

translation is the accentuation of imagery in translation. Classical Chinese poetry is 

noted for its lyrical imageries, ‘借景抒情’ (expressing emotions through imagery) is a 

typical stylistic device for Chinese arts (Li, 2009, pp.142-144). The fondness for 

descriptive narratives may also impact how Chinese translators translate. My 

investigation has found plenty of evidence to confirm such a prediction. Two examples 

taken from each novel are analysed as below, the highlighted phrases show descriptive 

expressions in ST and their TT equivalents under investigation. Gloss translations of 

these phrases are shown in bold font with expanded imageries in italics. 

From L 

L1 

ST: 

The reef enclosed more than one side of the island...Inside was peacock water, rocks and weed showing 

as in an aquarium; outside was the dark blue of the sea. p.26 

TT: 

礁石内侧：海水灿烂、暗礁林立、海藻丛生, 就像水族馆的生态展览一样。礁石外侧是湛蓝的

大海。p.027 
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peacock water, rocks and weed 

[the sea water is clear and bright, invisible reefs erect like forests; seaweeds grow like bushes] 

 

L2 

ST: 

He stopped, facing the strip; and remembering that first enthusiastic explorations as though it were part 

of a brighter childhood, he smiled jeeringly. He turned then and as he walked into the concealing 

splendours of the sunlight he went carefully over the points of his speech. There must be no mistake 

about this assembly, no chasing imaginary...He lost himself in a maze of thoughts that were rendered 

vague by his lack of words to express them. Frowning, he tried again. p.81 

TT: 

拉尔夫停下来, 面对着那条海滩, 想起了热情洋溢的第一次探险, 仿佛那已是欢乐的童年的事情。 

他自嘲地笑了笑。 随后转过身去, 脸上带着阳光, 朝平台方向回去。 开会的时间到了, 他一面走

进隐藏起真相的耀眼的阳光中, 一面斟酌演讲的要点。 这次会可绝不能出差错, 不能海阔天空, 

乱扯一通...拉尔夫脑子里乱糟糟的, 由于缺乏表达这种思想的语句, 弄得一团糊涂。 他皱眉蹙额

地再想。 p.082 

 

concealing splendours of sunlight 

[dazzling sunlight that conceals truth] 

no chasing imaginary 

[no chasing imaginary up to heaven and sky, a listless random speech] 

frowning 

[frowning and screwing up his forehead] 

 

From G 

G1 

ST: 

I’m still holding back, because obviously I can’t say everything I’m feeling. I know that’s the point of 

therapy, but I just can’t. I have to keep things vague, jumble up all the men, the lovers and the 

exes...Why can’t I just get what I want? Why can’t they give it to me? Well, sometimes they do...if I 

could just discover how to focus on this happiness, enjoy the moment, not wonder about where the 

next high is coming from -- then everything will be alright. p.84 

TT: 

我仍然有所保留, 因为显而易见, 我不能把自己的感觉通通告诉卡马尔。 我知道, 治疗的意义恰

在于此, 但我做不到, 我不得不讲得云遮雾绕, 不得不将某个情人或前男友得事情安到另一个头

上...为什么我不能得偿所愿？ 为什么他们不能干干脆脆把我想要得给我？好吧, 有时候他们确实

满足了我...如果我能学会抓住此刻得感觉, 学会享受当下, 一心关注手中的幸福, 而不是朝秦暮楚, 

心思飘忽, 那一切都会风平浪静。 pp.062-063 

 

keep things vague 

[keep things as vague as lingering clouds and wondering fog] 

not wonder about where the next high… 

[not wonder about craving for one in the morning and fancying another in the evening] 

then everything will be alright 

[then everything will calm down like the roaming sea after a storm] 

 

G2 

ST: 

Another heavy sigh. ‘I’m surprised you remember anything at all... You were blind drunk. Filthy, 

stinking drunk. Staggering all over the place.’ My throat starts to close up, hearing him say these words. 

I’ve heard him say these sorts of things before, in the bad old days, the very worst days, when he was 

tired of me, sick of me, disgusted by me. Wearily, he goes on. ‘You’d fallen over in the street, you were 

crying, you were a total mess…’ p.334 

TT: 

又是一声长叹。 “你居然还记得起事情... 真是让我刮目相看啊。当天你烂醉如泥, 醉得昏天暗地, 

四处晃悠。” 听着他的话,我渐渐觉得喘不过气来。 我曾经听他说过这些言辞, 在那暗无天日的

往昔, 在犹如炼狱的往昔--- 当时我让他厌倦, 让他难以忍受, 让他嫌恶。 他不耐烦地说了下去。 

“你在街上跌了一跤, 然后放声大哭, 简直糟糕透顶...” p.286 
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I’m surprised 

[I’m so surprised that I need to rub my eyes to be convinced it’s really you] 

You were blind drunk 

[You were as drunk as mud, you were listless] 

in the bad old days, the very worst days 

[in the dim, sunless past, the hell-like bad old days] 

 

From K 

K1 

ST: 

Nothing is more deadly than a deserted, waiting street. The trees were still, the mockingbirds were 

silent, the carpenters at Miss Maudie’s house had vanished...Atticus put his foot on the rung of a chair 

and rubbed his hand slowly down the side of his thigh. p.105 

TT: 

空荡荡的街道上, 人们心惊胆战地等待危险来临---没有什么比这更要命的了。树木纹丝不动, 知

更鸟静默无声, 给莫迪小姐盖房子的木工也都四散而去...阿迪克斯把一只脚踏在椅子的横档上, 

手放在大腿外侧, 慢慢向下摩挲。 p.148 

 

a deserted, waiting street 

[the deserting street, where people waited for the coming of danger, in shuddering fear] 

the carpenters...had vanished 

[the carpenters were dispersed in all directions] 

 

K2 

ST: 

Mrs Merriweather nodded wisely. Her voice soared over the clink of coffee cups and the soft bovine 

sounds of the ladies munching their dainties. ‘Gertrude,’ she said, ‘I tell you there are some good but 

misguided people in this town…’ 

‘His food doesn’t stick going down, does it?’ 

Miss Maudie said it…She said no more. When Miss Maudie was angry her brevity was icy. pp.256-

257 

TT: 

梅里威瑟太太心领神会地点点头。 她一下子提高了嗓门, 盖过了咖啡杯清脆的叮当声, 也盖过了

女士们咀嚼点心发出的如同牛吃草一般的细柔声响。 “格特鲁德”, 她说, “我告诉你啊, 这个镇子

上有一些误入歧途的好人。 人是好人, 可是却误入歧途了。 我说的是...“他家准备的茶点不会把

人噎着吧？” 

莫迪小姐冷不丁冒出这么一句...她没再多说一个字。 莫迪小姐愤怒的时候, 说起话来一语千金, 

冷若冰霜。 pp.364-365 

 

nodded wisely 

[nodded in mutual agreement and understanding] 

some good but misguided people 

[good people who have mistakenly taken the wrong path] 

her brevity was icy 

[her words were few but they worth thousands, as precious as gold, as icy as frost] 

 

From M 

M1 

ST: 

They declared jihad on him, the mullahs, the tribal chiefs...The king had made the earth move, you 

see, but he was surrounded by an ocean of zealots, and you know well what happens when the ocean 

floor trembles, Monsieur Boustouler. A tsunami of bearded rebellion crashed down upon the poor king 

and carried him off, flailing helplessly, and spat him out on the shores of India, then Italy, and at last 

Switzerland, where he crawled from the muck and died a disillusioned old man in exile. pp.206-207 

TT: 

他们宣布对他发动圣战, 那些毛拉们, 部落的头目们...您瞧, 国王挪动了大山, 可他陷入了狂热分

子们的汪洋大海, 您也很清楚海床一旦摇晃起来会发生什么, 布斯图勒先生。 大胡子们的叛乱就

像海啸一样, 猛烈地扑向可怜的国王, 把他卷起来, 让他在波峰浪谷间无助地颠覆, 然后把他甩出

去, 抛到印度的海岸上, 再然后是意大利, 最后是瑞士, 到了那儿, 他才从污泥中爬出来, 慢慢成了

个流亡的老头子, 在破灭的幻想中死去。 p.183 
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The king had made the earth move 

[the king had moved the mountain] 

flailing helplessly 

[flailing helplessly in the wavy hills and valleys of the big ocean] 

 

M2 

ST: 

I had always pictured her living a tumultuous, wayward life, hard years of bad luck -- fits and starts, 

collapse, regret --- and ill-advised, desperate love affairs. I had always imagined that she’s self-

destructed, likely drank herself to the kind of early death that people always call tragic. Part of me had 

even credited her with the possibility that she had known this, that she had brought Thalia to Tinos to 

spare her, rescue her from the disasters Madalina knew she was helpless from visiting upon her 

daughter. p.375 

TT: 

我过去一直在想象, 她过的是一种动荡而无常的生活, 岁月维艰, 厄运连连, 动不动就崩溃, 感到懊

悔, 还有一连串昏头昏脑、不顾一切的桃色事件。 我一直以为她会自毁, 很可能因为酗酒而过早

死去, 人们总是把这样的死称作悲剧。 我心里有一部分甚至曾经相信, 很有可能她是知道的, 知

道她把萨莉亚领到蒂诺斯, 是为了让她免受伤害, 是要救她脱离苦海, 因为玛达丽娜知道自己对女

儿受的罪已经无能为力。 p.337  

 

hard years of bad luck 

[hard years with endless misfortunes, one following another] 

rescue her from the disasters 

[rescue her from the bitter sea of disasters] 

from visiting upon her daughter 

[towards the sufferings of her daughter 

 

From A 

A1 

ST: 

He ignored the woman’s voice when he heard it. Already it was hard to capture what had seemed so 

clear a minute before. For a while he floundered and then he had it again, that overlain quality, so 

obvious when it was before him, so elusive the moment his attention relaxed. p.85 

TT: 

当他听到那个女人的话音时, 他故意充耳不闻, 已经很难再捕捉到一分钟以前似乎如此清晰的音

符了, 他一度挣扎踉跄, 然后又再度豁然开朗。 那种若隐若现的特质, 当出现在他面前是如此清

晰明了, 可是他的注意力一放松, 马上又变得不可捉摸。 p.111 

 

he floundered 

[he struggled and floundered] 

he had it again 

[he had it, enlightened in a flash of light] 

...that overlain quality 

[the subtle, half disclosed quality]  

 

A2 

ST: 

Back in the bedroom he floated free of his trousers, loosened his shirt and with a moan of pleasure 

abandoned himself to the giant bed. The gold satin bedspread caressed his thighs and he experienced an 

ecstasy of exhausted surrender...Lying there, in this glorious silkiness -- even the air in this expensive 

room was silky...he was overcome by a sudden deep affection for himself as just the sort of person one 

should stick by... pp.166-167 

TT: 

回到卧室后, 他飘飘然地脱掉裤子, 松开衬衫, 愉快地呻吟了一声后躺倒在巨大的床上, 金色的缎

子床单爱抚着他的大腿, 他体验到一种精疲力竭地放纵之后的心醉神迷...躺在这儿, 躺在着丝般

顺滑的温柔乡里 --- 就连这个昂贵的房间的空气都宛如丝绸一般...他是个多么值得他人对他忠心

耿耿的伟人,他突然间被对他自己的一股深情和爱意所压倒...p.216  
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an ecstasy of exhausted surrender 

[a dazzling ecstasy, the exhaustion after indulgence] 

in this glorious silkiness 

[the valley of gentleness, in its silky smoothness] 

the sort of person one should stick by 

[the sort of person that deserves unwavering loyalty from others] 

 

 

The above examples reveal that there is a clear tendency to expand on the ST imageries 

in translation. In the descriptive narratives of all the five fictions, a noticeable pattern 

emerges where imageries not found in the ST are ‘blended in’ the translation of some 

descriptive phrases, thus extending the lyrical atmosphere of the descriptive account. 

To evaluate the literary effects of this feature I give a detailed analysis of one of the 

above examples below.  

Analysis of L1 

In the context of the novel, Ralph and Jack are surveying the island. The first sentence 

sets the backdrop: the images of the ‘sea, rocks and weed’--- compared to an 

‘aquarium’--- represent all the things the two school boys are familiar with. But the 

intended focus is to lead on to the vastness of the unknown: ‘the dark blue of the sea’ 

--- signifying the despair of their situation. The translator expands three images (water, 

rocks and weed): ‘the sea water is clear and bright’, ‘invisible reefs erect like forests’, 

and ‘seaweeds grow like bushes’. The expansion distracts the readers’ attention from 

the imagery of ‘the dark blue of the sea’ which is essential in the narrative development 

of the story. What is more, this elaborate expansion also fails to deliver the originally 

intended imagery of the ‘peacock water’, meant to contrast with ‘the dark blue sea’ 

(wrongly interpreted as [the deep blue sea] by the translator). The blurred image of the 

‘peacock water’ undermines the metaphorical transition from childhood innocence 

(represented by magical, dreamy quality of the peacock blue) to the menace of reality 

(represented by the dark blue of the sea). So, despite its lyrical expressions, the 

translation unfaithfully elaborates on imageries not essential to the overall purpose of 

the narrative.  

 

Overall, these examples show the tendency to accentuate lyrical descriptions in 

translating fictional narratives. Little research has been found to focus on this aspect. 

However, my investigation does reflect partly the norm of ‘explicitation’, a feature well 

discussed by many translational researchers (e.g., Baker, 1993, pp.243-244, Wang & 
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Huang, 2017, p.523). Xia (2014, p.90) pointed out that ‘explicitation’ of ST meaning 

is a strong normalized feature in fiction translation. His analysis (2014, p.91) of the 

poetic allusions of lily and lotus found in TT with shifts of semantic meaning reflects 

the same observation. There is strong indication that Chinese translators prefer a lyrical 

style under the influence of the poetic tradition.  

 

4.3 ‘eight-legged essay’(八股文) and Translation Style 

My final investigation in this chapter looks into the possible impact of ‘eight-legged 

essay’, another unique literary genre clearly associated with the Confucian ideology. I 

have mentioned that the compulsory writing of the ‘eight-legged essay’ at the imperial 

exams reinforces the tradition of scripture quotation (2.2.2c). This has been dealt with 

in connection with the yü-lu genre (4.1.1). In this section I focus on exploring another 

possible impact of the ‘eight-legged essay’ on translation related to standardization in 

form. My prediction is that since this genre developed for imperial examinations had 

been practiced for hundreds of years by the Chinese scholars, it may produce a deeply 

ingrained mindset of conformity. In this part, I investigate my data to see if there are 

features of standardization in the translation of fiction.  

 

To begin with, when the lexical expressions of Lord of the Flies were analysed, a clear 

pattern emerged out of the data. Lexical choice is found to display a focus on the 

descriptive meaning rather than the expressive meaning of a term. The following table 

shows a list of lexical expressions (in bold font) related to nature in the novel. Gloss 

translations are given to reflect the closest possible expressive meaning of the terms 

being translated. Alternative suggestions are included on the far-right column of the 

table. 
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Table4.7 Lexical expressions related to nature  

Table 4.7a: from L 

ST expression  TT expression Gloss translation More expressive 

alternatives 

...the jagged outline of the crags 

p.22 
巉岩 p.24 precipitous rock 悬崖 

…a scramble over pink rock 

p.24 

蔓草 p.26 climbing weeds 杂草 

Eric watched the scurrying 

wood-lice... p.106 

树虱在疯狂地乱跑 

p.107 

arbour fleas 土 鳖 子 

…tiny transparencies that came 

questing... p.63 

这些小小的透明生物

前来探索。p.64 

transparent living 

organisms 

透明 的 小 鱼 虾 

…all was the undergrowth. 

p.48 

四围全是矮灌木林

丛。p.50 

short shrubs and 

bushes 

矮 树 丛 

…drop from ledge to 

ledge...p.215 
从一块突出的架状岩

石落到另一块 p.226 

a projecting 

horizontal rock 
大 石 板 

He wormed his way through the 

thicket p.216 
在乱丛棵子中扭动身

子...p.227 

irregular overgrowth 密 林 子 

 

Table 4.7a clearly shows that lexical choices in the translated text predominately opt 

for dictionary style standardized definitions.  

 

Subsequently, the other novels in my data collection were surveyed, and the same 

pattern of translation choices was evidenced. Examples taken from other novels are 

displayed as below:  

Table 4.7b: from G 

ST expression  Translated equivalent Gloss translation More 

expressive 

alternatives 

Lean back in the soft, 

sagging velour seat p.18 

靠在软塌塌的天鹅绒座

垫上 p.003 

plush woven fabric 绒布 

...the cream linen blind, 

p.22 
奶油色的亚麻窗帘, p.007 flax plant 棉麻 

...a filthy, low-slung 

concrete building, p.22 

一栋肮脏矮小的混凝土

建筑,p.007 

cement 水泥 

...in Cathy’s bland and 

inoffensive duplex, p.23 

从她的复式公寓里 

p.008 

a double unit apartment 一厅两室 

...a silver watch with a large 

face on his right wrist, p.27 

右手腕上戴着一块表盘

颇大的银色手表 p.011 

surface of the dial 胖头表 

...you get referred to on the 由英国国民健康保险指 assigned under the 公共医院 
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NHS, p.42 派的 p.026 British National Health 

Insurance 

...beneath a sycamore tree, 

p.54 

一棵西卡摩槭树下 p.036 ‘sycamore’ type maple 

tree 

桑树 

 
Table 4.7c: from K 

ST expression  Translated 

equivalent 

Gloss translation More expressive 

alternatives 

...sent me through the 

swinging door...p.27 

双开式弹簧门 p.38 two-way spring-operated 

door 

活动门 

...two power telescope, p.17 双倍望远镜 p.23 double magnification 

binoculars 
放大镜 

...fasten the seat of my union 

suit, p.19 

扣上连衣裤的底

襟 p.27 

underlining piece 小背心 

...an open-faced 

sandwich...p.21 

单面三文治 p.28 single sided sandwich 敞脸 

molasses buckets...p.21 糖浆桶 p.29 syrup containing buckets  糖水桶 

...a crate of smilax and holly, 

p.23 
一篓菝葜和冬青 

p.31 

Greenbrier Rhizome 金刚藤 

... turnip greens, p.23 芜菁叶 p31 napus leaves 萝卜叶 

 

Table 4.7d: from M 

ST expression  Translated equivalent Gloss translation More 

expressive 

alternatives 

...the falcon feather, p.56 那片隼羽 p.50 falcon plumage 鹰毛 

...a pair of grim-faced brothers 

from Siam joined at the torso, 

p.60 

一对面无表情的连体

暹罗兄弟 p.54 

Siamese conjoined 

twins 

胞胎 

...matching blue vinyl seats, p.87 蓝色的树脂座椅 p.76 resin 塑胶椅 

...and chrome wheels, p.87 镀鉻的轮殻 p.76 chromium plated 

wheeling shells 
金属轮子 

...a polite young stepson, p.106 一位懂事的继子  p.93 a son by previous 

marriage 

干儿子 

...faintly like cedarwood, p.113 有点象雪松  p.99 cedrus 松香 

A search for a replacement for 

myself. p.132 
给自己找过继任者 

p.115 

a successor  接班的 

 
Table 4.7e: from A 

ST expression  Translated equivalent Gloss translation More expressive 

alternatives 

A QC named Brady, p.6 叫布迪的王室法律顾

问 p.7 

royal legal consultant 大律师 

...her restaurant 

column, p.7 

她写的餐馆评论专栏 

p.8 

restaurant critical special 

column 

美食八卦 

...at the Festival Hall, 

p.7 

在皇家节日音乐厅 p.8 the Royal Festival Concert 

Hall 

大剧院 
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no restaurant walls...p9 没有饭店幕墙 p10 restaurant’s curtain walls 隔墙 

...media launch, p.9 媒体投放会 p.10 media release conference 发布会 

...the aide, p.13 那位副官 p.16 the adjutant  助手 

in favour of hanging, 

p.15 

是否还赞成绞刑,p.19 execution by hanging 吊死 

 

It is obvious that these lexical expressions uniformly accentuate correctness in 

definition but in doing so they tend to lose the expressive meaning contained in the 

original lexical choices. The accumulative effects of such choices are worth looking 

into. Below is a detailed analysis of one paragraph from Lord of the Flies, focusing on 

emotive meanings and stylistic effects conveyed by the choice of key lexical 

expressions (in bold font).  

ST: 

The boy with fair hair lowered himself down the last few feet of rock and began to pick his way towards 

the lagoon. Though he had taken off his school sweater and trailed it now from one hand, his grey shirt 

stuck to him and his hair was plastered to his forehead. All around him the long scar smashed into the 

jungle was a bath of heat. He was clambering heavily among the creepers and broken trunks when a 

bird, a vision of red and yellow, flashed upwards with a witch-like cry; and this cry was echoed by 

another. p.1 

TT: 

金发少年攀下岩石最下面的一截,又开始摸索着朝环礁湖方向走去。虽然他已经脱掉了那件学校

里常穿的厚运动衫, 用一只手拖着, 但还是热得要命； 灰衬衫湿淋淋地粘在身上, 头发湿漉漉地

贴在前额上。 在这个少年的周围, 一条长长的孤岩猛插进丛林深处, 天气闷热, 孤岩就像个热气

腾腾的浴缸。 这会儿少年正在藤蔓和断树残干中吃力爬着, 突然一只红黄色的小鸟怪叫一声, 展

翅腾空； 紧接着又响起了另一个声音。p.1 

 

Analysis:  

This opening paragraph of the novel gives a symbolic description of the island as a backdrop 

for the unfolding of the plot. Several lexical expressions are key in delivering the allusive 

effects of a fictional scene, for example:  

The word ‘lagoon’ repeatedly appears in the story. It is not just used to describe a 

feature of the island landscape, but the lexical meaning of the word denotes an 

association with something ideal and exotic. It contains an evocative meaning, a faint 

reminder of a paradise, hinting at an ironic contrast with the dark and evil to unfold. In 

other parts of the novel, the repeated reference to the lagoon also draws on a symbolic 

interpretation of encirclement, hinting that the characters are ‘trapped’ in their way of 

thinking.   

 

Another landscape word, ‘the scar’, is also a key word for the development of the plot. 

It plays on the allusive meaning of ‘scar’, a symbol of pain. ‘All around him the long 
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scar smashed into the jungle’ vividly brings out an image of the air crash which have 

brought the boys to the deserted island.  

 

‘Creepers’ also repeatedly appears in landscape descriptions throughout the novel. The 

word has the denotative meaning of ‘creeping up’, or ‘creepy’. It also takes on the 

symbolic representation of sins that entangles (a biblical metaphor). Ralph, the hero of 

the novel, emerges from clambering heavily through creepers: such an opening 

perfectly sets the tone for the story, as Ralph personifies man’s battle against sin and 

evil which entangles humanity.   

 

‘...a bird, a vision of red and yellow, with a witch-like cry...’, this is another depiction 

pregnant with allusive meanings. The image of a bird reflects the impulses of human 

behaviour, ‘a vision of red and yellow’ represents a fusion of opposite qualities: red for 

bravery, and yellow for cowardice. The ‘witch like cry’ is an ominous sign, a prophetic 

telling of the tragic end of the story.  

 

So the opening paragraph of the novel contains rich imageries and emotive meanings that 

translation should deliver. However, the translator chooses highly technical terms to render the 

above lexical expressions. ‘lagoon’ becomes ‘a circular coral lake’, ‘the scar’ is ‘a detached 

rock’, and ‘creepers’ are ‘vine plants’. The most crucial metaphorical or symbolic meanings in 

these expressions are not transferred. The metaphor in ‘the long scar smashed into the jungle’ 

is not reproduced. The words ‘vision’ and ‘witch-like’ are both made redundant, replaced by 

homonymous terms [suddenly], and [weird].  

 

To summarize, there is plenty of evidence to show that such a style of translation has 

significantly affected the literary quality of translated fiction. In Appendix F I include 

analysis of examples from other novels.  

 

My investigation in this aspect confirms the tendency of lexical normalization in 

translated text, a feature explored by corpus research (e.g., Baker, 1993, Wang & 

Huang, 2017, Xia, 2017). But while corpus research reveals lexical normalization in 

terms of high frequency occurrence, my qualitative analysis reveals nominalization in 

the stylistic dimension. It can be described as a consistent tendency of rendering lexical 
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items in standard diction rather than paying attention to expressive meanings (including 

evocative, emotive, associative, and allusive meanings as intended in the original 

fiction). I believe this is a clear sign that Chinese translators are concerned with 

correctness of their translation decisions. Literary traditions enforced by official genres 

such as ‘eight-legged essay’ have conditioned their mindset to opt for standardized 

translation.  

 

A summary of this chapter is as follows. Extended explanation of my research findings 

in relation to the Confucian ideology can be found in 7.2.2. 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I have explored the impact of three Confucian literary genres on 

translation style. My investigation has revealed the following translation tendencies 

in fiction translation: 

● transcription of names, literal transfer of theme, mood operators, and process 

types 

● a strong presence of commentary footnotes 

● formal equivalence in lexical choices, thematic progression, modal construct 

and transitive models 

● the use of lyrical language in translation 

● lexical expressions opting for dictionary style definitions.  

 

These translation features clearly indicate that Chinese translators are influenced by: 

● the scripture quoting tradition to treat ST respectfully; 

● the commentarial tradition to take a scholarly approach to translation; 

● the poetic tradition to prefer a formal and lyrical style; 

● the standardized formatting tradition to prioritize conformity over 

expressiveness. 

 

With the above discussions and investigations, it is reasonable to conclude that 

Confucian literary genres have greatly impacted the Chinese translators’ translation 

approach and style.  
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Chapter 5 Confucianism and the Formal Register 

 

In this chapter I continue to explore the impact of Confucianism on translation style. 

The attention is turned to investigate the connections between the Confucian formal 

register and translation tendencies. My investigation involves three stages. First, based 

on my previous discussions of the impact of Confucianism on language, I further 

explore the extent of formality in translation from a linguistic point of view. This helps 

to encapsulate the possible impact of the Confucian literary style on translation choices. 

Secondly, I investigate my data collection looking for translation tendencies in related 

aspects, by means of similar linguistic analysis carried out in the previous chapter. 

Finally, any patterning of translation features is evaluated in view of possible 

Confucian influences.  

 

5.1 The Great Divide between Formal and Informal Register in Chinese Language 

In chapter 2, it has been pointed out that formality is a good indicator of contextualized 

social stratification. From the perspective of stylistic investigations, the most 

interesting observation is that the Chinese language displays a clear divide between a 

formal and an informal register. Although all languages contain formal and informal 

registers, Chinese is unusual in that its language of formality is relatively more 

systematically distinguishable and widely applicable (Hu, 1981, pp.23-26). The well-

defined distinction between formal and informal registers has been determined by a 

combination of social and historical factors, of which the hierarchical nature of the 

Confucian ideology plays a key role (see 7.2.2 for further discussion). In the following 

part, I briefly introduce some common features of Chinese formal and informal 

registers which are particularly relevant to translation issues. 
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5.1.1 The divide in lexical choices 

First, the divide is clearly observable in Chinese lexical expressions. This can be best 

illustrated by Chinese nominal compounds. In English, most words for common objects 

(e.g., table, bottle) are typically expressed in just one neutral register. But in Chinese 

there is an option between expressing them formally or informally (see Chen, 1999 for 

a detailed discussion of modern spoken and written Chinese). These semantically 

parallel expressions often contain clearly identifiable formal/informal markers. For 

example, informal nominal compounds are usually marked by suffix functioning 

characters (e.g., zi子 or er儿). Similarly, formal nominals usually end with formal 

signifiers such as lei类 and zhong种 (see Huang, 2013 for a detailed discussion of 

classifiers). Moreover, word-compounding patterns also mark the level of formality. 

For example, a typical informal nominal structure contains a verb-converted predicator. 

This gives an animated effect to the meaning expressed (e.g., the informal expression 

for teacher is 教书的  [teach-books]). In addition, the distinction in the level of 

formality is also manifest in terms of colloquialism. In all languages, colloquialism is 

characterized by expressiveness in meaning, but Chinese colloquial expressions are not 

only expressive but are regularly structured and clearly definable. For example, Li and 

Thompson (1981, p.81) point out that one type of colloquial nominal compounds is 

formed by two antonyms, e.g., the informal word for height is 高矮 [tall + short]. 

 

From a translation perspective, the implication is that the translator has an active choice 

between opting for an informal/colloquial expression or for a literary/formal expression 

to render a word. Generally speaking, the informal/colloquial choice would tend to be 

more expressive whereas the formal choice would be more abstract. In fiction 

translation, the choice is very meaningful for stylistic reasons.  
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5.1.2 The divide in the system of Theme 

Next, the focus is turned to explore the impact of formal and informal divide regarding 

thematic structures. In this chapter I mainly focus on thematic issues in clause complex. 

A comparison between Chinese and English clausal features reveals many differences. 

In English, clause complexing is a prominent feature. Since English is more 

systematically grammaticized, it allows a high degree of complexity in the tactic 

relations of a clause (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). By contrast, Chinese is an 

‘isolating’ language (i.e., a language without inflectional affixes, thus depending 

heavily on analytic grammatical construction). Clauses in Chinese rely heavily on word 

order, semantic or logical comprehension to achieve cohesion (Tze, 2010). 

Consequently, the clausal relations tend to be paratactic, or loosely connected (Dai, 

2016, p.77). In other words, thematic presentation in English and Chinese clause 

complexes are formally different. Theme in English clause is more likely to be multiple, 

with more complex structures and layers of expansion; Theme in Chinese, on the other 

hand, features more compact syntactic structures and limited clausal expansion.  

 

The difference between English and Chinese clause complex is even more distinct by 

measures of the formal/informal divide. In English, clause complexing can be more 

intricate in an informal register, as casual speech tends to produce a longer sequence of 

expansion (Halliday, 1987, p.73). By contrast, Chinese clauses in an informal setting 

tend to be shorter and denser, with ellipsis being a prominent feature for cohesion. For 

example, ellipsis of theme or rhyme is widely observable in Chinese informal clauses 

(Hu, 1981, p.405). These differences between E-C imply that a literal theme/rhyme 

transfer can lead to over-translation of formal features, which results in higher degree 

of formality in the translation outcome.  
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The differences in clausal complexes particularly impact the translation of the English 

embedded clause. Chinese has no syntactic structure to accommodate post-modifying 

expansion (Huang, 2013, p.203). If a translation aims to retain the embedding feature 

(i.e., opting for a formal translation style), then the Rheme would have to be rank 

shifted to pre-modify the (noun) Head. This usually leads to lengthy thematic 

presentation and complex clausal structures, thus again raising the degree of formality 

much higher than originally intended (Zhang, 2018).  

 

To summarize, I have highlighted details of thematic issues in relation to English and 

Chinese clause complexing. These issues are the focus for my investigation. Next, I 

turn to explorations of modality. 

 

5.1.3 The divide in the system of modality 

The great divide between formal and informal registers also affects presentation of 

modality in translation. In 3.2.4b(ii) I have summarized the key differences between 

English and Chinese in the system of modality. It has been pointed out that these 

differences are manifested in three aspects:  

● expression of modal meaning 

● modal sequence 

● modal implicitness 

 

All these aspects are related to the degree of formality. To begin with, modal meaning 

can be expressed in either informal or formal register. In fiction, the degree of formality 

in modal expressions is purposeful. For example, dialogues in fiction may contain 

orally transcribed modal expressions (e.g., ‘I ain’t) to convey a casual mood. It is 

interesting, therefore, to investigate how these informal modal features are reproduced 

in translation texts.  
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Secondly, modal sequence is also related to the degree of formality. For example, the 

abundant use of sentence-final particles is a prominent feature in Chinese casual speech 

(Tao, 2011). Therefore, the presence or absence of these mood-functioning particles in 

translated texts is expressive of modal meaning and stylistically effective.  

 

Lastly, as mentioned (3.2.4b.ii), Chinese prefers implicit, rather than explicit 

manifestations of modal meaning. This area impacts the issue of formality as well. An 

informal register in Chinese is more likely to convey modal meaning by implicit means, 

such as the use of an evasive, generalised mood (Li, 2007). Consequently, a formal 

translation of English explicit mood may result in marking the degree of formality 

higher than it should. For example, ‘please’ as a modal adjunct is in explicit use in both 

formal and informal registers in English, but in Chinese, the explicit use of ‘please’ is 

a sign of formal politeness (Li, 2007, p.127). 

 

In conclusion, I have discussed above three ways where the presentation of modality 

can be investigated in relation to the issue of formality. These will guide my data 

analysis in the following relevant section. 

 

5.1.4 The divide in the system of transitivity 

In this part the attention is turned to the translation of transitivity related to the issue of 

formality. In all languages, transitivity can be expressed in formal or informal registers 

(Halliday, 1987). However, unlike English, in which formality can be realized 

grammatically in the system of modality (i.e., as ‘subject + finite’), the lack of finite 

operators in Chinese results in the system of transitivity being utilized to play the 

function. Chinese features some distinctive verbal patterns to express informal process 

types. For example, one typically informal way of expressing transitivity is by ‘verb-
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stacking’, that is, reduplication of volitional verbs (Li & Thompson, 1981, p.29). When 

a transitive process is expressed by a reduplicated volitional verb, the expressive 

meaning is enhanced; and modal meaning is implicitly conveyed. For example 

(reduplicated verbs in bold): 

[ It feels so good to be out every day, walk about, have a jog, do some exercise] 

每天 出去 走 走 , 跑 跑步 , 运动 运动 , 舒服 得 很 。 

měitiān chūqù zǒu-zǒu, pǎo-pǎo bù, yùndòng-yùndòng, shūfu dé hěn. 

  

Another common way of expressing informality in Chinese is by adding a delimitative 

marker to tag a verb. ‘Delimitative tagging’ can also combine with verb stacking to 

enhance informality. This device is very similar to the English way of saying ‘let me 

have a look’, except in Chinese this feature is much more widespread, applicable to all 

volitional verbs (Li & Thompson, 1981, p.232). For instance (delimitative tagging in 

shaded bold):  

 
[Have a think about it, and give me a call when you make up your mind. ] 

你想一想吧,决定了给我来个电话。 

nǐ xiǎng-yī-xiǎng ba, juédìng le gěi wǒ lái-gè diànhuà 

 

The implication for translation is that when a sentence in an informal register is 

translated, in Chinese there is a choice between either: 

● expressing the process type by formally translate the English transitive 

process (i.e., lexicalization of the inflectional verbal form), or, 

● using the typical ‘verb stacking’ and/or ‘diminutive tagging’ variations 

to translate the transitive process.  

 

A formal or informal translation style is determined by which of these options is taken. 

For fiction translation, the choice can significantly impact stylistic effects. 

To summarize, I have explored the linguistic differences between English and Chinese 

which impact translation concerning the issue of formality. It has been shown that these 
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differences impact lexical expressions, and the systems of theme, modality and 

transitivity, respectively. From a translation point of view, the implication is that 

Chinese translators are presented with an active choice between a formal and informal 

translation strategy in negotiating these differences. Details of formal and informal 

translation solutions have been discussed, which provide guidelines for linguistic 

investigations into my data collection in the following section.  

5.2 Data Analysis 

In this section I begin my text analysis of the data collection based on the above 

discussion. In the same order, my text analysis starts with lexical choices and moves 

on to analysis of metafunctions of theme, modality and transitivity under Halliday's 

functional grammar framework.  

 

5.2.1 Analysis of lexical choices 

In the previous section it has been shown that in Chinese language there is a well-

defined distinction between formal and informal registers. If the original text is written 

in an informal register, then the translated text can be expected to be equivalently 

informal. My investigation attests such an assumption. The outcomes are discussed 

under the following four points.  

 

5.2.1a Deletion of informal features 

To begin with, my investigation shows that oral features are consistently made 

redundant in all five translated fictions. Just like any other novels, these novels contain 

narratives written in an informal register. For example, some of the main characters are 

children, therefore dialogues are written to imitate children's talk, as presented by 

irregular spelling and broken words. Some fiction characters are from lowly social 
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backgrounds, their speech is marked by accent and ungrammatical expressions. Some 

characters make rude or casual remarks. All in all, there are plenty of informal features 

to be found in these novels. However, in all five translations informal features are 

regularly deleted. Two examples from each novel are displayed in the following table; 

extra examples are included in Appendix G. Oral/informal features in the ST and their 

gloss translation are highlighted in bold.  

Table5.1 Lexical choices: deletion of oral/informal features 

Data ST-TT Gloss translation 

T5.1L   

 

 

‘You told’em. After what I said’. p.21 

你告诉了他们。我说了以后还告诉他们。p.22 

 

‘I been in bed so much I done some thinking’. p.101 

我老躺在床上养病 所以我有空动脑筋。p.103 

[You told them. I said so; then later 

you still told them] 

 

[I have been lying bed to nurse my 

illness, so I have time to use my 

brain] 

T5.1G  

 

‘No. She was alone. Why d’you ask that?’ p.308 

“没有。她自己一个人。你为什么这么问？” p.261 

‘I was pissed, too.’ p.330 

“当天我也有点儿醉。” p.281 

[No. She was alone by herself. Why 

are you asking so?] 

 

[On that day I was a bit drunk too.] 

T5.1K  

 

‘Reckon I have, ’said Walter. ‘Almost died first year 

I come to school and ’et them pecans --- folks say 

he pizened ‘em and put’em over on the school side 

of the fence.’ p.26 

“那还用问,” 沃尔特说, “我上学头一年, 因为吃了

从他们家树上掉下来的胡桃, 差点儿丢了小命 --- 

大家都说他在胡桃上下了毒, 然后故意扔到学校这

边来。” p.36 

 

‘Reason I can’t pass the first grade, Mr Finch, is I’ve 

had to stay out ever’spring an’help Papa with 

choppin’, but there’s another’n at the house how 

that’s field size’. p.26 

“芬奇先生, 我老是过不了一年级, 是因为每年春天

我都得旷课, 帮我爸锄地。 现在家里又添了一口

人, 就得多种一块地。“ p.37 

 

[‘There is no need to ask”, said 

Walter, ‘in the first year I went to 

school, I almost lost my life --- they 

all said he put poison on the pecan 

nuts, then deliberately threw them 

over…] 

 

 

 

[I could never pass the first grade, 

it is because every spring I had to 

skip lessons, to help my father 

ploughing the field. Now the family 

has another extra person, so 

another pot of land must be 

planted.] 

T5.1M  

 

“I’ve seen better.” 

“Yeah? Like who?” p.292 

“我见过更棒的” 。 

“是吗？ 比方说谁？” p.263 

Gholam grinned. “I bet you know yours. I bet you 

count down.” p.293 

吴拉姆呲牙一笑。“我刚说你肯定知道你的生日。 

我敢说你肯定成天掰着手指头,就盼着过生日。” 

p.263 

[Really? Can you give an example?] 

 

 

 

[I just said you must know your 

birthday. I dare say you must be 

counting your fingers longing for 

your birthday] 

 

T5.1A      ‘…it’s all very fine for you’ -- here Vernon gestured 

around at the enormous kitchen -- ‘but for most 

people…’ 

[All these, of course, are trivial 

matters for you] 
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‘Careful,’ Clive growled. ‘When you’re drinking 

my wine.’ …he...filled Vernon's glass.  ‘A hundred 

and five pounds a bottle.’ 

Vernon downed half the glass. ‘My point 

precisely…’p.74 

“所有这些对你来说当然都无所谓 ---” 说到这里, 

弗农冲着巨大的厨房比划了一圈 --- “可是对大多

数人来说...” 

“说话当心,” 克利夫吼道, “别忘了你正在喝我的红

酒呢。” 

他...给弗农的酒杯满上,“一百零五磅一瓶呢。” 

弗农一口灌下大半杯,“这就是我的观点。” pp.95-

96 

 

You’re telling me my moral duty? You? Of all 

people? 

‘Meaning what?’ 

‘Meaning these photographs. Meaning crapping on 

Molly’s grave…’ p.119 

“你居然来告诉我我的道义责任？ 在所有的人当

中居然是你？” 

“你这话什么意思？” 

“意思是那几张照片, 意思是你在莫莉的坟头上拉

屎...” p.154 

[Be careful what you say] 

[do not forget you are drinking my 

red wine right now.] 

[this is also my point of view.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[of all the people, how can it be 

you?] 

[what do you mean by your word?] 

[I mean those photos; I mean you are 

shitting on Molly's grave.] 

 

 

The above examples show that all five novels feature a formal approach to translate 

dialogues which are clearly informal in ST. The oral elements such as mimic spelling, 

informal or deliberately ungrammatical expressions are not reflected in the translation. 

It is important to note that in many cases the formal style distorts the informal setting 

of the original fiction. As mentioned, these dialogues imitate informal speech by 

children or uneducated adults; it is hard to imagine these characters would talk in a 

formal way. Furthermore, semantic meanings are often made obscure by such a 

translation strategy. Much of the daily conversations are what linguists call 

‘illocutionary utterances’ which are ‘highly predictable, ungrammatical... and elliptical’ 

(Lyon, 1995, p.238, 246). When this kind of casual speech is rendered as formal, the 

reader may fail to grasp the intention of the utterance. For example, in example T5.1L, 

when Piggy said, ‘You told’em. After what I said’, the utterance is elliptical to accentuate 

the meaning of ‘told’ and ‘after’. Piggy’s disappointment at his friend’s betrayal is 
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made clear. But the sentence is translated formally, with all constituents reproduced in 

correct grammar. The implied perlocutionary effects are lost and the meaning is unclear. 

 

5.2.1b Underuse of informal markers 

Secondly, it has been mentioned that in Chinese, nominal compounds in an informal 

register are clearly recognizable. My text investigation shows a significantly low 

frequency of informal register markers in lexical choices. This finding is consistent 

with the pattern of formal, standardized translation of lexical choices discovered in 

relation to the exploration of the genre influence of ‘eight-legged essay’ (4.3). The 

underuse of the informal register implies a preference for formal expressions. Since my 

analysis would be similar, detailed examples are listed as a supplement in Appendix 

H. It is important to emphasize that using formal lexical expressions to render informal 

expressions significantly change stylistic intentions of the original text.   

 

5.2.1c Low frequency of informal verbalized structure 

Thirdly, as mentioned, another typical informal nominal structure is verb-predicating 

compounds. My text investigation finds a low frequency presence of nominal 

compounds in the verb-predicating structure. In the following part stylistic analysis of 

examples taken from two novels are displayed. Other examples (from the rest of data) 

are included in Appendix I.  

Text analysis 1: from G 
ST:  

I was selling a house. Number thirty-four, Cranham Street. It was proving difficult to shift, because the 

latest interested buyer hadn’t been granted a mortgage. Something about the lender’s survey. So we 

arranged to get an independent surveyor in, just to make sure everything is OK. The sellers had already 

moved on, the house was empty, so I had to be there to let him in. p.303 

TT:  

当时我正在出售一栋房子---克兰汉姆街 34号。 那栋房子不太好脱手, 因为银行不肯给最近动心

的一位买家办按揭。问题出在勘察环节上, 于是我们找了一位独立房地产勘察员, 好把事情理顺。

卖方已经搬出该住宅, 房子暂时闲置着, 所以我必须领勘察员进门。p.257 

 

Analysis:  
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This paragraph describes the mundane chores of Anna, a housewife in the fiction. The narration 

is clearly written in an informal setting. The translation of lexical expressions, however, is 

formal. A list of examples is given with back translated and suggested alternatives.  

 

Table5.2a Low frequency of informal verb-predicating structure from G 

ST   TT of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives using 

verb-predicating 

structure 

buyer 买家 The purchaser 买房子的 

mortgage 按揭 repayment by instalments  付房贷的 

survey 勘察 reconnaissance 房检 

surveyor 房地产勘察员 Property market surveyor  搞房检的 

sellers 卖家 The selling party 卖房子的 

 

It is apparent that none of the informal alternatives (as shown on the far-right column) are opted 

for. The accumulative effects of formality built up by these lexical choices significantly alter 

the mundane expressions of ST choices.  

 
Text analysis 2: from K 
ST: 

If I could have explained these things to Miss Caroline, I would have saved myself some inconvenience 

and Miss Caroline subsequent mortification, but it was beyond my ability to explain things...so I said, 

‘You’re shamin’ him, Miss Caroline…’ 

Miss Caroline stood stock still, then grabbed me by the collar. ‘...hold out your hand.’ 

I thought she was going to spit in it, which was the only reason anybody in Maycomb held out his hand: 

it was a time-honoured method of sealing oral contracts...Miss Caroline picked up her ruler, gave me 

half a dozen quick litter pats…a storm of laughter broke loose when it finally occurred to the class that 

Miss Caroline had whipped me. 

When Miss Caroline threatened it with a similar fate the first grade exploded again...pp.23-24 

 

TT: 

如果我能把这些跟卡罗琳小姐说明白, 那就省去了我的麻烦和她后来的懊恼。可是这超出了我

的能力。于是我说,“卡罗琳小姐, 你这是在羞辱他...” 

卡罗琳小姐站在那儿目瞪口呆, 她一把抓住我的衣领...“把手伸出来。” 

我以为她要往我手心里吐唾沫---在梅科姆, 这时一种确定口头协议的古老方式。卡罗琳小姐拿

起尺子, 在我手心上轻快地打了六下。全班同学终于明白过来, 原来卡罗琳小姐抽了我一顿, 教室

里顿时爆发出一阵暴风雨般的哄笑声。  

卡罗琳小姐又用同样的命运威胁大家, 结果这群一年级学生又爆发出一阵哄堂大笑...pp.33-34 

 

Analysis: 

The amusing classroom anecdote depicts how the dainty, urban bred Miss Caroline fails to 

discipline a class of rowdy country pupils. The commercial effects depend a lot on the slight 

exaggeration of nominal expressions: ‘inconvenience’, ‘modification’, ‘method’, ‘fate’, ‘oral 

contracts’ etc. Translation of these expressions are analysed in the following table:  
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Table 5.2b Low frequency of informal verbalized structure from K 

ST   TT lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives using 

verbalized 

structure 

...some inconvenience  省去我的麻烦  my trouble  不给自己惹麻烦  

...Miss Caroline subsequent 

mortification 

和她后来的懊恼, and her later 

sorrowful regret 
也不丢她的脸 

 

...with a similar fate... 又用同样的命运 with the same 

misfortune 

谁再来谁倒霉 

a time-honoured method  古老方式 an ancient method  按老规矩办 

of sealing oral contracts 口头协议的 oral agreements 口头约定成交 

Table 5.2b clearly shows that translation of all these expressions is formal in register. Since 

verbalization is a prominent feature of dramatization in Chinese fiction, the formal approach 

lacks dynamic, and the comical effect conveyed in the original is significantly reduced.  

5.2.1d Absence of colloquialism in lexical expressions 

Lastly, my text investigation also reveals that all five novels underplay colloquialism 

and consistently opt for abstract terms for lexical choices. The underuse of 

colloquialism is most evident if one compares the above lexical choices with core 

vocabularies in spoken Chinese (see Tao, 2011, pp. 178-193, for a list based on a recent 

corpus-based research). Sampled analysis from two novels are given below. More 

examples of lexical choices (from the other novels) are included in Appendix J.  

Example 1: from G 
ST: 

I never learn. I wake with a crushing sensation of wrongness, of shame, and I know immediately that 

I’ve done something stupid. I go through my awful, achingly familiar ritual of trying to remember 

exactly what I did. I sent an email. That’s what it was. p.140 

TT: 

我还真是永远也学不乖。 一觉醒来时, 羞愧铺天盖地向我袭来, 我顿时悟到自己又犯傻了。 依照

熟悉又可怖的套路, 我绞尽脑汁想要记起自己刚才干了些什么： 我发了一封电邮, 如此而已。 

p.113 

 

Gloss translation of phrases in bold:  

[When I wake up, humiliation and regret stretch from heaven to earth and attack me...Following the 

familiar and terrifying procedure, I rack my brains...]  

 

Analysis:  
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This paragraph describes how Rachel, who suffers from memory loss, goes through ‘the ritual’ 

of trying to remember what she did. Three key words: ‘wrongness’, ‘shame’, and ‘ritual’ are 

all translated into abstract terms. ‘Wrongness’ and ‘shame’ are combined into one word: 羞愧

[remorse]. The expressive meaning in ‘wrongness’ is not made transparent by this abstract term. 

In addition, ‘ritual’ is rendered as [procedure], which obscures the essential meaning of 

‘routine’ expressed by ‘ritual’. Because these three key terms are all translated into abstract 

terms, the meaning of this paragraph becomes unclear. To contrast, an alternative translation is 

given below:  

感觉很不对劲 ,羞愧难当 , [I feel something has gone terribly wrong; something’s made me feel 

ashamed] 这么做不是头一回了...成了老规矩了[this has become the norm].  

 

Example 2: from M 
ST: 

...I had a question to ask Atticus.  

‘What’s rape?’ I asked him that night.  

Atticus looked around from his paper...He sighed, and said rape was carnal knowledge of a female by 

force and without consent, p.149 

TT: 

...这让我想起自己还有个问题要问阿迪克斯。 

“什么是强奸？” 当天晚上, 我向阿迪克斯提出了自己的疑问。 

阿迪克斯在报纸后面东张西望了一番...他叹口气, 回答说, 强奸是暴力胁迫下非自愿地发生性关

系... p.211 

 

Gloss translation of phrases in bold: 

[Rape is involuntary sexual intercourse by means of violence and force] 

 

Analysis:  

This paragraph is crucial to the central plot of the novel, which is about Atticus, a lawyer, takes 

on the case to defend a black man wrongly accused of raping a white woman. The story is told 

through the childlike eyes of Scout, his daughter. Here young Scout has heard village gossips 

against her father and comes home to ask her father what rape is. The paragraph depicts her 

wise father giving an appropriate answer to her difficult question. His answer is neither evasive 

nor incomprehensive. He knows Scout, being a young girl brought up in the countryside, would 

have the ‘carnal knowledge’ of animal mating, and he has educated his daughter well enough 

to understand some legal terms such as ‘force’ and ‘consent’. Consequently, once the term is 

explained by him this way, Scout immediately responds: 

‘Well, if that’s all it is why did Calpurnia dry me up when I asked her what it was?’ 

 

It is apparent that the flow of the story hinges on the explanation of the word ‘rape’. The 

translation, however, gives a legal definition of rape. It is hard to imagine a young girl can 

grasp the meaning of the term and respond with relief.  An alternative translation is given below:  

强奸是没得到同意,却非要和女人交配 [to mate with a woman forcefully without her consent].  
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To summarize, there is plenty of evidence to demonstrate that translation of lexical 

expressions significantly reduces the use of an informal register. Oral/informal features 

in the ST as well as typical linguistic solutions in Chinese are underrepresented in 

lexical choices. In many cases, the degree of formality in translation marks the 

translator's preference for a formal style rather than a true reflection of the original 

stylistic scheme.  

 

5.2.2 Analysis of Theme 

In this section, I focus on text investigations of the translation of Theme in relations to 

the issue of informality. As mentioned, the main focus is on presentation of Theme in 

the translation of clause complex. My research findings are discussed in the following 

three parts.  

 

5.2.2a Clausal structures: the use of colons 

First, my research discovers an extensive use of colons in dealing with clausal Theme 

and Rhyme. English has a higher degree of complexity in clause structuring, my 

investigation finds that in translated texts, colons are often applied to simulate a close 

to ST thematic progression. This appears to be a common translation strategy to handle 

English clausal expansion or elaboration. Examples (one from each novel) are as 

follows: 

From L: 

ST: 

He found himself understanding the weariness of this life, where every path was an improvisation and a 

considerable part of one’s waking life was spent watching one’s feet. p.81 

TT: 

他发现自己领悟了：生活令人厌倦, 生活中的每条道路都是急就章,人们的清醒生活,有相当大部

分是用来照看自己脚下的。p.082 

 

Gloss translation: 

[he found himself coming to see that: life is weary, every path in life is an improvisation, a considerable 

part of it is spent on watching one’s feet.] 
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From G: 

ST: 

I couldn’t speak, because all I could see at that moment was myself, slouched in the underpass, blood on 

my hands. p.102 

TT: 

我说不上话来,因为当时的情形我只记得一幕：我有气无力地倒在地下通道中,双手沾满鲜血。 

p.079 

 

Gloss translation: 

[I couldn’t speak, because at that moment I could only remember: I was slouching in the underpass, my 

hands covered in blood.] 

 

From K: 

ST: 

Jem had a notion that Atticus thought our activities that night last summer were not solely confined to 

strip poker. p.71 

TT: 

杰姆有个想法： 阿迪克斯并不相信我们去年夏天那个晚上的活动仅限于玩脱衣扑克。 p.101 

 

Gloss translation: 

[Jem had a notion: Atticus did not really believe that our activities that night last summer were merely 

confined to playing strip poker.] 

 

From M: 

ST: 

I especially dreaded mealtime where I had to endure the spectacle of Thalia lifting the bottom of her 

mask to deliver spoonful of food to her mouth. p.333 

TT: 

我尤其害怕吃饭的时间,到时候就不得不忍受这样的奇景：萨丽亚撩起面罩的底边,将一匙又一

匙的食物送入口中。p.298 

 

Gloss translation: 

[I especially feared the mealtime, at that time I had to endure such a spectacle: Thalia lifted the bottom 

of her mask and spoon after spoon food was delivered into her mouth.] 

 

From A: 

ST: 

He knew exactly when it had begun, the night before, as he had stood up from dinner. p.31 

TT: 

他很清楚这种感觉是什么时候开始的： 就是前天晚上, 他吃完饭站起来的那一瞬。 p.40 

 

Gloss translation: 

[He knew very well when such a sensation began: it was the night before, that moment when he finished 

his meal and stood up.] 

 

 

The use of colons as a device for reproducing English clausal structures is a clear 

indication of a formal approach. As demonstrated by the above examples, the 

application of colons enables the sentence to expand, maintaining the original clausal 

sequence and length.  
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Xiao and Dai (2014, p.15) pointed out that punctuation can be useful in investigating 

properties of translational language, although they dismissed the use of colon as merely 

an ‘explicating device’ and did not investigate further. My investigation shows that the 

use of colon frames the translation in a very formal setting. Native Chinese text is found 

to use commas much more frequently instead (Xiao & Dai, 2014), which suggests that 

Chinese clausal norm favours shorter, more compact syntactic structures (as mentioned 

in 5.1.2). Therefore, the use of colons is a device to facilitate lengthening of clause 

complexes. This feature probably also contributes towards the increase of sentence 

length in TCT, as discovered by some researchers (to be discussed in 5.2.2c).  

 

5.2.2b Underuse of elliptical theme or rheme 

Secondly, my text investigations also discover a very low proportion of elliptical 

themes or rhemes in translation of clause complexes, which indicates that the informal 

register is underused. As mentioned (5.1.2), clausal differences between English and 

Chinese are more noticeable in an informal setting, with Chinese clauses relying 

heavily on ellipsis of Theme/Rhyme for cohesion. My text analysis reveals that Theme 

and Rheme are mostly presented intact in translation. This means that an informal 

register is not reflected. A sampled analysis from each novel is given in the following 

table. More examples are included in Appendix K.  

Example L.1 

ST: 

He had learnt as a practical business that fundamental statements like this had to be said at least twice 

before everyone understood them. p.84 

TT: 

他懂得, 像这样的基本声明必须至少说两遍, 才能让每个人都听懂, 这是个常规了。 p.085 

 
Gloss translation:  

[He understood that such a fundamental statement must be said at least twice, so that everyone 

understood, this is a regular practice] 

 

Analysis:  

Because both Theme and Rheme are retained intact, the structural theme ‘as a practical 

business’ has to be shifted backward to allow room for the object clause; and in doing so, a 
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deictic theme [this] is inserted. The clausal sequence in translation is clumsy and the topical 

focus on ‘he had learnt as a practical business’ is lost.  

 

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

按以往经验他知道,这样重要的说明要想人人听懂得至少说两遍。 

[as a practice he knows, such an important statement if (...) want everyone (...) understand (...) at least 

twice.] 

 

Example G.1 

ST: 

It was a couple of months after we’d found out that the IVF had failed that he told me about the trip. 

Vegas, for four nights, to watch the big fight and let off some steam. Just him and a couple of his mates 

from the old days, people I had never met. p.253 

TT: 

试管受精失败过了几个月, 汤姆告诉我要去拉斯维加斯旅行； 待四个晚上, 看一场拳击大赛减减

压, 去的只有他和几个昔日旧友, 几个我素昧谋面的人。 pp.213-214 

 

Gloss translation:  
[IVF failed and Several months after, Tom told me he planned to go to Las Vegas for a trip; (he would) 

stay four nights, watch a big boxing fight to relax, the ones going there were only he and a couple of 

his mates from the old day, people I have never met]. 

 

Analysis:  

In the original text, the marked theme ‘a couple of months’ is meant to express the double blow 

for Rachel: the IVF failure, and her husband's going on holiday without her. The translation 

does not reproduce the marked theme and the formal retention of Theme and Rheme slows 

down the expressiveness of meaning. Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

我们试管受孕失败后没过几个月, 汤姆就说要外出旅游。去拉斯维加斯, 四晚, 看拳击大赛, 放松

放松。就他和几个哥们, 他过去的老友, 我一个都不认识。 

[Barely a few months after we (...) IVF failure, Tom said (...) out for a trip. To Vegas, four nights, watch 

a boxing fight, relax. Just him and his mates, his good old friends, none I (...) know.]  

 
Example K.1  

ST: 

Mr Avery said it was written on the Rosetta Stone that when children disobeyed their parents, smoked 

cigarettes and made war on each other, the seasons would change: Jem and I were burdened with the 

guilt of contributing to the aberrations of nature, thereby causing unhappiness to our neighbours and 

discomfort to ourselves. p.70 

艾弗里先生说, 罗塞塔石碑上写得明明白白： 如果小孩不听父母的话, 或者抽烟打架, 季节就会

一反常态。 我和杰姆想必都有份儿, 为季候反常尽了微薄之力, 为此我们感到十分内疚, 因为这

让邻居们不高兴, 也让我们自己不舒服。 p.100 

 

Gloss translation:  
[Mr Avery said, on the Rosetta Stone it was clearly written: If children disobeyed their parents, or 

smoked cigarettes or fought, the seasons would be abnormal. I and Jem must have been responsible, 

making our contributions towards the season’s abnormality, for this we felt extremely guilty, because 

this has made our neighbours upset, as well as making ourselves uncomfortable.] 

 

Analysis:  

To retain the theme ‘Jem and I’, the rheme ‘were burdened with the guilt of’ is shifted backward, 

resulting in the thematic focus being misplaced onto ‘making our contributions’. The 

misplacement of focus, in turn, weakens the cohesion of the clause, resulting in the guilt being 
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chiefly explained as ‘causing unhappiness to our neighbours’ rather than the reason for the 

weather change. The humour originally intended is reduced.  

 

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

艾弗里先生说了,罗塞塔石碑上写得明明白白,  小孩不听父母的话, 抽烟,或者吵闹打架, 季节就会

翻脸变天。杰姆和我心里都沉甸甸的, 羞愧得很, 季节反常很大部分是我们造的孽, 为此不但让邻

居们受累, 我们自己也不好受。 

[Mr Avery said, on the Rosetta Stone (...) written quite clearly, (...) children disobey (...) parents, smoke 

cigarettes or be rowdy (...) the seasons would change (...). Jem and I felt heavy at heart (...) guilty (...) 

season’s abnormality(...) largely caused by our crime, consequently not only (...) neighbours (...) upset, 

we ourselves (...) uncomfortable.] 

 
Example M.1 

ST: 

Seeing her father’s face in those photos stirred an old sensation in Pari, a feeling that she had had for 

as long as she could remember. That there was in her life the absence of something, or someone, 

fundamental to her own existence. pp.214-215 

TT: 

看着照片上父亲的脸, 一直以来都存在的那种感觉在帕丽心头再度升起。 从记事的时候起, 她一

直都有这种感觉。 这种在她的生活中, 某种东西或某个人缺失的感觉。对她自身的存在来说, 缺

失的东西或人又是不可或缺的。 p.191 

 

Gloss translation:  
[Seeing her father’s face in the photos, an always-present sensation rose in Pari’s heart. From the 

time she could remember, she had always had such a sensation. The sensation that in her life, something 

or someone is missing. For her own existence, the missing something or someone, though, is 

indispensable.] 

 

Analysis:  

The effort to retain the initial theme ‘seeing her father’s face’ has misplaced the theme ‘an old 

sensation’. The cohesion between ‘seeing’ and ‘a sensation’ is weakened. The second 

misplaced focus is made by placing ‘from the time she can remember’ in Theme position, which 

diverts the topical focus on ‘the sensation’. The third misplaced focus is done by following the 

ST work order and thus reproducing ‘her own existence’ as theme, failing to deliver the marked 

theme in the original ‘the absence of something, someone’. Consequently, the meaning of the 

translation is quite obscure.  

 

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

照片上父亲的脸勾起帕丽内心很熟悉的一种感觉。这种感觉一直都在那里, 从她记事起就有。

感觉在她生命中少了某样东西, 某个人；而那欠缺, 却与她的存在息息相关。 

[(...) in the photos her father’s face stirred a sensation in Pari’s heart (...) familiar (...). Such a feeling has 

always been there, ever since she can remember. (...) feeling that in her life (...) missing something, 

someone; and that absence (...) however fundamental to her existence.] 

 

Example A.1 

ST: 

It was one of the marvels of newspaper lore, difficult to exaggerate and often recounted in City wine 

bars, the manner in which he had become editor of The Judge. p.30 

TT: 

他竟然能坐上《大法官报》的主编宝座, 在新闻界委实算得上是奇迹一桩, 在伦敦城里的酒吧当

中一直都是大家嚼舌头的话题, 怎么夸张也不为过。 p.39 
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Gloss translation: 
[He surprisingly managed to occupy the privileged seat of editor of The Judge, in the newspaper circles 

(this) was considered a marvel, in the pubs of London town (it) has been the topic of gossip, difficult to 

exaggerate.] 

 

Analysis:  

To maintain the complete representation of theme and rhyme in the it-cleft clause complex, the 

translation has shifted the clause ‘he...manage... the seat of editor’ to theme position. This has 

misplaced the markness of the original thematic structure focusing on ‘the manner’. In fact, 

‘the manner’ is not translated at all. The translation is probably not the most faithful.  

 

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

让整个新闻界咄咄称奇的,是他当上《大法官报》主编走的路子,这怎么说都太离谱,成了都市酒

吧经久不衰的话题。 

[(...) makes the newspaper lore marvels, is the pathway leading up to him becoming editor of The Judge; 

such an ending (...) too outrageous, (...) becomes a frequent topic of city wine bars.] 

 

These examples are similar in their attempt to retain the original thematic structures (or 

simply the ST word order). In many cases this leads to shifted markedness in theme, 

weakened cohesion or obscurity in meaning. The alternative translations show that the 

use of elliptical theme/rheme can be a solution to address some of these issues. As 

pointed out by Li (2007, p.114), ellipsis of the subject in the clause is a well-known 

phenomenon in Chinese thematic structures. In comparison with non-translated texts, 

ellipsis is clearly underused in the translation of clause complexes.  

 

5.2.2c Translation of embedded clauses 

In this section, the translation of embedded clauses is investigated. Zhang (2018, 

p.2035) provided an insightful analysis of the striking differences between English and 

Chinese embedded constructions. Owing to these differences, translation solutions for 

embedded clauses involve the choice between a ‘close to ST’ approach and a ‘close to 

TT’ approach. The former attempts to reproduce the ST clausal complexing, either by 

predicating the embedded nexus, or by assertions of other cohesive means to retain 

ST’s sequence. This approach normally results in thematic presentation considered 
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lengthy and complex by Chinese norm. Consequently, the text is presented in a high 

degree of formality. The ‘close to TT’ approach, on the other hand, adapts the 

embedded clauses to the TT norm. This involves breaking up the clause complex into 

a readjusted sequence of short, independent sentences. Consequently, subject themes 

are either reconstituted or elapsed, with syntactic relations depending more on implicit 

cohesion. This approach reflects the TT norm and usually presents the clause complex 

in a lower degree of formality.  

 

My investigation finds an overwhelming tendency to opt for the ‘close to ST’ approach. 

Of the five novels, only one novel occasionally, but not consistently, adopts the ‘close 

to TT’ approach. All the other four novels predominantly adopt the close to ST 

approach. Examples (two from each novel) are given as below.  

Table5.3 ‘Close to ST’ approach to translate English embedded clauses 

 T5.3L 

ST -TT Gloss translation Translation 

techniques 

L.1 

One had to sit, attracting all eyes to the conch, 

and drop words like heavy round stones among 

the little groups that crouched or squatted. 

p.84 

 

发言的人必须坐着, 把大伙儿的目光吸引到

海螺上, 讲起话来要有力量, 就像是把沉甸甸

的圆石子扔进一组组蹲伏着或蹲坐着的孩子

们当中。 p.085 

 

[The speaker must sit there, 

attracting everyone’s eyes to the 

conch, speak forcefully, like 

throwing heavy pebbles into 

groups of crouching or squatting 

children.] 

 

predicating part 

of the 

embedded 

nexus and 

retaining ST’s 

overall 

sequence 

L.2 

He lost himself in a maze of thoughts that were 

rendered vague by his lack of words to 

express them. p.81 

 

拉尔夫脑子里乱糟糟的, 由于缺乏表达这种

思想的语句, 弄得一团糊涂。 p.082 

 

[Ralph’s mind was fuzzy, due to 

lack of words to express these 

thoughts, ended up in a mess] 

 

assertions of 

cohesive means 

to retain ST’s 

sequence. 

 
 T5.3G 

ST -TT Gloss translation Translation 

techniques 

G.1 

I haven’t had a drink since Sunday and I can feel 

the fight going on within me, the longing for a 

 

[Since Sunday I have not touched 

alcohol, my heart was at war: on 

 

assertions of 

cohesive means 
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little buzz, the urge to get out of my head, 

smashing up against the vague feeling that 

something has been accomplished and that it 

would be a shame to throw it away now. 

p.254 

从周日以来我还没有碰过酒, 心里正左右为

难： 一边是极其盼着喝上几杯, 一边是隐隐

有点儿成就感 , 觉得半途而废实在丢人。 

p.214 

one side it’s longing for a few 

glasses, on the other side is a 

vague sense of achievement, 

feeling that dropping out 

halfway is a real shame. ] 

to retain ST’s 

sequence. 

G.2 

There are screen grabs of him giving his first 

tearful appeal for Megan’s return, and next to 

them are pictures of killers who had also 

appeared on television, sobbing, seemingly 

distraught at the fate of their loved ones. 

p.246 

 

有人把他第一次流着泪恳求梅根回家时的

镜头截了屏, 旁边则放上好些同样上过电视

的凶手的照片,照片中的杀人凶手个个在哭

泣 ,看上去正为了深爱的人备受煎熬。

pp.207-208 

 

[Someone did a screenshot of him 

crying the first-time begging 

Megan to return home, next placed 

some murderers’ photos on TV, on 

the photos the murderers were all 

weeping, seemingly suffering 

great pain for their loved ones. ] 

 

predicating part 

of the 

embedded 

nexus and 

retaining ST’s 

overall 

sequence 

 
T5.3K 

ST -TT Gloss translation Translation 

techniques 

K.1: 

When Jem and I asked him why he was so old, 

he said he got started late, which we felt 

reflected upon his abilities and manliness. 

p.98 

 

我和杰姆问他怎么会这么老, 他说他起步晚

了, 这让我们感觉他各方面的能力以及男子

气概都因此打了折扣。 p.140 

 

[Jem and I asked him why he was 

so old, he said he made a late start, 

this made us feel that his abilities 

in all aspects as well as his 

manhood were discounted as a 

result.] 

 

assertions of 

other cohesive 

means to retain 

ST’s sequence. 

K.2: 

I went to the back yard and found Jem plugging 

away at a tin can, which seemed stupid with 

all the blue jays around. p.101 

 

我回到自己后院, 发现杰姆放着周围这么多

冠蓝鸦不去打,却在射一个易拉罐, 在我看来

真是蠢透了。p.143 

 

[I returned to my backyard, and 

discovered Jem was leaving all the 

blue jays around and not shooting 

them,  but was shooting at a tin 

can, as I see it,  this is so stupid.  

 

predicating part 

of the 

embedded 

nexus and 

retaining ST’s 

overall 

sequence 

 
T5.3A 

ST -TT Gloss translation Translation 

techniques 

A.1: 

As they strolled up and down, the two old 

friends resumed the conversation they had 

had in various forms a half dozen times before 

but which gave them rather more comfort 

than singing ‘Pilgrim’. p.4 

 

[The two old friends were strolling 

up and down, picking up again 

previously in various well discussed 

conversations, because this --- after 

all, --- compared to singing 

‘Pilgrim’ together --- is making 

them feeling more comforted. ] 

by predicating 

the embedded 

nexus  
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两位老朋友来回踱步的辰光 ,再次捡起之

前已经用各种方式讨论过五六次的话题 , 

因为这可比一起唱《朝圣之路》更让他们

觉得安慰。 p.4 

A.2: 

...the time had long passed when Clive 

snatched hours between friends or lovers 

or parties to write a sudden daring 

opening, or even a complete song. pp.46-47 

 

而克利夫利用朋友相聚、情人幽会或者

大开派对的间隙就能灵感突发写出一个

大胆开头、甚至一首完整歌曲的日子也

早就一去不复返了。 p.60 

[At present, no profile writers and 

photographers had been invited into 

this house, and Clive’s making use 

of friend’s get-togethers, lovers 

meeting each other, or holding 

big parties to gain inspiration to 

write a daring opening, even a 

complete song, those days are 

long passed.] 

 

These examples demonstrate a prominent ‘close to ST’ approach. My research finding 

in this aspect is in line with Zhang’s (2018) research outcome. As Zhang (2018) pointed 

out, in OCT, phrases with three or more modifiers are rare, but translational Chinese 

displays a much higher proportion of embedded modifiers. Zhang believed the 

lengthened embedded modifiers ‘impose a huge burden on the readers’ interpretation 

of the translational Chinese’ (Zhang, 2018, p.2035). He also believed the increase of 

embedded constructions is a key reason why sentence length in TCT is found to be 

much longer, a phenomenon also discussed in many other translational corpus research 

(e.g., Dai, 2016, Xia, 2014, Xiao & Dai, 2014, Wang & Huang, 2017). The above 

examples from my data collection can demonstrate that the ‘close to ST’ approach to 

translation of English embedded clauses usually leads to lengthy, complex clausal 

structures. This observation also further supports my investigation concerning 

lengthened themes in 4.2.1b.  

 

Furthermore, to keep the original clause complex intact, extra cohesive links have to 

be added. Since by Chinese norm an informal register relies more on implicit cohesion 

(Hu, 1981, p.539), the translation presents the text in a highly formal register. Although 

not much research has been found to focus on translation of clause complexes, Xia 
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(2014, p.99) did conclude that connectives (i.e., cohesive links) occur significantly 

more frequently in fiction translation corpus than comparable non-translated corpus. 

The use of explicit cohesive links is evident in the above examples, which confirms 

that there is a higher hypotactic tendency in translated Chinese texts.  

 

To give a contrast, two examples from the only novel which occasionally adopts a 

‘close to TT’ approach are given below.  

 T5.3M 

ST -TT Gloss translation Translation 

techniques 

M.1 

He had lived in a small mud house there with 

his brothers, his mother, his father, whose 

name was Iqbal, and his paternal 

grandmother, Parwana. p.295 

 

他和弟弟们,还有母亲、父亲、奶奶一起, 

住一间小泥屋。 他父亲叫伊克巴尔, 奶奶

叫帕尔瓦娜。 p.265 

[He and his brothers, 

together with his mother, 

father and grandma, lived in 

a small mud house. His father 

is called Iqbal, his grandma 

Parwana. ] 

Translating by 

assertion of new 

subject themes or 

using implicit 

cohesion. 

 

 

M.2 

 ...no sooner had she plopped down next to her 

son’s bed than she would launch into a 

soliloquy of assaults on the character of his 

now departed wife. She was a harlot. A liar. A 

drunk. A coward who had run to God knows 

where when her husband needed her most. 

p.126 

 

她一屁股坐到儿子床边,马上就开始叨叨唠

唠, 数落他已经走掉的妻子, 攻击她的人品, 

骂她是娼妓, 骗子, 酒鬼。 说她胆小怕事, 

在丈夫最需要她的时候跑了,只有真主才知

道她在哪儿。 p.110 

 

[She plopped down next to 

(...)* son’s bed, (...) 

immediately started to 

grumble, pouring complaints 

about his runaway wife, 

attacking her character, calling 

her (...) harlot, (...) liar, (...) 

drunk. (...) said she was (...) 

coward, when (...) husband 

needed her most (...) ran away, 

only Allah knew where she 

(...) now.] 

 

*Ellipsis marked by (…) 

 

Translating by 

ellipsis; breaking up 

the clause complex 

into a readjusted 

sequence of short, 

independent 

sentences:  

 

It is apparent that the ‘close to TT’ approach to handling embedded clauses in these 

two examples has resulted in the degree of formality significantly lower than those 

using a ‘close to ST’ approach. The informal register in these two sentences is faithfully 

reproduced.  
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To summarize, the above analysis shows that the fiction translators overwhelmingly 

adopt the formal register in the translation of theme, even when the original setting is 

in an informal register. This again raises the question why such a translation style is 

preferred. I take the view that this shows the Confucian ideological influence under 

which a formal register is considered more appropriate for literary translation.  

 

5.2.3 Analysis of Modality 

In this section, I explore translation of modality related to the issue of informality. It 

has been discussed (5.1.3) that the great divide between formal and informal registers 

may affect presentation of modality in translation in three aspects. The following part 

shows data analysis related to these aspects one by one.  

 

5.2.3a Deletion of informal mood 

First, my investigation discovers plenty of evidence of deleted informal mood in 

translation. This finding agrees with the observation of deleted informal features in 

lexical choices discussed earlier (5.2.1). Since an informal mood is usually realized by 

informal mood operators, it is not surprising that informality in mood is found absent 

in translation. Some examples of deleted informal mood operators have already been 

included in 5.2.1a. The following table supplies more examples (two from each novel) 

specifically related to the deletion of informal mood.  

Table5.4 Deletion of informal mood 

ST-TT Gloss translation 

T5.4L 

‘I can’t hardly move with all these creeper things.’ p.1 

‘这么些藤蔓我真没法弄掉。’ 

 

‘I been in bed so much I done some thinking’. p.101 

我老躺在床上养病 所以我有空动脑筋。p.103 

 

 

[These vine plants I really cannot get 

rid of.] 

 

[I have been staying in bed all day to 

recover from my illness, so I have time 

to use my brain.] 
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T5.4G 

‘No. She was alone. Why d’you ask that?’ p.308 

“没有。 她自己一个人。你为什么这么问？” p.261 

 

‘S’all right,’ Andy says. p.329 

“没关系。” 安迪说。p.281 

 

[No. She was alone by herself. Why 

are you asking so?] 

 

[‘It does not matter’.] 

T5.4K 

‘Honey, you can’t go around calling people ---’ 

‘You ain’t fair,’ I said, ‘you ain’t fair’. P.94 

“宝贝儿, 你不能出去说别人是...” 

“你不公平,” 我愤愤地说, “你不公平。” p.134 

 

‘You gonna give me a chance to tell you? I don’t mean to sass 

you; I’m just tryin’ to tell you.’ p.95 

“你给我机会让我把事情说明白了吗？我本来没打算跟你

顶嘴, 我只是想把事情原原本本告诉你。” p.134 

 

 

[‘you are not fair’.] 

 

 

 

 

[Are you going to give me a chance to 

explain?] 

T5.4M 

“If you show reaction, even little, she going to be upset, and I 

kick you out.” p.151 

“如果你们有反应 , 哪怕一丁点 , 她要伤心 , 我踢你们出

去。” p.132 

 

“He’s a bastard too.” she flicks her cigarette ash. “So, Why you 

come here, boys?” p.154 

“他也是王八蛋。” 她弹了弹烟灰,“成。你们为什么来这里, 

小家伙们？” p.135 

 

 

[...she will be upset…] 

 

 

 

 

[why do you come here, boys?] 

T5.4A 

‘Ehm, canna keep his tongue out of the wee hole in his tooth.’ 

p.130 

“喔, 有的人总是忍不住用舌头舔牙齿上的小洞。” p.166 

 

‘you’re telling me my moral duty? You? Of all people? 

‘Meaning what?’ p.119 

“你居然来告诉我我的道义责任？ 在所有的人当中居然是

你？” 

“你这话什么意思？” p.154 

 

[someone can never resist licking the 

tiny hole in his tooth with his tongue.’] 

 

 

 

[what do you mean by saying this?] 

 

The above examples show that informal mood tends to be translated in a formal register.  

 

5.2.3b Absence of sentence-final particles 

Similarly, my investigation reveals a noticeable absence of sentence-final particles, 

which is a prominent feature in Chinese informal registers (Li & Thompson, p.317). 

The lack of such a feature obstructs the conversation flow, making it much harder for 

the reader to construct a mental picture of the scene being depicted. The following 

examples (one from each novel) show comparisons between TT selections (in italics) 
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and versions with sentence final particles added, followed by brief stylistic 

commentaries.  

Example from L: 

ST: 

‘You and your blood, Jack Merridew! You and your hunting! We might have gone home---’ 

Ralph pushed Piggy on one side. 

‘I was chief; and you were going to do what I said. You talk. But you can’t even build huts -- -then you 

go off hunting and let out the fire ---’ 

He turned away, silent for a moment. Then his voice came again on a peak of feeling. 

‘There was a ship---’pp.74-75  

TT: 

“你们！你们的鲜血！杰克梅瑞狄！你们！你们的打猎！咱们本来可能已经回家了---” 

拉尔夫把猪崽子朝旁一推。 

“我是头头； 你们要照我说的去做。 你们光会说。 但是你们连茅屋都搭不起来---然后你们就跑
开去打猎, 让火熄灭了---” 

他转过脸去, 沉默了一下。 然后随着感情的极大冲动, 他的声音又高起来。 

“有过一条船 ---” pp.075 

 

Compare: suggested version with sentence-final particles: 

 
“你！你的猪血啊！你们！你们打猎吧！我们本来早就可以回家了—” 

拉尔夫把猪崽子一把推开。 

“我是头头吗, 你们说要照我说的做吗。你们说啊, 连茅屋都没搭起来, 就跑去打猎了, 火就这么灭

了...” 

他转过身,一时无语。再开口时又是一阵激动, 

“一条船刚开过了啊...” 

 

Commentary:  

The absence of mood particles in the translation reduces the intensity of Ralph’s shock and fury 

at the missed chance of being rescued by a passing ship. In particular, the literal translation of 

‘there was a ship’ （有过一条船）does not deliver the expressive meaning of the sentence. 

The insertions of mood particles would help bring out the expressive meaning of the dialogue.   

 

Example from G: 

ST: 

After my Pilates class last night, I asked Tara if she wanted to go to the cinema with me one night next 

week, then if she’d cover for me. 

‘If he calls, can you just say I’m with you, that I’m in the loo and I’ll ring him straight back? Then you 

call me, and I call him, and it’s all cool.’ p.72 

TT: 

昨晚普拉提课结束以后, 我问塔拉是否愿意下周某天晚上陪我一起去看电影, 是否愿意为我打掩

护。 

“如果他打电话来, 你能不能就说我跟你在一起, 但我刚去洗手间, 稍后我会给他回电话？ 之后你
打个电话通知我, 我再给他回电话,一切就妥了”。p.052 

 

Compare: suggested version with sentence-final particles: 

“如果他打电话来呢, 就说我跟你在一起, 刚去洗手间了, 稍后再回电话。之后打个电话通知我

哈...” 

 

Commentary:   
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The translation of Megan’s words to Tara is very formal. It gives no impression of an everyday 

conversation because it does not contain any informal features a Chinese casual speech would 

normally have, such as ellipsis of pronouns or tagging of particles.  

 

Example from K: 

ST: 

‘Dill, you ain’t telling me right -- your folks couldn’t do without you. They must be just mean to you. Tell 

you what to do about that --’ 

Dill’s voice went on steadily in the darkness: ‘The thing is, what I’m tryin’ to say is -- they do get on a 

lot better without me, I can’t help them any. They ain’t mean. They buy me everything I want, but it's 

now-you’ve-got-it-go-play-with-it. You’ve got a roomful of things. I got-you-that-book-so-go-read-it’. 

p.158 

TT: 

“迪尔, 你说得不对---你家里的人没有你是不行的。 他们肯定只是对你比较小气。 我来告诉你怎
么对付...” 

黑暗种传来迪尔平缓的声音：“其实, 我想说的是 --- 他们没有我会过得更好。 我帮不上什么忙。 

他们一点儿也不小气。 我想要什么, 他们就给我买什么, 可结果就是---你现在有了,自己拿去玩吧。 

你拥有满满一屋子的东西。我给你买了这本书, 你拿去读吧, 仅此而已。” p.224 

 

Compare: suggested version with sentence-final particles: 

 
“迪尔, 你说得不对啊---你家里人没你是不行的。 他们肯定只是对你比较小气吧。 我来告诉你怎

么对付...” 

黑暗种传来迪尔平缓的声音：“其实, 我想说的是 --- 他们没有我会过得更好吧。 我帮不上什么

忙嘛。 他们一点儿也不小气的。 我想要什么, 就给我什么, 可结果就是----你现在有了吗,自己去

玩吧...满满一屋子的东西。给你买了这本书了, 去读吧, 仅此而已”。 

 

Commentary:  

This dialogue is between two children. The absence of particles (and with other formal features) 

set the tone of speech unnecessarily sober.  

 

Example from M: 

ST: 

“Sorry about what happened in there,” Timur says.  

“Maybe I punish you.” 

“Easy, pussycat.” 

Amra turns her gaze to Idris. “So. He's a cowboy. And you, you are the quiet, sensitive one. You are —

— what do they call it? ---- introvert.” 

“He’s a doctor,” Timur says. P.154 

 

TT: 

“刚才再里面的事我很抱歉。” 铁木尔说。 

“也许我惩罚你。” 

“悠着点, 小乖乖。” 

阿姆拉把目光转向伊德里斯。 “成。他是牛仔。 你、你很安静,懂事。 你是个...怎么说来着...内
向的人。” 

“他是个医生。” 铁木尔说。p.135 

 

Compare: suggested version with sentence-final particles: 

 
“刚才在里面的事, 不好意思啊。” 铁木尔说。 

“也许该罚你呗。” 

“悠着点嘛, 小乖乖。” 

阿姆拉把目光转向伊德里斯。 “成。他是牛仔。 你、你很安静,懂事呢。 你是个...怎么说来着...

内向的人嘛。” 
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“他是个医生哦。” 铁木尔说。 

 

Commentary:  

This dialogue depicts friends joking and chatting to each other. The absence of modal particles 

makes it difficult for the reader to grasp what is going on. The added particles help to bring out 

the humour and fun conveyed by their exchange of words. 

 

Example from A: 

ST: 

‘You don’t want to talk about this scare you’ve had?’ 

‘Absolutely not.’ 

Vernon glanced at his watch...He said, ‘Well look, it’s quite a thing you’re asking me. It needs some 

thought.’ 

Clive nodded… 

‘Quite so. Thanks for coming.’ pp.49-50 

TT: 

“你不想谈谈你受的那点小惊吓吧？” 

“绝对不想。” 

弗农瞥了一眼手表...说：“喏, 你瞧, 你要我做的事可是非同小可, 这可得考虑考虑。” 

克利夫点了点头... 

“当然。 多谢你特意过来。”p.64 

 

Compare: suggested version with sentence-final particles: 
 

“你不想谈谈你受的那点小惊吓吧？” 

“绝对不想。” 

弗农瞥了一眼手表...说：“喏, 你瞧, 你要我做的事可是非同小可啊, 这可得考虑考虑吧。” 

克利夫点了点头... 

“当然了。 多谢你特意过来哦。” 

 

Commentary:  

In the dialogue, Vernon is hesitant about Clive’s unusual request for an act of killing. The added 

particles help to bring out the subtlety of his diplomatic response.  

  

The above examples demonstrate that the addition of sentence ending particles is 

effective in enhancing the stylistic effects of a dialogue. In Tao (2011), sentence ending 

particles are listed as part of the core vocabulary for spoken Mandarin Chinese. The 

communicative function of particles in speech is also analysed in Li and Thompson 

(1981, p.238). The overwhelming absence of them in the translation no doubt 

contributes a great deal to the deletion of the informal register.  
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5.2.3c Modal explicitness: deletion of informality in orders and requests 
 

In this part I investigate the issue of formality in terms of modal explicitness in the 

translation of orders and requests. As mentioned, English typically employs modal 

explication, whereas Chinese prefers implicit manifestations of modal meaning, 

particularly in an informal register. Since modality in orders and requests are most 

straightforward in their indication of formality (Li, 2007, p.131), it is interesting to 

investigate how they are translated in data.  

 

First, a good starting point is to investigate the translation of the word ‘please’. Li (2007, 

p.132) classified it as a ‘politeness marker’. My investigation finds that translation of 

the word ‘please’ is predominantly explicit. Examples (three from each novel) are given 

below.  

L1 

ST: 

Ralph shrieked with laughter. He jumped up.  

‘Piggy! Piggy!’ 

‘Ralph --- please!’ p.6 

TT: 

拉尔夫尖声大笑, 跳了起来。 

“猪崽子！猪崽子哟！” 

“拉尔夫--- 请别叫！” p.006 

 

L2 

ST: 

‘But, Merridew. Please, Merridew...can’t we?’ p16 

TT: 

“可是, 梅瑞狄。请问, 梅瑞狄...我们可不可以...” p.017 

 

L3 

ST: 

Simon ran after him, then Maurice. Piggy shouted. 

‘Ralph! Please -- Ralph!’ p.70 

TT: 

西蒙紧跟在拉尔夫身后,再后面是莫里斯。 猪崽子叫嚷道： 

“拉尔夫！请等等 --- 拉尔夫！” p.071 

 

G1 

ST: 

‘No. Please don’t. It wasn’t like that. I wanted to help you,’ p.321 

TT: 

“不, 请别乱猜。 事情不是这样。 我确实想帮你。“ p.274 

G2 

ST: 
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‘Scott, please don’t. Please. You are hurting me. Please.’ He is dragging me now, towards the door. 

p.321 

TT: 

“斯科特, 求你别动手, 求你了。 你会弄疼我的, 求你了。” 他拖着我向前门走去。 p.274 

 

G3 

ST: 

‘I found the phone, Tom,’ she says, her voice so small she’s almost inaudible. ‘So please, don’t. Don’t 

lie. Just don’t lie to me.’p.378 

TT: 

“我发现那个手机了, 汤姆。” 安娜的声音如此之轻, 几不可闻,“所以拜托你了, 请别撒谎, 千万不

要对我撒谎。” p.326 

 

M1 

ST: 

Maybe tomorrow, Pari.  

Just for a while, baba. Please get up.  

Not now. Another time.  p.32 

TT: 

也许明天吧, 帕丽。  

就一会儿嘛, 巴巴。 求你了, 快起来嘛。 

现在不行。 下次吧。 p.28 

 

M2 

ST: 

Parwana raises her face to the darkened sky. 

“Be happy, Parwana, please be happy. Do it for me.” p.78 

TT: 

帕尔瓦娜仰起脸,望着黑下来的天。 

“高兴起来, 帕尔瓦娜。求你高兴起来。为了我。” p.70 

 

M3 

ST: 

Timur smirks. “Remember, cousin, what happens in Kabul…” 

“Please don’t finish that sentence.” p.180 

TT: 

铁木尔得意地笑了。“记住了, 老兄, 有一天, 在喀布尔...” 

“拜托不要再往下说了。” p.159  

 

K1 

ST: 

‘Go away!’… 

‘Scot,’ he said, ‘do you still hate me？’ 

‘Go on, please, sir.’ p.94 

TT: 

“走开！” 

“斯库特,” 他说, “你还恨我吗？” 

“请继续往下说吧, 先生。” p.134 

 

K2 

ST: 

‘Jem, please ---’ 

‘Scout, I’m telling you for the last time, shut your trap or go home -- I declare to the Lord you’re gettin’ 

more like a girl every day!’ p.57 

TT: 

“杰姆, 求求你了... “ 

“斯库特, 我再说最后一次, 要么闭上嘴, 要么回家去——我敢对天发誓, 你一天比一天像个女孩

了！” p.81 
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K3 

ST: 

Uncle Jack, please promise me sometin’, please sir. Promise you won’t tell Atticus about this..., an’ I’d 

rather him think we were fightin’ about sometin’ else instead. Please promise…’ pp.94-95 

TT: 

杰克叔叔, 答应我一件事情, 求你了, 先生, 不要把这一切告诉阿迪克斯。...我宁愿让他以为我们

打架是另有原因。 求你了...” pp.134-135 

 

A1 

ST: 

‘Brilliant!’ Vernon exclaimed. ‘...Friday please. Page three. Now move on…’ p.37 

TT: 

“太棒了！” 弗农大叫, “星期五, 拜托, 第三版！好了, 现在继续...” p.48 

 

A2 

ST: 

‘Oi! Rosy! This way! Looking sad now please, Mrs Garmony.’ p.97 

TT: 

“哦呀！ 罗茜！ 看这边！ 现在请显得悲伤点儿, 加莫尼太太。” p.124 

 

A3 

ST: 

‘And here too please, if you wouldn’t mind.’p.168 

TT: 

“请在这儿也签一个, 要是您不介意的话。” p.127 

 

 

These examples show translation of the word ‘please’ is highly standardized across all 

data. Predominantly it is literally transferred as [qing请], which clearly signals formal 

politeness by Chinese norms. Alternatively, it is rendered as [qiu ni le 求你了] or 

[baituo 拜托], both of which are less formal than qing but nevertheless still highly 

explicit. They also convey a false sense of exaggeration. All these three options tend to 

mark the degree of formality much higher than intended in the original fiction.  

 

Apart from the translation of ‘please’, my translation investigation also reveals a 

striking absence of evasive, generalised moods in the translation of orders/requests. Li 

(2007, p.129) shows how a Chinese imperative mood can be expressed by either 

explicit or implicit types. My investigation shows mood is explicitly transferred and 

consequently raises the degree of politeness significantly higher than intended. One 

example from each novel is analysed in the following table: 
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Table5. 5 Modal explicitness 

Table 5.5L 

ST-TT Stylistic analysis Alternative solutions by 

modal implicitness  

‘Why can’t we stay here for a bit?’... 

‘Let’s have a fort --’... 

‘We can roll rocks --’ 

‘I say we’ll go on!’ shouted Ralph furiously. 

‘We’ve got to make certain. We’ll go now.’ 

p.118 

 

“为什么我们不可以在这地方再待一会

儿？” ... 

“让我们做个堡垒——” 

“我们可以滚石头——” 

“我说咱们继续前进吧！” 拉尔夫狂怒地叫

喊道 , “我们一定要搞清楚。  现在就

走。”pp.120-121 

The explicit 

translation of mood 

operators obscures 

the intention of 

persuasive argument. 

The playfulness of 

the conversation is 

also downgraded.  

evasive subjects, adding 

mood particles 

 

为啥不在这儿多待一会儿

嘛。 

（...）来玩打碉堡 

（...）滚石头 

 

都给我向前走！ 

 

 得把事情搞清楚。 

 

 
Table 5.5G 

ST-TT Stylistic analysis Alternative solutions 

by modal implicitness  

She let me cry for a while and then she says in 

a clear, determined voice, ‘Anna, I think we 

should go. I think you should pack some 

things, for you and Evie, and then we should 

go. You can come to my place for now. 

Until...until we sort all this out.’ p.359 

 

她任我哭了一会儿, 接着斩钉截铁、口齿清

晰地说：“安娜,我想我们该走了。 你还是

把你和伊薇的行李收拾妥当吧。 我们该动

身了。你可以先到我家住住, 直到...直到我

们把事情理清。” p.309 

In this dialogue, Rachel is 

aware that both she and 

Anna are in imminent 

danger. She is persuading 

Anna to leave. The 

explicit translation of 

mood obscures the sense 

of urgency conveyed in 

the ST.  

deletion of 

subjects/finite 

operator 

 

安娜, 我们该走了。

该收拾行李了，你和

伊薇的。 该动身

了。先到我家住住, 

 
Table 5.5K 

ST-TT Stylistic analysis Alternative solutions by 

modal implicitness  

He said softly, ‘Scout, can you take that 

thing off? 

‘I think so…’ 

‘You reckon we oughta sing, Jem?’ 

‘No, Be real quiet again, Scout.’ p.288 

 

他轻声问道：“斯库特, 你能把这玩意儿

脱下来吗？” 

“我觉得应该能...” 

“杰姆, 你看我们是不是唱个歌？” 

“不要。  斯库特 , 尽量别发出一点儿声

音。” p.410 

All moods in the 

exchange are explicitly 

expressed in 

translation. This 

deletes ST’s informal 

tone, turning their 

exchange into 

something both formal 

and detached.  

using informal, generalized 

modal expressions to 

convey implicit mood, 

delete explicit vocatives to 

enhance informality. 

 

把这玩意儿脱下来行吗？ 

 

行啊。 

 

我们唱个歌好不？ 
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Table 5.5M 

ST-TT Stylistic analysis Alternative solutions by 

modal implicitness  

“Will you allow me to help you? Build 

the guest house, I mean.” 

Father shifted on the rock where he was 

seated. “I suppose you could help mix 

mortar,” he said.  

pp.33-34 

 

“你同意我给你打下手吗？ 我是说盖

客房。” 

父亲坐在石头上换了个姿势。 “我看

你可以帮忙和和泥。” 他说。p.30 

The exchange is between 

a nine-year-old country 

boy and his father. The 

explicit transfer of ‘will 

you’ and ‘I suppose’ 

makes it sound oddly 

over-polite for a casual 

request of a boy offering 

to help his dad mixing 

mortar. 

ellipsis of subject, 

application of mood 

particle 

 

我给你打下手好不好？ 

(use of generalized modal 

adjunct) 

 

要不你帮忙和泥吧。 

 

 

Table 5.5A 

ST-TT Stylistic analysis Alternative solutions 

by modal 

implicitness  

I’m asking you, as my oldest friend, 

to help me if it ever got to the point 

where you could see that it was the 

right thing...I’d want you to get me 

there on a plane. p.49 

 

我想请求你, 我相交最久的朋友, 如

果真到了你觉得该走那一步的时

候, 你能帮我做个了断。我求你能

把我弄上飞机, 运到那里...pp.63-64  

While the ST adopts an informal tone to 

play down the seriousness of the request, 

the translation has turned it to a formal 

request. This increases the solemnity of 

the situation, but fails to convey the 

subtlety of the situation: Clive hopes to 

use the informal tone to evoke 

friendliness, so that his friend is not 

overwhelmed by his outlandish request,  

evasive subjects, use 

of informal 

expressions to 

convey mood 

 

就是想问你... 

 

你看着办。 

 

就麻烦你... 

 

The translation of politeness has been explored in some research (e.g., Wang, 2017, 

p.151). An understanding of cultural norms is much emphasized. My investigation, 

however, shows that Chinese translators tend to violate the TT cultural norms of 

implicit politeness. The explicitation of ST modality reinforces a sense of formality. 

 

To summarize, in this section I have analysed the degree of formality in the 

representation of modality in my translation data. It has been demonstrated that there 

is a converging pattern of deleting an informal mood and raising the level of formality 

across all data. Related evidence can be found in terms of the formal translation of 

mood, underuse of mood particles, as well as modal explicitness in expressing orders 
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and requests in dialogues. These features clearly indicate that the Confucian formal 

register still exerts considerable influence on Chinese translators’ translation style.  

 

5.2.4 Analysis of transitivity 

Finally, in this session, I investigate how the informal register is represented in the 

system of transitivity in my translation data. In 5.1.4 I have highlighted two features of 

informal representations of transitivity: a) verb stacking; b) delimitative aspect markers. 

My research outcome in this aspect is discussed as follows.  

5.2.4a Absence of ‘verb stacking’. 

First, my investigation shows that there is a striking absence of ‘verb stacking’ in 

translated texts. This is a strong indication of the absence of the informal register. Three 

examples taken from each novel are provided below to support this observation: 

Table5.6 Absence of verb stacking 

Table 5.6L 

ST-TT Gloss translation  suggested translation 

by verb stacking 

Piggy leaned dangerously. p.11 

 

身子倾斜着 p.011 

His body was in a tilting 

position. 

探探身子 

...he bored into the coarse grass with one toe. 

p.33 

 

他用一只脚指头往下钻弄着粗壮的野草 

p.035 

He moved one toe to drill into 

the coarse grass. 

抠抠草地 

You rub two sticks...p.39 

 

你把两根树枝互相摩擦 p.041 

You cause friction between 

two sticks. 

来回搓搓 

 
Table 5.6G 

ST-TT Gloss translation  suggested translation by 

verb stacking 

I long for my days at the gallery, prettied up, 

hair done, talking to adults about art or 

films...p.38 

 

我向往曾在画廊度过的时光---精心化妆,打

理发型,跟成年人聊聊艺术电影...pp.021-2 

I yearned for indulgent 

cosmetic makeup, 

managing hairstyles, 

chatting about art or films 

with adults... 

念念不忘 

 

化化妆, 打理打理头发 
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I tell him about the panic attacks, the insomnia, 

the fact that I lie awake at night too frightened 

to fall asleep. p.43 

 

我告诉他如何惊恐发作、如何失眠、晚上

如何毫无睡意地躺在床上 ,害怕得无法入

睡。 p.026 

I tell him how I suffer from 

panic attacks, how I suffer 

from insomnia, how I lie in 

bed without an ounce of 

sleepiness, too frightened to 

get to sleep.  

我告诉他,我会心慌慌,

睡不着觉,眼睁睁躺在

床上,怕得不敢合眼。 

He flashes me his wide, Tom Cruise smile… 

p.38 

 

他对我展颜露出他那“汤姆克鲁斯”式的招

牌笑容...p.022 

He turned his face at me to 

reveal his Tom Cruise 

smile. 

他朝我亮了亮... 

 
Table 5.6K 

ST-TT Gloss translation  suggested translation 

by verb stacking 

‘Can’t anybody take a bath in this house 

without the whole family lookin?’ p.130 

 

“在这个家里洗澡全家人都要来围观吗？” 

p.183 

In this house even bathing 

requires the whole family to 

attend and inspect? 

连洗洗澡全家人都

要跑过来看看？ 

She went over my patent-leather shoes with a 

cold biscuit until she saw her face in them. 

p.130 

 

她用一块冷油饼反反复复擦我的漆皮鞋, 直

到能照见自己的脸才罢休。p.183 

She used a cold biscuit to 

repeatedly scrub my...shoes 

until (they) were able to 

mirror her face, only then she 

suspended her effort. 

把我的鞋擦了又擦,

鞋子亮亮的,连她的

脸都照的出来。 

When they saw Jem and me with Calpurnia, the 

men stepped back and took off their hats; the 

women crossed their arms at their waists, 

weekday gestures of respectful attention. p.131 

 

看到我和杰姆跟着卡波妮走了进来, 男人们

立刻后退一步,摘下帽子, 女人们则双臂交叉, 

放在腰上 , 这时他们平日里表示恭敬的姿

势。p.184 

...the men immediately 

retreated one step and took 

off their hats; the women 

crossed their arms and 

placed them on their waists; 

this is their ordinary gestures 

of showing respect. 

男人们立刻往后退

了退 , 把帽子摘下

了； 女人们两臂垂

垂,恭恭敬敬地交叠

在腰际... 

 
Table 5.6M 

ST-TT Gloss translation  suggested 

translation by verb 

stacking 

Though her disease forced her into early 

retirement the year before, she is still fully 

capable of going to the market on her own, of 

taking a daily walk. p.265 

 

虽然因为疾病, 不得不在 

去年办理了提前退休,她却完全能自己去市

场采购,也能坚持每天散步。p.239 

...going to the market on 

her own to purchase 

goods, and insisting on 

walking daily. 

去市场买买东西, 

每天出去走走,散

散步。 

She writes musical scores for television shows 

now, commercials, and is hoping to write for 

film one day soon. p.265 

 

She is now writing 

accompanying music for 

TV programs; and hopes 

soon (she) can compose 

给电视节目配配

乐,巴望以后能给

电影谱谱曲子,  
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她现在给电视节目配乐, 希望很快能有一天

为电影作曲。p.239 

music for film. 

“Poor Alain. He hardly has room to stretch his 

legs.” p.266 

 

可怜的阿兰,他自己都没地方伸脚。p.239 

He has hardly any room to 

extend his legs. 

他自己连伸伸脚

的地方都没有。 

 
Table 5.6A 

ST-TT Gloss translation  suggested 

translation by verb 

stacking 

‘I could keep you in touch. I could let you know 

what they’re saying. I could find out where 

your real support is.’ p.107 

 

“我可以跟您保持联系。 我可以让您知道他

们都说了些什么。我能搞清楚真正支持您的

都是谁” 。p.137 

I can maintain contact with 

you. I can let you know 

what they are talking about. I 

can investigate who are the 

ones that truly support you.  

我可以给你透透

口信... 

 

搞搞清楚挺你的

人是哪个 

But I’d have to look uninvolved, neutral.  

 

“不过, 我得表面上看来跟您毫无牵连, 完全

中立” 。p.137 

But from appearance I must 

impress as having no relation 

with you at all, totally 

neutral. 

不过表面上我得

装装样子 ,和你没

勾搭 

‘If it’s alright with you, I think I should hang 

back, not show my hand at this stage.’ p.110 

 

“如果你没问题的话, 我想在这个阶段我应该

韬晦一点, 暂不公开我的真正意图” 。p.142 

If you don’t have any 

objection, I wonder if I 

should retreat myself at this 

stage, temporarily I would 

not expose my true 

intention.   

你不会介意吧, 现

在我还是躲躲 ,先

不 出 手 管 管 这

事。 

 

The above examples clearly show the option of verb stacking is consistently overlooked 

even when the ST’s representation of transitivity is in the informal category. The shift 

in register between ST and TT is noticeably significant. As Li and Thompson (1981, 

p.29) point out, verb reduplication is a prominent feature in Chinese word structure. 

The lack of reduplicated verbal expressions has seriously impaired vivacity of 

expressions in translation.  

 

5.2.4b Absence of delimitative tagging 

Furthermore, my investigation also finds that, in a similar way, the representation of 

transitivity in translation also features a noticeable absence of delimitative tagging, a 

typically informal usage in Chinese (Li & Thompson, 1981, p.232). Three examples 
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from each novel are given below. Alternative informal expressions (delimitative 

markers in italic bold) are given on the right column. 

Table5.7 Absence of delimitative tagging 

Table 5.7 L 

ST-TT Gloss translation  Informal alternatives 

…darkness dropped on the island. p.61 

 

黑夜君临岛上 p.061 

darkness descended... 一下子就掉落 

We crept up. p.73 

 

我们匍匐向上 p.073 

We grovelled and mounted 一点点蹭了上去 

‘Belly flop! Belly flop!” p.68 

 

腹部击水！腹部击水！p.069 

abdomen hits the water 来个肚皮跳 

 
Table 5.7G 

ST-TT Gloss translation  Informal alternatives 

I could contact Scott again. But I need to give 

him a reason to talk to me...p.135 

 

我可以再联系斯科特,但必须给他一个理睬

我的理由。p.109 

I could make contact 

with Scott again, but I 

must offer him a reason 

to pay attention to me. 

和斯科特再联系一下 , 

不过得找个借口,和他

搭上话。 

I told her that I hadn’t had a drink for three 

days, and she gave me a hug. p.136 

 

我告诉她说我已经三天没有碰酒了,她闻言

给了我一个拥抱。 p.109 

She heard my words and 

embraced me.  

她听了抱了我一下。 

So that’s what I’m going to do this morning. 

I’m going to go around to the police station to 

come clean. p,104 

 

这就是我今天早上要办的事：去警察局招

供实情。 p.081 

This is the errands I 

must do this morning: to 

go to the police station 

and make a confession 

of the truth.  

今早要把这事儿办了,

跑一趟警察局, 一 吐为

快。 

 
Table 5.7K 

ST-TT Gloss translation  Informal alternatives 

When Miss Caroline threatened it with a 

similar fate the first grade exploded again, 

becoming cold sober only when the shadow 

of Miss Blount fell over them. p.24 

 

卡罗琳小姐又用同样的命运威胁大家,结

果这群一年级小学生又爆发出一阵哄堂

大笑, p.32 

When Miss Caroline used the 

same fate to threaten them, 

the first grade burst into an 

uproar of laughter,  

卡罗琳小姐又用同

样的方法吓唬了大

家一下,结果全班都

炸了锅,笑成一团, 
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Calpurnia walked between Jem and me, 

responding to the greetings of her brightly 

clad neighbours. p.131 

 

卡波妮走在我和杰姆中间, 时不时回应那

些和她打招呼的衣着鲜艳的邻居。p.184 

...making responses to those 

brightly clad neighbours who 

gave her greetings 

那些 ...的邻居跟她

打招呼,她就应对一
下,   

Her weight was on one leg; she rested her 

left elbow in the curve of her hip, pointing 

at us with an upturned palm. p.131 

 

这女人单脚点地, 斜立在我们面前, 左胳

膊肘支在后腰上, 手掌向上翻起,指向我

们。p.185 

The woman stood on one leg 

and tilted her body towards 

us, her left elbow resting on 

her hip; her palm was 

turned upwards and she 

was pointing at us.  

这女人站得歪歪扭

扭的,左手搭在腰上,

右手翻了一 翻, 朝我

们指了一下。 

 
Table 5.7M 

ST-TT Gloss translation  Informal alternatives 

Albert is thinking of suggesting it as a new 

menu entry to the owners of the restaurant 

where he is the sous-chef. p.265 

 

阿尔贝在餐馆里做副厨, 正在考虑向老板

提建议 , 把他这道栗子汤加进菜单。 

p.239 

Albert works as a sous-

chef...he is considering 

raising a suggestion to his 

boss that this chestnut soup 

can be added unto the menu. 

想怎么给老板提个
建议  

“Not this morning, Isabelle. Actually, I need 

to ask you to leave.” p.266 

 

“今天早晨不行, 伊莎贝尔, 真的, 我得请你

走了” 。p.240 

...indeed, I have to request 

you to leave. 

说实在的,你离开一
下好不好。 

Pari had searched the web for his name and 

found that he was a plastic surgeon…p.267 

 

帕丽在网上搜索他的名字, 发现他是个整

形外科医生...p.241 

Pari carried out some 

search on the web for his 

name... 

在网上搜了一下他

的名字 

 
Table 5.7A 

ST-TT Gloss translation  Informal 

alternatives 

Clearly, it was time he started listening to his 

junior staff, time he brought them on. p106  

 

显然, 是时候该听听他手下年轻一辈职员

的意见,是时候该培养提携他们了。p.137 

...time he should nurture 

them and promote them. 

拉他们一把 

Frank gazed at each one at length, without 

comment, simply shaking his head. p107 

 

弗兰克仔仔细细地查看了每一张照片没

发表任何评论,只是摇头。 p.138 

Frank inspected each photo 

carefully 

把每张照片都仔仔

细细看了一遍, 

Through his rendezvous behind the jukebox, 

he learned when and why the opposition was 

beginning to divide and when to press home 

Through several encounters 

behind the jukebox, he gained 

knowledge of when and why 

他们约好在那个唱

机后碰了几次头 ,
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his points pp.107-108 

 

通过自动唱机后头的几次会面, 他知道了

反对派何时又是为了什么开始分化的,以

及该选择什么时机将他的主张贯彻到

底。p.139 

the opposition party began to 

segregate, as well as when to 

take advantage to implement 

his policy.  

得到了不少情报 ,

对手什么时候闹不

和了...这样就知道

应该什么时候出

手 ,给自己的主张

加一把 力。 

 

The above examples reveal the consistent pattern of presenting transitivity in a formal 

register. The absence of delimitative tagging is particularly noticeable. This feature 

raises the degree of formality much higher than originally intended.  

 

To summarize, the examination of translation in the system of transitivity confirms the 

same pattern of a register shift from informal to formal. Linguistic features commonly 

found in an informal context are consistently replaced by formal alternatives. This 

further confirms my view that Chinese translators prefer a formal register in translation 

choices. I believe this is a clear demonstration of the Confucian ideological influence, 

where the formal register is the officialised form of literary practice. An extensive 

argument for this conclusion can be found in 7.2.2b. 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I have focused on investigating the impact of the Confucian formal 

register on translation style. My research has found sufficient evidence to show a 

consistent pattern of downplaying informality in translation. This can be 

demonstrated by: 

● deletion of ST informal/oral features in lexical expressions and the 

presentation of theme, mood, and transitivity; 

● absence of typical TT informal features in terms of clausal structures, modal 

alternatives, and verbal variations in translated texts. 

 

The predominant preference for the accentuation of formality clearly demonstrates 

Confucian ideological influence, which considers the formal register as most 

appropriate for literary practice.  
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Chapter 6 Confucianism and ya, the Style of Elegance 

 

In this chapter I move on to investigate the last aspect of the impact of Confucianism 

on translation style. The focus is on the influence of ya, the Confucian aesthetic style 

as reflected by Chinese translators’ translation tendencies. Like the previous chapter, 

my discussions begin with an outline of how the ya style can be investigated in terms 

of lexical choice, theme, modality and transitivity. Next, my data collections are 

examined accordingly, and detailed findings are presented. Related implications are 

discussed to evaluate the extent of influence of the ya style in Chinese fiction translating.  

 

6.1 Stylistic Investigations of ya 

In 2.2.4 it is mentioned that the Confucian ideological framework and its aesthetic 

perceptions are fully integrated, and their seamless harmony is encapsulated in ya 雅, 

the style of elegance, upheld as an exemplary literary style by the dominant Confucian 

literati. It has also been pointed out that ya represents the stylistic benchmark in Yan 

Fu’s tripartite ‘translation principles’, widely acknowledged to be most influential in 

Chinese translation theory. To fully investigate the impact of ya, it is necessary to 

extend my discussion further in this chapter.  

 

At the turn of the twentieth century, as part of the pressing social debate for China’s 

modernization, Confucianism became an easy target of criticism. Since the long-

established Confucian rule was implemented by the use of wenyan, the written 

Classical Chinese, well known writers such as Hu Shih 胡适 (1891-1962) and Chen 

Du Xiu 陈独秀  (1879-1942) led a revolt against wenyan and called for the 

establishment of baihua (the vernacular) as the new official language (see Chen, 1999, 
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p.72 for a detailed discussion of the New Culture Movement). Consequently, wenyan’s 

typical style of elegance (ya) became a source of much heated literary debates.  

 

In the translation field, some translators argued that Yan Fu’s ya precept for translation 

should be abandoned. Translators who shared this view (see Chen, 2015, Lu, 2015, 

Zhou, 2015) included Chen Xi Ying 陈西滢 (1896-1970), Lu Xun 鲁迅 (1881-1936) 

and Zhou Zuo Ren 周作人 (1885-1967); They were mostly influenced by Tyler's 

principles of translation which were introduced into China by Zheng Zhen Duo 郑振

铎 (1898-1958), a well down translator at the time. Based on Tyler's view that ‘the style 

and manner of writing should be of the same character as that of the original’ 

(Weissbort & Eysteinsson, 2006, p.188), Zheng argued that the ‘ya’ principle may be 

conflicting with ‘xin’ (faithfulness), which in his view was of foremost importance 

(Chen, 2011, p.191). However, scholars such as Lin Yu Tang 林语堂 (1895-1976) and 

Mao Dun 茅盾 (1896-1981) argued that aesthetic quality of a translation is important 

(Lin, 2015, Mao, 2015). Although they did not advocate Yan Fu’s ya (elegance) as the 

ultimate aesthetic criteria, they emphasized the aesthetic value of a translation.  

 

Even if the acknowledgement of ya as a stylistic criterion may be arguable, there is no 

denying of its unrivalled aesthetic claim in the past. What is not clear is how much 

relevance it still bears in today’s stylistic viewpoints. It is my argument that ya remains 

a significant translation tenet for Chinese translators nowadays, despite its seeming 

obsolescence. In the previous chapter, I have investigated the presence of the formal 

register which is part of the legacy of wenyan. Based on my investigations so far, it is 

only logical to expect that the ya style, which is a representative style of Confucian 

formality, plays an equally active part in today’s literary practice.  
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The ya style can be investigated in the same way as the formal/informal register (i.e., 

by linguistic analysis). In the following part, I move on to discuss details of how related 

translation analysis can be carried out within the perceived linguistic framework.   

 

6.1.1 Lexical choices 

First, there are many ways one can investigate stylistic features of lexical choices 

connected with the ya style. But due to limited space, my research will only focus on 

investigating the use of chengyu 成语 (traditional idioms) in fiction translation for the 

following reasons.  

 

To begin with, chengyu is a classical feature in Chinese lexical expressions. Its origin 

can be traced back to the four syllable meter poems in the Book of Songs, where ya 雅 

was the summary title of court hymns using a four-beat meter (i.e., a four-character 

line) to give ‘the sense of the ritual propriety’ (Fuller, 2017, p.23). The four-character 

line became an idiomatic form in literary Chinese known as chengyu (Hu, 1981, p.553). 

Chinese writers are adept at using chengyu or chengyu style expressions to induce 

rhetorical effects. When wenyan became disused, many chengyu remained to form part 

of the repertoire of written Mandarin (Yuan & Shen, 1985). According to the most 

stringent definition, there are about 5,000 chengyu in the Chinese modern language 

(though some dictionaries list over 20,000).  

 

Since chengyu has its origin in Chinese classical literature, it is generally associated 

with a literary written style. From the translation perspective, chengyu can be classified 

as CSI (Culture Specific Items, Franco-Aixelá, 1998). The meaning of chengyu is 

closely connected with the legend, story, or historical fact from which they were 
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derived. The four-character regimentation condenses a description, or a moral message 

related to a particular context (which, in many cases, are obscure nowadays even for 

native Chinese speakers). 

 

What it entails is that chengyu as a lexical choice in translation is very meaningful. 

Since chengyu is inherently a classical feature, its application is representative of the 

style of elegance reminiscent of the Confucian literary heritage. What is more, since 

they are culture-specific, one would expect their occurrences in translation to be rare, 

unless, of course, the translator intentionally adopts a ‘domesticated’ approach. 

Investigating the presence of chengyu, therefore, gives cues to Chinese translators’ 

stylistic preferences.   

 

6.1.2 Theme 

Following the same linguistic framework adopted in this research, I next turn to discuss 

translation in terms of the metafunction of Theme. As mentioned, a good indicator of 

the ya style is the presence of classical language usage in modern language texts. A 

functional linguistic description of classical Chinese has yet to be developed, but Sun’s 

(2012) analysis of distinct linguistic solutions in wenyan provides a basis for exploring 

classical thematic structures which are distinctly different from the vernacular Chinese. 

Detailed linguistic analysis of wenyan can be found in Wang (1979) and Yang (1963). 

The implication is that Chinese translators have an active choice between either 

adopting a ‘classical’ or a ‘vernacular’ grammatical solution in their handling of Theme. 

So the tendency to opt for a ‘classical’ rendering of the original text is rather telling. 

Investigations in this aspect can be carried out in the following three aspects.  
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6.1.2a Elements in theme position 

First, it is interesting to examine how translators deal with elements in Theme position. 

Halliday and Matthienthen carried out a comprehensive study of grammatical 

categories typically found in Theme position (2013, pp.107-110). For translation 

purposes, it is not necessary to go into technical details except to broadly define them 

as elements in Theme position. My investigations examine if translators would opt for 

typically classical linguistic solutions (as defined in Sun, 2012, Wang, 1979) to 

translate these elements.  

 

6.1.2b Conjunctive adjuncts/structures 

Secondly, since conjunction provides a crucial link in thematic progression in English 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013, p.109), it is meaningful to examine how conjunctive 

adjuncts/structures are handled in translation. I have already touched upon the issue of 

cohesive links in 5.2.2. As mentioned, Xia’s (2014) corpus research discovered a high 

frequency use of connectives in TCT. These connectives include the choice of classical 

expressions (Xia, 2014, pp.101-102). For example, the conjunctive word if is found to 

be rendered as tangruo 倘若, a literary expression typically found in classical texts 

(Wang, 1979, p.422). This implies a marked stylistic difference from the choice of 

ruguo 如果, a more common expression. It is interesting to investigate further whether 

fiction translators prefer wenyan styled conjunctive structures typically found in written, 

formal discourse. When these structures are applied to translate English conjunctive 

structures, it is a good indication that a ya style is being favoured.  

 

6.1.2c Translation of deictic/anaphoric reference of Theme 

Lastly, since thematic elements are often replaced by deictic/anaphoric references in 

the narrative of a text, it is necessary to investigate how translators deal with 
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deictic/anaphoric references to thematic elements. In this aspect, again, Chinese 

classical deictic/anaphoric expressions are found to offer stylistic variations. Sun (2012) 

provides a detailed study of classical deixis and anaphora which are still in active use 

in formal writing today. For example, zhi 之 , qi 其 , suo 所  are all typical 

deictic/anaphoric terms derived from classic texts; their applications usually signal ya, 

or at least an imitation of the ya style (Sun, 2012, p.101, p.122). So to observe 

translation of deictic theme gives cues to stylistic preferences.  

 

6.1.3 Modality 

Investigating the metafunction of modality is similar to that of theme. As discussed 

before, in English, modality is chiefly realized by means of mood operators and modal 

adjuncts. In the previous chapter I have analysed how the translation of mood involves 

a choice between formal and informal registers. My analysis of mood can be further 

extended here, by looking into how the classical style may offer an alternative and thus 

impact translation of these modal elements in a similar way. The investigation can be 

carried out in the following three aspects.  

 

6.1.3a Mood operators 

In 4.1.1c I have pointed out that since English modality is primarily grammaticized, 

there is a tendency of over-translating mood operators from English to Chinese. In this 

chapter attention is extended to investigate whether the formally translated mood 

operators feature a classical style. Just like the distinction between formal and informal 

register, the difference between a ‘classic’ and ‘vernacular’ rendering of mood 

operators is equally sharp and clear. For example:  
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Table6.1 Classic and vernacular rendering of mood operators 

Mood operators (in bold) Classic style option Vernacular style option 

I have chosen. 已然 早就 

I will go.  即将 就要 

I am a student. 乃为 是 

 

Table 6.1 shows that mood operators can be expressed by optional choices in 

translation. The semantic meaning expressed by the paired option is identical, the 

difference between the optional choices is purely stylistic. It is meaningful, therefore, 

to investigate related translation preferences.  

 

6.1.3b Modal adjuncts 

Furthermore, modal adjuncts can also be investigated in the same way. It is apparent 

that the Chinese language contains modal adjuncts which were derived from wenyan 

(Yang, 2016, chapter 8) and their usage signifies a classical literary style. The 

translator’s decision to opt for these expressions is a good indication of adopting a style 

of elegance. 

 

6.1.3c wenyan style mood sequence 

Finally, since wenyan contains a well-developed system of modality, it is also possible 

for translators to opt for a wenyan style mood sequence in addition to the use of classical 

mood operators and modal adjuncts.  For example, wenyan has its own distinct mood 

particles (e.g., yi 矣, yan 焉) and syntactic structures (e.g., the kewei 可谓 structure for 

mood). Detailed discussions of typical classical features can be found in Wang (1979, 

pp.222, 233, 238). To find these distinctly classical grammatical elements in translation 

would be unusual, but if indeed they are found, they are a clear indication of a style of 

elegance.  
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6.1.4 Transitivity 

Lastly, my related stylistic investigations may also discover interesting features in the 

system of transitivity. In the previous two chapters I have already analysed translation 

issues related to process types and transitive/ergative models. For my specific research 

purpose in this chapter, the key focus is on exploring a wenyan style representation of 

transitivity. Although no research has been identified to analyse transitivity of wenyan 

using a SFL approach, works of Chinese grammarians on wenyan grammar (e.g., Yang, 

1963, chapter 6) demonstrates that the classical literary language presents transitivity 

in ways clearly distinguishable from the vernacular form (Mandarin). I briefly discuss 

relevant issues in the following two parts.  

 

6.1.4a The relational process type 

First, from the perspective of process types, wenyan’s syntax is distinctly different from 

modern Chinese. One distinctive feature is that wenyan actualizes processes using xuci 

虚词 (functional signifiers), whereas in Mandarin (the modern vernacular), most of 

these functional signifiers are made redundant (Wang, 1979).  

 

Due to limited space, my research cannot afford to investigate all process types. I focus 

on the relational process only, because this process displays the most dynamic varieties 

by comparison. Halliday’s linguistics further divides the relational process type into 

three categories: intensive, possessive, and circumstantial (Halliday & Matthiessen, 

2013, chapter 5). A comparison between wenyan and the Mandarin vernacular 

representations of these three categories are illustrated by examples in the following 

table:  
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Table6.2 Comparative examples of wenyan and Mandarin relational process 

Relational categories examples wenyan  Mandarin  

Intensive  He is called John. 名为约翰。 他的名字叫约翰。 

Possessive It belongs to you. 归你所有。 这归你。 

Circumstantial I am here. 于此。 我在这。 

 

It follows that translator has an active choice to present a relational process in ways 

which are stylistically divergent. Translation decisions, as a result, are very meaningful.  

 

6.1.4b The transitive model 

Furthermore, from the perspective of transitive modes, the difference between wenyan 

and Mandarin is also very significant, because both actualize the active and passive 

voice in different ways. For example, an active voice in wenyan is typically delivered 

by the application of a target signifier yi 以 or yu于, whereas in Mandarin, functional 

signifiers are either not required or replaced by other options (Sun, pp.157-181). For 

instance:  

Table6.3 Comparison of wenyan and Mandarin representation of the active voice 

Examples wenyan version  

(functional signifiers in bold) 

Mandarin version 

He blames her.  归咎于此 怪到她头上 

Tell the difference.  加以区分 区分开来 

 

Similarly, passivity is expressed differently in wenyan. For example, a typical wenyan 

passive structure is ‘wei...suo 为...所’. And covert passive presentation (e.g., by the 

verb chengmeng 承蒙) is also distinctly different from the modern equivalent solutions 

(Sun, 2012, chapters 11, 12, 14, Yang, 2016, chapter 6).   
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These differences have implications for translation decisions. Detailed text analysis 

will be able to reveal if translators tend to opt for these classical linguistic solutions for 

the representation of transitivity.  

 

To summarize, in this section I have discussed how linguistic investigations can be 

carried out in order to explore the impact of ya, the style of elegance, in fiction 

translating. These discussions pave way for my investigations into the data collection, 

which I shall proceed in the following section.   

 

6.2 Data Analysis 

 

6.2.1 Analysis of lexical choices 

As in the previous chapter, my investigation begins with the analysis of lexical choices. 

It has been mentioned that in this aspect the focus is on investigating the translation of 

chengyu in my selected data (6.1.1). My investigation finds an overwhelming presence 

of chengyu in the selected data. My discussion of related findings and analysis can be 

divided into the following three subsections.  

 

6.2.1a Multi-application of chengyu or chengyu style expressions 

First, my discovery is that in fiction translation there is a tendency to opt for chengyu 

as a choice of lexical expressions; and even when expressions are not rendered as 

chengyu in a strict sense, phrases in TT are often arranged in a chengyu style format. 

This is a consistent pattern across all data. Two examples from each novel are given 

below. To imitate the chengyu style, gloss translations of chengyu are presented in a 

literal four-sectioned format, ST-TT pairings are highlighted in bold and numbered:  
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From L 

L1 

ST: 

...he shouted an order¹and they halted², gasping³, sweating⁴, swaying⁵ in the fierce light. p.15 

TT: 

他一声令下¹, 队伍停住², 在赤热的阳光下他们个个气喘吁吁³, 汗如雨下⁴, 东摇西晃⁵ 。p.016 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[one-shout-command-ordered¹, marching-parade-pause-halt²,  

breathing-gasping-huff-puff³, sweat-like-rain-pouring⁴, 

this way-rocking-that way-swaying⁵] 

 

L2 

ST:  

Maurice flashed a smile¹, at Ralph who slid easily² into the water³. Of all the boys, he was the most at 

home⁴ here. p.68 

TT: 

莫里斯朝拉尔夫莞尔一笑¹, 后者正轻松自如²地跃入水中³。在所有的男孩之中, 拉尔夫游泳时最

如鱼得水⁴。p.069 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[gently-beautifully-a-smile¹, swiftly-easily-self-controlled²,  

leaping-into-water-centre³, like-fish-being in-water⁴] 

 

From G 

G1 

ST: 

...perhaps he’s away, gone to one of those hot countries he jets off to save lives¹. And she misses him², 

and she worries³, although she knows he has to go. p.31 

TT： 

也许杰森不在家,他已经搭乘航班奔赴某个炎热的国家救死扶伤¹；而杰丝满腔思念²又 

担心不已³, 尽管她知道他不得不动身。p.015 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[to rescue-the dead-to help-the injured¹, full of-wholehearted-concerns-longings²,   

troubled-heart-no-end³] 

 

G2 

ST: 

His strength, that protectiveness he radiates, it doesn’t mean she’s weak¹. She’s strong² in other ways; 

she makes intellectual leaps³ that leave him open-mouthed⁴ in admiration. She can cut to the nub of 

a problem⁵, dissect and analyse it in the time it takes other people to say good morning. p.31 

TT: 

他护着她,但并不意味着她稍逊一筹¹。她自有所长²： 她心有七窍³, 让他钦佩得目瞪口呆⁴。 别人

还在思考的功夫, 她就能对某个问题直击要害⁵。p.015 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[slightly-inferior-by-one-degree¹, its-own-worth-talents², 

soul-containing-seven-fold-insightfulness³, wide-eyed-open-mouthed⁴,  

direct-blow-hitting-the target⁵] 

 

From K 

K1 

ST: 

...but if you hafta go through one you say, ‘Angel-bright¹, life in death²; get off the road³, don’t suck 

my breath⁴.’ That keeps ‘em from wrapping around you --” p.41 
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TT: 

“...不过, 如果你必须穿过一个鬼魂的话, 你就赶快念： ‘光明天使¹, 生之于死² ；勿挡我路³, 勿吸

我气⁴’。这样它们就不会缠着你不放了。” p.57 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[bright-light-heavenly-angel¹; life-in-to-death²;  

no-obstructing-my-way³, no-sucking-my-breath⁴.] 

 

K2 

ST: 

...and a shrill-voiced woman called out: ‘He that cometh in vanity¹ departeth in darkness²!’ Miss 

Maudie answered: ‘A merry heart³ maketh a cheerful countenance⁴!’ p.175 

TT: 

一个尖声尖气的女人喊出一句：“虚虚而来¹, 暗暗而去²。”莫迪小姐从容应答：“心中喜乐³, 面带

笑容⁴！” p.250 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[vanity-vanity--that-comes¹, darkness-darkness-that-departs²; 

heart-within-happiness-joy³, face-wearing-smiley-countenance⁴] 

 

From M: 

M1 

ST: 

At first she took him for a lost dervish, a thin¹ man with threadbare rags for clothing², hollow eyes³ 

and sunken temples⁴, and it wasn’t until he came closer yet that she recognized her husband. p.15 

TT: 

只见他皮包骨头¹,衣不蔽体², 两眼空空³, 双颊凹陷⁴, 可是不等他走近, 她就认出了自己的丈夫。 

p.13 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[skin-wrapping-bones-knuckles¹; clothes-barely-covering-flesh²;  

two-eyes-hollow-hollow³; two-chins-sunken-deeply⁴] 

 

M2 

ST: 

...perhaps to his own surprise, little Pari’s tearful¹ anxiety² and homesickness³ disarmed him. p.117 

TT: 

...可能出乎他本人意料, 眼泪汪汪¹、忧心忡忡²、思乡切切³的小帕丽便融化了他的心... pp.102-

103 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[eyes-tears-swirling-swirling¹, worried-heart-anxious-anxious²;  

missing-home-desperately-desperately³] 

 

From A  

A1 

ST: 

‘Irrelevant¹,’ Clive said. 

‘Of course it’s relevant². Don’t talk crap³.’ p.73 

TT: 

“离题千里¹。” 克利夫道。  

“绝对切中肯綮²。 别胡说八道³了。”p.95 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[departing from-a topic-thousands of of-miles¹;  

striking-right at-the joints -the ligaments²; nonsense-talk-random-gossip³] 
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A2 

ST: 

He ignored¹ the woman’s voice... he floundered² and then he had it again³, that overlain quality⁴, so 

obvious⁵ when it was before him, so elusive⁶ the moment his attention relaxed. p.85 

TT: 

...他故意充耳不闻¹...他一度挣扎踉跄², 然后又再豁然开朗³。 那种若隐若现⁴的特质, 当出现在他

面前时是如此清晰明了⁵, 可是他的注意力一放松, 马上就变得不可捉摸⁶。p.111 

 

gloss translation of chengyu expressions: 

 

[(voice)ringing in-ears-without-hearing¹; struggle-struggle-flounder-flounder²;  

instantly-as if-clear-bright³; sometimes-invisible-sometimes-visible⁴,  

clear-detailed-bright-understandable⁵; not-able to-grasp-fathom⁶; ] 

 

It is obvious from the above examples that applications of chengyu are a consistent 

pattern. There has not been much research into the applications of chengyu in fiction 

translation but a comparative corpus research by Xiao and Dai (2010, p.13) does 

indicate that Chinese translators’ use of chengyu in the genre of mystery and detective 

stories is ‘statistically significant’ compared to non-translated corpora, though less 

noticeable in the translation of general fiction. This implies Chinese translators apply 

chengyu at least as frequently as they would have done in native language writing. My 

investigation supports the same observation. It is important to bear in mind that 

chengyu tends to carry ‘a formal tone and sometimes an archaic flavour’ (Xiao & Dai, 

2010, p.14). The multiple applications of chengyu or chengyu-styled word clusters 

strongly suggest a classical literary style. The adoption of such a style potentially alters 

the style of the original. For example, the short dialogue (A1) between two grumpy men 

is translated with numerous sophisticated chengyu expressions. This certainly has 

significantly altered the casual style of the original narrative.  

 

6.2.1b Expansion or addition of imagery 

An additional outcome of the wide application of chengyu is that the translated text 

contains expansion or addition of imagery not found in the ST. This observation 

overlaps with what has already been discussed in 4.2.2, where the impact of poetic 
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genre on translation is analysed. But whereas before I explore the accentuation of 

imagery from the angle of the influence of the poetic genre, here I analyse the 

phenomenon from the angle of idiomatic use. The above examples have shown that the 

application of chengyu involves rendering a ST lexical expression into a fixed idiomatic 

expression. Since the semantic content of chengyu is unchangeable, expansion or 

addition of imagery in the translated texts becomes inevitable. Most of the above 

examples can attest to such an observation, but to add to the quantitative evidence of 

my research, extra examples are displayed in the following table. 

Table6.4 Expansion/addition of imagery using chengyu 

ST-TT  Analysis   

Gloss translation of 

chengyu  

expansion/addition 

of imagery 

From L: 

‘It was dark. There was that --- that bloody dance…’ 

p.173 

‘那时天昏地暗。加上---那该死的狂舞...’ p.180 

 

 

sky-dark-earth-dim.  

 

 

 

sky, earth, dim 

From G: 

It is pure egotism, a selfishness to conquer all.  p.51 

随心所欲是百分百的利己主义,一种神挡杀神,佛

挡杀佛的自私。p.034 

 

God-forbidding-

fight-God, Buddha-

forbidding-kill-

Buddha 

 

God, fight, Buddha, 

kill, 

From M: 

He smiles at the memory of all the daredevil¹ 

adolescent² cabbies with whom he and Timur 

entrusted their lives in Kabul. p.181 

在喀布尔, 他和铁木尔曾把生命交托给那些视死

如归¹,乳臭未干²的出租车司机, 一想到这儿, 他不

禁露出了微笑。 p.160 

 

treating-death-like-

returning home; ¹ 

 

Milk-stinks-not yet-

dried up² 

 

¹death, returning 

home 

 

²milk, stinks, dried 

up 

 

From A: 

‘...You’re in your studio all day dreaming of 

symphonies. You’ve no idea what’s at stake¹.’ p.73 

你整天都待在你的工作室里梦想着你的交响乐, 

你根本就不知道眼下危如累卵的是什么。 p.95 

 

 

danger-like- 

stacking-eggs 

 

 

stacking eggs 

 

Table 6.4 shows the extent of semantic amplification or addition as a result of chengyu 

applications. In her research into patterns of idiomaticity in translated versus non-

translation text, Baker (2007) argued, based on normalization hypothesis, that 

translators are likely to opt for typical patterns of the target language. My investigation 
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can attest that idiomaticity contributes towards a converging translation style typical of 

target language norm. 

 

6.2.1c Culture specific elements 

The last comment to be made concerns the culture-specific elements contained in 

chengyu. As mentioned, chengyu are CSIs (6.1.1). When used in translation, these fixed 

cultural connotations are intrusive. Their presence is particularly noticeable in a 

translated text. Two examples from each novel are given below:  

From L 

L1 

ST: 

A little apart from the rest sunk in deep maternal bliss, lay the largest sow of the lot. She was black and 

pink; and the largest bladder of her belly was fringed with a row of piglets that slept or burrowed and 

squeaked. p.147 

TT: 

在猪群稍微隔开的地方,躺着猪群中最大的一头老母猪,眼下它沉浸在深厚的天伦之乐中。 这是

一头黑里带粉红的野猪, 大气泡似的肚子上挤着一排猪仔：有的在睡觉,有的在往里挤, 有的在吱

吱地叫。p.153 

 

L2 

ST: 

He glanced at Ralph, who blurted out the last confession of incompetence. “Has anyone got any 

matches?” p.39 

TT: 

他瞥了一下拉尔夫, 拉尔夫却不打自供了无能, 他脱口而出。 “谁有火柴吗？” p.041 

 

Analysis: 
 

ST expressions TT gloss translation cultural connotations 

in deep maternal bliss in deep heavenly-order-of-joy. Confucian hierarchy  

blurted out the last confession without-whipping-self-

confession 

Imperial judicial 

punishment 

 
From G 

G1: 

ST: 

And they are a partnership. I can see it; I know how they are. p.31 

TT: 

这对壁人琴瑟和鸣, 我看得出来, 我深知其中滋味。p.015 

 

G2: 

ST: 

Climbing the stairs to the apartment...someone waiting on the landing above. p.331 

TT: 

我一步接一步迈上通向公寓的台阶...有人正在头顶的楼梯平台上守株待兔呢。p.282 

 

Analysis:  
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ST expressions TT gloss translation cultural connotations 

a partnership harp-lyre-harmonious-chord a Chinese legend about friendship 

waiting guarding-the tree-waiting for- a rabbit a Chinese fable 

 
From K 

K1: 

ST: 

‘You’ve got us in a box, Jem,’ I muttered. ‘We can’t get out of here so easy.’ p.58 

TT: 

“杰姆, 这下你让我们成了瓮中之鳖了,” 我嘟囔道, “要想从这儿出去可没那么容易。” p.81 

K2: 

ST: 

‘Called ‘em off on a snipe hunt,’ was the succinct answer. ‘Didn’t you think a’that, Mr Finch？’ p.167 

TT: 

“跟他们玩了个调虎离山的把戏,” 有人给了一个简练的回答, “芬奇先生, 你没料到吧？” p.237 

 

Analysis: 
 

ST expressions TT gloss translation cultural 

connotations 

in a box a turtle in a jar a historical episode 

Called ‘em off on a snipe hunt luring-a tiger-away from - a mountain a historical episode 

 
From M 

M1 

ST: 

“...we are not entitled to them...I’m rambling.” p.168 

TT: 

“...我们没资格把自己也放进去...我在信马由缰了。” p.148 

 

M2 

ST: 

 Where was the toll? The exacting comeuppance? p.376 

TT: 

为什么不必付出代价？苛求众生的因果报应又去了哪里？ p.338 

 

Analysis: 

ST expressions TT gloss translation cultural connotations 

rambling allow-the horse-taking-the lead verse from a Chinese poem 

exacting  Harsh-demands-on all- lives Buddhist terminology 

comeuppance causes-consequence- compensates - 

penalties 

Buddhist terminology 

 
From A 

A1: 

ST: 

...a few modestly imposed rules: no more than five minutes on the post-mortem...p.35 

TT: 

方法其实很简单, 有几项强制性规定：事后诸葛亮的话不许超过五分钟。pp.44-45 
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A2 

ST: 

...so pressing in a lugubrious way, and rather formal. p.42 

TT: 

...那么急迫又那么意气消沉, 简直如丧考妣, 同时又相当郑重其事。p.55 

 

Analysis: 

ST expressions TT gloss translation cultural connotations 

the post-mortem after event - Master 

Zhu-ge-liang  

a historical episode  

(Master Zhu-ge-liang 诸葛亮 (181-234) is a famous 

military strategist. 

lugubrious  as if - mourning - 

deceased -ancestors 

ceremonial burial 

(考妣) is a Confucian ceremonial reference to one’s 

deceased mother or father.  

 

It can be seen that the choice of chengyu, or chengyu expressions in the above examples 

contains numerous culture-specific references. The use of this kind of chengyu gives 

the impression that the fictional characters can think or talk like Chinese, which seems 

to be out of place in many cases. By Venuti’s (1993) term, these culture specific 

chengyu ‘domesticate’ the original text. It strongly indicates that translation conforms 

to TT cultural norms and translators prioritize their preference for the elegant style over 

the original stylistic dynamics.  

 

To summarize, my research finds that there is an overwhelming amount of chengyu 

usage in fiction translation. The overwhelming presence of chengyu in all the five 

novels has greatly reduced the genre distinctions between the individual fiction. A 

converging literary style becomes the keynote translation style. The reflection of 

Chinese aesthetic perception in translation practice has been explored by some 

contemporary Chinese translation theorists (e.g., B.R. Zhang & Zhang, 2012). My 

investigation concerning the application of chengyu in translation provides strong 

evidence of the impact of the Confucian ideological aesthetics which drives the 

translators, either consciously or unconsciously, to present the fiction in a style of 

elegance. 
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6.2.2 Analysis of Theme 

My next subject of investigation is the translation of Theme. In the above section (6.1.2) 

it has been mentioned that the focus of investigation in this direction is on the 

translation of thematic elements, conjunctive Theme and deictic/anaphoric references 

of Theme. My analysis of selected data reveals that the translation of these thematic 

elements/references significantly reflects classical features. This noticeable pattern, I 

believe, is another indication of preference for ya, a style of elegance. Detailed analysis 

of data is presented in the following three parts.  

 

6.2.2a Translation of thematic elements 

First, my investigation finds plenty of evidence of wenyan style translation of thematic 

elements. Three examples from each novel are listed below. To present research 

outcomes clearly, the following table displays a comparative analysis of only thematic 

elements from these examples. Full details of source texts are included in Appendix L. 

Table6.5 Analysis of thematic elements 

Data  Thematic elements in ST TT translation Vernacular alternatives 

From L Now... 此刻 这时 

With... 由于 elliptical 

More than this...  更有甚者 还有 

From G That’s what they are telling us... 据说 他们是这么说的 

There’s no denying that... 毋庸置疑 那还用说 

On days like today... 值此良辰 这样的日子里 

From K People said... 据说 他们说 

Another thing... 更有甚者 还有就是 

In short... 总而言之 总的来说 

From M They say... 据说 说是 

Of course... 理所当然 当然了 

By comparison... 相形之下 比较一下 

From A More to the point... 更有甚者 更要紧的是 
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And sure enough... 果不其然 结果真是这样 

Meanwhile... 与此同时 这个时候 

 

The above examples demonstrate the tendency of presenting elements in Theme 

position with expressions derived from the classical language (highlighted in bold). To 

the best of my knowledge, classical elements in translated text are rarely studied, but 

Dai’s corpus research into translated text reveals a noticeable distribution of what he 

called ‘classical markers’ in translated text (Dai, 2016, p.183). For example, he points 

out that the presence of [zhe者] is used more commonly in translated texts than in non-

translated Chinese. This lends support to my findings above (e.g., several expressions 

carry the same classical marker). It is also interesting to note there are standardized 

expressions across all data. For example, ‘more than this’ in L, ‘another thing’ in K, 

and ‘more to the point’ in A are all rendered as the same [geng-you-sheng-zhe更有甚

者 ], a classical phrase. This clearly indicates a converging style despite original 

varieties in expressions.  

 

6.2.2b Translation of conjunctive themes 

My second observation is that when the theme is a conjunctive adjunct or structure, 

there is a noticeable pattern of using grammatical solutions in classical literary Chinese 

as a translation preference. Three examples from each novel are given as below. 

Similarly, a comparative analysis of conjunctive themes is displayed in the following 

table, details of source texts are included in Appendix M.   

Table6.6 Analysis of conjunctive themes 

Data  conjunctive adjuncts/structures in ST TT translation Vernacular alternatives 

L If...  倘若 如果 

Even...unless... 即使...除非 就连...不然的话 

...so that... 以便 这样就... 
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G ...as though 仿佛 就好像 

...so that... 以便 这样就... 

unless... 除非...否则 要是...就不要... 

K ...because 之所以 因为 

lest... 否则 要是 

although... 看似...实则 虽然 

M  Like...like...like... 仿佛 就好像 

If so 若然如此 这么一来, 

...because... 之所以 因为 

A (Was he) as...（claimed）... 难道果如...所言 是不是象...那样 

But what instead? 如若不然又会如何呢？ 可那又能怎样呢? 

...as though... 仿佛 就好像 

 

The above examples demonstrate that the translation of conjunctive themes is 

noticeably literary; expressions derived from classical usage are the preferred choice, 

despite obvious vernacular alternatives being available. This observation has also been 

picked up by Xia’s (2014) earlier fictional research. Based on comparative analysis 

between TCT and OCT, he concludes that connectives that appear only in TCT but not 

in OCT are ‘typically formal and archaic’ (Xia, 2014, p.103). This agrees with my 

research findings, but it is important to ask why Chinese translators prefer such a choice. 

To me this is another piece of evidence to support my argument that a classical literary 

style is adhered to.  

 

6.2.2c Translation of deictic/anaphoric reference of Theme 

Lastly, I investigate the translation of deictic/anaphoric references of thematic elements. 

As mentioned (6.1.2c), wenyan as the ancient literary language had developed its own 

system of reference. The most common classical referential expressions (Wang, 1979, 

pp. 324-340) are zhi之 (anaphoric), qi其 (anaphoric/deictic), suo所 (deictic) and ci

此 (deictic). My investigation reveals a noticeable presence of these terms in translation 
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across all data. Three examples from each novel are given below. Themes (including 

clausal themes) in ST and their deictic and anaphoric references in TT are highlighted 

in bold: 

From L: the use of zhi 之, suo 所 

L1:  

ST: 

A little air was moving over the mountain. Piggy came with it, in shorts and shirt... p.40 

TT: 

一阵微风吹过山来,随之而来的是穿着短裤和衬衫的猪崽子...p.041 

 

L2:  

ST: 

He said there aren’t any unknown islands left. p.36 

TT: 

他说已经没什么岛屿是人们所不知道的了。p.038 

 

L3: 

ST: 

As the fire died so did the excitement. p.143 

TT: 

火堆渐渐熄灭, 激动的程度也随之下降。p.149 

 

From G: the use of zhi 之, suo 所, ci 此 

G1： 

ST: 

I imagine it is different for him now, no lazy Saturday sex or scrambled eggs, instead a different sort of 

joy, a little girl tucked up between him and his wife, babbling away. p.59 

TT: 

眼下他的日子应该大不一样了吧, 周六再没有了炒鸡蛋和悠然做爱, 取而代之的是另一种欢愉: 他

与妻子双双围着一个小女孩,而她在咿呀学语。p.041 

 

G2: 

ST: 

I don’t know whether what I’m seeing, feeling, is real or not, imagination or memory. p.233 

TT: 

我...再也分不清所见所感究竟是真还是假， 究竟是白日梦还是回忆。p.195 

G3: 

ST: 

I can’t say everything I’m feeling. I know that’s the point of therapy, but I just can’t. p.84 

TT: 

我不能把自己的感觉通通告诉卡马尔。 我知道, 治疗的意义恰在于此。p.062 

 

From K: the use of qi 其, zhi 之, ci 此 

K1: 

ST: 

...he said, ‘but you’ll see -- school’s different.’ It certainly was. p.17 

TT: 

他说,“可学校完全是另一回事儿。” 果不其然。p.24 

 

K2: 

ST: 

Dill was of the opinion that an appeal to Atticus’s better nature might work. p.240 

TT: 

迪尔有自己的独到见解, 他说, 对阿迪克斯要动之以情, 晓之以理。 p.340 
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K3: 

ST: 

When Aunt Alexandra went to school, self-doubt could not be found in any textbook, so she knew not 

its meaning. p.142 

TT: 

亚历山德拉姑姑当年上学的时候, 任何课本上上都没提过“自我怀疑”, 所以她根本不知道此为何

物。 p.201 

 

From M: the use of zhi 之, suo 所, ci 此, qi 其 

M1: 

ST: 

I mention this only to make the point that no whore I had ever lain with could compare with the beautiful, 

graceful creature who had just stepped out of the big house. p.91 

TT: 

我这样说只是为了证明,我与之同寝过的娼妓, 没有一个比得上眼前这位---这位刚从大宅里走出

来的, 美丽的, 优雅的造物。 p.80 

 

M2: 

ST: 

The 1980s, as you know, Mr. Markos, were actually not so terrible in Kabul...p.138 

TT: 

如您所知, 马科斯先生, 八十年代的喀布尔缺失还没有那么可怕...p.121 

 

M3: 

ST: 

Talking about Afghanistan---and he is astonished at how quickly and imperceptibly this has happened-

--suddenly feels like discussing a recently watched, emotionally drenching film whose effects are 

beginning to wane. P.190 

TT: 

他极为惊讶地发现, 变化发生得如此之快, 如此难以察觉, 谈起阿富汗, 突然感觉就像在讨论最近

看过的一部悲情大片,其效果已经开始消退了。 p.169 

 

From A: the use of qi 其, zhi 之, ci 此 

A1: 

ST: 

...he imagined it as an ancient worn steps truing gently out of sight...p.20 

TT: 

他将其想象为一段古老、颓败的阶梯, 渐渐地转向视线之外...p.25 

 

A2: 

ST: 

The committee, dismissed by the music establishment as middlebrow, above all longed for a symphony 

from which...p.21 

TT: 

这个被音乐界的权威人士斥之为趣味平庸的委员会, 尤其期望得到一首...交响曲。p.26 

 

A3: 

ST: 

For this to happen without merely repeating the music of the past, we had to evolve a contemporary 

definition of beauty...p.23 

TT: 

为了促成此一趋势之到来而又不致使其仅仅成为对过去音乐之重复,我们须得对于“美”发展出一

种当代的定义。p.28 

 

These examples show all the four deictic/anaphoric expressions being used in 

translation. It is also interesting to note that in many examples (L2, L3, G2, K2, K3, 
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M2, A2, A3), the original texts do not contain deictic/anaphoric references, but in 

translation they are inserted as a device for formal cohesion. The presence of a few of 

these classical referential markers in translated text can be supported by Dai’s (2016) 

corpus research outcome. For example, the use of zhi之 has been identified as a high 

frequency choice in Dai’s TCT corpus. Dai correctly pointed out the stylistic difference 

between zhi 之 and its modern vernacular version de 的, remarking that zhi 之 is a 

choice by translators who ‘favour the traditional style’ or attempt to imitate ‘the 

classical style’. However, he did not question why translators prefer such a style. To 

me the strong presence of these classical terms reflects the impact of the Confucian 

literary style. 

 

To summarize, the translation of thematic structures in all data seems to converge 

towards the use of classical style expressions, or application of classical grammatical 

structures. The convergence can be found in the translation of thematic elements, 

conjunctive themes as well as referential terms of textual themes. This consistent 

pattern enhances a style of literary elegance.  

 

6.2.3 Analysis of modality 

In terms of modality, my investigation takes a similar approach. As mentioned, I look 

for evidence of the classical style impacting the translation of modal elements, firstly 

regarding the translation of mood operators, then that of modal adjuncts, and lastly, any 

distinct wenyan mood particles and mood structures. My related research outcomes are 

discussed in the following three parts.  
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6.2.3a Translation of mood operators 

First, my research finds considerable evidence that mood operators are translated by 

expressions which are clearly derived from the classical Chinese. The following 

examples, three from each novel, show the translation of finite operators (marked in 

bold) being translated by classical/literary expressions, as opposed to other expressions 

more commonly used in modern Mandarin Chinese.  

From L 

ST: 

We won’t have a fire anywhere but on the mountain. p.87 

TT: 

除了在山上, 别的地方一律不准生火。p.088 

 

ST: 

The coarse grass was still worn away where the assembly used to sit. p.171 

TT: 

在原先与会者常坐的地方, 被磨损的粗壮的野草尚未长好。p.178 

 

ST: 

The eyes that looked so intently at him were without humour. P.36 

TT: 

而盯着他的眼睛又是那么样的全神贯注, 毫无幽默感。 p.037 

 

Analysis: 

Finite operators TT translation Vernacular alternatives 

won’t 一律 统统 

was still 尚未 还没有 

were without 毫无 一点不 

 
From G 

ST: 

They’ve got him, and I helped. p.185 

TT: 

他已然落入法网, 其中有我出的一份力。 p.152 

 

ST: 

I have felt this way before. p.49 

TT: 

曾经一度, 我有过这种感受。 p.032 

 

ST: 

The author claimed that blacking out wasn’t simply a matter of forgetting what had happened, but having 

no memories to forget in the first place. p.98 

TT: 

作者声称,失忆并非忘记了所发生的事, 而是从一开始就没有记忆。p.075 

 

Analysis: 
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Finite operators TT translation Vernacular alternatives 

‘ve 已然 已经 

have  曾经一度 elliptical 

wasn’t 并非 不是说 

 
From K: 

ST: 

Miss Blount, a native Maycombian as yet uninitiated in the mysteries of the Decimal System...p.24  

TT: 

布朗特小姐是梅科姆本地人, 尚未领路过“十进分类法” 的奥妙。p.34 

 

ST: 

I could not possibly hope to be a lady if I wore breeches...p.90 

TT: 

如果我穿马裤的话, 就别想成为一名淑女, 绝无任何可能；p.127 

 

ST: 

...because Atticus would be so deep in a book he wouldn’t hear the Kingdom coming; p.57 

TT: 

因为阿迪克斯会沉浸在某本书里自得其乐,恍然不知天国降临； p.80 

 

Analysis: 

 

Finite operators TT translation Vernacular alternatives 

as yet 尚未 还没有 

could not  绝无 一点儿也没有 

wouldn’t 恍然 elliptical 

 
From M:  

ST: 

He gives economical, clipped replies...his mind on Mrs Rasmussen, on mails that need answering, refills 

he has yet to approve… p.190 

TT: 

他的答复比较简略, 掐头去尾, 心里总想着拉斯穆森太太,需要回复的语音邮件, 尚未核准的续开

处方。p.169 

 

ST: 

She will be missed in the community of poets. p.200 

TT: 

她必将受到诗歌界的怀念。 p.177 

 

ST: 

He had fallen under the influence of something like a drug. The distance between him and the girl feels 

vast now. It feels infinite and insurmountable...pp. 193-194 

TT: 

他一度仿佛落入了迷药的操控。 如今他和那女孩之间, 感觉已相隔极远, 几乎是无限的、不可逾

越的距离。 p.172 

 

Analysis: 
 

Finite operators TT Vernacular alternatives 

has yet 尚未 还没有 
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will be 必将 肯定就要 

had 一度 elliptical 

 

From A: 

ST: 

Why had she never mentioned it? He probed neutrally. p.10 

 

TT: 

为何从未听她提起呢？ 他以中性的态度询问道。 p.12 

 

ST: 

Why had he never properly acknowledged the act of friendship that lay behind his borrowing a large 

sum to see Vernon through a difficult time? p.65 

TT: 

他曾在弗农最困难的时候主动借给他一大笔钱, 可弗农又何曾真正表示过对他这个朋友拔刀相

助的适度感激之情？ p.83 

 

ST: 

He had reached the core, and felt burdened. p.24 

TT: 

他已然掘进至核心部分, 而且感到了压力重重。 p.30 

 

Analysis: 
 

Finite operators TT translation Vernacular alternatives 

(why) had (never) 为何从未 为什么从来没有 

had...(never) 何曾 什么时候 

had 已然 已经 

 

From the above analysis, one can see that finite operators are noticeably lexicalized by 

classical literary expressions. This is a feature shared by all the novels under inspection. 

In 4.1.1.c, it has already been pointed out that the literal translation of English finite 

operators demonstrates a formal translation approach. These examples show that the 

translation is not only formal, but also archaic. Although not all mood operators are 

translated this way, the presence of the classical style is clearly noticeable.  

 

6.2.3b Translation of modal adjuncts 

Similar to the translation of mood operators, my research also finds that the translation 

of modal adjuncts also follows the same pattern of favouring literary expressions and 

syntactic solutions derived from classical wenyan. Sometimes the original texts do not 
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contain modal adjuncts, but the translation expresses the equivalent meaning by means 

of modal adjuncts. Related examples and analysis are given below in the same way as 

in the above section.  

From L: 

ST: 

He meant to refuse meat but his past diet of fruit and nuts...gave him too little resistance. p.78 

TT: 

他本想拒绝吃这猪肉,但因为过去一直吃水果和坚果...使他难以抵挡这诱惑。 p.079 

 

ST: 

There was no laughter at all now and more grave watching. p.35 

TT: 

此刻却一点笑声都没有了, 大伙儿面容肃然地瞧着他。 p.037 

ST: 

Then the supreme sting, the casual, bitter word. ‘Coming?’ p131 

TT: 

随后是火辣辣的刺激, 貌似信口而出, 实则怀恨在心。“你去吗？” p135 

 

Analysis: 

 

ST TT translation/solution Vernacular alternatives 

too little 难以 半点...也没有 

more grave 肃然 阴沉沉地 

casual, bitter 貌似信口而出,实则怀恨在心 看起来好像随便说说,其实挺毒辣 

 
From G:  

ST: 

Someone’s phone is ringing, an incongruously joyful and upbeat song. p.16 

TT: 

这时车上有个手机响起了铃声, 是首喜庆的曲子, 颇不合时宜。p.002 

 

ST: 

I can’t remember what I was watching, but at some point I must have felt lonely, or happy, or something, 

because I wanted to talk to someone. p.29 

TT: 

我不记得自己看的是什么节目, 但当时我定然倍感孤独, 或者莫名开心, 因为我居然想找个人聊

聊。 p.013 

 

ST: 

It is like a dream to me now. p.35 

TT: 

此刻那一切对我来说已恍若旧梦。p.019 

 

Analysis: 

 

ST TT translation/solution Vernacular alternatives 

incongruously 颇不合时宜 挺不合拍 

lonely, happy 倍感孤独,莫名开心 孤孤单单,开开心心 

like... 恍若 跟（做梦）似的 
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From K:  

ST: 

In obedience to my father...the men talked in near whispers. p.166 

TT: 

他们顺从了我父亲的话, 开始低声商量起来, 简直近似于耳语。p.236 

 

ST: 

...she said Miss Stephanie seemed to know so much about the case she might as well be called on to 

testify. p.176 

TT: 

她说斯蒂芬妮小姐似乎对这个案子知之甚多, 很有可能被传去作证。p.251 

 

ST: 

‘They c’n go loose and rape up the countryside…’ p.149 

TT: 

‘他们会到处乱窜, 在乡下大肆强奸...’ p.210 

 

Analysis: 
 

ST TT translation/solution Vernacular alternatives 

in near-(whispers) 近似于 差不多 

(to know) so much （知之）甚多 （知道的）好多 

(rape) up 大肆（强奸） 到处（搞女人） 

 
From M:  

ST: 

No easy task, this, for a man who must be in his mid-eighties. p.84 

TT: 

这对一个肯定已有八十五六的老头子来说, 实非易事。 p.75 

 

ST: 

In her smile, Idris sees how little of the world he has known, even at thirty-five years of age, its savages, 

its cruelty, the boundless brutality. p.174 

TT; 

从这笑容里, 伊德里斯才发现, 虽然已经三十五岁了,可他对这个世界上的野蛮,残忍, 无穷无尽的

暴行, 知道得何其稀少。p.154 

 

ST: 

...and his promise to her (is) misguided, a reckless mistake, a terrible misreading of the measures of his 

own powers and will and character. p.194 

TT: 

而他对她做出的保证, 显然是被误导了, 俨然一个鲁莽的错误, 一个对他本人的力量、意志和性格

的可怕误判。p.172 

 

Analysis: 
 

ST TT translation/solution Vernacular alternatives 

No (easy task) 实非（易事） 不太（容易） 

how little 何其稀少 多么少呀 

misguided...terrible... 显然, 俨然 明显, 绝对是 
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From A:  
ST: 

How prosperous, how influential, how they had flourished under a government they had despised for 

almost seventeen years. pp.11-12 

TT: 

他们是何等兴旺发达, 何等有权有势, 在这个他们几乎藐视了有十七年之久的政府底下, 他们是何

等地繁荣昌盛。p.14 

 

ST: 

‘George, a deeply moving occasion. I was going to…’ p.33 

TT: 

“乔治, 葬礼的场景真是感人至深。我正要...” p.43 

ST: 

‘Don’t we run the risk of sensationalism?’ p.40 

TT: 

“我们不会因此有大肆煽情之虞吗” ？p.52 

 

Analysis: 
 

ST TT translation/solution Vernacular alternatives 

how...how...how 何等,何等, 何等 多么,多么,多么 

deeply （感人）至深 够（感动） 

the risk of sensationalism 大肆煽情之虞 有煽情的嫌疑 

 

The above examples show that not only modal adjuncts are rendered in classical 

expressions, but even when the original texts do not use modal adjuncts, classical style 

modal solutions are favoured to reproduce the equivalent semantic meaning. This 

pattern enhances the literary stylistic effects, conveying the modal meaning in a style 

of elegance.  

 

6.2.3c wenyan style mood particles and structures 

Lastly, my research also reveals the use of classical mood particles and syntax to 

present a mood sequence. Although this feature is not consistent across all the data, it 

is certainly noticeable in four of the five novels. Examples found are given below. 

● the use of classical mood particles 

From G 

ST: 

There was a time when I thought he could be everything, he could be enough. p.132 

TT: 

有那么几年, 我曾经以为有他足矣, 他便是我的天与地。p.106 
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From A 

ST: 

Four wasn’t enough these days, they were saying, and no one had ever heard of the mother.p.32 

TT: 

他们说, 现如今四个哪里够呀, 而且谁都没听说过那位母亲何许人也。p.42 

 

ST: 

The impression of seriousness was furthered when an energetic housekeeper started to keep order. p.46 

TT: 

等到有一位精力充沛的女管家开始专司维持秩序的时候这种俨然的感觉就更俨乎其然了。p.60 

 

Analysis:  
 

wenyan style mood particles Modern equivalent 

矣 yi 了 le 

也 ye 呢 ne 

乎 hu elliptical 

 

● the application of classical mood sequence 

 
From K 

ST: 

Entailments seemed all right enough for living-room talk. p.170 

TT: 

在客厅里谈论“限定继承权” 似乎还算是个合适的话题, 此时此地则不然。p.24 

 

From M 

ST: 

Mme. Wahdati, as we are sure you will agree, gave Mr. Boustouler one of the most revealing and 

startlingly frank interviews we have ever published. p200 

TT: 

瓦赫达提夫人给予布斯图勒先生的回答,实乃我们历年所刊采访中最为坦率的一篇, 其诚实足以

令人屏息。p177 

 

From A 

ST: 

To air differences and remain friends, the essence of civilised existence, don’t you think? p.17 

TT: 

直言不讳地表明不同的看法同时还能继续做朋友,这岂不正是文明生活的精髓之所在吗,你们说

是不是？p.21 

 

Analysis: 
 

wenyan style mood sequence Modern equivalent 

则不然 就不是这样 

实乃 简直是 

岂不...之所在 不就是...的地方吗？ 
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The presence of these classical mood particles and structures in the translation signal a 

deliberate attempt to imitate a classical literary style. The display of such a style reflects 

a similar pattern of accentuating a style of elegance.  

 

To summarize, my investigation reveals ya, the elegant style is clearly detectable in the 

translation of modality. Classical expressions or solutions are applied to function as 

mood operators and modal adjuncts. In some novels classical mood particles and mood 

sequence are found. There has not been much research into the use of archaic 

expressions in contemporary translation so far, it would certainly be interesting to 

explore with a wider collection how widespread such a style is in fiction translation.  

 

6.2.4 Analysis of transitivity 

Lastly, my stylistic investigation turns to the translation in the system of transitivity. As 

mentioned, Halliday’s functional linguistics describes the linguistic representation of 

experiential accounts in terms of process types and models. Due to limited space, my research 

focus is narrowed down to two aspects only. First, in terms of process types, I explore how 

translations represent the relational process. Secondly, in terms of the transitive model, the 

focus is on how translation handles active and passive modes. Detailed analysis of research 

outcome is presented in the following part.  

 

6.2.4a Translation of the relational process  

To begin with, my investigation involved looking into the three categories of the relational type 

classified under SFL: intensive, possessive and circumstantial. Details are as follows. 

 

6.2.4a (i) The intensive relational process 

First, my research shows that the translation data displays a tendency to present an 

intensive relational process by means of classical syntactic solutions. This feature 
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relates to two observations. First, when the original sentence is an intensive relational 

process, the translation reproduces the same process by means of classical expressions 

or syntactic structures. Secondly, the original sentence is not an intensive relational 

process, but the translation converts it into an intensive process by means of classical 

representations. The following table is a summary display of related examples. To save 

space only comparative features are shown; the source texts of these extracted items 

are included in Appendix N. 

Table6.7 Analysis of translation of intensive relational process 

ST process TT translation Non-classical equivalent 

L1: The difficulty was not... 在于 就是 

L2: ...laughing were only just sufficient to  足以 刚够...了 

G1: ...it could be perfect... 堪称十全十美 那就太棒了 

G2: ...it wasn’t enough to... 不足以 还不够...呢 

K1: …in its well-meaning but... 可谓用心良苦 意思是...但... 

K2: ...did not give lies to... 所言非虚 没有撒谎 

M1: It’s a lavish... 颇为奢华 这是个很豪华的... 

M2: ... might have been enough. 已足以 早就够了 

A1: ...that could ever be passed off as... 冒称是 假装不过 

A2: ...mere fantasy could hardly compete 堪能与之争锋 肯定撑不住的 

 

The above examples show that classical expressions or grammatical structures are 

present in translation of the intensive relational process. This enhances the archaic 

flavour of the translated texts. Although not much studies can be found to back up my 

research findings, these findings certainly mark directions for future research.  

 

6.2.4a (ii) The possessive relational process 

Next, my research finds that possessive relational type is similarly presented by use of 

classical expressions or syntactic solutions. Typical usage includes shuyu 属于, or 

gui...suoyou 归...所有, instead of the regular verb, yŏu有. Negation of the possessive 
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relation is found to include fei非, and fei...mo shu非...莫属, which are typical negation 

solutions in wenyan. In some cases, these classical usages are also chosen to translate 

sentences of non-possessive relational type. The following table displays a comparative 

study of related examples taken from the data collection (see Appendix O for full 

details of source data). 

Table6.8 Analysis of translation of possessive relational process 

ST process TT translation Non-classical 

equivalent  

L1: This belongs to us.  属于 是...的 

L2: ...the most obvious leader was Jack. 非杰克莫属 算是 

G1: ...top secret, is it? 纯属机密 是 

G2: ...this belongs to you? 归你所有 是你的吧 

K1: ...her coming...was in that category. 归于此例 算是这类 

K2: ...in a way that conveyed... 兼具（两种功能） 两样都有 

M1: ...whether they had a... 是否拥有 有没有 

M2: ...the intimacy he had stumbled upon... 纯属...偶然所得 是偶然的 

A1: ...what showed was... 纯属 表现出来的是 

A2: ...he was touched by curiosity as much as... 兼而有之 两样都有 

 

The above examples demonstrate that the possessive relational process is dealt with in 

strikingly similar ways: a classical style representation is opted for. In a non-translated 

text, these choices certainly indicate a literary style (Wang, 1985, Sun, 2012). This is 

another indication that the ya style is preferred.  

 

6.2.4a (iii) The circumstantial relational process 

The last category in the relational process type is circumstantial relation. The pattern 

of applying classical expressions and grammatical solutions continues to be noticeable. 

The following table presents my analysis (source texts are included in Appendix P):  
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Table6.9 Analysis of translation of circumstantial relational process 

ST process TT translation Non-classical equivalent   

L1: ...islanded in a sea of... 处于...之中 在...中间 

L2: ...lying... 位于 在...里 

G1: ...this is really about... 源于 这说的是 

G2: ...I was having a hard time 处于 过得很不好 

K1: ...I found myself in the middle of... 置身于 发现自己给...围住了 

K2: ...walking to and from town 往返于 来回跑 

M1: ...suspended in confusion 置身于 给困住了 

M2: ...in his room 位于 在...里 

A1: ...the elements were found to exist... 存在于 发现在...地方有... 

A2: ...his fortune...was rooted in 植根于 扎根在 

 

These examples show that the classical approach is consistent. A feature shared by all 

these examples is the use of ‘yu 于’, a typical function signifier in wenyan. This 

observation is also confirmed by Xia’s corpus research outcome (2014, p.103). It is 

also interesting to note that in some cases (Table 6.9 G1, G2, M1) the application of 

classical style linguistic solution is not the most obvious option, because the original 

sentences are not a circumstantial relational presentation (see source material in 

Appendix P). This strongly indicates that the choice of the classical solution is a 

stylistic preference.  

 

6.2.4b Translation of the transitive model 

The second part of my stylistic investigation focuses on the transitive model. My 

research outcomes are delivered in the following two parts.  

 

6.2.4b (i) The active voice 

Firstly, as mentioned in 6.1.4, the classical language has its own specific grammatical 

structures to actualize the active voice. These are commonly featured by the application 
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of target signifiers, such as yi 以 or yu于. My research finds a considerable number of 

classical expressions in the delivery of the active voice. Related examples and 

comparable translation alternatives are displayed in the following table (source texts in 

Appendix Q).  

Table6.10 Comparative analysis of translation of the active voice 

ST process TT translation Non-classical equivalent   

L1: ...they had...imposed their will upon it. 强加于 硬是加在...上 

L2: ...but drawn at the end... 以...而告终 最后是... 

G1: ...I like him... 钟情于他 我喜欢他 

G2: ...Kamal wanted her...couldn’t have her 倾心于她, 无法得遂心

愿 

想要她...却得不到她 

K1: He had to, that’s why he was doing it. 迫不得已而为之 不得不这样做 

K2: ...who had been concentrating on... 专注于 盯着...看 

M1: ...someone they could point to as the agent 

of... 
归罪于他, 迁怒于他 把 ...扣在他头上,把他当

作... 

M2: Julien cast a sceptical glance.  投以怀疑的一瞥 怀疑地看了看 

A1: If anyone was to blame... 归咎于某人 要怪谁 

A2: ...he might be giving in to weakness...a 

climb might help... 

屈服于, 有助于 退让了...有帮助 

 

These examples display the pattern of framing the active voice in a classical style. The 

application of the classical target signifier yu于 is popular, followed by the wenyan 

transitive structure, verb + yi 以 . Occasionally the entire process is presented in 

classical syntax (e.g., Table 6.10 K1 ‘迫不得已而为之 ’). This noticeable pattern 

accentuates a literary representation of the experiential process. When the stylistic 

feature is compared to the style of the original text, very often a stylistic shift is noted, 

particularly when the original style is casual or colloquial (e.g., Table 6.10 G1 & K1).  
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6.2.4b (ii) The passive voice 

Secondly, my investigation finds evidence of typical wenyan features in the 

representation of the passive voice. This includes the classical passive function signifier 

suo所 and its other variants. Covert passivity, a distinct feature of wenyan (Yang, 1963) 

is also noticeable. Related examples are analysed in the following table (source texts 

in Appendix R) 

Table6.11 Comparative analysis of translation of the passive voice 

ST process TT translation Alternative suggestions 

L1: They found a piglet caught in... 被...所缠住 给...缠住了 

L2: The smaller boys were known... 被通称为 通通叫做 

G1: I am offered... 得以 得到了 

G2: I am... subject to... 承蒙...荫庇 受到 

K1: ...they were...excused. 免于 打发走了 

K2: ...a request that will be denied... 不予满足 否定了 

M1: I will spill out into... 必将被裹挟而出 席卷进去 

M2: ...all of it...preserved. 得以保存 保存下来 

A1: Such energy...then sustained by... 由...所供养 给...养着 

A2: He drifted helplessly into... 被...所裹挟 漂流着 

 

The above examples demonstrate that passivity is actualized by classical grammatic 

solutions, either by enhancing the passive structure with classical features (e.g., Table 

6.11 L1, L2, A1), or by the ‘pseudo active’ solution in classical coinage (e.g., Table 

6.11 G2, M2). Either approach marks a style noticeably different from the original 

fiction style. 

 

These findings agree with the results of some TCT research. For example, the classical 

marker suo所 (Table 6.11. L1, A1, A2) has been identified as a high frequency feature 

in Xiao’s TCT research of passive construction (2014, p.14). The use of ‘de-yi 得以’ 
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as a lexical normalized feature has also been pointed out by Dai (2016, p.176). However, 

although the prominent use of the passive construction has received much attention 

(e.g., Xia, 2014, Xiao & Dai, 2014, Dai, 2016), few research has approached the issue 

from a stylistic point of view. As my investigation shows, the choice of these passives 

marks a distinct classical association.  

 

To conclude, my investigation into the translation of transitivity reveals a clear 

presence of the classical literary elements in the presentation of all the three categories 

of the relational process type. The pattern of applying classical style expressions or 

grammatical structures continues to be noticeable in the presentation of the transitive 

model. My linguistic analysis reveals that the style of elegance still impacts the 

aesthetic understanding of a Chinese intellectual mind. The reason for the prevalence 

of ya will be further explored in 7.2.2c. 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I have explored the influence of the Confucian style of elegance (ya) 

on translation. My research has found sufficient evidence of classical features in 

translated texts, including: 

● heavy presence of chengyu in lexical expressions 

● wenyan style thematic elements or references to theme  

● the use of classical expressions and grammatical solutions to present mood 

● application of wenyan style function signifiers or syntactic solutions to 

present all types of relational processes and both active and passive voice.  

 

The presence of the above classical features significantly alters the original fiction 

genre style. This translation strategy strongly suggests that the Chinese translators 

are influenced by the traditional aesthetic benchmark of a ya style promoted by the 

Confucian literary culture.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

 

In the previous three chapters, I have investigated my data collection for translation 

features which are believed to demonstrate influences of Confucian ideology. This 

chapter concludes with a summary evaluation of my key findings. Firstly, it reviews 

my hypothesis in the light of research findings. Secondly, it reflects upon the theoretical 

issues I set out to answer in the first three chapters of this paper. Finally, it briefly 

discusses contributions of my research.  

 

7.1 Conclusive Review of My Hypothesis 

At the beginning I set out my research goal as investigating the impact of Confucianism 

on translation behaviour. To do so I focused on exploring the connection between style 

and ideology, based on Halliday’s functional linguistic conception that style is 

developed out of the context of culture, in which ideology is a key contributing factor. 

 

My stylistic investigations have provided sufficient evidence to confirm my hypothesis 

that the Confucian ideology is a driving force behind contemporary literary activities; 

its influences are distinctly felt in Chinese translators’ fiction translation style. As my 

linguistic analysis has clearly shown, such a translation style is characterized by a 

predominantly formal and foreignizing translation strategy, supplemented by highly 

predictable applications of target culture norms in lexical choices and linguistic 

solutions. These norms can be clearly identified as Confucian ideological input as they 

are strongly associated with Confucian literary genres, formal register and style of 

elegance. As a result, my research provides an in-depth case study demonstrating how 

stylistic choice in translation is a normative, standardized decision influenced by 

ideological factors. A brief evaluation of my research findings is as follows.  
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7.2 Evaluations of Research Findings 

This section offers a summary evaluation of my key findings in three parts. Firstly, I 

focus on the stylistic perspective and evaluate my research findings in relation to the 

study of translation style. My discussion follows the same theoretical scheme set out in 

chapter 1. The second part deals with the ideological perspective. I explore what my 

research findings reveal about the impact of the Confucian ideology on translation 

practice. To strengthen my argument, I further extend my discussion of key Confucian 

concepts which impact translation style. The final part of this chapter gives an overall 

assessment of my methodology and deals with some anticipated questions related to 

my research arguments.  

 

7.2.1 From the Stylistic Perspective 

In chapter 1, I have reviewed works on the study of style focusing on the following 

three aspects: 

● style in terms of artistic/aesthetic effects  

● style from textual perspectives (i.e., register, genre, and sociolect) 

● style as passive and active choice 

 

In the following three sections, evaluations of my research findings are carried out 

focusing on theoretical explorations of these three aspects,.  

 

7.2.1a Translation shifts and artistic effects 

First, in chapter 1, I have pointed out that the study of translation style shares many 

similarities with the general study of style but has its own particular concerns for ‘shifts’ 

in style during a translation process. My research has certainly revealed plenty of 

translation shifts which result in divergent stylistic effects between ST and TT. Based 
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on my data analysis, I am now able to give a summary review of the general features 

of stylistic shifts and effects in fiction translation.  

 

• Formal and dynamic translation styles 

To begin with, my research has discovered that the translation style adopted by Chinese 

translators in fiction translating is predominantly formal. This formal style is 

consistently adopted across all data; and my data analysis has demonstrated how such 

a translation style is manifest in the choice of lexical expressions and representations 

of theme, modality and transitivity. In many cases, it also takes on an extreme form and 

a literal translation style is displayed.  

 

Consequently, despite the variety of original fictional styles, the translated novels 

appear to converge towards a style characterized by a display of formal features. Such 

a translation style is a key factor in producing divergent stylistic effects in translated 

texts. In some cases, stylistic effects intended in the original are obscured. In other 

cases, the formal style reinforces the intrinsic linguistic differences between English 

and Chinese, creating a clearly noticeable foreignizing feel to the translated text. 

 

On the other hand, however, despite the predominantly formal style, there are some 

striking non-formal tendencies. These tendencies are represented by the adoption of 

‘dynamic equivalence’ in dealing with certain aspects of translation. The first most 

noticeable aspect lies in the differential treatment of informal features in the original 

fiction. A conspicuous pattern is that the predominant formal approach does not extend 

to reproduction of informal/colloquial features. All my data displays a tendency to 

‘delete’ or play down informal/colloquial features found in the original fiction. 

Furthermore, dynamic equivalence is typically found in the choice of culturally specific 
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lexical expressions (such as chengyu), or classical linguistic solutions. These 

translation patterns are non-formal; and their presence produces stylistic effects non-

existent in the original fiction.  

 

In sum, my stylistic investigations have discovered a blend of both formal and dynamic 

styles in fiction translating; while the former is predominant, the latter is distinctly TT 

culture specific. This discovery complicates evaluation of stylistic effects in a 

translated text. It shows that translation style is multifaceted, with both formal and 

dynamic, or foreignizing and domesticating translation approaches all taking a part in 

the process.  

 

Therefore, an important question to raise is: what motivates the choice of such a style 

mix? My answer to this question is mostly from the ideological perspective. As my 

research has shown, the predominant formal style is associated with the influence of 

the Confucian literary genre, as well as the formal literary register used by the 

Confucian literati. The blending of the Chinese culture-specific elements into 

translation reflects the same influence of the Confucian aesthetic style. Whether the 

formal style is consistently adhered to, or violated by a dynamic aversion, ideological 

factors are at play.  

 

• Theoretical explorations 

Furthermore, it is worth evaluating my research findings in the light of other translation 

theories discussed. I have mentioned that the study of translation style is based on the 

DTS perception that stylistic patterning can be expected to be normative, or rule 

governed (3.1). My research findings have confirmed this perception. It is important to 

elaborate on the following implications.  
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First, my research validates Toury’s (2012) proposed laws and universals operating in 

translation practice. It also confirms the value of interpreting these translation laws in 

a wider social framework, as formulated by Even-Zohar’s poly-system theory (1990). 

The converging formal translation style substantiates Toury’s claim of ‘the law of 

growing standardization’, whereas the presence of TT culture specific elements reveals 

the operation of ‘the law of interference’. As I have argued, the best explanation for 

these stylistic syntheses can be sought in the ideological factors which impact the 

translators’ decision making. This points to the relevance of Evan-Zohar’s poly-system 

theory in exploring the wider social and cultural context.  

 

Furthermore, it is necessary to explore whether the predominant formal translation style 

fits Levý’s (2011) description of ‘translationese’. Could the formal translation simply 

be just ‘bad’ translation (translationese) as observed by Levý’? There is arguably some 

truth in such a judgement. Formal reproduction of theme, mood and transitivity does 

run the risk of resembling translationese; and as my data analysis has shown, literal 

adherence to the ST form most likely leads to unnatural syntactic solutions and 

distortion of the original stylistic effects, giving the impression of a ‘translationese’ 

style.  

 

However, it would be too sweeping a conclusion to identify all formal features with 

‘translationese’, because it is not by default that formal reproduction of ST will produce 

translationese features. In fact, it is perfectly possible for formal translation to avoid  

translationese shortcomings in Levý’s description, such as lexical generalization, 

limited verbal inventiveness or explication. At most one can only say formal translation, 

if not handled well, might lead to translationese features; but one must not conflate the 
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two. Furthermore, my research indicates that the formal style of translation is well-

intended. Therefore, it is more meaningful to question why a formal style of translation 

is a preferred choice, given that the formal style is not ideal for negotiating the many 

fundamental differences between English and Chinese.  

 

Regarding this respect, Venuti’s translation theory can offer some light. As mentioned 

in chapter 1, Venuti (1998) holds that translation has value added input from the target 

culture. My research can attest to such an observation. Consequently, the loss of 

variation in style (or ‘stylistic impoverishment’ in Levý’s term) resulting from stylistic 

convergence is compensated by the input of a TT normative style. As my research has 

shown, the motives behind the input of a TT normative style reveals ideological 

influences. 

 

In summary, my research findings demonstrate that fiction translation is featured by 

stylistic convergence and intrusion of target culture stylistic norms. This outcome 

confirms Toury’s understanding of translation universals. Although the observed 

fiction translation style to some extent resembles Levý’s proposed ‘translationese’ 

features, it is important to recognize these features display cultural specificities and 

further explanations must be sought from the TT culture input, as perceived by Even-

Zohar’s poly-system and Venuti’s cultural infiltration.  

 

7.2.1b Textual perspectives of translation style 

The second dimension for stylistic investigations is associated with the three textual 

perspectives mentioned before, namely, genre, register and sociolect. In this section I 

explore how my research findings relate to translation theories from these three textual 

perspectives.  
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• Genre and translation style 

The first textual perspective associated with the study of translation style is genre. In 

chapter 4, I have explored the impact of three Confucian literary genres on translation 

style. Evaluations of their impact on fiction translation style can be summarized as 

follows.  

 

First, my translation investigation has shown that these literary genres are a great 

contributing factor reinforcing the formal translation style reviewed above. Two 

Confucian literary genres, yü-lu and ‘eight-legged essay’ play a key role in Chinese 

translators’ preference for ‘transliteration’. The poetic genre canonized by the 

Confucian orthodox has also influenced the adoption of a lyrical style in translation. It 

has also helped to establish the style of elegance as the keynote translation style for 

fiction translating.  

 

Furthermore, my research has also supported the perception that translation tends to 

adopt TT genre conventions. My text analysis has revealed that Chinese translation 

features a strong presence of commentary footnotes, which reflects the commentarial 

tradition initiated by the genre of yü-lu.  

 

In short, genre perspectives shed a lot of light on stylistic investigations. My research 

seems to suggest that TT culture-specific genre styles play an active role in the making 

of a translation style.   
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• Register and translation style 

In terms of the register perspective, my research has discovered that there is a persistent 

shift towards the formal register in translation. In chapter 5, I have shown how the level 

of formality is regularly upgraded in all the five translated novels from my data 

collection. It has been discussed that there is a persistent deletion of informal registers 

in these novels. Since in translation, equivalence in register between ST and TT is 

considered a default, questions should be raised why Chinese translators choose to 

accentuate the formal register. Because the formal register is closely associated with 

the Confucian literary tradition, I consider the promotion of the formal register is a 

clear indication that under the Confucian ideological influence, Chinese translators are 

prone to regard the formal register as the most appropriate for literary translation.  

 

• Sociolect and translation style 

The last textual perspective to explore is sociolect. My research outcome has confirmed 

that translation can be seen as a form of ‘sociolect’, because a translator’s style of 

language reveals normative perceptions which are socially constructed. As my text 

investigations have shown, a standardized translation style is clearly noticeable in the 

translation outcome. In the previous chapter, I have carried out a step-by-step stylistic 

investigation to reveal that ya, the Confucian style of elegance, is a prominent 

normative feature in fiction translation. Despite the great dialectal change from wenyan 

(the literary) to baihua (the vernacular), the ya style is still upheld as the normative 

style for fiction translating by Chinese translators. Since the ya style is exemplary of 

Confucian aesthetics, my research points to the conclusion that the translator’s choice 

of translation style is strongly motivated by an ideological narrative. 
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In short, my research findings have shown that the study of translation style is closely 

associated with the genre, register and sociolect perspectives. Translation displays 

genre features, register choice, and stylistic preference characteristic of the TT culture. 

Ultimately, these textual perspectives point to the importance of investigating 

ideological factors which clearly play a key role in contributing to these specific textual 

perspectives of style.  

 

7.2.1c Choice and translation style 

The third aspect of my evaluation concerns the exploration of translation style as a 

choice. It has been mentioned that the study of style as a choice can be divided into two 

directions: style as a passive choice and as an active choice (1.4). My research outcome 

is evaluated in relation to these two directions respectively in the following two parts.  

 

• Translation style as a passive choice 

As mentioned (1.4.1), Even-Zohar’s theory seems to imply that translation style is a 

passive choice, largely dependent upon the position of the translated literature within 

the poly-system. According to his theory, if translation assumes a ‘peripheral’ or ‘weak’ 

position in the TT poly-system, then most likely the translator feels constrained to 

follow target cultural norms and adopts a ‘conventional’ translation strategy. However, 

if the translated literature takes up a primary position, then the translator is less 

constrained by the TT culture and the translation strategy is more ‘innovative’. It is 

interesting to evaluate whether my research findings can validate Even-Zohar’s theory 

or not. 

 

Firstly, it must be pointed out that Even-Zohar has not provided a clear definition of 

what ‘conventional’ or ‘innovative’ translation strategies really are. One can perhaps 
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assume that ‘conventional’ strategies refer to a translation approach which works 

within the limits of linguistic constraints and does not attempt innovative adaptations. 

In this sense, I suppose, one can conclude that translation strategies adopted by Chinese 

translators are predominantly conventional. However, as my research findings have 

shown, apart from the ‘conventional’ approach, the Chinese translators have also taken 

some strikingly inventive measures (e.g., use of chengyu or the general aversion to an 

elegant style). It is debatable whether these dynamic strategies are considered 

‘innovative’ or not; (for example, it is debatable whether the use of chengyu is 

‘innovative’ or ‘conventional’). Therefore, while acknowledging that fiction translation 

style by Chinese translators is largely conventional, generally speaking, I find it 

difficult to paraphrase my research findings in the poly-system terminology.  

 

Furthermore, it is also difficult to substantiate the correlation between translation style 

and the position of translated literature. To start with, it is not clear how to determine 

the position of translated literature in contemporary China. To define translated 

literature as either ‘young’ or ‘old’ (by Even-Zohar’s terminology) is unproductive 

considering the multifaceted history of translation in China. Besides, there is not up to 

date statistics readily available to work out precisely the proportion of translated fiction 

in Chinese domestic market, although the general impression is that in terms of quantity 

the amount of translated fiction is marginal compared to the scale of Chinese domestic 

literary market, yet in terms of growth the fast-developing market for translation works 

is probably the most significant (Zhang & Shan, 2011). It is unclear on what basis one 

can argue whether the translated fiction occupies a ‘peripheral’ or a primary position. 

Therefore, I take the view that there is no apparent correlation between the choice of 

translation style with either position. My research outcome seems to suggest that it is 
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more plausible to seek other interpretations for the choice of translation style rather 

than correlating it with the position of translated literature.  

 

However, concerning the translation style as a ‘passive’ choice, my research outcome 

does suggest that investigations of both intra-linguistic and extra-linguistic constraints 

are important. I briefly review both considerations as follows.  

 

On one hand, my translation analysis highlights linguistic constraints imposed by 

differences between E-C. My stylistic investigations reveal that Chinese translators 

tend to adopt a ‘close to ST’ approach in negotiating these linguistic constraints. I argue 

that this is a demonstration of translators’ respectful treatment of the source texts, 

which is an indication of Confucian ideological influences. 

 

On the other hand, my research findings also testify that translation style is conditioned 

by extra-linguistic constraints. These constraints are particularly manifest in terms of 

TT cultural norms. As my research has shown, TT cultural constraints play a significant 

role in shaping the translation style from the textual perspectives of genre, register and 

sociolect. My research findings highlight the Confucian ideology as a primary source 

for TT cultural perceptions related to these perspectives. 

 

In sum, if translation style is considered a ‘passive choice’, then the translator's 

ideological positioning is a decisive factor.  

 

• Translation style as an active choice 

Another aspect exploring style as a choice emphasizes that stylistic choices are active 

and purposeful. My translation analysis has revealed many cases where the translators 
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make active stylistic choices. These active choices generally involve two translation 

approaches which can be best described by borrowing Venuti’s terminology. The first 

is a ‘domesticating’ approach. It is represented by an attempt to incorporate TT culture 

genre, register and aesthetic conventions in the translation process. The second is a 

‘foreignizing’ approach. It displays as a consistent effort in retaining the foreignness of 

the translated text (e.g., by a formal translation style).  

 

As mentioned (1.2.2), Venuti claims that a ‘domesticating’ translation style masks a 

cultural hegemony. My translation analysis seems to attest that not only a 

‘domesticating’ translation style masks a cultural hegemony; a ‘foreignizing’ 

translation style equally fulfils the same function. As shown by my linguistic analysis, 

both ‘domesticating’ and ‘foreignizing’ translation styles are identified in fiction 

translation. Both two stylistic choices are driven by ideological imperatives; and my 

research traces it to the impact of Confucianism.   

 

In short, whether style is considered a passive or active choice, my research indicates 

that ideological factors are the prime forces acting upon the stylistic choices.  

 

So far, the evaluation of my research findings is made in the light of theoretical 

explorations focusing on style in terms of stylistic effects, style from textual 

perspectives, and style as choice. In all the above three aspects, ideological 

considerations seem to be the key factor. Therefore, it is highly important to explore 

the connection between translation style and ideological functionality. In the following 

section, I turn to evaluate my research findings from the ideological perspective.  
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7.2.2 From the Ideological Perspective 

In chapter 2, I have reviewed some key conceptions of Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory 

as well as other relevant social theories which inform the study of translation style from 

ideological perspectives. My data analysis in the previous three chapters have explored 

in detail the following three ideological perspectives:  

● Confucianism and literary genres 

● Confucianism and formality in linguistic choices, and  

● Confucianism and aesthetic style.  

 

Based on the above evaluation of my stylistic investigations, I extend my explorations 

of the Confucian ideology in this section in order to further support my argument. In 

the following three parts, I focus on discussing specific Confucian concepts which help 

to shape Chinese translators’ mindset, leading to translation decisions as observed in 

my linguistic investigations.  

 

7.2.2a The concept of ‘filial piety’  

In chapter 2 it has been discussed that sociologist takes the view that the social 

functions of an ideology are realized in the use of language.  In poly-systemic terms, a 

dominant ideology (such as the Confucian ideology) plays a key role in helping to 

create the ‘canonized’ literary repertoire which provides standardized norms for literary 

practice. In chapter 4, I have demonstrated how this relates to the impact of canonized 

Confucian literary genres on translation styles.  

 

To further support my argument, it is helpful to highlight specific aspects of the 

Confucian ideology which relates to my research findings in this aspect. Regarding my 

explorations of Confucian literary genres, I particularly want to highlight the Confucian 
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concept of ‘filial piety’. I believe this concept is the root cause of the typical translation 

tendencies related to Confucian genre influences.  

 

Before presenting my argument, it is helpful to briefly introduce the concept of filial 

piety. Filiality (xiao孝) is considered the most fundamental of Confucian values, the 

essence of its ethical system. The Classic of Filial Piety 孝经 established xiao as the 

keynote of Confucian ethics as early as the Han Dynasty (202BC to AD220). The basic 

definition of filial piety is the virtue of respect for one’s ancestors, parents, and elders, 

but the concept transcends the Confucian morals concerning family relationships and 

represents a cornerstone of the Confucian ideal of an ordered society and a harmonious 

cosmos. Chan and Tan (2004) provide a good collection of works exploring the concept 

of filial piety and its implications on the Chinese culture and society throughout history. 

For my research purposes I want to highlight just one notion. The essence of filial piety 

is reverence and obedience, and I believe these are the root cause of the typical 

translation tendencies observed in fiction translation related to Confucian genre 

influences. My argument is as follows.  

 

First, filial piety stresses a reverent attitude towards a source of seniority (i.e., ancestry, 

tradition, etc). This concept shapes the respectful treatment of source text by Chinese 

translators. In chapter 4, my exploration of the impact of Confucian literary genres on 

translation style reveals some interesting features. Related to the influence of yü-lu and 

‘eight-legged essay’, I have discussed the overwhelming feature of phonetic 

transcription and the strong presence of commentary notes in fiction translating by 

Chinese translators. From a genre perspective these observations are interpreted as 

reflecting the tradition of scripture quotation and commentary writing. At a deeper level, 

these translation features convey the Chinese translators’ respectful treatment of the 
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original text. It is due to their reverence for the source text that fictional names of 

characters and places are uniformly transcribed, despite such renderings (in many cases) 

failing to reproduce the semantic meanings of these names. The scholarly approach to 

supply the readers with running commentaries on background information or technical 

translation issues is another demonstration of the translator’s reverent attitude towards 

the source text; the commentary notes convey a sense of awe, giving the impression 

that the source text must be ‘handled’ with care. Similarly, the literal reproduction of 

lexical expressions and linguistic metafunctions is considered a reflection of formal 

poetic tradition, but a further explanation can chase it to the translator’s respectful 

adherence to the ST linguistic norms.  

 

I believe the typically respectful treatment of ST by the Chinese translators is grown 

out of the cultural environment shaped by the Confucian tenet of filial piety. As 

mentioned in chapter 2, from a sociolinguistic perspective, language is regarded as a 

social institution just like a family unit or a wider network of human society. If the 

doctrine of filial piety governs the operation of family/social relationships, it is not 

surprising that the same principle is extended to regulating linguistic behaviour of 

Chinese translators.  

  

Furthermore, filial piety ordains obedience to a hierarchical order (i.e., children obey 

parents, wives obey husbands, citizens obey rulers, etc). It cultivates the Chinese 

translator’s conformity to authoritative standards. In 4.3, my translation analysis 

indicates that Chinese translators tend to opt for standardized translation of lexical 

items, despite such an approach often failing to deliver connotative/emotive meanings 

in the ST. This dictionary definition style of translation is interpreted as the impact of 

standardization connected with the Confucian genre of ‘eight-legged essay’. At a 
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deeper level it reveals a submissive attitude in decision making on the part of the 

translator. The lack of drive for seeking diversified translation alternatives, and the 

willingness to conform to dictionary definitions of lexical items, are part of a common 

mindset shaped by Confucian filiality.  

 

In sum, my evaluation is that the concept of ‘filial piety’ helps to shape the Chinese 

translators’ cultural mindset; and the result is a translation style characterized by the 

respectful treatment of the source text. This is one aspect of ideological factors 

impacting translation. 

 

7.2.2b The concept of ‘rituality’ 

In chapter 2 I have explored the sociological view that the use of language is stratified 

by positioning of social class. Related to this view, I have explored the connection 

between the Confucian hierarchical use of language and accentuation of the formal 

register in translation (chapter 5). My research findings in this aspect can be further 

evaluated from the ideological perspective. The related Confucian concept I intend to 

highlight is ‘rituality’, li礼. I believe that this concept is the key to understanding the 

accentuation of the formal register in fiction translation. My argument is presented as 

follows.  

 

To begin with, it is necessary to briefly introduce the Confucian concept of li. Any 

works of Confucian studies can barely bypass the mention of li, the famous Confucian 

concept of rituality. Like many other key Confucian concepts, li has various translated 

versions, such as ‘etiquette and ceremonial’ (Steele, 1917), ‘rites’, or ‘rituals’ (Hughes, 

1942, Yao, 2000), or ‘propriety’ (Lai, 2008, Ames, 2010). But perhaps it can best be 

described as ‘standards of behavioural propriety served as guides for correct behaviour’ 
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(Lai, 2008, p.26). Confucius himself was a ritual master. A major advocacy of his 

ideology is the restoration of rites and rituals to cure social ills and to induce effective 

governing. For this reason, Confucianism is often referred to as lijiao礼教 (the religion 

of rituals). As Goldin comments (2015, p.87), for Confucius and his followers, ‘rituals 

are not merely received practices, nor convenient social institutions, they are 

practicable forms in which the sages aimed to encapsulate the fundamental patterns of 

the universe’. The emphasis on the correctness of form is the essence of the Classic of 

Rites 禮記, which form the core text of the Confucian canon.  

 

It is not difficult to discern the connection between the Confucian concept of rituality 

and the accentuation of formality as observed in the translation practice of Chinese 

translators. My research presents three arguments related to such an interpretation.  

 

First, the emphasis on the correctness of form clearly manifests itself in the Chinese 

translator’s strong preference for the formal register. In chapter 5, I have investigated 

the impact of the Confucian language of formality on translation style. I have provided 

plenty of evidence demonstrating the significant stylistic shifts towards a formal 

register in fiction translation. As mentioned, the formal register is closely related to 

wenyan, the classical literary language officialised by the Confucian orthodoxy. The 

overwhelming conformity to the formal register in fiction translation acknowledges 

submission to the Confucian rule of conduct.  

 

Secondly, the strong preference for the formal style shows the Chinese translators pay 

keen attention to presentation in formality. It has been demonstrated that Chinese 

translators tend to prioritize the delivery of form (i.e., the original linguistic form) over 

any other considerations such as faithful reproduction of the original semantic meaning 
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or stylistic effects. This translation feature, I believe, is a further indication of the 

prominent influence of li, the Confucian tenet of rituality.  

 

Lastly, the very fact that fiction translating by Chinese translators displays patterns of 

conformity attests to the influence of li. My research detects a consistent tendency to 

give standardized treatment to the original fiction regardless of varieties of style or 

genre. The emphasis on formal presentation in translation conflicts with the general 

principle of literary translation which honours creativity and diversity in expression. 

The phenomenon, to a great extent, testifies a Confucian mindset which values 

conformity to the standard of propriety.  

 

In short, the Confucian concept of rituality is illuminating in understanding the features 

of a translation style which give prominence to the rule of formality.  

 

7.2.2c The concept of ‘self-cultivation’ 

In chapter 6, to explore the close connection between ideology and literary aesthetic 

perceptions, I have investigated the Confucian style of elegance displayed in fiction 

translation. In this part, evaluation of my related research findings is further explored 

by highlighting a third Confucian concept, that is, the Confucian concept of ‘self-

cultivation’. I believe this concept offers plausible explanations for the presence of the 

style of elegance investigated in fiction translation. Related issues are discussed in the 

following part.  

 

The Chinese expression for self-cultivation (x i ū - x ī n  y ǎ n g - x ì n g修心养性) literally 

means refinement of heart and nurturance of character. In Confucius’ teaching, self-

cultivation is a means of achieving moral excellence and social fulfilment. For a 
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Confucian follower aspiring to be ‘junzi 君子 ’ (an exemplary gentleman), self-

cultivation is the means to achieve this goal. For Confucianists self-cultivation requires 

lifelong devotion to ‘developing one’s abilities to carry out the assigned duties within 

the family and the state’ (Yang & Tamney, 2011, p.128).  Confucian scholars debate a 

great deal about the idea of self-cultivation, but most of their viewpoints draw 

inspirations from the Great Learning 大學 and the Doctrine of the mean 中庸, two 

classics of the Confucian canon. Theories about self-cultivation can be broadly divided 

into the traditional view and the modern view. The traditional view perceives self-

cultivation as a diligent learning process, whereas the modern view puts more emphasis 

on exploring self-cultivation as a means of spiritual transcendence (see Yao, 2000, 

pp.154-157, Yang & Tamney, 2011, pp.143-146, Ching, 2000, pp.112-131). Either 

view embraces the concept of self-cultivation as a key terminology for Chinese 

philosophy. As Lai (2008, p.35) remarks, ‘the ideology of self-cultivation has had far 

reaching effects in Chinese society and culture’; it ‘continues to have contemporary 

relevance’ because of its moral, ethical, and educational concerns.  

 

Related to my translation research, I believe one area where the influence of self-

cultivation is felt is in fiction translation. The display of ya, the style of elegance, is a 

clear indication of its influence. There are at least three reasons why I think the 

Confucianist self-cultivation tradition holds the key for understanding the presence of 

the ya style, as well as other translation features discussed in my data analysis.  

 

Firstly, The Confucianists view literary practice as a self-cultivating engagement, and 

the ya style is the normative style of all such practice.  As mentioned above, the 

Confucian concept of self-cultivation involves diligent learning to achieve self-

advancement. For Confucian scholars, this essentially involves diligent literary practice 
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of a refined, elegant style. For example, the so-called ‘four common literary arts’---

poetry, music, reading and painting---all uphold ya, the style of elegance, as the 

ultimate aesthetic criteria (Li, 2010). Since translation is considered a form of literary 

practice, for Chinese translators, it is only logical that ya, the style of elegance, is a 

choice by default. Such a stylistic choice is fitting for the Confucian cultural 

environment. For this reason, the promotion of the ya style in translation can be 

interpreted to be ideologically prescribed by the Chinese-translator’s self-cultivating 

mindset.  

 

Furthermore, the concept of self-cultivation can also shed light on many translation-

related features. For example, the overwhelming applications of chengyu or other 

highly sophisticated choice of vocabulary, and the abundance of commentary notes 

supplied, etc, can all be linked with the idea of self-cultivation. This is because, as 

mentioned, the Confucianist self-cultivating process puts a lot of emphasis on 

knowledge gaining and education. The above-mentioned translation features strongly 

suggest that Chinese translators feel morally obliged to make sure their translation is 

informative and educational. For the same reason, they are reluctant to reproduce 

elements of colloquialism contained in the original fiction, regarding such styles 

‘inferior’ compared to the style of elegance. Their translation strategy heavily leans 

towards a formal style, because such a style delegates translation practice to its proper 

literary hierarchical order. 

 

Lastly, such a Confucianist approach not only characterizes the translators but also the 

readers. The adoption of the ya style clearly indicates that translated fiction tends to 

cater for the needs of the educated class. As mentioned, the style of elegance is 

characterized by the presence of classical Chinese elements in translation. These 
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classical features firmly establish the link between translation and the Confucian 

literary tradition, making it clear that reading translated fiction is a hobby of the 

educated elite. The style of elegance which glosses over the original fictional genre 

style is not only the translator’s choice, but also that of the readers, who perceive fiction 

reading as an intellectual engagement. For the purposes of self-cultivation (such as 

gaining knowledge or spiritual transcendence), the deliberate choice of sophisticated 

vocabulary and classical syntax are welcomed. The influence of the Confucian mindset, 

therefore, is demonstrated not only by the translator’s stylistic choice, but also by the 

preference of the targeted readership.  

 

To conclude, the concept of self-cultivation has far-reaching implications for Chinese 

translators’ translation behaviour. I believe it conditions their mind subconsciously 

treating translation as a form of self-cultivating literary practice. The promotion of the 

ya style aligns with such a perception as it targets a highly intellectual readership. Other 

translation features also suggest translations are done in ways which enhance the 

education value of the original fiction.  

 

7.2.3 Overall Assessment of My Research 

Following my evaluation of research findings, it is necessary to give an overall 

assessment of my research methodology. Related issues are discussed in the following 

two parts. The first part deals with a question most likely to be raised regarding my 

research conclusion. The second part discusses how my research can be further 

developed.  
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7.2.3a Is the formal translation style a result of ‘Europeanisation’? 

To begin with, it is important to defend my viewpoint against a general assumption. As 

I have argued, the most likely explanation for the formal translation style is the 

influence of the Confucian ideology. Such a view will predictably be questioned by 

those scholars who consider the formal translation style a sign of ‘Europeanised’ or 

‘Anglicised Chinese’ (Loh, 1957, p.100, Wang, 1984, p.2, Dai, 2016, pp.39-51). So 

this issue requires some clarifications.  

 

The so-called ‘Europeanization’ or ‘Anglicism’ refers to the research related to the 

study of ‘source language interference’ (Xiao, 2014, p.6), i.e., the influence of the 

English language upon the modern written Chinese. Features of studies include, for 

example, addition of subjects and copula, adjective and verb markers, etc (Wang, 1985, 

Dai, 2016). ‘Europeanization’ or ‘Anglicism’ are particularly associated with the New 

Culture movement at the turn of the twentieth century. As mentioned before, this 

movement was characterized by condemnation of the Confucian imperialism and the 

abandonment of the Literary Chinese (wenyan) associated with it. In their passionate 

support of the movement, a few radical reformers such as Lu Xun 鲁迅 (1881-1936) 

claimed that the classical literary Chinese was ‘flawed’ and ‘malfunctioned’ and called 

for the ‘Europeanization’ of the Chinese language (2015, pp.335-400). This involved 

imitation or direct ‘borrowing’ of grammatical features of European languages. 

Because the advocacy of Europeanization grew out of an anti-Confucianist context, it 

is often interpreted as modernization of the Chinese language against the Confucian 

tradition. For this reason, I anticipate some arguments against my interpretation that 

features of Anglicised Chinese in translation are manifestations of the Confucian 

ideological influence. Therefore, it is necessary to defend my viewpoint as follows. 
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First, it is important to bear in mind that Europeanization of the Chinese language, as 

advocated by Lu Xun, is a proposed theory rather than a common practice by Chinese 

translators. Lu Xun himself did translate a couple of Russian stories using an extremely 

literal approach, but his experiment was much criticised and triggered a heated 

translation debate over ‘stiff translation’ (Liang, 2004, Lu, 2004, Hung, 2005, pp.124-

127). There is no substantial evidence that Europeanized/Anglicized translation had 

ever been widely applied. Even if the formal translation style displays similar linguistic 

features of Europeanization/Anglicism, their connections are accidental rather than 

consequential.   

 

Secondly, it is crucial to note that most of what claimed to be ‘Anglicised’ translation 

features are wenyan features, which indicates a connection with the Confucian heritage. 

Wang Li 王力 (1900-1986) is the first Chinese grammarian who researched into this 

issue (1985). But even he has acknowledged that linguistic features of Europeanization 

mostly reflect wenyan syntax. If Europeanization is interpreted as an anti-Confucian 

language reform, as some have assumed, why would wenyan grammar be selected and 

applied? The very fact that wenyan syntax is selected is rather telling. It points to 

manifestation of Confucian formality rather than anti-Confucian modernization.   

 

Lastly, even if Europeanized/Anglicised Chinese is a growing phenomenon, there is no 

reason why such a feature should not be interpreted from an ideological perspective. 

My observation of the formal features of translation does not conflict with the linguistic 

interests in Europeanization or Anglicisation of the Chinese language. Quite the 

opposite, my ideological interpretations point to a deeper cause for such an observation. 

For example, as I have argued, the Confucian preference for formality can be 

considered a motivating factor for the prevalence of Europeanized/Anglicized usage.  
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In sum, whilst acknowledging the formal translation style under investigation displays 

similar linguistic features of Europeanization/Anglicism, I take the view that the 

Confucian ideology is the most likely explanation for the making of such a translation 

style.   

 

7.2.3b Further assessment of my methodology 

In this session I briefly discuss how my research can be further developed.  

 

First, my research could be extended to a larger scale project. Some of my research 

directions have rarely been explored (for example, the presence of wenyan elements in 

translational data), so my claims or interpretations can lead to further empirical research. 

Quantitative research could further verify my findings. Some of my research findings 

(e.g., lack of ‘verb stacking’, or applications of classical markers) may help in the 

design of new coding frames. However, quantifying stylistic features for corpus-based 

research will remain challenging.  

 

What is more, since my selection of data is limited to works done by translators in 

China, another possible direction for extended research is to compare fiction translation 

done by Chinese translators from other regions, for example, translators from Taiwan. 

It will be interesting to further explore if my observations of Confucian influence also 

apply to translators from a wider demographic of Chinese communities.  

 

Similarly, since my data is confined to translation data published in China, it would 

also be interesting to question whether the translation tendencies discussed above 

display some other ideological input. For example, it would certainly be possible to 
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explore whether the communist political environment reinforces some of the translation 

features in fiction translation. 

 

Finally, my research also raises many unanswered questions about cultural influences 

on translators which can be further explored by comparative cultural studies. For 

example, are translators from other traditional cultures display translation tendencies 

specific to their cultural ideologies? 

 

To summarize, my research findings can be further tested or explored in various ways, 

including, to say the least, a wider selection of data and a more detailed survey of fiction 

translators.  

 

7.3 Final Conclusion 

All in all, my stylistic investigations have provided sufficient evidence to confirm my 

hypothesis that the Confucian ideology is a driving force behind contemporary literary 

activities; its influences are distinctly felt in Chinese translators’ fiction translation style. 

As my linguistic analysis has clearly shown, such a translation style is characterized by 

a predominantly formal, and foreignizing translation strategy, supplemented by highly 

predictable applications of target culture norms in lexical choices and linguistic 

solutions. These norms can be clearly identified as Confucian ideological input as they 

are strongly associated with Confucian literary genres, formal register and style of 

elegance.   

 

I believe my research can fill the gap in translation studies, where the link between 

submerged ideologies and translation behaviours are seldom explored. In doing so, it 

also has the following positive implications.  
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Firstly, my research brings new light on understanding the process of translation from 

English to Chinese particularly from a stylistic perspective. As my research reveals, 

fiction translation from English to Chinese involves negotiating many fundamental 

linguistic differences between the two vastly different language systems. Substantial 

stylistic shifts occur as the translator makes active and passive choices in the translation 

process. My research confirms the value of translation training not only at the linguistic 

level but also from the wider social and cultural perspectives.   

 

Secondly, although my research is language-specific, its insight can be applied by any 

literary translator. My stylistic investigations challenge translators to fully explore the 

implications of their translation approach. It helps to heighten translators’ awareness of 

the choices available to them, enabling them to make well-informed decisions.  

 

Thirdly, my research affirms the value of exploring the impact of Confucian heritage 

in a specific field of study. Many other issues can be raised as to the extent of Confucian 

influence in today’s literary world. It is hoped that my research will inspire more studies 

into submerged ideologies which shaped the world we live in today.  

 

Finally, my research offers a framework for more research into other ideologies 

impacting translation style. Although my focus is on the Confucian ideology, similar 

investigations can be carried out to explore other ideologies or theories. For example, 

one can explore the impact of Buddhism, or any other ideological framework, by 

following the same methodology. 
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In conclusion, my research provides an in-depth case study demonstrating how stylistic 

choice in translation is a normative, standardized decision influenced by ideological 

factors. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

 

Linguistic Parameters for Text Analysis 

(In-text ref: 3.2.4) 

 

Aspects of 

Differences 

between  

E and C 

Affected areas English Chinese Possible 

translational 

features 

Differences at  

Word Level 

(lexical choice) 

stratification: contextual, semantic meanings  shifts in meaning 

rank: 

explicitness of 

grammatical 

markers 

explicit implicit lexicalization of 

English grammatical 

markers 

Differences 

in  

the system of 

Theme 

markness of 

theme 

unmarkness/markness in theme 

may not be equivalent 

loss of ST’s markness 

in theme 

topical theme a minor 

feature 

a major feature loss or 

misrepresentation of 

topical theme 

Differences in  

the system of 

modality 

modal 

alternatives 

not typical modal adjuncts, 

sentence-ending 

particles 

underuse of mood 

particles 

modal sequence neat 

sequence: 

mood+ 

residue 

random distribution 

of mood and residue 

elements  

under-representation 

of typical Chinese 

modal variations 

modal 

implicitness 

more likely 

to be 

explicit 

more likely to be 

implicit 

over-translation of 

mood elements  

Differences  

in the system of 

transitivity 

the middle voice   a minor 

feature 

a prominent feature absence of the middle 

voice and passival 

verbs in translated 

texts 

the passive form highly 

grammartize

d, and in 

extensive 

use,  

in diverse forms, 

and in limited use 

overuse of the bèi 

construction/ 

underuse of typical 

Chinese passive 

alternatives, e.g., the 

ergative model  
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Appendix B 

Commentary Footnotes in the First Chapter of Each Novel 
 

(In-text ref: Table 4.5) 

 
Table4.5L Commentary footnotes in chapter 1, L 

 

ST-TT Commentary footnotes with gloss translation  

T4.5L(1) 

The boy with fair hair lowered himself 

down the last few feet of rock and began to 

pick his way towards the lagoon*. p.1 

金发少年攀下岩石最下面的一截,又开始

摸索着朝环礁湖方向走去。p.001 

*海洋上被珊瑚礁所包围的水面。 

 

[a part of the ocean surrounded by coral reef] 

T4.5L(2) 

The fair boy stopped and jerked his 

stockings with an automatic gesture that 

made the jungle seem for a moment like the 

Home Countries*. p.1 

金发少年停住脚 , 自自然然地紧紧袜

子。 他这动作一时间让人觉得这孩子好

像是在老家一样。 p.001 

*原文为 the Home Countries, 指伦敦附近各郡。  

 

[In the ST, the words are ‘the Home Countries’, it 

refers to the counties adjacent to London] 

T4.5L(3) 

Out there, perhaps a mile away, the white 

surf flinked* on a coral reef...p.4 

从这里往外约一英里之遥, 雪白的浪花

忽隐忽现地拍打着一座珊瑚礁。 p.004 

*原文 flinked, 系作者所臆造的一个词。意谓 flicker 

(摇曳）flick （轻弹声） 和 blink （闪烁）等词义

的综合。 

 

[‘flinked’ in the original text, a word coined by the 

author, combining the meanings of ‘flicker’ (i.e. 

swaying), ‘flick’ (i.e. the sound of plucking), and 

‘blink’ (i.e. sparkle)] 

T4.5L(4) 

‘They used to call me “Piggy*’. p.6 

“他们常叫我猪崽子”. p.006 

*原文 Piggy, 意谓小猪。 

 

[‘Piggy’ in the original text, a little pig] 

T4.5L(5) 

Ralph’s breath failed; the note dropped the 

octave, became a low wubber*, was a rush 

of air. p.13 

拉尔夫接不上气了, 海螺的声音又跌下

了八度 , 变成一股低沉的呜呜气流。 

p.013 

*原文 wubber, 系作者臆造, 拟声。 

 

[‘wubber’ in the original, an onomatopoeia coined by 

the author] 

T4.5L(6) 

‘Sam, Eric, Sam, Eric*’. p.15 

“萨姆埃里克, 萨姆埃里克*。” p.015 

*即 Sam and Eric (萨姆和埃里克）双胞胎两人名字

的共同的简称。 

 

[that is, Sam and Eric, abbreviated references to both 

twins] 

T4.5L(7) 

‘Choir*! Stand still!’ p.16 

“合唱队！ 立正！” p.017 

*原文 choir, 即教堂里的唱诗班。 

 

[‘In ST the word is ‘choir’, meaning a group of people 

singing hymns in church] 
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Table 4.5G Commentary footnotes in chapter 1, G 

 

ST-TT Commentary footnotes with gloss translation 

T4.5G(1) 

...the 8:04 slow train from Ashbury to 

Euston* can test the patience of the most 

seasoned commuter. p.15 

 

这趟早间 8：04 从阿什伯里开往尤斯顿

站的慢车也够折磨人的。p.001 

 

*尤斯顿站：英国的一个铁路车站, 位于伦敦市中

心。 

 

[Euston station: a rail station in England; situated in 

the centre of London.] 

T4.5G(2) 

...because he’s handsome in a British film 

star kind of way, not a Depp or a Pitt, but a 

Firth, or a Jason Issacs*. p.26 

 

因为他的英俊中隐隐有种英国影星的气

质, 绝非什么“德普”、“皮特”, 勉强是个 

“弗斯”, 不然就是个“杰森・艾塞克”。 

p.010 

 

*杰森艾塞克(Jason Isaacs, 1963 -): 又译为鲁森・艾

萨克, 出生于利物浦的英国演员, 曾在《哈利波特》

系列电影中扮演食死徒卢修斯・马尔福。 

 

[Jason Isaacs (1963-), also translated as 鲁森・艾萨
克 , an English actor born in Liverpool. He played 

Lucius Malfoy (the Death Eater) in the Harry Potter 

Series.] 

T4.5G(3) 

I could be in the south of Spain, at the 

beach; It could be in Italy, the Cinque 

Terre*, all those pretty coloured 

houses...p.34 

 

也许是子啊西班牙南部的某个沙滩, 也

许是意大利的五乡地 --- 那里有五彩的

漂亮房屋...p.018 

 

*五乡地： 又称五渔村, 位于意大利利古里亚大区拉

斯佩齐亚省海沿岸地区, 是蒙泰罗索阿尔马雷、韦

尔纳扎、科尔尼利亚、马纳罗拉及里奥马焦雷五个

村镇的统称。 

 

[Cinque Terre: also called ‘the Five Villages’, a 

coastal area in La Spezia, within the district of Liguria 

in Italy. It comprises five villages: Monterosso al 

Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola, and 

Riomaggiore.] 

T4.5G(4) 

...we are going to follow Che Guevara’s 

tracks from Buenos Aires to Caracas*. 

p.41 

 

我们要循着切・格瓦拉的足迹, 从布宜

诺斯艾利斯前往加拉加斯。 p.024 

 

*加拉加斯： 委内瑞拉首都。 

 

[Caracas: the capital of Venezuela.] 

T4.5G(5) 

I think about Ted Hughes*, moving Assia 

Wevill into the home he’d shared with 

Plath*...pp.56-57 

 

我不由得想起了特德・休斯, 他居然让

阿希娅・韦威尔搬进他与西尔维娅・普

拉斯德爱巢。pp.038-039 

 

 

*特德・休斯： 即埃德华・詹姆斯（Edward James 

Hughes, 1930 - 1998), 英国诗人和儿童文学家。 他

与美国著名女诗人西尔维亚・普拉斯德婚姻曾经非

常轰动, 但却以悲剧结束, 普拉斯德自杀使他备受指

责。  

 

[Ted Hughes: that is, Edward James Hughes, 1930 - 

1998, an English poet and children’s writer. Hughes 

was married to American poet Sylvia Plath; their 

marriage caused a stir but ended in tragedy.  Plath’s 

suicide was blamed on Hughes by many.] 

 

 

*西尔维亚・普拉斯（Sylvia Plath, 1932-1963): 西尔

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city
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维亚・普拉斯生于美国波士顿牙买加平原区, 儿童

作家出身的美国天才诗人、小说家及短片故事作

家, 于 1963 年自杀身亡。除诗作外, 普拉斯也以笔

名 Victoria Lucas (维多利亚・卢卡斯）创作了传记

小说《瓶中美人》。 

 

[Sylvia Plath, 1932-1963: born in Jamaica Plain, 

Boston, Sylvia Plath was a talented American poet, 

novelist, and short-story writer who originally worked 

as a children’s writer. She committed suicide in 1963. 

Apart from poetry writing Plath also wrote ‘the Bell 

Jar’, an autobiographical novel under the pseudonym 

"Victoria Lucas".] 

 

Table4.5K Commentary footnotes in chapter 1, K 

 

ST-TT Commentary footnotes with gloss translation 

T4.5K(1) 

I said if he wanted to take a broad view 

of the thing, it really began with Andrew 

Jackson*. p.3 

 

我说, 如果把眼光再放远一点, 实际上

是从安德鲁・杰克逊开始的。 p.3 

 

*安德鲁・杰克逊 (Andrew Jackson, 1767-1845), 美国将

军, 第七任总统。 在 1812年英美战争期间因功勋卓著

被视作民族英雄。 因野蛮对待北美印第安人和支持实

行奴隶制, 杰克逊在当代受到尖锐的批评。  

 

[Andrew Jackson, 1767-1845, American military 

commander who served as the seventh president of the 

United States. He was considered a national hero for his 

outstanding contributions towards the American 

revolution against the British in 1812. But his reputation 

suffers severe criticism in contemporary times because of 

his ruthless treatment of the North American Indians as 

well as his support for American slavery. ] 

T4.5K(2) 

Being Southerners...we had no recorded 

ancestors on either side of the Battle of 

Hastings*. All we had was Simon 

Finch, ...apothecary from 

Cornwall*...he worked his way ...to 

Mobile*...Mindful of John Wesley’s* 

strictures on the use of many words in 

buying and selling...pp.3-4 

 

作为南方人, 我们家族的祖先在黑斯

廷斯战役中名不见经传...能让我们引

以为豪的只有西蒙・芬奇,一个来自康

沃尔郡的江湖郎中...他...到了莫比尔...

把约翰・卫斯理关于生意行话使用的

各种条条框框牢记在心。p.4 

 

*黑斯廷斯战役：英格兰国王哈罗德二世的盎格鲁-撒

克逊军队和诺曼底公爵威廉一世的军队在黑斯廷斯进

行的一场交战。 

 

[the Battle of Hastings:  between the English army under 

the Anglo-Saxon King Harold Godwinson and the 

Norman-French army of William, the Duke of 

Normandy at Hastings] 

 

*康沃尔郡： 英格兰南部的一个郡。 

 

[Cornwall: a county in the south of England.] 

 

*莫比尔：美国亚拉巴马州南端的港口城市。 

 

[Mobile: a port at the southern end of  Alabama, United 

States.] 

 

*约翰・卫斯理： 循道宗教派的创始人。 

[John Wesley: founder of the Methodist Church.] 

T4.5K(3) 

...my father, Atticus Finch, went to 

Montgomery* to read law. p.4 

 

 

*蒙哥马利； 美国亚拉巴马州首府。 

 

[Montgomery: capital of the State of Alabama, U.S.] 
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我父亲阿迪克斯・芬奇跑到蒙哥马利

去读法律。p.5 

 

T4.5K(4) 

Maycomb County had recently been told 

that it had nothing to fear but fear 

itself*. p.6 

 

梅科姆县的男女老少最近刚刚得知 , 

除了恐惧本身 , 他们没有什么恐惧

的。p.7  

 

 

*出自美国总统富兰克林・罗斯福在 1933 年当选美国

总统时的演说, 当时正值美国大萧条, 罗斯福上任后实

施新政, 以扭转经济颓势。 

 

[a quote from the 1933 inaugural address of Franklin 

Roosevelt. Roosevelt took office in the midst of the Great 

Depression; he introduced many new policies to avert the 

tide.] 

T4.5K(5) 

Routine contentment was...running 

through our list of dramas based on the 

works of Oliver Optic*, Victor 

Appleton* and Edgar Rice 

Burroughs*...Mr crabtree in The Rover 

Boys...p.8 

 

然后把沃恩根据奥利弗・奥普蒂克、

维克多・阿普尔顿和埃德加・赖斯・

伯勒斯创作德小说改编的剧本全部上

演一遍...《罗弗小子》里的克拉布特

利先生...p.11 

 

 

*奥利弗・奥普蒂克(Oliver Optic, 1822-1897）, 威廉姆

・泰勒・亚当斯的笔名, 美国男孩读物作家。 

[Oliver Optic, 1822-1897, pseudonym of William Taylor 

Adams, an American author mostly writing for a boy 

audience.] 

 

* 爱德华・维克多・阿普尔顿（ Edward Victor 

Appleton, 1892-1965）, 生于英国约克郡, 早年攻读自

然科学和法律。 他喜欢将自己研究的东西写成科普小

说, 非常有代表性的是汤姆・斯威夫特系列。 

 

[Edward Victor Appleton, 1892-1965, born in Yorkshire, 

England; he studied natural sciences and law in his early 

years. He enjoyed turning his research into popular 

science fiction, as represented by the series of Tom 

Swift.1] 

 

*埃德加・赖斯・伯勒斯（Edgar Rice Burroughs, 1875-

1950), 美国科幻小说作家, 他的长篇系列小说《人猿泰

山》可成经典之作。  

 

[Edgar Rice Burroughs, 1875-1950, was an American 

science fiction writer best known for his celebrated 

Tarzan series. ] 

T4.5K(6) 

Thus we came to know Dill as a pocket 

Merlin*... p.8 

 

我们由此发现 ,迪尔是个袖珍版的梅

林。p.11 

 

*梅林, 中古传说中亚瑟王的挚友兼老师, 也是著名的

预言家和魔术师。 

[Merlin, in the legendary tales of the Middle Ages he is a 

close friend and advisor of King Arthur, a famous 

prophet and wizard. ] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 This appears to be an error by the translator.  It was Edward Stratemeyer and Howard Garis who wrote most of 

the volumes of the original Tom Swift series. The books were published using the house pseudonym "Victor 

Appleton", which bears no association with Edward Victor Appleton. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Garis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pen_name
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Table4.5M Commentary footnotes in chapter 1, M 

 

ST-TT Commentary footnotes with back  translation  

T4.5M(1) 

...Parwana*...who possessed none 

of the grace of the butterfly she’d 

been named after. p.23 

 

这女人...虽然名叫蝴蝶, 却没有

一丝蝴蝶的优雅。      p.21 

*“帕尔瓦娜” 是蝴蝶的意思。 

 

[‘Parwana’ means butterfly] 

T4.5M(2) 

Father said it wouldn’t surprise 

him if it had witnessed the emperor 

Babur* marching his army to 

capture Kabul. p.31 

 

父亲说 要是这棵树目睹国巴布

尔皇帝挥师攻占喀布尔, 他也不

会觉得惊奇。p.28 

*扎希尔丁・巴布尔是莫卧尔王朝的奠基者, 贴木尔的六世

孙, 1504 年占领喀布尔, 并以此城为政府东部与南部的基

地。 

 

[Zahīr ud-Dīn Babur was the founder of the Mughal dynasty, 

the sixth generation of the descendants of Timur. He 

conquered Kabul in 1504 and used the city as his governing 

base in the East and South regions. ] 

T4.5M(3) 

The distant provinces, the qarias*, 

the small villages… p.45 

 

那遥远的外省, 那些卡里亚啊, 那

些小村庄啊。p.41 

 

*卡里亚（qaria), 由多个小村(kalay)组成的较大的村庄。 

 

[Qaria is the name for a relatively large village cluster formed 

of smaller villages (kalay).] 

T4.5M(4) 

...our impromptu trading of Farsi* 

and English lessons. p.83 

 

我们还随性所至, 互教互学, 做过

不少波斯语和英语的功课。p.73 

*1964 年以后, 阿富汗波斯语的官方名称改为达里语, 以与

伊朗波斯语区分。 但当地人习惯上仍以波斯语（法尔西

语）称之。 

 

[After 1964, Dari is the term officially recognized by the 

Afghanistan government for a variety of the Persian language 

spoken in Afghanistan, to differentiate from other Persian 

varieties spoken in Iran. However local speakers in 

Afghanistan still prefer and use the name "Farsi" for their 

Persian language].   

T4.5M(5) 

...she had no nang* and namoos*, 

no honour… p.93 

 

她既没囊, 也没纳穆斯, 没有好名

声。p.81 

 

*囊（nang）和纳穆斯（namoos) 代表荣誉和自尊。 

 

[Nang and Namoos refer to honour and self-respect. ] 

 

Table4.5A Commentary footnotes in chapter 1, A 

 

T4.5A(1) 

In the mid-eighties Vernon too had had a 

second bite, on holiday on an estate in 

Umbria*. p.8 

 

 

*翁布里亚（Umbria）为意大利中部大区, 范围包

括佩鲁贾和特尔尼两省。 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_language
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八十年代中期, 弗农也跟她来了个梅开二

度, 那是在翁布里亚的一幢度假屋。 p.9 

 

[Umbria, a region of central Italy. It comprises two 

provinces, Perugia and Terni.] 

T4.5A(2) 

‘Ethel Smyth*. I’d do a damn better job than 

she did.’ p.8 

 

“伊瑟尔・斯密斯。我铁定比她要写得

好”。 p.10 

 

*伊瑟尔・斯密斯 (Ethel Smyth, 1858-1944）, 英国

作曲家兼妇女参政运动的领导人。 

 

[Ethel Smyth, 1858-1944, an English composer and 

a leader of the women’s suffrage movement.] 

T4.5A(3) 

She came to my Twelfth Night* party. p.10 

 

她是来参加我的主显节之夜的派对。 p.12 

 

*主显节（Twelfth Day）即耶稣诞生后的第十二

天： 一月六号, 主显节之夜是一月五号的夜晚。 

这个日期可远早于克利夫敢于推测的夏天。 

 

[Epiphany (Twelfth Day) refers to the twelfth day 

after the birth of Jesus. (In the story) it falls on the 

6th January; Epiphany Eve, then, is the night of 5th 

January, which is much earlier than summer, the 

time worked out in Clive’s mind.] 

T4.5A(4) 

Was he as domesticated and tame a talent as 

some of his younger critics claimed, the 

thinking man’s Gorecki*? p.13 

 

难道果如年轻一代的某些乐评人所言,他

的天才已经被驯化, 变得甜腻无比, 真成了

“思想家的小甜饼”---格雷茨基一流的人

物？p.16 

 

*麦克尤恩的原文是： the thinking man’s crumpet, 

意为又美貌又有头脑的性感女性（最早的出处是

英国喜剧作家兼电视名人 Frank Muir 在 1960年代

对著名记者兼电视杰姆主持人 Joan Bakewell 的称

呼）。 格雷茨基（Henryk Gŏrecki, 1933--) 则是波

兰当代古典音乐作曲家,是后斯大林时代波兰先锋

派音乐的领军人物,之所以拿他来说事儿或许是因

为他的代表作《哀歌交响乐曲》在 1992 年重新灌

录后销量超过了百万张, 这个销量是 20世纪所有作

曲家都难以望其项背的, 如此一来, 他也就自然成

了媚俗的象征。  

 

[In the original text McEwan used the phrase ‘the 

thinking man’s crumpet’, which refers to a sexy 

woman with both attractive appearance and a good 

brain. The earliest usage of this phrase is found in the 

celebrity humourist Frank Muir’s reference to Joan 

Bakewell, a well-known journalist and TV presenter 

in the 1960s.  Henryk Gŏrecki, 1933--, a Polish 

composer of contemporary classical music, a leading 

figure of the Polish avant-garde during the post-

Stalin era. The reason for the mention of this 

composer by the author is because a recording of his 

Symphony of Sorrowful Songs had sold more than a 

million copies in 1992, a commercial success 

unparalleled by any 20th-c. composer. Thus Gŏrecki 

naturally becomes the symbol of popular taste].  

T4.5A(5) 

‘She was brilliant. Goldsmith’s*, then the 

Guildhall.’ p.14 

 

“她是了不起。 读的是金史密斯学院, 然后

在伦敦市政厅供职”。 p.17 

*伦敦大学的金史密斯学院以女生所占比例高达

65%著称。 

 

[Goldsmith’s College in the University of London is 

reputed for its high proportion (65%) of female 

students.] 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regions_of_Italy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Stalin
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Appendix C 

Translation of Theme 

(In-text ref: 4.2.1b) 

Thematic elements are highlighted in bold; unusual syntax marked by insertion of the pronoun ‘it’ are 

shaded. Lengthened theme is indicated in italics; loss of markness/ miscalculated topical focus are 

underlined.  

 

 ST-TT Analysis 

 

1a 

The place of assembly in which he stood was roughly 

a triangle; but irregular and sketchy, like everything they 

made. p.82 

 

拉尔夫站着的、孩子们准备开会的那块地方大体是

三角形状；但是跟他们做的任何东西一样, 这个三
角形是粗略的, 不规则的。p.083 

The lengthy theme results in misled 

meaning (the place was made by 

them). Markness in ST theme (‘the 

place’) is not reflected because of the 

formal transfer. 

 

1b The three littluns paused in their game and looked up. 

As it happened, the particular marks in which they 

were interested had not been touched, so they made no 

protest. p.62 

 

三个小家伙停止游戏,仰脸呆看着。事情发生的当口

儿,他们感兴趣的特别标记还没被触及,所以尚未表

示出强烈的不满。 p.063 

All themes are formally reproduced; 

but meaning is made unclear because 

the formal reproduction of ‘it’ and 

‘marks’ lead to miscalculation of the 

topical theme. By TT norm ‘it’ should 

have been made redundant to enhance 

the cohesive link between 

‘marks...not touched’ and ‘made no 

protest’. 

 

1c 

Sixty feet above Roger, a cluster of nuts...were loosed 

from their stems. They fell about him with a series of 

hard thumps...Yet…he dared not throw. Here, invisible 

yet strong, was the taboo of the old life. Round the 

squatting child was the protection of parents and school 

and policemen and the law... pp.64-65 

 

在罗杰上方约六十英尺的地方, 一串...棕榈果从叶梗

上松落下来。 它们接二连三掉在他的周围...罗杰不

敢往里扔石子。 在这儿, 旧生活的禁忌虽然无形无

影, 却仍然是强有力的。 席地而坐的孩子的四周,有

着父母、学校、警察和法律的庇护。 p.65 

Literal transfer of theme ‘they’ results 

in unnatural expression.  

 

The marked theme ‘invisible yet 

strong’ is well reproduced by 

rephrasing it into a subclause 

[although the taboo of the old life was 

invisible, yet it is strong]. 

 

The second marked theme ‘round the 

squatting child’ is not equivalently 

reproduced due to formal transfer, 

which also leads to a misrepresented 

translation: [the squatting child had 

the protection of parents and school’.  

2a I tried not to look up, I tried to read the free newspaper 

I was handed on my way into the station, but the words 

blur in front of my eyes, nothing holds my interest. p.16 

 

我极力忍住不抬眼睛, 一头扎进进站时派发的免费

报纸里, 可惜字字句句在眼前糊成了一片, 我一点儿

阅读的兴趣都没有。 p.002 

Formal transfer of themes ‘I’ and ‘the 

words’ leads to a shift in thematic 

focus at the end: instead of ‘nothing 

holds my interest’, the translation 

reads [I am not at all interested in 

reading].  Topical focus is shifted to 

‘I’ instead.  

2b There’s a faulty signal on this line, about halfway 

through my journey. I assume it must be faulty, in any 

case, because it’s almost always red. p.18 

 

这条铁路中途的某盏信号灯有点儿毛病。我猜它一

Lengthened theme with ST markness 

deleted; unusual syntax marked by 

insertion of the pronoun ‘it’. 
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定有问题, 因为它几乎总亮红灯。p.003 

2c I can’t get comfortable, because every way I turn I run 

into dead ends: the closed gallery, the houses on this 

road, the stifling attentions of the tedious Pilates women, 

the track at the end of the garden with its trains, always 

taking someone else somewhere else, reminding me 

over and over and over, a dozen times a day, that I’m 

staying put. p.217 

 

我不得安生, 因为无论我走向哪里, 前方总是一条死

胡同： 倒闭的画廊,这条街上的人家, 普拉提课上那

些无聊女人的关注（真让人窒息）, 花园尽头的那
条铁轨 — 铁轨上飞驰的火车总在将别人送往别处, 

每天来来回回十几趟, 一遍又一遍地提醒我：我还

在原地踏步。pp. 180-181 

The theme ‘I’ in the main clause is 

formally reproduced; but to align the 

subtheme with it, ‘I’ instead of ‘every 

way’ becomes the theme of the sub-

clause; this has resulted in shift in 

topical focus as ‘ahead of me’ is 

inserted to be the logical theme. This 

solution is problematic because in ST 

‘every way’ is metaphoric rather than 

physical. The reader cannot grasp 

why the following list -- ‘the closed 

gallery, the houses...’ are considered 

‘a dead end’. 

3a I tried to explain to Atticus that it wasn’t so much what 

Francis said that had infuriated me as the way he had 

said it. p.120 

 

我试着向他解释,与其说是弗朗西斯那句话把我激怒

了, 倒不如说是他当时的语气和表情。 p.169 

 

Formal transfer of all themes 

 

3b （courage) is when you know you’re licked before you 

begin but you begin anyway and you see it through no 

matter what. You rarely win, but sometimes you do. Mrs 

Dubose won, all ninety-eight pounds of her. p.124 

 

勇敢就是,在你还没开始的时候就知道自己注定会

输, 但依然义无反顾地去做, 并且不管发生什么都坚

持到底。 一个人很少能赢,但也总会有赢的时候。

杜博斯太太赢了,全凭她那九十八磅重的身躯。 pp. 

174-175 

Formal transfer of all themes, literal 

transfer of ‘you’ violates TT norm; 

the marked topical theme ‘all ninety-

eight pounds of her’ is not 

reproduced, instead the meaning is 

rendered as [Mrs Dubose won with 

her weight]. 

3c ‘Thought you could kill my Snow-on-the-Mountain, did 

you? Well, Jessie says the top’s growing back out. Next 

time you’ll know how to do it right, won't you? You’ll 

pull it up by the roots, won’t you?’ p.122 

 

“你以为能把我的茶梅弄死, 是不是？ 告诉你吧, 杰

茜说, 它上面已经发出新叶了。 下回你就知道怎么

办了吧？你会把它连根拔起, 对不对？” p.171 

Formal transfer of all themes leading 

to translation of 它 ‘it’ which is an 

unnatural expression by TT norms. 

The sarcasm hinted in the original text 

is not fully delivered as a result.  

 

4a All her life, Parwana had made sure to avoid standing 

in front of a mirror with her sister. It robbed her of hope 

to see her face beside Massonma’s, to see so plainly 

what she had been denied. p.72 

 

从出生到现在, 帕尔瓦娜坚决不肯和姐姐一起站到

镜前。在马苏玛的脸旁边看见自己的脸, 如此直接

地看到自己始终遭到拒斥的原因, 必会使她的希望

灭绝。p.64 

Formal transfer of themes, lengthened 

theme leads to topical focus shifted to 

[to see one’s face…] 

4b I had never in my life encountered a woman like Nila. 

Everything she did — the way she spoke, the way she  

walked, dressed, smiled — was a novelty to me. Nila 

pushed against every single notion I had ever had of how 

The first couple of themes 

(‘Everything’ etc) are formally 

transferred but lose the markness 

intended in the ST, as it is a  
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a woman was to behave, a trait that I knew met with the 

stout disapproval of people like Zahid...p.99  

 

我一生中还从未遇见过妮拉这样的年轻女人。 她做
的一切---说话的方式, 走路的样子, 穿衣打扮, 微笑的
模样 ---事事都让我觉得新奇。p.87 

normal sequence by TT norm.  

 

 

 

 

4c My exact age is a mystery to me, as it is to many 

Afghans of my generation, but I am confident in my 

approximation because I recall quite vividly a fistfight 

with my friend...Saboor. p.84 

 

我到底多大年纪了,连我自己也不清楚。 可是要说

个大概的岁数, 那我心里还是有谱的, 因为我非常清

楚地记得和萨布尔打过的那一架... p.74 

The theme ‘my exact age’ is turned 

into a clause ‘[as to how old I man], 

which is a good compromise between 

retention of ST theme yet adapting to 

TT norm. The following theme is 

changed to ‘[if I have to give a 

figure], which gives a topical theme 

adaptable to the TT norm, the 

translation is smooth and clear as a 

result.  

5a It had been a while since he had met a politician close-

up, and what he had forgotten was the eye movements, 

the restless patrol for new listeners or defectors... pp.13-

14 

 

自打上一次近距离跟政客接触以来已经有些日子了,

他已经忘了他们这类人物那眼神的流动, 一刻不停

地巡视周围, 看有没有新的听众或背叛者... p.17 

The theme for the It-cleft clause is 

readjusted, which is inevitable owing 

to the TT norm.  But consequently, 

the markness in the following theme 

‘what’ is not reproduced, which fails 

the original intention of a marked 

theme. The formal retention of ST 

linguistic features also leads to 

ungrammatical sentence structures.  

5b Or, it might have been the sudden interruption of a 

sensation so constant and familiar that he had not been 

conscious of it -- like a sound one becomes aware of the 

moment it stops. p.31 

 

或者, 那可能是一种感觉的突然中断, 由于来得太过

频繁又过于熟悉, 以至于他都没有意识到它的存在--

--正如一种声音, 你只有在它停下来的时候才意识到

它刚刚还在。 p. 40 

 

Formal transfer of ST thematic 

progression, unusual syntax marked 

by insertion of the pronoun ‘it’ 

 

5c Vernon’s return home coincided with a sudden 

realignment of proprietary interests. The stage was 

littered with the severed limbs and torsos of titans cut 

down to size. p.31 

 

弗农的回国正好赶上报社所有权利益突然间的重新

调整。 泰坦神们被推下了宝座, 舞台上遍布这些巨

灵的断肢残骸。p.39 

The first theme ‘Vernon’s return 

home’ is formally reproduced, which 

is an unusual nouning feature by TT 

standards. The following theme ‘the 

stage’ is not reproduced, ‘titans’ are 

represented as the theme, which 

deletes the original topical focus.  

 

Source: 1a-1c from L; 2a-2c from G; 3a-3c from K; 4a-4c from M, 6a-6c from A. 
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Appendix D 

More Examples of Modal Analysis 

(In-text ref: 4.2.1c) 

Readjusted mood and residue sequences are highlighted in shade.  

from G 

ST: 

‘He’s my husband, ’  I snapped. ‘Of course I’m not afraid of him.’.. 

“There are many women who are frightened of their husbands, I’m afraid, Megan.’ ... 

I laughed then, because it sounded so melodramatic. ‘It isn’t abuse,’ I told him. ‘Not if you don’t mind. 

And I don’t. I don’t mind.’ 

He smiled at me then, a rather sad smile. ‘Don’t you think you should?’ he asked.  

I shrugged. ‘Perhaps I should, but the fact is, I don’t. He’s jealous, he’s possessive. That’s the way he is. 

It doesn’t stop me loving him, and some battles aren’t worth fighting..’ p.88 

TT: 

“他是我丈夫。” 我厉声说道,‘我当然不怕他。”... 

“梅根, 很多女人都怕自己的丈夫。” 卡马尔说... 我笑了 --他的话听上去真煽情。 “如果对方不介

意的话, 又算得上什么虐待？” 我告诉他, “我就不介意。” 

他对我微微一笑, 笑得颇为凄然。 “你不觉得应该介意吗？” 他问道。 

我耸耸肩。“也许吧。 但事实是, 我确实不介意。 他爱吃醋, 占有欲强； 他就是那种人。 这些并

不妨碍我爱他, 而有些架并不值得吵。” p.066 

 

Modal Analysis:  

ST (sentence 1): 

he ‘s my husband  Of course I ‘m not afraid of  him 

subject finite compliment comment adjunct subject finite adjunct compliment 

mood residue  mood residue 

 

TT (sentence 1):  

他 

[he] 

是 

[is] 

我丈夫 

[my husband] 

 我  

[I] 

当然 

[of course]  

不 

[not] 

怕 

[afraid of] 

他 

[him] 

subject finite compliment subject comment 

adjunct 

mood 

adjunct 

adjunct compliment 

mood residue mood  mood residue 

 

ST(sentence 2): 

It  isn’t abuse  not if you  don’t mind 

subject finite compliment  mood 

adjunct 

conjunctive 

adjunct 

subject finite predicator 

mood residue  mood residue 

 

TT (sentence 2): 

如果 

[if] 

对方 

[the other] 

不 

[not] 

介意 

[mind] 

的话 

[if so] 

又 

[then] 

算 得 上
[count as] 

什么虐待 

[what abuse] 

conj.  

adjunct 

subject mood  predicator adjunct conj. 

adjunct 

predicator compliment 

mood residue mood residue 
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ST (sentence 3):  

It  doesn’t stop me loving him and some 

battles 

aren’

t 

worth 

fighting 

subject finite predicator compliment predicator 

2 

compliment

2 

conjunctive  

adjunct 

subject finite predicator

2 

mood residue 

             (mood2 + residue 2) 

 mood residue 

 

TT (sentence 3): 

这 些
[these] 

并不 

[not 

really] 

妨 碍
[stop] 

我 

[me] 

爱 

[love] 

他 

[him] 

而 

[and] 

有些架 

[some 

fights] 

并 不
[not 

really] 

值得吵 

[worth 

fighting] 

subject mood 

adjunct 

predicator com- 

pliment 

predicator 

2 

compliment

2 

conjunctive 

adjunct 

subject mood 

adjunct 

predicator

2 

mood residue  

            (mood2 + residue 2) 

 mood residue 

 

From K 

ST: 

Uncle Jack put his hands on his hips and looked down at me. ‘And why do I not understand children, 

Miss jean Louise? Such conduct as yours required little understanding. It was obstreperous, 

disorderly, and abusive...’ 

‘What did Francis call him?’ 

‘A nigger-lover. I ain’t very sure what it means, but the way Francis said it...pp.94-95 

TT: 

杰克叔叔双手叉腰, 低头看着我。 “琼・露易丝小姐, 为什么说我不了解小孩子？你那种行为并

不需要多少理解。 吵吵闹闹, 没一点儿规矩, 还破口大骂”... 

“弗朗西斯是怎么说的？” 

“说他是同情黑鬼的人。我不是特别清楚这是什么意思, 不过弗朗西斯说话的腔调...pp.134-135 

 

Modal analysis:  

ST(sentence 1):  

And  why do I not under- 

stand 

children Miss…? 

conj. 

adjunct 

WH- 

mood 

adjunct 

finite subject mood 

adjunct 

predicator compliment vocative 

 mood residue  

 

TT (sentence 1): 

琼 

[Miss..] 

为什么 

[why] 

说 

[say] 

我 

[I] 

不 

[not] 

了 解
[understand] 

小 孩 子 ？
[kids] 

vocative WH- 

mood adjunct 

predicator subject modal 

adjunct 

predicator compliment  

 mood residue 

 

ST (sentence 2) 

Such conduct as yours required little understanding 

subject adjunct past finite + predicator modal adjunct compliment 

mood  →  →           

                     residue → 
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TT (sentence 2) 

你那种行为 

[that behaviour of yours] 

并不 

[not really] 

需要 

[require 

多少 

[much] 

了解 

[understanding] 

subject modal adjunct predicator modal adjunct compliment 

mood  →  →           

                                     residue → 

 

ST (sentence 3): 

I  ain’t sure what it means but the 

way 

F... said  it 

subject finite adjunct WH 

adjunct 

subject finite + 

predicator 

conj. 

adjunct 

adjunct subject past finite 

predicator 

compliment 

mood residue (mood2 + residue2)  residue  →  →  

                   mood  →  →  

 

TT (sentence 3):  

我 

[I] 

不 是
[am 

not] 

特 别
[very] 

清 楚
[sure] 

这
[this] 

是 

[is] 

什么意思
[what 

meaning] 

不过 

[but] 

弗...[F...

] 

说 话 的
[speak 

-ing] 

腔 调
tone] 

subject finite adjunct adjunct subject finite compliment conj. 

adjunct 

comment 

adjunct 

predicator  com- 

pliment 

mood residue (mood2 + residue2)  residue →  → 

            mood →  →  

 

From M 

ST: 

“I’m rhapsodizing,” she said, laughing. 

“You’re not,” Mamá said... 

She touched Mamá’s wrist. “You know my worst fear when I left? … 

“You’ve managed fine, it seems,” Mamá said slowly, dragging her gaze from Thalia.  

“You don’t understand,” Madeline said, and I realized I was the one who didn’t understand because she 

was looking directly at me. “I wouldn’t have kept it together without your mother. She saved 

me. ”pp.335-336 

TT: 

“我开始狂想了。” 她大笑着说。 

“你没有。” 妈妈说。... 

她摸了摸妈妈的手腕。“你们知道我走的时候最怕什么吗？... 

“你干得挺好的, 看上去...挺好的。” 妈妈慢吞吞地说着, 从萨莉亚身上挪开了目光。  

“你不明白。” 玛达丽娜说, 我意识到我就是那个不明白的人,因为她正直勾勾地看着我。 “要是

没有你妈, 我根本撑不到今天。 她救了我的命。”pp.299-300 

 

Modal Analysis:  
 

ST (sentence 1): 

I ‘m rhapsodizing  you ‘re not 

subject finite predicator  subject finite 

mood residue  mood 

 

TT (sentence 1): 

我 

[I] 

开始 

[start to] 

狂想  

[rhapsodize] 

了 

[particle] 

 你 

[you] 

没有 

[not] 

subject predicator predicator modal adjunct  subject modal adjunct 
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Mood→→                               residue   mood 

ST (sentence 2): 

You  know my worst fear when I left? 

subject present finite + predicator compliment conj. 

adjunct 

subject past finite 

+predicator 

mood →→ 

                        residue 

 mood →→ 

                        residue 

 

TT (sentence 2):  

你们 

[you] 

知道 

[know] 

我 

[me] 

走的时候 

[when leaving] 

最怕 

[fear most] 

什么 

[what] 

吗？ 

[question 

marker] 

subject present 

finite + 

predicator 

compliment conjunctive 

adjunct 

predicator+ 

adjunct 

WH  

compliment 

modal 

adjunct 

mood →→ 

                        residue 

 residue                mood→→ 

                                                  residue 

 

ST (sentence 3):  

I  wouldn’t have kept it together without your mother 

subject finite predicator compliment adjunct adjunct compliment 

mood residue 

 

TT (sentence 3):  

要是 

[if] 

没有 

[without] 

你妈 

[your 

mum] 

我 

[I] 

根本 

[absolutely] 

撑 

[hold on] 

不到 

[not till] 

今天 

[today] 

conjunctive 

adjunct 

adjunct compliment subject adjunct predicator adjunct adjunct 

 residue mood residue 

 

From A 

ST: 

‘Ah, Vernon, I was just…’ 

‘Look, something you said this morning. ... 

‘Listen. The guy you saw attacking this woman, and you decided not to help her. It was the Lakeland 

rapist. ’ 

‘Never heard of him.’ 

‘Don’t you ever read the papers?... ’pp.118-119 

TT: 

“啊, 弗农, 我刚才正...” 

“听我说, 你上午提到的那件事儿,... 

“听我说,你看到有个家伙正在攻击一个女人,而你决定不去帮她。那家伙就是湖区的强奸犯。” 

“从来没听说过。” 

“你就从来不看看报纸吗?...”pp.153-154 

 

Modal Analysis： 

ST (sentence 1) 

look, something you said this morning 

vocative compliment subject past finite + 

predicator 

adjunct 

 residue mood residue 
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TT (sentence 1): 

听 

[listen to]  

我 

[me] 

说 

[say] 

你 

[you] 

上午 

[this morning] 

提到的 

[mention] 

那 件 事 儿
[that matter] 

predicator compliment predicator subject adjunct predicator compliment 

                                 residue mood residue 

 

ST (sentence 2): 

Never heard of him 

modal adjunct past finite +predicator compliment 

mood→→ 

                              residue                   

 

TT (sentence 2): 

从来没 [never] 听说 [hear of] 过 [particle] 

modal adjunct predicator adjunct 

mood →→ 

                              residue 

 

ST: (sentence 3) 

Don’t  you ever read the papers? 

finite subject adjunct predicator compliment 

mood residue 

 

TT: (sentence 3) 

你 

[you] 

 就 

[just] 

从来不 

[never] 

看看 

[read] 

报纸 

[papers] 

吗？ 

[particle]] 

subject adjunct modal adjunct predicator compliment adjunct 

mood residue 
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Appendix E 

Translation of Transitive Models 

(In-text ref: 4.2.1d) 

Key phrases expressing transitivity are highlighted in bold. Degrees of formality (i.e., how closely the 

TT follows the ST model) are analysed in coded criteria, as follows: 

A+ Retention of the ST subject and the use of the bèi passive 

A Retention of the ST subject and the use of other passive forms  

A- Retention of the ST subject and the use of alternative non-passive solutions 

A* The use of  the bèi passive when translating a non-passive 

B Total conversion to the use of the ergative model  

 

ST-TT                                                                                                     Translation solutions 

 

1a 

They faced each other on the bright beach, astonished at the rub of feeling. p.55 

在明亮的海滩上他们对视着, 为感情的龃龉而吃惊。p.057 

A- 

 

1b 

The three littlens paused in their game and looked up...the particular marks in which 

they were interested had not been touched, so they made no protest. p.62 

三个小家伙停止游戏, 仰脸呆看着...他们感兴趣的特别标记还没被触及, 所以尚

未表示出强烈的不满。 p.063 

A- & A+ 

 

 

 

1c 

Yet there was a space round Henry, perhaps six yards in diameter, into which he dared 

not throw...Roger’s arm was conditioned by a civilization that knew nothing of him 

and was in ruins. p.65 

可亨利周围有一个直径约六码的范围, 罗杰不敢往里仍石子...罗杰的手臂受到

文明的制约, 虽然这文明对它一无所知并且已经毁灭了。 p.065 

A 

 

1d 

Fifteen yards away from them came the plopping noise of fabric blown open. P106 

在他们之外十五码的地方, 传来布被风吹开的噗噗声响。p.108 

A+ 

 

1e 

Then as though they had but one terrified mind between them they scrambled away 

over the rocks and fled. p107 

接着, 就好像他们两人只有同一颗被吓坏的心, 双胞胎跌跌撞撞地爬过山岩, 逃

之夭夭。pp.108-109 

 

A+ 

 

2a 

Even though I remember so clearly how it felt that time I looked up and noticed that 

the cream linen blind in the upstairs bedroom was gone, replaced by something in 

soft baby pink… p.22 

尽管我还清楚地记得曾经抬头望见楼上卧室奶油色的亚麻窗帘不见了踪迹, 被

人换成了某种粉嘟嘟的玩意儿。p.007 

A- & A+ 

2b He loves me so much it makes me ache. I don’t know how he does it. It would drive 

me mad. p.42 

他爱我之深, 不禁让我心底隐隐作痛。我不知道他怎么能做到, 反正我就会被我

自己逼疯。p.025 

A* 

2c What if she was at B’s house right now, tied up in the basement, hurt and bleeding, 

or buried in the garden? p.110 

如果眼下她正在‘B’ 家中, 被绑起来囚禁在地下室, 落到遍体鳞伤, 鲜血淋漓的地

步； 或者已经被埋尸在花园中, 那怎么办呢？p.086 

A+, A- & 

A+ 

2d I thought about taking advantage of the goodwill I’d engendered and telling her about 

the job situation, but I didn’t want to spoil her evening. p.136 

我寻思着趁此机会把被炒鱿鱼的事情告诉她,但我不愿意扫她的兴。 p.110 

A* 
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2e 他用手背从脸上擦去一滴泪珠, 我的心好似被人狠狠地攥住。 p.131 

He brushed a tear from his cheek with the back of his hand and my heart screwed up 

into a tight little ball. p.160 

A* 

3a Jem grabbed my pyjama collar and wrenched it tight. ‘Then I’m goin’ with you --’ I 

choked. p.63 

杰姆一把揪住我的睡衣领子, 死死扭着。 “那我就跟你一起去。” 我被勒得说不

出话来。 p.89 

A* 

3b The old fire truck, killed by the cold, was being pushed from town by a crowd of 

men. p.76 

那辆老消防车因为天气寒冷熄了火, 正被一帮人从镇上推过来。p.108 

A+ 

 

3c 

They worked in pyjama tops and nightshirts stuffed into their pants, but I became 

aware that I was slowly freezing where I stood. p.78 

...把睡衣和衬衫掖进裤子里好方便干活, 可是我站在一旁, 却感觉整个人一点点

被冻僵了。 p.110 

A* 

3d This whole neighbourhood could have gone up. p.81 

咱们这整条街都有可能被烧毁。 p.115 

A* 

3e ‘You gotta make me first!’ he yelled, ‘My folks said your daddy was a disgrace an’ 

that nigger oughta hang from the water-tank!’  p.85 

“看你怎么让我收回去！” 他大声嚷道,“我们家的人都说你爸爸丢人现眼, 那个

黑鬼应该被拖到水塔上去吊死！” p.120 

A* 

4a A pathetic shadow, torn between her envy and the thrill of being seen with Masooma, 

sharing in the attention as a weed would, lapping up water meant for the lily 

upstream. p.72 

一个可悲的影子, 受着双重的折磨, 一边是妒忌, 另一边是兴奋, 因为她在和马苏

玛一起被人观看, 分享他人的目光, 就像低处的一株草, 吸吮着浇灌过百合花的

水流。p.64 

A- & A* 

4b At first Pari cannot recall, and then she remembers that he was the one with whom 

Collette had been so angry over the low turnout, the one whose chest she’d knuckled. 

p.253 

一开始帕丽没想起来, 后来才恍然大悟, 他就是科莱特因为到的人少而拿来撒气

的那个人, 那个被科莱特捶胸脯的人。 p.228 

A* 

4c You were afraid of being confined here. With me. p.390 

你害怕被困在这儿。 和我一起。p.350 

A+ 

4d I was always defeated before I’d so much as said a word. p.390 

我总是一个字都说不上来, 就被她彻底击溃。p.351 

A+ 

4e The sun had a small bite taken from its northern rim...p.393 

太阳朝北那一边已经被咬了一小口... p.363 

A* 

5a ...he could begin to contemplate his own end as a commonplace -- a flurry of burying 

or cremating, a welt of grief raised, then subsiding as life swept on. pp.31-32 

他可以开始以平常心态来考虑自己人生的收场---一小阵乱哄哄的埋葬或火化, 

一小抹悲伤用来陪葬, 然后生活仍在继续, 他被彻底遗忘。 pp.40-41 

A- & A* 

5b Vernon’s return home coincided with a sudden realignment of proprietorial interests. 

The stage was littered with the severed limbs and torsos of titans cut down to size. 

p.31 

弗农的回国正好赶上报社所有权利益突然间的重新调整。 泰坦神们被推下了

宝座, 舞台上遍布这些巨灵的断肢残骸。p.39 

A*, A- & 

A- 

5c They felt safe in this view because no one on the paper, apart from Vernon’s 

predecessors, had ever been sacked. p.33 

这种观点让他们倍觉安心, 因为报社莉迄今为止还没有一个人--- 除了弗农的几

位前任主编 --- 被解雇过。 p.42 

A+ 
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5d ‘Well yes,’ Frank agreed, his softness of tone concealing his fury about the Ankara 

put-down. p.36 

‘哦是呀,’ 弗兰克同意道, 他把语气放委婉, 掩藏因为那条安卡拉的新闻被毙掉

他感到的愤怒。p.46 

A* 

5e 空气让人觉得闷气而又潮湿, 仿佛已经被反复呼吸过很多次。 p.61 

The air felt close and damp as though it had been breathed many times. p.47 

A+ 

Source: 1a-1e from L; 2a-2e from G; 3a-3e from K; 4a-4e from M, 5a-5e from A 
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Appendix F 

More Analysis of Standardized Lexical Expressions 

(In-text ref: 4.3 ) 

From the Girl on the train 

ST: 

The curtains are open downstairs but the French doors are closed, sunlight reflecting the glass. The 

sash window upstairs is closed, too. Jason may be away working. He’s a doctor, I think, probably for 

one of those overseas organizations. He’s constantly on call, a bag packed on top of the wardrobe; there’s 

an earthquake in Iran or a tsunami in Asia and he drops everything, he grabs his bag and he’s at Heathrow 

within a matter of hours, ready to fly out and save lives. p.25 

TT: 

楼下的窗帘开着, 落地玻璃门却关得严严实实, 玻璃反射着阳光； 楼上的推拉窗也关着。 也许杰

森出门工作去了。 我猜他是个医生, 或许在某个海外组织就职, 总是随时待命, 衣柜顶上放着一

袋收拾好的行李, 如果伊朗爆发地震或者亚洲遭遇海啸, 他便会丢下一切拎起行李, 在数小时内赶

到希思罗机场, 只待飞赴该地救死扶伤。 p.010 

 

Analysis:  

The paragraph begins with Rachel’s observation of Jason’s house. The closed windows and doors are 

symbolic of Jason’s private life, which is closed to Rachel. Rachel knows nothing about him and can 

only use her imagination to picture Jason’s life. In the ST, both ‘French doors’ and ‘sash window’ are 

familiar images of a family home, the mention of them spring to mind the vision of a cosy home, which 

Rachel longs for. The translation of these two terms is extremely formal and descriptive, ‘French door’ 

is ‘self-standing glass door’, and ‘sash window’ is ‘push and pull operated windows’. The translation 

deletes the emotive meaning of homeliness contained in the contextual meaning of these two words. 

Similarly, in the ST, Rachel’s imagination of Jason being a doctor is vividly described with details such 

as a ready packed ‘bag’. The technical translation of ‘bag’ as ‘a piece of luggage’ fails to deliver the 

dynamic feel of Rachel’s imagination.  

 

From To Kill a Mockingbird 

ST: 

By the time Mrs Cat called the drugstore for an order of chocolate malted mice the class was wriggling 

like a bucketful of Catawba worms. Miss Caroline seemed unaware that the ragged, denim-shirted and 

flour-skirted first grade, most of whom had chopped cotton and fed hogs from the time they were able 

to walk, were immune to imaginative literature. p.18 

 

TT: 

当她读到猫太太给商店打电话订购用巧克力和麦芽糖做的老鼠, 班里的孩子们已经坐不住了, 就

像满满一桶蠕虫扭来扭去。 卡罗琳小姐似乎没有意识到, 教室里这群一年级的孩子穿着破破烂

烂的粗棉布衬衫或者面粉口袋做的裙子, 从刚会走路起就开始砍棉花、喂猪, 他们对幻想文学具

有免疫力。 p.25 

 

Analysis:  

This paragraph is a comic depiction of how Miss Caroline, a newly arrived teacher, fails to entertain a 

class of country kids with her middle-class education style. The lexical expressions demonstrate a good, 

humoured contrast between the daintiness of town life (i.e. as implied in ‘chocolate malted mice’ in 

children’s story books), and rusticity of country life (i.e. as presented by Catawba worms, flour-skirted 

outfit, etc). The simile of kids wiggling like worms hints at the narrator---a school girl’s fondness of her 

country life, as she is familiar with these worms being used as bait for fishing.  But in translation, ‘mice’ 

is rendered as ‘rodent’, and ‘sugar mice’ is dryly translated as ‘rodent made of chocolate and golden 

syrup’. The expressive meaning is totally lost. ‘Catawba worms’ are translated as ‘tapeworms’, which 

gives a negative connotation non-existent in the original. ‘Flour-skirted’ is translated as ‘skirts made of 

flour sashes’, which is both wrongly interpreted and unnecessarily over descriptive.  As a result of these 

excessively technical expressions, the comical effect of this passage is lost.  
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From And the Mountain Echoed 

ST: 

I have never seen such affinity between two beings. In truth, Abdulah was as much a father to Pari as a 

sibling… when she was an infant...it was he who took upon himself to change her soiled linens, to 

bundle her up, to soothe her back to sleep. p.106 

TT: 

我从未见过两个人之间能有这样的亲和力。 实际上, 阿普杜拉更象帕丽的父亲, 而不仅仅十兄长。 

当她还是个婴儿...是他承担了给她换尿布, 包好襁褓, 哄她睡觉的责任。 p.93 

 

Analysis: 

This passage describes the intimate relationship between Abdulah and Pari, his little sister. Both the 

children are from a poor rural background. The translation inappropriately opts for a formal register for 

lexical expressions: ‘affinity’, ‘father’, ‘sibling’ ‘infant’, ‘bundle’ etc, are all rendered as formal 

expressions, which is incongruous with the context of this narrative. 

 

From Amsterdam 

ST: 

Clive was losing the sensation in his feet, and as he stamped them the rhythm gave him back the ten 

note falling figure, ritardando, a cor anglais, and rising softly against it, contrapuntally, cellos in 

mirror image. Her face in it, The end. p.6 

TT: 

克利夫的双脚都快冻木了, 跺脚的节奏又使他想起那十个音符的下行音型, 减慢, 英国管柔和地扬

起, 与大提琴形成对位, 宛若镜中映像, 她的脸也在其中---大结局。p.7 

 

Analysis: 

This passage depicts Clive’s random thoughts as he is trying to compose his symphony with his mind 

on Molly’s death. There are quite a number of lexical expressions connected with music. Translations 

of these expressions (ten note, a cor anglais, cello) go for technical jargons rather than common 

expressions. Although it is helpful to include some musical jargon suggestive of Clive’s profession, 

excessive reference to technical terms has led to difficulty on the readers’ part to understand what is 

really going on. It is not clear, in the translated version, what Clive is doing and thinking, and what the 

musical description is about.  
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Appendix G 

More Examples of Lexical Choices: Deletion of Oral/Informal Features  

(In-text ref: Table 5.1) 

Data ST-TT Gloss translation 

T5.1L   

 

‘Them fruit’, he said, ‘I expect --’ p.4 

‘那些野果’, 他说, ‘我以为—'p.4 

 

‘Some frog. There was a noise too. A kind of ‘plop’ 

noise. Then the thing bulged’. p.133 

“有种青蛙。 也会发出嘈杂声,一种’噗噗‘的响

声。 那东西的身体还会膨胀呢’。p.137 

 

‘I can’t hardly move with all these creeper 

things.’ p1 

‘这么些藤蔓我真没法弄掉’ p.1 

[‘those fruit’, he said, I thought--] 

 

 

[there is a kind of frog, and makes noise 

too, a kind of plop noise. The body of 

that thing can even puff up]  

 

 

[these vine plants I really cannot get 

rid of] 

T5.1G  

 

‘S’all right, ’ Andy says. p.329 

“没关系。” 安迪说。p.281 

 

‘What progress?’ I snapped. ‘You haven’t made 

any bloody progress…’ p.327 

“什么进展？” 我不禁发火吼道,“警方有个鬼进

展...” pp.278-9 

 

‘Oh. Right.  Why? What d’you mean?’ p.320 

“噢, 对啊。你什么意思？” p.281 

[‘It does not matter’] 

 

 

[what progress? The police have made 

goodness-know-what progress.] 

 

[Oh. That’s right. What do you 

mean?] 

 

T5.1K  

 

‘And who’s runnin’, Miss Priss?’ 

‘You are, when ain’t anybody with you.’ p.26 

“谁跑啦？ 娇小姐？” 

“就是你, 没人陪你的时候, 你总是撒腿就跑。” 

p.37 

 

‘There’s some folks who don’t eat like us, ’ she 

whispered fiercely, ‘but you ain’t called on to 

contradict ‘em at the table when they don’t. That 

boy’s yo’ comp’ny and if he wants to eat up the 

table-cloth you let him, you hear?’ p.27 

“有些人吃饭习惯跟我们不一样,” 她压低声音恶

狠狠地说,“可是你不能因为这个在饭桌上给人

家当面提出来。 那个男孩是你们家的客人, 就算

他要吃桌布, 你也随他的便。 你听见了吗？” 

p.38 

 

‘Hush your mouth. Don’t matter who they are, 

anybody sets foot in this house’s yo’ comp’ny, 

and don’t you let me catch you remarkin’ on their 

ways like you was so high and mighty! …’ p.27 

“你给我闭嘴！ 不管他是谁, 只要踏进这个家门, 

就是你的客人。 别让我再逮住你对别人品头论

足, 好像你高人一等似的！” p.38 

[‘Who ran then? Dear Miss?’ 

‘You are, when no one is keeping you 

company, you always run away.]  

 

 

 

 

[but you must not, for this reason, 

raise this issue in front of others on the 

dining table. That boy is a guest in 

your household...do you hear?] 

 

 

 

 

 

[you shut up for me! Whoever he is, so 

long as (he) steps into this door, he is 

your guest...Don’t you let me catch you 

again making remarks on others, as if 

you were superior…] 

T5.1M  

 

“Do you want to play a shoot-out?” Adel asked.  

“Five each...best of.” p.293 

“你想玩点球大战吗？” 阿德尔问。 

[Do you want to play a big game of 

penalty shoot?] 

[five goals each person...for the best] 
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“每人五个...最好 “ p.264 

 

..but Gholam shrugged and said, “Shit, why not? 

But I get first dibs on shooting.” p.293 

没想到吴拉姆耸耸肩, 说,“狗屁, 踢就踢。 可是

我得先射。” 

 

“You live in the field?” 

“For the time being,” Gholam mumbled. “We got a 

tent.” pp.296-297 

“你住在野地里？” 

“暂时。” 吴拉姆含含糊糊地说, “我们弄了个帐

篷。” p.267 

 

[shit, then let’s play. But I must be the 

first to shoot] 

 

 

 

 

[do you live in the wild field?] 

 

[we managed to get a tent.] 

T5.1A       ‘Molly,’ Clive said, more to himself.  

‘You got it in one,’ Vernon said. p.70 

“莫莉。” 克利夫道, 更多的是喃喃自语。 

“你倒是一语中的。” 弗农道。p.90 

 

‘I think,’ he said carefully, ‘I think your staff is 

right. It’s a really terrible idea.’ 

‘Meaning? ’ 

‘It will ruin him.’ 

‘Dead right it will.’ 

‘I mean, personally.’ 

‘Yup.’ p.72 

“我想,” 他很谨慎地说, “我想你的员工是对的, 这

个主意确实可怕。” 

“什么意思？” 

“这会毁了他。” 

“绝对的呀” 

“我是说你会毁了他这个人。” 

“没错。” p.93 

 

‘’Ah, Vernon, I was just…’ 

‘Look, something you said this morning. I need to 

ask you…’ p.118 

“啊, 弗农, 我刚才正...” 

“听我说, 你上午提到的那件事儿。 我得问问清

楚...” p.152 

 

[you said it poignantly.] 

 

 

 

 

 

[what do you mean?] 

 

 

[I mean you will destroy him as a 

person] 

[that’s correct.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[listen to me] 

[I have to clarify with you] 
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Appendix H 

Examples of Underuse of Informal Markers 

(In-text ref: 5.2.1.b) 

 Table 5.2 L 

ST   Translation of lexical expression Gloss 

translation 

Informal 

alternatives 

‘He kind of spat,’  p.12 像吐唾沫似的 p.12 saliva 口沫儿 

..as a jaguar creeps on its 

belly. p.44 

象美洲豹似的腹部贴地 p.46 abdomen 肚子 

 

...and each neck was 

finished off with...p.15 
每个人的颈部都装饰着 p.14 cervix 脖子 

 

 

 Table 5.2 G 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal alternatives 

The bitter tang of 

quinine, p.137 

奎宁的苦味 p.110 The bitter flavour of 

cinchona  

苦辣辣的金鸡纳 

Tonic water should. 

p.137 

 汤力水 p.110 ’Tangli’ water 汽水儿 

it should come out of a 

glass bottle, not a plastic 

one.p.137 

要玻璃瓶装款,不要塑

料装款 p.110 

The glass bottle version, 

not the plastic container 

version 

要喝玻璃瓶儿的, 不

喝塑料瓶子的 

 

 Table 5.2 K 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

...and the crash hit them 

the hardest. p.23 
股市崩盘 p.32 the collapse of the stock 

market  
股灾 

He charges some folk a 

bushel of potatoes for 

delivery of a baby. p.23 

一蒲式耳土豆,p.33 One ‘pu-sh-er’ worth of 

potatoes 

一袋子土豆 

I thought she was going to 

spit in it...p.24 

吐唾沫, p.33 spit saliva  口沫儿 

 

 Table 5.2 M 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

Iris lifts his head off the 

window. p.179 

伊德里斯把头抬离舷

窗。p.159 

aircraft window 窗口儿 

replacing carpets with 

hardwood --wide planks 

of cherry in a colour 

called...copper kettle. 

p.184 

把地毯换成硬木地板 -- 

宽宽的樱桃木板条 , 颜

色是 ...‘ 紫铜壶色 ’ 。

p.164 

replacing carpet 

flooring with 

hardwood flooring --- 

wide wooden planks of 

cherry wood, in purple 

coloured copper metal  

地毯子, 硬木板

儿 ,樱桃木做的

木板子, 

 

铜壶儿 

...to find the carpets ripped 

from the family room 

and foyer...p.184 

头一眼就看见家庭娱乐

室和门厅...p.164 

the family recreational 

room and the entrance 

porch 

孩子们的房间和

过道儿 
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  Table 5.2 A 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

Jack Moby, the board’s 

own placeman...p.31 

杰克莫比这个董事会自

己的禄虫胥吏...p.39 

parasitic maggot, a 

clerk of insignificance  

白手套 

Spread out over more 

than a mile, marked by 

brilliant points of 

fluorescent oranges, 

blues and greens, was a 

party of walkers. p.83 

绵延超过了一英里长 ,

洒满了荧光橙色、蓝色

和绿色的亮点, 显然是

一大队徒步旅行者。

p.107 

hiking travellers 爬山的 

...listening to the rain 

rattling on the fabric of 

his waterproofs. p.80 

他听着雨水...拍打着他

防 水 外 套 的 布 料 。

p.104 

the textile fabric of his 

waterproof outer coat 

雨衣, 料子 
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Appendix I 

Low Frequency of Informal Predicating Structure 

(In-text ref: 5.2.1c) 
  T5.2 L 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

...and pulled the whole 

wind-breaker---over his 

head. p.5 

把整件防风外衣往

头上一套 

p.16 

windproof outer coat 挡风的 

...stripes of colour in 

stockings and pullovers 

p.15 

有穿着彩条纹袜子

和紧身上衣的 p.16 

 

colour-striped 

patterned stockings and 

tight fitted pullover  

袜子 和 上衣 

带 彩 条 儿 的 

...with a hambone frill. 

p.15 
叠花边领 p.16 double folded border 

collar  
扎 花 领子 

 

  T5.2M 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

He was a wizard in the 

midfield.p.292 

中场魔术师  

p.263 

magic master in the 

midfield 

踢中场 ,象变

魔术 

“So I see you’re a fan of 

the head-butter.’ p.292 
头槌鬼的球迷 

 p.264 

a football fan of 

hammer head demon  
特喜欢头球... 

“You mean like a penalty 

shoot-out?”p.293 
踢点球决胜负 

p.264 

win or lose by shooting 罚点球 

 

  T5.2A  

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

brilliant points of 

fluorescent oranges, 

blues and greens...p.83 

荧光橙色、蓝色和绿色

的亮点...。p.107 

sparkling points of 

fluorescent oranges, 

blues and greens 

荧光衣闪闪发亮 

At last he woke fully into 

the calm of morning 

sounds -- birdsong, the 

distant radio in the 

kitchen, the soft closing 

of a cupboard door. 

p.99 

他终于完全醒了过来 , 

感受到由各种晨间的声

音构成的宁静 ---鸟鸣 , 

厨房房里远远传来的收

音机的声音 , 轻轻关上

碗橱的声音。p.126 

..he sensed the peace 

constituted by all 

kinds of morning 

sounds: singing 

birds, the sound of 

radio from a 

distance. The sound 

of a cupboard door 

closed gently. 

鸟在欢唱,从厨房

隐约传来收音机

的低语,碗橱开了

又关上,早晨的各

种声响让人感到

宁静 

This is the hanger and 

flogger, ... the scourge 

of immigrants, asylum 

seekers, travellers, 

marginal people. p.73 

这是个绞刑吏和鞭刑

官...是移民、政治避难

者、旅游者和边缘人群

的灾星。p94 

the executioner and 

the officer in charge 

of flogging… an 

auspicious star for 

immigrating people, 

travelling individual 

and marginal mass  

把人吊死的,性变

态...想移民的, 申

请避难的,爱旅游

的 ,没权没势的 ,

都要遭殃。 
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Appendix J 

More Examples of Lack of Colloquial Usage 

(In-text ref: 5.2.1d) 
  From L 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss 

translation 

Informal 

alternatives  

They faced each 

other...astonished at the rub of 

feeling. p.55 

他们对视着, 为感情

的龃龉而吃惊。p.57 

Discrepancies  摩擦 

...with a delicate, embossed 

pattern. p.11 

精巧的凸纹 p.12 relief inscription 精致的凹凸花

纹 

...and the elephantine 

progress diminished towards 

the sea。 p.215 

这笨重的滚动过程朝

着大海方向渐渐地消

失了。p.226 

the whole 

clumsy rolling  

process 

像  大象  一样 

笨重, 翻滚 

 

  From M 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives  

Idris recalls with fondness 

the manic chaos of 

Kabul’s traffic. p.181 

...喀布尔疯狂的交通

乱象。 p.160 

with reminiscence. 

Kabul’s maniac scene 

of traffic commotion 

怀念起... 

车水马龙的热闹 

 

He describes for her the 

shell-blasted schools, the 

squatters living in 

roofless buildings, the 

beggars, the mud, the 

fickle electricity...p.181 

向她描述炸毁的学校,

住在残垣断壁下的流

民, 乞丐,淤泥,时断时

续的供电...p.161 

schools that are 

destroyed in bombing, 

vagabonds living in 

broken slums, 

vagrants, mud and 

mire, intermittent 

electricity supply 

学校炸得又破又

烂, 打工的,住在

开天窗的 ,破屋

子里, 要饭的, 泥

浆到处都是 ,电

一会有一会没

有, 

... the drone of a racing 

car from his Nintendo 

DS. p.181 

他的任天堂 DS 传出

了赛车游戏低低的轰

鸣。p.161 

His ‘heaven roaming’ 

DS produced the low 

humming sound of 

racing car gaming... 

游戏机嗡嗡作响 

 

  From A 

ST   Translation of lexical 

expression 

Gloss translation Informal 

alternatives 

The jewel, the melody. Its 

momentousness pressed 

upon him. ...in its simplicity 

lay all the authority of a 

lifetime’s work.  p.87 

它的重要意义压迫

着他。..在它的淳朴

之中蕴含着他一生

的作品的尊严和权

威。p.113 

its paramount 

significance pressed 

upon him. In its purity 

lay all the dignity and 

authenticity of his 

lifetime’s work.  

轻重, 

 

简单明了 

 

名声有多少份

量 

...the alert passivity of an 

engaged creating mind. 

p.87 

一个致力于创造的

心灵那警觉的耐受

性 p.113 

relying on the vigilant 

endurance of a soul 

dedicated to creativity.  

集中精神 ,慢慢

地 

...with more urgency and 

definition...p.98 
...带有更多的紧迫

性和精确度 p.126 

with stronger sense of 

emergency and greater 

degree of accuracy 

更紧迫 ,也更清

楚了 
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Appendix K 

More Examples of Underuse of Elliptical Theme/Rheme 

(In-text ref: 5.2.2b) 

Example L.2 

ST: 

With a convulsion of the mind, Ralph discovered dirt and decay; understood how much he disliked 

perpetually flicking the tangled hair out of his eyes, and at last, when the sun was gone, rolling noisily 

to rest among dry leaves. p.82 

TT: 

拉尔夫心头一震, 他发现了肮脏和腐朽；他了解自己是多么讨厌要拂去遮住眼睛的乱发, 多么讨

厌每当夕阳西下以后, 最后闹哄哄地滚进枯叶堆里去休息。p.082  

 

Gloss translation: 

[Ralph’s heart was struck, he discovered dirt and decay; he understood how much he hated having to 

flick the messy hair from blocking his eyes, how disgusting, after each sunset, to finally roll noisily into 

piles of dry leaves for a rest.] 

 

Analysis:  

To retain the original thematic sequence, the translation uses ‘how much…’ as a device for clausal 

cohesion. But in doing so, the original emphasis on ‘perpetuality’ of the actions is not reproduced.  

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme: 

拉尔夫突然发现,原来到处又脏又臭,好恶心啊。这种生活多么令人讨厌,乱麻似的头发遮住眼睛,

得没完没了地扒拉上去...好不容易熬到太阳下山,只能滚进吱喳作响的枯叶堆睡觉。 

[Ralph suddenly came to realize (...) everywhere (...) dirty and filthy, how sickening, (...) such life is 

disgusting, (...) tangled hair in his eyes (...) perpetually flicking (...)..at last the sun goes down, (...) can 

only roll into noisy (...) dry leaves for a sleep.] 

 

Example G.2 

ST: 

This is what I’m thinking about, head down, eyes on the pavement, as I pass the little Londis shop on 

the right and try not to look at it because it raises possibilities, but out of the corner of my eye I see her 

name. p.255 

TT: 

我正低头琢磨, 眼睛盯着人行道, 道路右侧却出现了那间小小的”Londis” 便利店。 我尽力不抬头

看它, 免得勾起非分之想, 谁知道眼角却瞥到了她的名字。 p.215 

 

Gloss translation:  

[I was just pondering, head down, my eyes staring on the pavement, (when) on the right hand side of the 

road there appeared that tiny ‘Londis’ convenience store. I tried my best not to raise my head to look at 

it, in case (it) provoked greedy thoughts, but to my surprise I caught sight of her name.] 

 

Analysis:  

The translation does not reproduce the structural theme ‘this is what I’m thinking about’, so the cohesive 

link between clauses are made obscure.  

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

我在心里想来想去的就是这破事儿；我低着头,眼睛盯着路面,走着走着路右边就是那家隆迪便

利店了。我尽量不抬头看那店, 免得自己被勾引进去, 不过眼角还是瞥到了她的名字。 

[this matter is (...) going over (...) my mind; I (...) head down, my eyes on the pavement, (...) walking 

(...) on the right of the road there is that Londis convenience store. I tried my best not to raise my head 

(...) look at that store, in case I (...) lured inside, but out of the corner of my eye (...) spotted her name.] 

 

Example K.2 

ST: 

I suppose I should include Uncle Jimmy, Aunt Alexander’s husband, but as he never spoke a word to 

me in my life except to say, ‘Get off the fence’ once I never saw any reason to take notice of him. p.85 
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TT: 

在我看来,还应该加上吉米姑父, 也就是亚历山德拉姑姑的丈夫,不过, 他几乎从来没跟我说过一句

话, 除了有一次让我 “从栅栏上下来”,  所以我一直觉得可以把他当成空气。 p.121 

 

Gloss translation:  

[As far as I can see, (I) should also include Uncle Jimmy, that is, Aunt Alexander’s husband, but he 

hardly ever speaks a word with me, except once (he) asked me ‘get off the fence’, therefore I have always 

felt (I) can treat him like air] 

 

Analysis:  

The translation strictly follows the original thematic sequence but does not accentuate the essential 

meaning expressed by the consequential clause ‘as he…I never saw any reason’. As a result, the cohesion 

between ‘I should include Uncle Jimmy’ and why ‘I never take notice of him’ is weakened. An elliptical 

strategy would have helped to enhance cohesion within the syntactic structures.  

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

本来我应该加上吉米姑父的,就是亚历山德拉姑姑的丈夫, 不过,他对我说的话几乎等于零（也就

那么一次,他说,‘你给我从围墙上下来’）,所以嘛,没什么理由需要把他算进去。 

[(...) I should have included Uncle Jimmy, that is, Aunt Alexander’s husband. However, the words he 

speaks to me are almost none (...) well just once, he says, ‘you, get off the fence’, therefore (...) no reason 

(...) need to count him in.]  

 

Example M.2 

ST: 

She read a story once about a middle-aged Turkish man who had suddenly slipped into a deep depression 

when the twin brother, he never knew existed had suffered a fatal heart attack while on a canoe excursion 

in the Amazon rainforest. It was the closest anyone had ever come to articulating what she felt. p.215 

TT: 

她曾经读过一篇报道, 说的是一个土耳其中年男子突然陷入了深度忧郁, 而就在此时, 他完全不知

道有过的双胞胎兄弟正划着独木舟, 在亚马逊雨林中漂流,致命的心脏病突然发作。 要想清晰地

反映她的感受, 这件事是最接近的。 p.191 

 

Gloss translation: 

[she has once read a story, (it) says a middle-aged Turkish man suddenly fell into deep depression, yet 

right at that moment, he had no idea a twin brother he had before was rowing on a canoe, in the Amazon 

rainforest, drifting, a fatal heart attack suddenly fell. To clearly express her feelings, this matter was the 

closest.] 

 

Analysis:  

This translation attempts to include all information in one clause complex. The result seems 

unsatisfactory. There are plenty of ambiguities in meaning. For example, ‘he had no idea a twin brother 

he had before’ (whose twin brother?), or ‘a fatal heart attack suddenly fell’ (fell on whom?). Breaking 

up the clause complex and applying ellipsis by Chinese norm would help to make the meaning clearer.  

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

她曾经读过一个故事, 说有个土耳其中年人突然陷入深度忧郁, 却完全不知道,他还有个双胞胎兄

弟,当其时,他素未谋面的兄弟在亚马逊雨林中漂流,独木舟划着划着,心脏病突然发作。 这故事最

贴近她想表达的感觉。  

[she once read a story (...) says (...) there is a middle age Turk suddenly fell into deep depression, but 

(...) had no idea (...) he had a twin brother, at the time, his never-met brother was in the Amazon rainforest 

drifting, rowing the canoe (...) fatal heart attack. This story is the closest to (...) she wished to express 

(...) feeling.] 

 

Example A.2 

ST: 

He had been walking a quarter of an hour and was just climbing a slope that ended in a great tilted 

mottled rock slab when it finally happened, just as he had hoped it would: he was relishing his solitude, 

he was happy in his body, his mind was contentedly elsewhere, when he heard the music he had been 

looking for, or at least he heard a clue to its form. pp.83-84 

TT: 

他在走了一刻钟之后, 正要爬上一个尽头是块翘起的巨大杂色岩板的斜坡时, 它终于发生了, 跟他

希望的一模一样： 他愉快地品味着自己的孤独, 他在自己的躯壳内怡然自得,他的思绪如他所愿
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地神游四方。 这时, 他终于听到了他一直都在苦苦寻觅的乐曲, 至少他听到了乐曲形式的线索。 

pp.108-109 

  

Gloss translation:  

[After he had been walking for a quarter of an hour, and was just climbing a slope ending (in) a tilted 

gigantic mix coloured slab, it finally happened, the same as his hope: he was happily tasting his own 

solitude, he was feeling cosy in his own body, his mind was, as he wished, wondering about. Then, he 

finally heard the music he had been seeking hard, at least he heard the music’s form, the clue. ] 

 

Analysis:  

The translation is clustered with the repetition of the subject theme ‘he’ which is unnecessary. To apply 

elliptical structures would help to reduce some cumbersome expressions and convey the essential 

semantic meanings more effectively.  

Alternative translation using elliptical theme/rheme:  

走了有一刻钟, 正爬上一个斜坡,可以看见尽头那块翘起的杂色大岩板了, 这时,他期待的一刻总算

来了,来得刚刚好： 他细细品味着孤独, 身心愉悦,怡然自得,想东想西。 就在此时, 终于听到了苦

苦寻觅的音符, 或者起码,乐曲轮廓隐约出现了。 

[(...) walked for a quarter of an hour, (...) just about to climb up a slope, (...) could see the end (...) the 

tilted, mix-coloured slab, then, what he had hoped for finally descended, good timing: he (...) relishing 

(...) solitude, happy in (...) body, contented, thoughts wandering. Then, (...) heard the music (...) looking 

for, or at least, the music form vaguely appeared.] 
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Appendix L 

Translation of Thematic Elements 

(In-text ref: Table 6.5) 

From L: 

ST: 

Now the forest stirred, roared, flailed. p.27 

TT: 

此刻森林骚动起来, 萧声阵阵,此起彼伏。 p.029 

 

ST: 

With some positive action before them, a little of the tension died. p.77 

TT: 

由于面前有着实际的事情要做, 紧张的气氛缓和了一点。p.078 

 

ST: 

More than this, in order to avoid going into the forest the boys worked near at hand on any fallen 

wood...p.143 

TT: 

更有甚者,为了避免走进森林深处, 孩子们就在近旁拾柴火...p.148 

 

From G: 

ST: 

It’s going to be a lovely weekend, that’s what they are telling us. p17 

TT: 

据说本周末气候宜人, 阳光明媚, 万里无云。p002 

 

ST: 

Talking to Kamal helped me, there’s no denying that. P.217 

TT: 

毋庸置疑, 跟卡马尔谈话起了效果。 p.181 

 

ST: 

On days like today, with the sun shining...it could be perfect. p.150 

TT: 

值此良辰,阳光普照...景色堪称十全十美。p.122 

 

From K: 

ST: 

People said he went out at night when the moon was high, and peeped in windows. p.9 

TT: 

据说他会在夜里等到月亮落下去的时候溜出来, 偷偷望人家的窗户里窥探。p.12 

 

ST: 

Another thing, Mr Bob Ewell, Burris’s father, was permitted to hunt and trap out of season. p.34 

TT: 

更有甚者, 鲍勃・尤厄尔先生, 也就是巴里斯的父亲,还可以什么都不管不顾, 在禁猎季节设陷阱

进行捕猎。p.47 

 

ST: 

In short, I was to leave him alone. P.17 

 

TT: 

总而言之, 我绝对不能去找他。p.24 
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From M: 

ST: 

“There is one particular grape,” I said from a suddenly dry mouth. “They say it grows only in Shadbagh.” 

p.97 

TT: 

“有一种很特别的葡萄,” 我说, 突然变得口干舌燥, “据说只有沙德巴格才种得出来。” p.85 

 

ST: 

...of course, he sat with Mullah Shekib for a meal that evening, as is custom. p.98 

TT: 

理所当然, 按照惯例, 那天晚上他就和谢基卜一块吃饭。p.86 

 

ST: 

By comparison, my own life on Tinos seemed crushingly ordinary. p.334 

TT: 

相形之下, 我在蒂诺斯的生活就显得过于平凡。p.299 

 

From A: 

ST: 

More to the point, in the early days when people still wanted to see her, he vetted her visitors. p.5 

TT: 

更有甚者,在早先大家还想探望她的时候, 都要通过他的审查。 p.6 

 

ST: 

He thought it was a signal, the way she held his gaze, and sure enough, they were back together that 

April. p.7 

TT: 

他认为她接收他眼神的方式是个信号, 果不其然, 他们俩在那年四月再度复合。p.8 

 

ST: 

Meanwhile, we’ll continue to give Garmony a hard time. p.36 

TT: 

与此同时, 我们要继续让加莫尼难受。 p.46 
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Appendix M 

Translation of Conjunctive Adjuncts/Structures 

(In-text ref: Table 6.6) 

From L: 

ST: 

If he were detected, they had nothing more difficult to do than wait. p.217 

TT: 

倘若发现了他, 他们只要等着就行, 别的什么都不用干。 p.228 

 

ST: 

Even the smallest boys, unless fruit claimed them, brought little pieces of wood and threw them in. p.41 

TT: 

即使连最小的孩子们也拿来小片的木头投进火堆,除非被果子所吸引的。p.042 

 

ST: 

He was searching his mind for simple words so that even the littluns would understand what the 

assembly was about. p.84 

TT: 

他开动着脑筋, 寻找简单的词句, 以便使得小家伙也能明白会议的内容是什么。p.085 

 

From G:  

ST: 

‘I’m so glad you’re getting yourself back to normal!’ she chirruped, as though she knows what my 

baseline is. p.136 

TT: 

“你又回归正轨了, 我真开心哪！” 她尖声尖气地说,仿佛她知道我的底线何在。p.109 

 

ST: 

‘OK.’ He smiles at me then and steps back again, crouching down a little so that our eyes are level. p.79 

TT: 

“好吧。” 医生微笑着再次后退几步, 微微俯下身, 以便迎上我的眼神。 p.058 

 

ST: 

Gaskill said. ‘Don’t contact your ex-husband unless it’s important…’ p120 

TT: 

加斯基尔说,“除非有要事, 否则不要联络你前夫。” p.096 

 

From K:  

ST: 

Our first raid came to pass only because Dill bet Jem the Grey ghost against two Tom Swifts that Jem 

wouldn’t get any farther than the Radley gate. p.14 

我们的首次突袭之所以能够付诸行动,是因为迪尔用一本《灰色幽灵》和杰姆的两本《汤姆斯威

夫特》对赌, 赌他不敢越过拉德利家的大门。p.19 

 

ST: 

Can’t anybody tell what I’m gonna do lest they know me, can they, Scout? p.65 

TT: 

除非是熟悉我的人, 否则没人能知道我想干什么。 p.92 

 

ST: 

He was a man learned in the law, and although he seemed to take his job casually, in reality he kept a 

firm grip on proceedings that came before him. P.182 

 

TT: 

他在工作上看似漫不经心, 实则是个精通法律的人, 而且事实上, 他把经手的每一项法律程序都牢

牢把控在手里。 p.258 
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From M: 

ST: 

Tearing through the war-torn city like he belongs here...like he’s been here all along, like he wan’t lifting 

at Gold’s in San Jose...when these people were getting shelled, murdered, raped.. p.167 

TT: 

他在这座饱受战争摧残的城市里穿行仿佛自己也属于这里...仿佛他自始至终都住在这儿,仿佛这

些人遭受炮击,被杀害, 被强暴的时候, 他不是在圣何塞的戈尔德健身房里举杠铃...p.147 

 

ST: 

I sense that false modesty is not her suit… If so, it is a brutally unforgiving one. p.238 

TT: 

我感觉虚伪的谦虚并不符合她的性格...若然如此, 这种评价便太过苛刻了。 p.213 

 

ST: 

Mostly, Adel suspected, she had accepted for the same reason he would: because she had to. p.315 

TT: 

她之所以逆来顺受, 是出于和他相同的原因： 因为她不得不认命。 p.283 

 

From A:  

ST: 

Was he as domesticated and tame a talent as some of his younger critics claimed, the thinking man’s 

Gorecki? p.13 

TT: 

难道果如年轻一代的某些乐评人所言,他的天才已经被驯化,变得甜腻无比,真成了“思想家的小甜

饼” ---格雷茨基一流的人物？p.16 

 

ST: 

He had no mate, no wife, no George, to care for him, and perhaps that was a mercy. But what instead? 

p.25 

TT: 

他没有固定伴侣, 没有妻子, 没有乔治来照顾他, 这也许是好事。 如若不然又会如何呢？p.31 

 

ST: 

It was cold and inflexible and prickly, as though he had been sitting on it for half an hour. p.25 

TT: 

他的左手感觉冰冷、僵硬而且刺痛, 仿佛他整个人在上面坐了足足半小时。p.31 
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Appendix N 

Examples of Intensive Relational Process Type 

(In-text ref: Table 6.7) 

From L:  

L1: 

ST: 

The difficulty was not the steep ascent round the shoulders of rock, but the occasional plunges through 

the undergrowth to get to the next path. p.23 

TT: 

问题倒不在于沿着崎岖的山脊向上登攀,而在于不时地要穿越矮灌木林丛到达新的小路 p.024 

 

L2: 

ST: 

All the warm salt water of the bathing-pool and the shouting and splashing and laughing were only just 

sufficient to bring them together again. p.56 

TT: 

洗澡水潭暖洋洋的咸水、嬉闹声、泼水声和欢笑声,这所有的一切刚刚足以把他们俩再连在一起。

p.058 

 

From G: 

G1:  

ST: 

On days like today, with the sun shining...it could be perfect. p.150 

TT: 

值此良辰,阳光普照...景色堪称十全十美。p.122 

 

G2: 

ST: 

...how sorry I am that it wasn’t enough to point them in Kamal’s direction, to say, Look, there he is. 

p.199 

TT: 

我是多么抱歉,我所目睹的一切还不足以让警方锁定卡马尔,不足以一口咬定 “瞧, 就是他”。 

p.164 

 

From K:  

K1: 

ST: 

...miles of construction paper and wax crayon were expended...in its well-meaning but fruitless efforts 

to teach me Group Dynamics. p.36 

TT: 

花费了好几英里长的作业纸和蜡笔...可谓用心良苦, 但收效甚微。p.50 

 

K2: 

ST: 

Miss Stephanie and Miss Rachel were waving wildly at us, in a way that did not give lies to Dill’s 

observations. p.238 

TT: 

斯蒂芬妮小姐和雷切尔小姐拼命朝我们挥手, 这等于是证明了迪尔所言非虚。 p.338 

 

From M: 

M1:  

ST: 

...it’s a lavish property, with high walls, metal gates...p.160 

TT: 

这处房产颇为奢华, 配有高高的院墙, 金属的大门。p.141 
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M2: 

ST: 

...it wasn’t merely her  beauty, Mr. Markos, that had me so spellbound, though that alone might have 

been enough. p.99 

TT: 

让我神魂颠倒的不只是她的美貌, 尽管这美貌已足以让人着迷。 p.87 

 

From A:  

A1:  

ST: 

This was not something that could ever be passed off as fancy dress, or a lark in front of the camera. 

p.70 

TT: 

这个样子可是没法冒称是化妆晚会的打扮或者在镜头前的嬉闹玩笑。 p.90 

 

A2: 

ST: 

Besides, in Vernon’s life lately, there was so much to think about...that mere fantasy could hardly 

compete. p.101 

TT: 

除此以外, 在弗农最近的生活当中, 有那么多事情要考虑...又岂是单纯的想入非非堪能与之争锋

的。 p.129 
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Appendix O 

Examples of Possessive Relational Process 

(In-text ref: Table 6.8) 

From L: 

L1: 

ST: 

Ralph turned to the others. ‘This belongs to us.’ p.26 

TT: 

拉尔夫回头对另两个说：“这个岛是属于咱们的。” p.027 

 

L2 

ST: 

...what intelligence had been shown was traceable to Piggy while the most obvious leader was Jack. 

p.19 

TT: 

猪崽子感到情况已经明摆在哪里, 头头非杰克莫属。p.020 

 

From G:  

G1: 

ST: 

I just stood there...shaking my head, and eventually Martin said, ‘Top secret, is it?’ p.53 

 

TT: 

我只是站在原地...不停摇着头。马丁终于开口了：“纯属机密, 是吧？” p.035 

 

G2: 

ST: 

You just want to be able to remember it for yourself...so that it belongs to you? p.297 

TT: 

你希望能够自己回想起来...由此让这段记忆‘归你所有’？p253 

 

From K:  

K1: 

ST; 

I suppose her coming to live with us was in that category. p.142 

TT: 

我猜她来和我们住在一起也归于此列。p.201 

 

K2: 

ST: 

Aunt Alexandra managed a smile in a way that conveyed a gentle apology to Cousin Lily and firm 

disapproval to me. p.146 

TT: 

亚历山德拉姑姑勉强挤出一丝微笑, 这笑容兼具两种功能,一是温和地向莉莉表姑表示歉意, 二是

对我进行严厉的指责。 p.206 

 

From M:  

M1: 

ST: 

...much of what they were, would be...hinged on the symmetry of their bone structure…whether they 

had an ideal nasofrontal angle or not. p.378 

TT: 

关于他们是怎样的人...取决于他们骨架的对称程度...以及是否拥有一个理想的鼻额骨。pp.339-

340 
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M2: 

ST: 

The unexpected intimacy he had stumbled upon in the hospital, so urgent and acute, has eroded into 

something dull. p.193 

TT: 

那种意想不到的亲密关系,纯属他在医院里偶然所得,发作起来是那么急迫,又那么强烈,现在却已

蜕变成了慢性的溃疡。p.172 

 

From A:  

A1: 

ST: 

...on some mental screen of selfhood he was a demure and feasible woman, but to an outsider what 

showed was evasion. p.71 

TT: 

在他自我的某块精神屏幕上他应该是位端庄、成熟的女性, 可是在外人看来那纯属是种逃避。 

p.92 

 

A2: 

ST: 

He was touched by curiosity as much as distrust, but it was too late to do anything now...p110 

TT: 

那种触动是好奇和不信任兼而有之, 不过, 现在不论是干什么都来不及了。p.142 
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Appendix P 

Examples of Circumstantial Relational Process 

(In-text ref: Table 6.9) 

From L:  

L1: 

ST: 

Piggy stood behind him, islanded in a sea of meaningless colour, while Ralph knelt and focused on 

the glossy spot. p.77 

TT: 

猪崽子站在他背后,处于一片无意义的色彩的包围之中,拉尔夫跪在地上,移动眼镜片来聚焦。

p.078  

 

L2: 

ST: 

The reef enclosed more than one side of the island, lying perhaps a mile out and...p.26 

TT: 

这礁石从两三个方向环绕小岛, 它们位于一英里之外的海中。p.028 

 

From G:  

G1: 

ST: 

I don’t even know whether all this is really about Ben, or whether it’s about everything that 

happened after that, and everything that’s happened since. p.41 

ST: 

我甚至说不清这一切究竟是源于本, 还是源于之后发生的事, 源于由此发生的事。 p.025 

 

G2: 

ST: 

“To be honest with you, I was having a really hard time in my marriage…” p.170 

TT: 

“跟你说实话吧, 当时我的婚姻处于低谷。” p.140 

From K:  

K1: 

ST: 

I found myself in the middle of the Idlers Club and...p.179 

TT: 

结果我发现自己置身于“闲人俱乐部” 的成员中间。p.255 

 

K2: 

ST: 

But every day Jem and I would see Mr Radley walking to and from town. p.12 

TT: 

不过, 我和杰姆每天都会看见拉德利先生往返于镇上。p.16 

 

From M:  

M1: 

ST: 

That was how I felt, disoriented, suspended in confusion...p.244 

TT: 

这就是我当时的感觉, 迷失了方向, 置身于混乱的状态。p.219 

 

M2 

ST: 

In his room, on a lower floor and in a different wing of the house..p.290 

TT: 

他的房间位于这房子另一头的二楼。p.261 
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From A:  

A1: 

ST: 

These three elements were found by anthropologists to exist in all musical cultures. p.23 

这三种基本要素存在于所有的音乐文化当中。 p.29 

 

A2: 

ST: 

...his fortune, his publishing ‘empire’, was rooted in an energetic exploitation of the weak-headed. 

p.52 

TT: 

即他的财富,他的出版 “帝国” 是植根于对那些知识贫弱的读者积极有效的剥削基础上的。

p.67 
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Appendix Q 

Translation of the Active Voice 

(In-text ref. Table 6.10) 

From L:  

L1: 

ST; 

His mind was crowded with memories; memories of the knowledge that...they had outwitted a living 

thing, imposed their will upon it, taken away its life like a long satisfying drink. p.74 

TT: 

他的脑子里充满了种种回忆...他回想起他们怎样智胜那活家伙,把自己的意志强加于它身上,结果

它的性命, 就像享受了那香味常驻的醇酒。 p.074 

 

L2: 

ST: 

...and then the jangly flat of the island, dense green, but drawn at the end to a pink tail. p.26 

TT: 

再过去是岛上平坦而浓绿的丛林, 延伸下去, 最后以一块粉红色的岩石而告终。p.027 

 

From G:  

G1: 

ST: 

I won’t though, because I like him too much. p.182 

TT: 

不过我不会这么做, 因为我是如此钟情于他。 p.149 

 

G2: 

ST: 

It seems to me that Kamal wanted her and he couldn’t have her...p.214 

TT: 

在我看来, 卡马尔倾心于她却无法得遂心愿。p.179 

 

From K:  

K1: 

ST: 

He had to , that’s why he was doing it...p.180 

TT: 

他是迫不得已而为之。 p.256 

 

K2: 

 

ST: 

Judge Taylor, who had been concentrating on his finger-nails, looked up as if...p.184 

TT: 

泰勒法官一直在专注于自己的指甲, 此时他抬起头,好像...p.261 

 

From M:  

M1: 

ST: 

...a flesh-and-bones target, someone they could conveniently point to as the agent of their hardship, 

someone to ... be angry with. p.307 

TT: 

一个有血有肉的靶子, 作为替罪羊, 让他们方便地把自己的艰辛归罪于他...迁怒于他。p.276 
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M2 

ST： 

Julien cast a sceptical glance. p201 

TT: 

于连投以怀疑的一瞥。 p.178 

 

From A:  

A1: 

ST: 

If anyone was to blame it was Vernon. p.64 

TT: 

如果要归咎于某个人的话, 那就是弗农。 p.81 

 

A2: 

ST: 

...but nor did he like the possibility that he might be giving in to weakness, or to age...the exertion of a 

climb might help jolt him out of his torpor. p.79 

TT: 

不过他也不喜欢这种屈服于软弱或者年龄的可能性...爬山所付出的努力有可能有助于将他从麻

痹状态中惊醒。p.102 
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Appendix R 

Translation of the Passive Voice 

(In-text ref: Table 6.11) 

From L:  

L1: 

ST: 

They found a piglet caught in a curtain of creepers...p.28 

TT: 

他们发现一头小野猪被厚厚的藤曼所缠住。p.030 

 

L2; 

ST: 

The smaller boys were known now by the generic title of ‘littluns’. p.61 

TT: 

较小的男孩现在被通称为 “小家伙们”。 p.062 

 

From G:  

G1: 

ST: 

Twice a day, I am offered a view into other lives. p.16 

TT: 

每次片刻功夫, 我得以一瞥他人的生活。 p.002 

 

G2: 

ST; 

I am a lodger...subject to her grace and favour. p.23 

TT: 

我不过是寄住,承蒙凯茜的荫庇。p.008 

 

From K:  

K1: 

ST: 

...townsfolk rarely sat on juries, they were either struck or excused. p.181 

TT: 

镇上很少有人去充当陪审员, 他们要么被除名, 要么免于承担这义务。 p.257 

 

K2: 

ST: 

‘There has been a request’, Judge Taylor said, ‘...a request that will be denied for the time being.’ p.191 

TT: 

“法庭刚刚接到一个请求,” 泰勒法官说, “...这个请求暂时不予满足。” p.272 

 

From M:  

M1: 

ST: 

I think I have grown accustomed to the glass and am terrified that when it breaks...I will spill out into 

the wide open unknown...p.447 

TT: 

我感觉自己已经习惯了这层玻璃,害怕它一旦碎掉...我...必将被裹挟而出, 冲入未知的海洋。

p.402 

 

 

M2: 

ST: 

...all of it documented, preserved. p.452 

TT: 

一切都有记录, 一切都得以保存。 p.407 
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From A: 

A1: 

ST: 

Such energy, such luck. Nurtured in the post-war settlement with the State’s own milk and juice, and 

then sustained by their parents’ tentative innocent prosperity...p.12 

TT: 

多有能量, 多么幸运, 在战后的新建社区喝着国家自己的母乳和果汁长大, 由父母没有保障、来历

清白的富足所供养。p.14 

 

A2: 

ST: 

He drifted helplessly into a daydream. p.77 

TT: 

他无助地被一个白日梦所裹挟, 随波逐流。 p.100 
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